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FOREWORD
T
This report describes the nature and results of a research investigation
into the relationship among strength, fatigue, residual strength, and
stiffness properties of several tensile loaded graphite/epoxy composite
laminates. The investigation was conducted by two companies of the Lockheed
Corporation between September 30, 19e0 and July 15, 1963 in fulfillment of
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Contract NASI-16406. Because
of the breadth of the investigation, experimental and analytical results
from other studies supported by the Lockheed Corporation are included in
this report. These studies were conducted independent of this program, but
their results or experimentally generated data were of significant
importance to the overall understanding developed on the NASA sponsored
program. While a _oint analytical effort took place, experimental work was
performed by the Lockheed-California Company at the Kelly Johnson Research
and Development Center at Rye Canyon while computer aided, mathematical
modeling was done by the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company at the Palo
Alto Research Laboratory. The work was sponsored by the NASA f_ngley
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, under the constructive management and
leadership of Dr. T. K. O'Brien. The contract effort which has led to the
results in this report was financially supported by the Structures
Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM).
The program was performed by the Fatigue and Fracture Mechanics Laboratory
of the Lockheed-California Company and by the Applied Mechanics Laboratory
of the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company. Throughout the program, the
Lockheed engineering project leader was Dr. J.T. Ryder who was also directly
responsible for the experimental effort. Dr. F.¥. Crossman of the Lockheed
hissiles and Space Company was responsible for the computer aided mathe-
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RSUMMARY
The purpose of this research investigation was to explore, in both a
qualitative and quantitative fashion, the relationship among stiffness,
strength, fatigue life, residual strength, and extent of damage of
unnotched, graphite/epoxy laminates subjected to tension loading. The more
complex cases of notches or compression loading were eliminated not because
of their lack of importance, indeeed in many cases they may be more
important, but because we do not yet understand the mechanics of the so
called simple tension case. Clarification of the mechanics of the tension
loading case was intended to accomplish several purposes. First, the
valuable results and conclusions of many previous investigations could
hopefully be combined in a unified way which would explain the many
apparently contradictory observations and hypotheses. Second, the
development of a relatively simple procedure to anticipate strength, fatigue
life, and stiffnesss changes was desired. Third, the intent was to provide
a solid foundation upon which to extend the work to the more complex cases
of compression, notches and spectrum fatigue loading.
An outline of the investigation and an overall philosophy is given in
Section I. The experimental and analytical results are discussed and
compared in Section A with the conclusions and implications summarized in
Section 5. Section 2 is devoted to a detailed presentation of the
experimental results while Section 3 is similarly devoted to a presentation
of the analytical and mathematical modeling study. A basic understanding of
the program can be gained by reading Sections I.I, 1.4, 4 and 5.
The dominant damage type of analytical concern during the program was matrix
cracking (both interlamina and intralamina) and 0 0 fiber fracture. Mathema-
tical models were developed based upon analysis of the damage states. A
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mechanistic approach to modeling was selected to represent damage develop-
ment instead of the statistical approach. Because a primary objective was
to investigate whether the nature of macroscopically observed phenomena can
be understood based on knowledge of the lamina properties, the laminate
construction, and the damage state, a statistically based modeling approach
was not appropriate.
Coupons from several different layuDs ((0)4, (0/90/145)S , (0/_+45)S ,
(0/45/02/-45/0) s, (02/904)s) were subjected to monotonic tension load to
failure, constant amplitude tension-tension fatigue loading, or to monotonic
tension load to failure after prior fatigue loading. Stress, strain, and
stiffness were recorded throughout each experiment. Plastic cast edge
replication and enhanced x-ray were used to record both Inter and intra
lamina matrix cracking. Observed damage states were analyzed and
mathematically modeled. Ebtimates of stiffness, strength, strain to
failure, extent of scatter, fracture appearance, and shape of the
stress-life curve based on the models were compared to experimental data for
each of the three types of experiments: initial strength, fatigue, and
residual strength. Nathematical models were based on laminate analysis,
free body type modeling, or upon a strain energy release rate approach
combined with a finite element procedure.
Changes in laminate stiffness were attributed to: transverse, intralamina
matrix cracking, with and without end delemination; interlamina matrix
cracking, delamination; ply isolation due to combined delamination and
transverse matrix cracking; 0° ply splitting; and 0° fiber fracture. During
development of 0° ply failure criteria, several possible theories and means
of strain concentration were considered. These were: deterministic
strength theories, statistical fiber bundle theory, linear elastic fracture
mechanics, transverse matrix cracks, and ply isolation. Three dimensional
finite element modeling was conducted of several types of delamination.
This modeling was performed to further examine the stress field in the 0°
ply as influenced by delamination. The possible differences between strain
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to failure in unidirectional and multidirectional laminates was also
analyzed. This study led to consideration of the relationship between
0 °volume and strength of a ply.
Essentially, stiffness was found to be only loosely related to fat!g,'_ life
or strength. Strain was found to be the primary measurement of greatest
significance. Stiffness changes were found to be primarily due to delamina-
tion, transverse matrix cracking, and local ply isolation (due to combined
delamination and transverse matrix cracking). All other possible contribu-
tions were found to be small. A simple analysis based upon a free body type
analysis approach was found to account for stiffn-_ss change due to combined
matrix cracking and delamination (ply isolation) while matrix cracking,
which was at most less than a 3 percent effect, was determined using simple
master plots for each ply.
Coupon failure requires fracture of the 0 ° plies and this was attributed to
essentially three factors: I) small strain increases _ue to transverse
matrix cracking; 2) local strain increases in the 00 plies due to specific
combinations of delamination and transverse matrix cracking resulting in
local ply isolation, and 3) strains in the 00 plies being high enough that
fatigue failure would occur even for a 00 unidirectional laminate. Scatter
in properties was found to be due to: I) the intrinsic size of the
microstructure relative to the geometry ; 2) the variability in fiber
strength; 3) the requirement of only a few adjacent statistically
significant fiber fractures for general coupon failure ; and 4) the magnitude
of local strain concentration due to ply isolation.
Comparison of three dimensional to two dimensional modelin_ of stress
concentration in a 00 ply due to delamination between adjacent plies showed
that the more complex analysis did not provide any fundamental improvement
in accuracy. Further, damage growth, both direction and rate, were found to
be dependent on complex relations among GI, GII , and GIII. This fact
combined with the necessity of constantly and drastically changing models as
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damage grows rendered the use of complex three dimensional models
questionable. Both two dimensional and three dimensional analyses showed
that high peak stress concentration did not develop in 0 0 plies adjacent to
either delamination or transverse matrix cracks. This result indicated that
fracture toughness concepts could not be used to provide a failure criteria
for the 0° plies.
By assuming that strain is the primary variable of importance, accounting
for possible stiffness changes by a simple rule cf mixtures, and by applying
the derived 0° failure criteria, all of the observed mechanical properties
for each loading condition and layup could be quantitatively and
qualitatively calculated by using lamina properties. Therefore, a simple
procedure is proposed to calculate strain to failure, stiffness, strength,
data scatter, shape of the stress-life curve, and stiffness changes for any
laminate Based only on lamina properties. The lower bound of the
stress-life curve, "runout" life, was determined By free body t>_ of
analysis. Strain energy release rate analysis is required for determining
the lower bound for the onset of matrix damage (transverse cracking or
delamination), but not for the fatigue life curve. The complex analyses
performed in this study were found to be extremely useful and worthwhile for
confirming and supporting the validity of employing the proposed relatively
simple procedures.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVE
The purpose of this research investigatio_ was to explore, in both a
qualitative and a quantitative fashion, the relationship among stiffness,
strength, fatigue life, residual strength, and extent of damage of
unnotched, graphite/epoxy laminates subjected to tension loading. The
unnotched geometry condition was selected to avoid the complexities
attendent to modeling damage from a hole or notch. Likewise, the program
was restricted to tension load and constant amplitude fatigue because of the
inherent mathematical difficulties which occur with the more complex case of
compression dominated or spectrum loading. In short, the simplest case
possible was selected for study. However, this case was selected precisely
because, despite the apparent simplicity, the relationship among such
quantitatively measured properties as stiffness, damage extent, strength,
and fatigue life is not well ,Inderstood. Thus the more complex cases were
eliminated not because of their lack of importance, indeed in many cases
they may be more important, but because we do not yet understand the
mechanics of the so called simple case.
L
Clarification of the mechanics of the tension loading case was intended to
accomplish several purposes. First, the valuable re3ults and conclusions of
many previous investigations could hopefully be combined in a unified way
which would explain the many apparently contradictory observations and hypo-
theses. Second, the development of a relatively simple procedure to antici-
pate strength, fatigue life, and stiffness changes was desired. Third, the
intent was to provide a solid foundation upon which to extend the work to
the more complex cases of compression, notches, and spectrum fatigue loading.
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This was not thought to be fully possible without this basis. Finally, the
intent was to aid in the establishment of a basis for succinctly relating
laboratory coupon type data to structural application.
Throughout this research study, primary emphasis was not upon collecting the
necessary experimental data for developing mathematical models to specifi-
cally predict residual strength or fatigue life. instead emphasis w_s upon
analysis of observed experimental data, upon developing mathematical models
to represent the assumed pertinent features of a selected laminate and an
experimentally observed damage state, and upon the qualitative and quanti-
tative comparison of such derived properties as stiffness and strength to
experimentally based data. Comparative agreement for many different cases
was taken as verification that the mechanics of a particular laminate and
damage state was understood. Thus the intent was development and improve-
ment of our technical understanding of the mechanics of laminated compo-
sites. For this reason, much attention was given to the generation of de-
tailed, accurate experimental data, to the detailed analysis of those data,
and to the exploration and development of many different, though related,
models and aspects of both the models themselves and variations in the_. In
certain restricted cases, predictive capability m_y of course be _erived
from the models, perhaps rather easily as will be shown in ?ection Z, but
such concepts as prediction of fatigue life and cumulative damage were not
of basic concern.
Success in developing a definitive understanding of the mechanics of
laminated composites even for this supposedly simple case is believed to be
of value for two reasons. First, confidence would be gained that the basic
mechanics is understood. Second, that basic mechanics would form a solid
foundation under efforts to understand more complex cases thereby avoiding
many unfounded assumptions and undoubtedly much inefficient effort.
1.2 DEVELOPMENT OF A POINT OF VIEW
A specific point of view underlies this program concerning the mechanics of
damage development in graphite/epoxy laminated o'),_posites and thus
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influenced subsequent analysis as well as the selection of representative
models and their associated mathematical procedures. This subsection
discusses that point of vle_ while the next subsection addresses
mathematical _odelinE.
Fundamentally the nature of damage, or change in state, for both metals and
composites is the same, namely: the extensional breakage of atomic bonds.
The small molecular dimensions of most materials formed of metallic elements
allows them to be considered homogeneous, continuous and isotropic at small
dimensions _generally at any dimension greater than i or 2 mm). These small
dimensions plus the nature of the interatomic bonds allows metallic
materials to exhibit the macroscopic phenomenon termed plasticity. Thus,
state chan_e (damage) manifests principally as the processes termed slip,
twinning, cleavage, and microcracKing. These microscopic processes are the
most important ones of concern for most macroscopic studies. In some cases,
they result in macroscopic size flaws which dominate the microscopic damage.
The macroscopic expressions of damage exhibited by laminated composite
materials are not nor_.ally encountered in similar studies of metals except
in the case of bonded bimetallics. Although laminated composites are made
up of _t least two material phases of quite different properties, this is
not unique since the same fact is usually true for metallic materials. The
unusualness of composite materials lies in the fact that their method of
formation results in a state where conditions of homogenity, continuity, and
isotropy occur only at large macroscopic levels (at least on the scale of
cms if not meters), in fact, for most practical applications of laminated
composites, such a state is not actually ever reached in a direction perpen-
dicular to the plies. Therefore, the dominant manifested form of uamage
which needs to be considered for qualitative understanding of most compo-
sites, up to the onset of 0° fiber breakage, is matrix cracking (inter and
intra lamina) as influenced by the anisotropic nature of the material. Thus
in order to understand the mechanics of the change in state dam&ge process,
Jthe nature of matrix cracking and delamination must be of primary interest.
This understanding needs to be combined, for certain applications, with a
detailed formulation of fracture in the primary load carrying plies.
The fact that the microstructure of' laminated composites always directly
enters into consideration of macroscopic phenomenon is a point requiring
furthe- discussion. The large scale microstructure essentially insures, for
example, that scatter in fatigue life of unnotched coupons will always be
relatively large compared to that usually encountered for metals. The
scatter in fatigue life of metallic coupons is also large when the micro-
structure and not surface finish dominates fatigue life "1! This happens,
{
for instance, when the coupon surfaces are carefully prepared by special
polishing techniques thereby effectively reducing surface residual stresses
and micronotch induced stress concentrations to such an extent that micro-
structural variations predominate, r_ormal surface preparation, even for ASTM
type standard tests, is not nearly so careful, therefore, surface prepara-
tion dominates fatigue life, not microstructure. For normally recommended
F4 71
surface preparation procedures '-:'J, resultant fatigue life scatter is rela-
Td!
tively narrow _ "; much less than the differences induced by microstructure
alone. However, averaFe fati{ue life can be much less than for the case
r D
where microstruzture predominates especially in the long life region -dj.
Laminated, un-notched composite_ coupons are, in essence, usually in the
state of being "carefully polished" coupons in that microstructure predom-
inates. Most edge defects are unimportant in that statistical variations in
the large scale microstructure continue to dominate fatigue life leading to
large scatter and long life. Certain types of defects can significantly
reduce fatigue life if they are large relative to the microstructure. Among
these defects are: alignment of prepreg tape edges in plies of the same
orientation through the thickness Lv_ , large groups of misaligned load
F I
carrying fibers within a plyL6J; and rows of dimples distorting the load
carrying plies, such as happened to some of the (0/__45)s coupons of this
4
study, see Section 2.3. The primary point is that relatively large fatigue
life scatter is inherent to graphite/epoxy laminated composites because of
the microstructure. This point will be discussed much further in Section 4.
The significant microstructural influence for laminated composites not only
manifests in large fatigue life scatter, but also in the very nature of the
stress-life curve representation. Stress-life curves for metals are similar
regardless of whether the data are for notched or unnotched coupons. The
actual fatigue life differs numerically, but not the general response to
load, hence the curves look similar but shifted. For laminated composites,
however, the stress-life curve for, as an example, tension-tension fatigue
loading of notched coupons looks significantly different than that for
unnotched coupons L7j. In addition, bonding a thin strip of glass/epoxy
along the free edge results not only in greatly increased !.ire, but also in
r _
reduction or even elimination of delamination LSj. Even the type of fatigue
loading, for example a stress range ratio of -1.0 versus -0.3, totally
changes the direction and type of damage growth and thus the resultant shape
F9L]
of the stress-life curve . All of these changes are due to the much more
significant influence, relative to metals, of geometry and loading on the
resultant behavior of laminated composites which is in turn due to the large
scale microstructure, see Reference ; for an in-depth discussion. Thus the
significant effect of microstructure of laminated composites on both fatigue
life scatter and the nature of the relationship between stress and fatigue
life must always be kept in mind.
mj
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Based upon the above discussion, a comprehensive analysis of how matrix
crack formation and growth (inter and intra lamina) are influenced by load
application is required. A mathematical representation of the process will
result in a quantitative description, the accuracy of which is dependent
upon the previous analysis, the practical difficulties of obtaining
appropriate experimentally based input data, and the human labor required
for achieving a desired level of accuracy. Having concluded that for
laminated composites, damage in the form of crack development and extension,
whether inter or intralamina, is the dominant one of interest, qualitative
analysis of what influences crack formation, location, and growth is
believed to result eventually in an understanding of macroscopic phenomena.
Consider, as an example, the case of an unnotched multidirectional laminated
composite subjected to steadily increasing tension load. The experimentally
observed location of crack formation (intralamina matrix cracks, interlamina
delamina_ion) and their saturation numbers in transverse plies can be appro-
F10,11 ]
ximated by mathematical analysis.- J An energy approach to this problem
appears to be the most fruitful since an energy concept allows for
rll 12 l
volumetric effects. This was confirmed by Wane and Crossman. _ ' _ Crac_
formation and extension is, of course, caused by the load (energy) increase.
Final fracture is due to localized transfer of load into the O ° plies,
localized fracture of 0 0 fibers which in turn influence the breakage of the
0° plies, and further crack extension followed by coupon fracture at a
region where a critical number of such fiber breakages interact.
Fc- the case of constant amplitude tension-tension fatigue, cracks are
forme_ on the first load cycle, if high enough, because of the increasLnc
load, as in static tension. Each additional input of energy (cycle) extends
the cracks (damage), however minutely, or increases their number. Cr_ck
extension occurs either due to 8 stable rate of breakage and partial
reformation of atomi_ bonds near the peak load or to breakage and complete
or partial reformation of atomic bonds during each energy (load) input cycl_
in such a manner that the original state is changed slightly on each cycle.
Final fracture occurs for similar reasons as in the static tension case,
namely: transfer of load to 0 ° plies, fracture of C ° fibers at various
locations, and final coupon fracture in a region where the 0 ° fiSer
breakages sufficiently interact. Similar to the static tension case, the
location, type, and number of, at least, initial cracks can be approximated
F10-,2]
by an appropriate laminate analysis."
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Although final fracture state under either monotonic (static) tension
loading or tension-tension fatigue loading is deterministically related to
the initial state of the coupon, the final damage state prior to fracture is
path dependent, i.e., dependent upon the type of prior loading. The
significant point, of course, is that a developing damage state is always
peculiar to or characteristic of a particular laminate. At some point of
damage development, a specific state may, however, manifest in some lamin-
ates regardless of whether loading is monotonic or fatigue cycling. _I0]
However, other layups do not appear to reach such a state prior to coupon
fracture. [12 ]
For those laminates which do reach a specific, often termed
characteristic state [I0]
, damage development can be said to be path indepen-
dent up to that point. However, for such laminates subsequent damage
development is load path dependent, as it always is for all other laminates,
because both delamina_ion and extent of matrix cracking under fatigue load-
ing prior to fracture can be significantly greater than and much different
r_
than that which occurs under monotonic tension loading. [7j Thus, the trans-
fer of load into the 0° plies will be different for the two loading types
resulting in a path dependent state. This property, as lthe results of this
program will clearly show, and prior work indicated L7,I3J, manifests in the
significant difference between strain to failure which occurs under fatigue
loading and that which occurs under residual strength loading.
Other aspects of laminated composites requiring analysis are the problems of
representing fatigue-life scatter and the nature of the stress-life curve
which reflects the interaction of the microstructure, geometry and loading.
Representation of fatigue life scatter is undoubtedly theoretically poss-
ible, but would require collection of extremely detailed experimental data
beyond the scope of any normal necessity. Thus the problem appears to be
more one of understanding and bounding the scatter, not modeling. In any
case, the extent of scatter is dependent on the part geometry and loading
[7,9] and thus is problem specific. The question of reviewing and modeling
damage state development as influenced by geometry and loading was consider-
ed to be one of future concern since the basic mechanics have to be under-
stood first.
mA descriptive analysis similar to that just given for tension loading could
be done for compression loading and for tension-compression or compression-
compression fatigue. Although, damage state development is significantly
different, the principles remain unchanged. Therefore, a point of view as
to the nature of damage initiation and growth for laminated composites was
formulated as follows:
•"_qe dominant damage type of analytical concern is matrix
cracking.
o Matrix cracking can be intralamina or interlamina
(delamination).
The damage state is characteristic of the laminate, loading
direction, and geometry; at any time is deterministically
related to the initial state, and is, in general, path
dependent (although specific cases of path independency exist
up to some state).
Microstructure always has a dominating influence on observed
mechanical properties such as in fatigue life scatter and the
stress-life curve.
This point of view implies several inferences, among which are:
The laminate stacking sequence determines the inter and intra
laminar normal and shear stresses which, in turn, determine:
location and eventual density of intralamina cracks; and
location and propagation of delaminations. These can be
calculated, at least approximately, by known mathematical
procedures.
o Stiffness is dependent on both layup and damage state.
o Final fracture must be ascertained by determining the manner
in which load is transferred to the primary load carrying
plies. For coupons of this program, this required analysis of
the influence of local delamination on the fracture 08f 0 °
fibers and the effect of such fiber fractures on ply
integrity and coupon failure.
Temperature, width, and notches affect static strength and
fatigue life because they alter matrix properties and stress
states.
o Fatigue life depends on the definition of failure. If defined
as an amount of stiffness change, fatigue life will be much
different than if defined as the number of cycles to a damage
state characteristic of the laminate or as fracture into two
or more pieces.
1.3 MATHEMATICAL MODELING
P
Analysis of the laminates, damage states and associated properties was
followed by mathematical modeling of the interaction of the separated
elements. This required selection of a model_ng procedure. Two major
approaches to represent damage development in laminated composites have been
historically employed. These may be called statistical and mechanistic
(where the emphasis here is upon the detailed mechanics of the damage
process). In the statistical approach, such macroscopic phenomena as global
stress, number of cycles, time, or tensile strength at any point in time are
tabulated. Relationships among the parameters are sought by considering
them as statistical variables and thus formulating statistical probability
equations which describe observed rates of change. Physical mechanisms are
postulated to explain hypothesised relationships between the variables and
their rate of change. In contrast, the mechanistic approach considers the
physical details of both a laminate and an assumed damage state, formulates
mathematical descriptions and, in theory, derives the expected macroscopic
relationships from the microscopic phenomena. The nature of the two
analytical approaches are thus quite different. One leads from the
macroscopic to the microscopic on the basis that the mechanics of damage may
be too complex for direct formulation, and the other from the microscopic to
the macroscopic on the basis that the broad spectrum of often unsuspected
macroscopic relationships can not otherwise be fully understood.
Essentially, all statistical approaches emphasize representing rates of
change in observed mechanical properties, such as residual strength. All
such procedures (see those postulated by the authors of References 14 to 17)
have common elements in that the same four basic assumptions are stated.
First, the distribution of observed phenomena can be represented by an
!
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exponential equation (this is usually chosen as a two parameter Weibull
equation). Second, change in strength can be represented by a power law.
Third, fatigue life and macro stress are related by a Dower law. Fourth,
there is a one-to-one relationship between residual strength and fatigue
life. The last assumption is equivalent to stating that the stress required
to fracture a coupon into two pieces is path independent. Different
mathematical exponents have been se]ected for the various proposed power
laws depending on the interpretation of the form of variable relationship.
[18]
Hahn, has put this statistical procedure on a more rigorous basis-- Yang
and Jones _ : have shown how the various statistical approaches are related.
rle7
Other approaches such as that of Halpin and Waddoups u "_ have postulated
damage growth concepts, but in a manner _enera! enough and with the same
r,7 
four assumptions that they reduce to a statistical approach _ •
Statistical approaches for life prediction and strength degradation have the
unfortunate property that they do not easily lead to an understanding of
physical phenomena. They also have the requirement that data be obtained
for each layup under each type of loading and environment. The accuracy of
such approaches is dependent upon the correctness of the assumption that
fracture strength is path independent (that a one-to-one rank order rela-
[Tq
tionship exists between strength and fatigue life). Previous studies -
Rave indicated that this key assumption is, at best, only superficially
valid. In fact, the necessary conditions for fracture under fatigue load
appear to be quite different than those for residual strength loading as the
r.]
results of a prior investigation indicatedL rj Another problem with the
statistical approach is that generalized formulations are difficult to
devise. For instance, most layups increase in static tensile residual
strength due to tension-tension fatigue loading if they contain a notch and
can even increase under tension-compression loading depending on the stress
ratio. [7]
[I0,11 12]
Mechanistic approaches _ ' are based on detailed analysis of the
mechanics of both the laminate and the damage process and thus attempt to
model damage development from initiation through growth and up to fracture.
I0
Such approaches, at least idealistically, come close to starting from lamina
properties and lead to stiffness, damage development, and fracture develop-
ment properties. Because a primary objective of this program was to inves-
tigate whether the nature of macroscopically observed phenomena can be
understood based on knowledge of the lamina properties, the laminate
construction, and the damage state, a statistical approach was not selected.
Instead the approach was taken to model observed damage, calculate stiffness
changes, estimate effects on primary load carrying plies, and compare
results to experimentally observed stiffness and strength. The hoped for
result was the development of a capability to, at a minimum, anticipate for
any given layup: both stiffness and strength under monotonic loading as
well as the general matrix cracking and de!amination state; the threshold
for onset of delamination growth and/or matrix crack saturation under
fatigue loading thus allowing an estimate of the bounds of the fatigue life
curve; and, lastly, given a known damage state, to estimate residual
strength.
1.4 OUTLINE OF PROGRAM
This research study consisted of: I) detailed experimentation; 2) analysis
(separation) of the various aspects of the laminates and the observed damage
states and associated mechanical phenomena; 3) modeling of the laminates and
damage states, and; 4) comparison of analytically and mathematically based
conclusions with experimental results. A brief outline of each of those
phases will be described.
1.4.1 Experimental Program
Twenty-five to thirty coupons of each of five different layups were
subjected to experimentation. Those experiments consisted of monotonic
tension load to failure, cunstant amplitude tension-tension fatigue loadiz_
to failure or to 10 6 cycles, and monotonic tension residual strength loading
_ to failure of coupons previously subjected to fatigue loading. Throughout
each experiment, stress and strain were recorded and stiffness calculated
(both monotonic and dynamic stiffness for fatigue experiments). During each
experiment, the two NDI techniques, plastic cast edge replication and
enhanced x-ray photography, were used to periodically record both inter and
intra lamina matrix cracking. As previously mentioned, only tension loading
of unnotched coupons was conducted in order to explore a relatively simple,
yet by no means fully understood situation. All fatigue experiments were
conducted ,mder load control in order to allow strain to increase, if
stiffness decreased, and to guarantee eventual coupon fracture.
'0) 4 ,There were five layups experimentally investigated in this program: ,
_ , , and (02/904) s. The unidirectional(01901+45) s (0/+_45) s (ol451o21-451o) s,
layup was selected to give baseline information on the fracture of O° plies
unaffected by off axis plies. The (0/90/--45) 3 laminate tends not to
delaminate during monotonic tension loading to fracture, but does during
fatigue loading. Thus the data of this layup, when combined with other
quasi-isotropic layups which tend to delaminate during monotonic loading or
with other layup configurations, provided a data set suitable for analysis
for the entire range of quasi-isotropic laminates. The (0/+45) s layup
provided information on a laminate influenced only by +45 ° plies and one
which would tend not to delaminate under either monotonic or fatigue
loading. The (0/45/02/-45/0) layup was selectedr1 because of its knowns
tendency to delaminate under fatigue loading [7j, but without associated
stiffness change. Finally, the (02/904) s layup allowed analysis of the
extreme effect of 90° _lies only. Thus, these layups were chosen not for
their practical utility, but because the data obtained from them when
combined with other data allowed study of a wide range of possible states
of damage (intraply matrix cracking with and without delamination),
associated stiffness change (with and without macroscale delamination), or
no stiffness change with delamination, and effects of off axis plies alone
and in combination. Note, however, that most practical layups are
combinations of these basic simple layups.
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1.4.2 Data Analysis
The collected damage, stiffness, and fracture data were analyzed for the
purposes of determining both the details of the damage states and the
associated mechanical phenomena. This analysis entailed, as a first step,
tabulating lists of matrix crack spacing; of extent, shape, and area of
delamination, if any; the recording of unusual or non-regular types of
matrix cracking, such as occurred in some layups; and the recording of
associated monotonic, and for fatigue loading dynamic, modulus plus the
final fracture data. Because of the scatter in fracture and fatigue life,
precise correlation of the output of a mathematical model for some damage
state with observed stiffness or fracture data was not considered pertinent.
Instead, the goal was to select from the damage state that representation
for modeling purposes which would most affect observed stiffness or fracture
characteristics. _us the number of matrix cracks, delamination location,
extent and shape welt modeled. Even the effect of small delaminations at
the ends of matriz cracks were considered. However, the complexity of
mat2ix cracks at angles to the load direction, such as in (0/ 45) s and
(0/45/02/-45/0) s coupons or more complex subsidiary matrix cracking in
(02/904) s coupons were not conzi_ered of primary significance and thus were
not modeled. The efl ects of these variations were believed to manifest more
in statistical variations among coupons than in average strain to failure
values or stiffness. If this assumption proved to be incorrect, much more
extensive modeling would be required than undertaken in this study.
The experimental data obtained in this study were combined with those
Fl2,21]
available in the literature L for several other layups, specifzcally
those for :(+25/9On)s, (+45n/On/90n)s, (0/45/90/-45)2s , (0/45/02/-45/0)2s,
(0)8, and (0)16. Thus a set of data for a broad range of layups was avail-
able for detailed analysis. The data for the (0)4, (0)8, and (0)16 layups
were used to investigate fracture criteria of 0° plies unaffected by cross
plies. The data for the other layups were used to attempt to delineate the
mechanics of unnotched, graphite/epoxy laminated coupons subjected to
13
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tension loading. The specific experimental observations which we wished to
analyze for these laminates are detailed for each loading type in Figure I.
if the mechanics of the laminates and load induced state changes are
understood, each of the observations in Figure I should be qualitatively and
quantitattively explainable. The success of this effort, to date, is
discussed in Zection 4.
1.4.3 Mathematical Modeling
The analytical objective of deriving quantitative relationships between
laminate stiffness, residual strength, fatigue life and damage state imposed
a number of requirements. The nature of these requirements can best be
understood by recalling the general state of d_age growth in laminated
composites as described in Section 1.2. The experimental data obtained in
this program, when combined with those available from other investigations,
were sufficient to demonstrate the General applicability of the selected
modeling and mathematical approach. As described, the nature of the
load-induced damage under fatigue loading and the manner of growth was
recorded and the relationship between this damage and laminate stiffness was
experimentally established. The nature of the relationship between sub-
sequent damage growth and failure and stiffness under residual strength
tensile loading after prior fatigue loading was also established.
Except for the case of a dominant flaw at the laminate scale, the mathe-
matics to quantitatively describe fracture were as yet quite undeveloped due
to the complex state of cracking. Certain procedures were available to give
qualitative and even quantitative predictions of early damage states under
both static and fatigue loading. [I0'11] The simplest procedures appeared to
[11]
be energy approaches. L Because of the complexities of the mechanistic
approach and the limitations of the statistical approaches previously
mentioned, essentially empirically based crack growth laws have often been
formulated [22] These have been based upon an assumed damage mode w_th
assumed growth characteristics believed to be of importance in a particular
14
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LOADING TYPE EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
Monotonic Tension
Tension-Tension Fatigue
Monotonic Tension-
Residual Strength
o Stiffness
o Onset of matrix cracking and saturation
o Onset of delsmination
o Fracture
o Extent of scatter
o onset of matrix cracking and saturation
o Onset of delsmination
o Stiffness changes
o Strain at failure
o Fracture
o Extent of scatter
o Stiffness
o Damage growth
o Fracture
o Extent of scatte,.
Figure I: Experimental observations requiring explanation.
loading environment. Such a_rroacnes nave only been successful if a
quasi-domlnant flaw can be considered as hein C _he most ±mportant damage
mechanism. For many perhaps ...... l_yups an_ loa,_in_ coniitions, this
concept was 3nnsi_ere_ v_ch too restri_t_':_ an_ thus w_s not employed in
this study.
In this investigation the :-x:eri_*_r._'_ ' l;,ta were us_i in t_e followin_
manner. After an'_lys_s and selec'ion of assumed _ _" °. re. _inen _ fe:_tures, the
laminate nJ "-_ v×_;.r::'.ental y ob:_erve _. d'_.-.-_;ewere _.oJeleJ tv the s_.ected
mathematical :rcr-.dur- an _ ..... :t_r:t s ....... _, cul:_tei and _c.mpare! to
measured stiffness. T:.e obser':e. _ _xt_nt of ianat-e ne_r static or residual
stren[th ten.%i:e f_ilur_ _.nd near ..... ;_ i_ure w_s .....
amount an! !cc_:tion of load ¢ransfer into t,_.e ,, _!i_s. T_.e distrih.ition of
stresses _,_ str_.ins . :._;, _o
.... w ....... the plies was calcu!ste4 an_l c_mpare_ to the
strength _%t'_ <f the _t_ii[rectiDnq' _%nin%--,. "he ,:ause o :+ fracture _it_,i ".
_h_ _0
. - '., pl'.es _;_s crit[ca! to the _na!ysis. Witho_t an ana!vtica[ un:]er-
_0
stand in_: of ,h_ [_........... _ .... , y _n empirical _:at[ons._ip among, stiff-
hess, residual strength _ni _'_-*;_,,_.,,.,_.. life wo,_l _. ._._.._.,'_"-_"Thus the mo._elin;
procedure stt._-tF_teq to _.etermine the ,_.istr_hution of stresses -_nd strains
_ithin the ply /ust _,r_or t'_ f"_i'ure because _ f":i'_re :.rit+.rion for t_.p
,o l:lv w_s r_,ir,-_ _u det-:rmine _.',t.,_zt_ _ " _n" st
This prcb]e_ _f :l_:]int_ing _ .___re .... "
_0
nultiply l_mir:_tg is no_ .n_cesaar±i$, equiv_!ent t_ tt_ stren_tt _f _ .
• _ • " Ofunidirecti_na! [a_z_nat_, _.ut _._y he in the ,oca_ re_zon fracture, the
concept to h_ndle t_is _roDlem is the analysis of the statistica] linkup of
individual or Frou>s of" .,o fiber breakages in a re£ion, of high stress in-
duced damage. Such a linkup would be followed by rapid growth of a critical
crac_ which parts the specimen. The mathematical basis for such a concept
9x:
has been developed and used for metals.-" In the regions of hi@h 0 0 ply
stress, the concept of a single re_ion of fiber breakage causing fracture
was analyzed as a local dominant fla&'_e_ause there was evidence tha_ a 0.5
nn (0.020 in.) long broken fiber region is sufficient to cause fracture of a
OO ply. [24'25] These concepts all depend on stress volune and appeared to
be more applicable than local application of Tsai-Wu [26] or Half/an [_rT]
maximum stress failure theories. This was supported by the suggestion of
Wu[_] that stress gradient at the tip of a transverse matrix crack may need
to be taken into account. This suggestion and the more general one of a
local strain gradient in a O ° ply due to the presence of combined matrix
cracking and delamination [13] were investigated for several layups.
Fracture in unidirectional O° plies has also been analyzed by statistical
bundle theories. [29'30] These theories do not appear to be directly appli-
cable to fracture of O° plies in multidirecttonal layupe as Wang has recent-
iy concluded. [31 ] In ouch cases, the degree of unifonaity of load vithtn
the O° ply i8 dependent on the extent of transverse cracking and
delsmJJaation danaKe urlthin the laminate.
Because of the lack of a failure theory to anticipate the residual strength
of the laminates, the nature of the stress field in the O° ply yam evaluated
as a function of longitudinal position X, depth Y and height Z. For example,
the depth of delamination was documented since this depth has been found to
r _
be a function of the number of fatigue cycles. [7'32'33j _'nerefore, an ana-
lysis of the laminate coupons in a given danage state was conducted: 1) X-Z
analysis of a plane section at the surface free edge thereby modeling
typical observed crack densities and delamination if present; 2) analysis of
an X-Z plane section at the nidplane modeling transverse cracks and any
delaminatione which cross the specimen; 3) analysis of a ¥-Z plane section
using effective properties for cracked 90 ° and 45 ° plies and modeling the
depth of observed delaminations.
1.5 REPORT OUTLINE
Section 2 of this report discusses the experimental results while Section 3
gives the results of the analysis and the various modeling procedures. In
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Section 4, experimental results are compared to the results of the models
and the inferences drawn from that comparison are discussed. A summary
along with conclusions is given in Section 3. Four appendices give,
respectively, the material and layup background, experimental procedures,
detailed experimental data, and mathematical analysis procedures.
_8
SECTION2
EXPERINENTALRESULTS
In this section only that information considered pertinent for understanding
the experimental results is presented. Details concerning material
properties, coupon manufacturing, experimental procedures, and tabulated
test results are given in report Appendices A, B, and C.
./
The experimentation was conducted using un-notched 38.1 mm (1.5 in.) wide,
254 am (10 in.) long coupons with a 152.4 mm (6 in.) test section. A 101.6
am (4 in.) extensometer was used to obtain strain measurements in order to
derive average stiffness values relatively unaffected by local stiffness
changes. The 101.6 mm (4 in.) length of the extensometer was defined as the
coupon ga_e length. Coupons were manufactured from five different laminates
of T_)0/5208 material. The (0) 4 layup provided information on coupons whose
properties were totally dominated by the fibers. A quasi-isotropic (0/90/-
_+45) s layup was selected as being one which did not tend to delaminate under
monotonic load, but would under fatigue load. The (0/_+45) s layup was selec-
ted because the laminate would not tend to delaminate under either monotonic
or fatigue load. The (0/45/02/-45/0) s layup was expected to respond simil-
arly to the (0/_+45) s layup, but was expected to tend to delaminate under
fatigue load. Unlike the quasi-isotropic layup, little or no stiffness
change was expected to accompany the delamination in the (0/45/02/-45/0) s
laminate. Finally, the (02/904) s layup was selected as a limiting case
where the effect of the 90° plies was highly dominant. The data for these
five laminates were combined with the results of several others available in
the technical literature. Of these lasmps, key ones were: a (+45 /-45 /-
, [2t34] n
On/9On) s layup investigated by T. K. 0 Brien at NASA/Langley r' a
(O/45/O2/-45/O)_ s and a (0/45/90/-45)^ layup investigated at Lockheed L7'-
2 L zs 12
3 ] and a (÷_25/9On) s layup also studied at Lockheed [ ]. These laminates
provided a full range of configurations covering all of the various possi-
bilities of matrix cracking and delamination tendency.
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For each of the five laminates, the experimental procedures, the number of
coupons, and the type of data collected were similar. At least five coupons
were loaded to failure under monotonic tension load. An additional group
(at least ? coupons) were cycled to failure under constant amplitude fatigue
load (R = +G.I) at various stress levels. Coupons were loaded to a particu-
lar initial stress or strain, and subsequently cycled to failure under con-
stant load thus allowing the strain to increase as stiffness decreased. A
third _roap of coupons were also load cycled at constant amplitude, R =
*C.I, for either a set number of cycles or until a specific change in
stiffness had occurred. These coupons were subsequently loaded to failure
under _onotonic tension load. Except for the coupons, the ,_D.
techniques of edge replication and enhanced x-ray were used to document the
extent of matrix cracking and delamination in these coupon during either
monotonic or fatigue loading.
Coupons for the (0) 4 , (0/90/÷_5) s and (0/+_45) s laminates were supplied by
_SA. Coupons for the other two layups were manufactured by
Lockheed-California Company.
_.I RESULTS FOR r,O,4_ COUPONS
Yonotonic tension tests of the (0) 4 coupons were difficult to conduct due to
the extreme fragileness of these four ply coupons. A summary of the mono-
tonic tension test results is given ir Table I. The stress-strain curves
were slightly concave, showing an increasing stiffness, rather typical of u-
F7,13,32,55]
nidirectional layups _ as shown by the difference between the
secant modulus at failure compared to that at 517 MPa (75 ksi). This is due
[ I
tO the non-Hookeon behavior of the fibers h56'57]. Coupon fracture was
characterized by splintering into many small, short linear pieces. The
original data set obtained in March 198| showed strain to failure and
strength values of this material to be lower than expected. A check of the
material batch information revealed no obvious reason for the lower than
expected values.
2O
.., - o
TABLE la
SUMMARY OF MONOTONIC TENSION
TEST RESULTS FOR __(0)4 COUPONS
Secant Secant
Average Failure Failure Modulus Modulus
Coupon Are_ Stress Strain at Failure, at 517 MPa
ID mm- MPa GPa CPa
EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED Ya_RCH 1981 WITH EXTENSO,_TER
6-6 22.7 1251 0.0094 134 128
6-62 21.1 125E 0.0090 141 134
6-65 20.7 1418 9.0096 147 139
6-68 21.3 1261 0.0090 141 134
6-67 21.0 1371 0.0094 134 128
EXPERD_:NTS CO_q_JCTEDMARCH -APRIL 1982_TH EXTENSOMETER
6-28 22.2 1502 O.n108 139 135
6-85 a 20.6 1247 0.0092 136 127
6-111 21.0 1538 0.0108 146 139
6-122 20.8 1586 0.0106 149 143
EXPERIMENTS CON_DUCTED MARCH - APRIL 1982 WITHOLrr EXTENSOP_ETER
6-102 20.8 1409
6-104 21.2 1224
Average 1374 0.0093 141 134
a = Coupon had noticeable longitudinal crack observed after insertion into
the loadinp machine.
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TABLE
SUMMARYOFMONOTONICTENSION
TESTRESULTSFOR (0) 4 COUPONS
Secant Secant
Average Failure Failure Modulus Modulus At
Coupon Area,2 Stress, Strain at Failure, 75 _si,
ID in. ksi Ms/ Msl
EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED MARCH 1981 WITH EXTEN$0METER
6-6 0.0352 181.4 0.0094 19.5 18.5
6-62 0.0327 182.4 0.0090 20.4 19.5
6-65 0.0321 205.6 0.0096 21.3 20. I
6-68 0.0330 182.9 0.0090 20.5 19.5
6-67 0.0326 198.9 0.009_ 19.5 1B.5
EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED MARCH - APRIL 1982 WITH EXTENSOMETER
6-28 0.0344 217.9 0.0108 20.2 19.6
6-85 a 0.0320 180.9 0.0092 19.7 18.4
6-111 0.0326 229.6 0.0108 21.2 10.2
6-122 0.0323 230.0 0.0106 21.6 20.7
EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED MARCH - APRIL 1982 WITHOUT EXTENSOMETER
6-I02 0.0323 204.4 - - -
6-I04 0.0329 177.5 - - -
Average 199.2 0.0098 20.L 10.!.
a = Coupon had noticeable longitudinal crack observed after insertion into the
loading machine.
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Therefore, further experiments were conducted with much greater care and
with detailed inspection of coupon damage prior to loading. The experimen-
tal results, see Table 1, indicated that perhaps the laminate strain to
failure for the (0) 4 laminate was indeed higher than originally estimated,
perhaps O.O1OO to 0.O108, and the strength approximately 1379 to 1586 MPa
(200 to 230 ksi). The lower strength/strain results for moat coupons were
initially hypothesized to be due to unobserved damage in the coupons which
occurred during coupon manufacture, end tabbing, and insertion into the
loading frame. However, two subsequent experiments conducted without an
extensometer, to prevent any damage from that source, did not support this
conclusion, see Table 1. As discussed in Section 3, the strain to failure
results may possibly be better understood based on a Weibull statistics
basis.
The fatigue test data obtained for this layup are shown in Table 2. All cou-
pons fractured across the 0 ° fibers near the center of the test section.
Considerable 0 ° splitting and some shattering of the coupon usually
occurred. The data show the extremely large scatter typical of a unidirec-
tional layup (see Reference 38). Coupons were not cycled below 1103 MPa
(160 kai) because lives were exceeding 106 cycles nor above 1172 NPa (170
kai) because the lives of most coupons were short. For coupon 6-72, dynamic
stiffness was measured at 10, 1 000, 10 000, 100 000, and 250 0OO cycles.
The average dynamic stiffness of the five readings was 140.2 GPa (20.34 Msi)
+ 0.6 percent. This value was essentially identical to the average secant
modulus value of 140.6 GPa (20.4 Msi) + 0.5 percent obtained on the
monotonic tension tests. Periodic stiffness measurements were also obtained
during other (0) 4 coupon fatigue tests. All of the data indicated that the
stiffness did not change during fatigue loading.
The result_ of the residual strength experiments for this (0) 4 layup are
shown in Table 3- 0nly three coupons were tested because 8o many had been
used to obtain reasonable tension and fatigue data. Extreme care was taken
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TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF CONSTANT AMPLITUDE
FATIGUE EXPERIMENTS FOR (0), COUPONS
R = +0.1, F = 10 H_
Stress Level,
_fPa ksi
Coupon
ID
Cycles
to Failur_
Nf
1103 160
1172 170
6-4
6-25
6-17
6-50
6-115
6-72
6-81
6-91
6-112
6-120
599 285
38 000
106 NF a
10 RFa
352 _60
350 820
1 610
2 550
360
2 001
a = NF, no failure
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k TABLE 3a
SUMMARY OF MONOTONIC TENSION
RESIDUAL STRENCTH EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS =OR (0) 4 COUPONS
R = +0. I, f = I0 Hz, Max, Stress = 1103 _a
m
r
Secant Secant
Average Failure Modulus Modulus
Coupon Are_, Strain Failure At Failure At 517 HPa
ID mm MPa Strain GPa GPa
6-11 a 22.6 1569 0.0113 139
6-17 b 22.4 1500 0.0106 142
6-50 b 22.1 1517 __c _
134
133
a = Coupon monotonically loaded to failure after 407 500 cycles.
b = Coupon monotonically loaded to failure after 106 cycles.
c = No extensometer used on this coupon.
Q
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TABLE 3b
SUMMARY OF MONOTONIC TENSION
RESIDUAL STRENGTH EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS FOR (0) 4 COUPONS
R : +0. I, f : 10 Hz, Max. Stress : 160 ksi
Secant Secant
Average Failure Modulus Modulus
Coupon Are_,. Stress, Failure At Failure At 75 ksi,
ID In. ksi Strain Msi Msl
6-11 a 0.0351 227.5 0.0113 20.1
6-17 b 0.0347 217.6 0.0106 20.6
6-50 b 0.0342 220.1 ____C
19.5
19.3
_o
a : Coupon monotonically loaded to failure after 407 500 cycles
b = Coupon monotonically loaded to failure after 106 cycles
e = No extensometer used on this coupon
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to prevent damage to the-_e coupons prior to loading. A comparison of the
limited results of Tables I and 3 show that there was no effect of fatigue
cycling on subsequent tensile strength, strain to failure or stiffness.
This result is consistent with the observation th-.t no de)amination occurred
during fatigue loading and with the l,yvothesis that damage in the matrix
does not affect unidirectional strength.
2.2 RESULTS FOR (01901_45) s COUPONS
g
r
A summary of the monotonic tension tests to failure is given in Table 4.
Coupon 11-5 was tested because the failure data on coupon 11-2 were
inadvertently not recorded. The observed stresses and strains to failure
[6,7,8,-
and the stiffness were typical of other quasl-isotropic laminates L
21,52,54]. Loading in these coupons was periodically interrupted in order
to obtain _DI data after which the coupons were reloaded to a higher strain
level. ?he stress-strain curves at each load level were quite straight
lines to failure, thus the stiffness data are not secant values. _able 5
lists the stiffness values obtained for each strain level. For four of the
five coupons, stiffness decreased slightly, an average of 1.4 percent, but
not in a consistent trendlike manner. This result is consistent with the
observation, made by using both edge replications and enhanced x-ray photo-
graphs, that no large delamination occurred in these coupons prior to
failure. Delamination was confined to ehort distances extending from the
ends of the transverse matrix cracks and these were not visible by enhanced
x-ray. The mathematical modeling in this layup, see Section 3, indicated
that there should be only a few percent change in modulus due to matrix
cracks alone.
The matrix crack spacing data obtained from the edge replications are shown
in Figure 2. The data are shown as smooth "eye based" average curves of the
data points which are individually tabulated in Appendix C, Tab!e C|. Wo
matrix cracks were observed in the -45 ° plies. The number of cracks reached
an apparent plateau in the 90 ° plies at a minimum crack spacing consistent
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TABLE 4
FAILURE STRESSES AND STRAINS FOR
MONOTONIC TENSION EXPERIMENTS OF
(0/90/+45)S COUPONS
Stress At Strain At Stiffness To
Coupon Average Area Fracture, Fracture, Failure
2 2 mm/mm in GPa Msl
I.D. mm in. FIPa ksi
-- 101.6 mm
11-2 41.4 0.0642 ___a ___a a a ___a
11-5 41.6 0.0645 568 82.4 0.01065 53.3 7.74
11-6 41.7 0.0647 534 77.4 0.01050 50.8 7.37
11-15 42.6 0.0660 538 78.0 0.01009 53.4 7.74
11-22 41.7 0.0647 563 81.6 0.01023 35.0 7.98
11-24 41.2 0.0639 538 78.0 0.01023 52.6 7.62
Average 548 79.5 0.01034 53.0 7.69
a = Failure data inadvertently not recorded, see Table 5 for detailed stiffness
data.
i
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TABLE 5
STIFFNESS DATA OBTAINED DURING MONOTONIC
_ COUPONSTENSION EXPERIMENTS OF (0/90/+45) s
COUPON ID
STRAIN LEVEL STIFFNESS
_n/mm in 101.6 mm GPa Msi
Laminate (01901_5) s
11-22
0.00394 52.5
0.00648 53.2
0.00979 53.5
0.01023 55.4
7.61
7.71
7.76
8.03 Failed
on Loading
r
-i
11-24
1I-2
1 I-6
11-15
Data
0.006_I 53.3 7.73
0.00782 53.0 7.69
0.00909 53.1 7.70
0.00928 53.2 7.72
0.00953 52.9 7.67
0.00983 53.1 7.70
0.01023 52.5 7.61
on
0.00737 53.5 7.75
0.00925 52.3 7 58
0.00958 52.4 7.60
0.00983 53.3 7.73
0.01003 53.2 7.72
0.01025 53.1 7.70
on Failure Not Obtained
0.00912 53.3 7.73
0.00937 53.5 7.76
0.00984 52.5 7.62
0.01005 52.6 7.63
0.00881 54.9
0.00968 53.6
0.010C)9 53.4
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Failed
loa,lb_g
Failed
on loading
7.96
7.77
7.7_ Failure
During NDI
| ,,,g,
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with the computer modeling results of Section 3. The crack spacing in the
+45 plies did not appear to reach a plateau prior to coupon failure. Matrix
cracking started in the 90° plies above 0.0060 strain and above 0.OO93
strain in the +45 plies. The number of matrix cracks was essentially the
same in different regions of the gage length, on both edges, and in plies of
the same orientation.
The transverse cracks in the 90o plies were perpendicular to the 0° plies
while those in the +45 ° plies were usually at approximately a 45 ° angle to
the O° plies. The +45 ° ply transverse cracks were observed to start at or
quite near the end of a 90° ply transverse crack. Delamination could be
seen in the edge replicates, starting at the ends of a transverse crack and
extendi_ as the strain was increased. Usually the symmetrical delamina-
tions were between the 90/+45 plies, but they were occasionally observed
between the +45/-45 plies. As previously noted, these delaminations did not
significantly extend into the coupon interiors since they could not be
observed by enhanced x-ray photography. Coupon failures all exhibited
fracture of the outer O ° plies perpendicular to the fibers and parallel to
the 90° plies. Although, the +_45° plies usually simply pulled apart, they
also often fractured along the 90° direction. There were two failure
regions in four of the five coupons; these occurred near the ends of the
101.6 mm !4 in.) center gage sectio_ . The fifth coupon fractured
approximately 12 mm (0.5 in.) away from the coupon centerline.
A summary of the fatigue life data for this laminate is given in Table 6.
Stress levels above 448 NPa (65 ksi) would have given lives that were too
short to obtain accurate data while stress levels below 379 MPa (55 ksi)
would have given Jives into and beyond the 106 cycle range which was the
testing cutoff life for this program. The failure regions did correspond to
delaminated regions, but there was no clear correlation to any "most exten-
sive" delaminated region. All coupons fractured within the gage length
region, see Table 7. Similar to the monotonic tension loaded coupons,
fracture of the O ° fibers occurred along a 90 ° direction. Even the inner
31
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TABLE 6
SL_bkRY OF FATIGUE LIFE DATA
FOR (0/90/+45) COUPONS
- S
Stress Level
>_a ks i
37_ 55
%14 60
446 65
Cpup_on [D
ii-i
11-3
Ii-9
11-18
11-21
11-25
11-45
11-13
11-19
11-54
Cycles To
Failure,
Thousands
198.8
166.9
298._
60.0
212.0
64.5
60.1
29.4
8.0
8.3
Remarks
Failure due to
Operator Error
Failure due to
Operator Error
Failure due to
Operator Error
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TABLE 7
FKACTURE LOCATIONS OF
(o19o1+45) S COUPONS SUBJECTED
TO CONSTANT AMPLITUDE
FATIGUE LOADING
Note: Fracture location is relative to the center
of the 101.6 rm_ (4 in.) gage length;+ is
towards the upper grip, - is towards the
bottom grip.
Coupon ID Stress Level, Fracture Location,
MPa ksi an in.
11-3 379 55 +40.6 +1.6
11-9 379 55 +20.3 +0.8
11-21 414 60 -27.9 -I.I
11-25 414 60 -30.5 -1.2
11-45 414 60 +17.8 +0.7
11-13 448 65 - 2.5 +0.i
i1-54 448 65 -20.3 -0.8
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+45 ° plies often fractured along approximately a 90 ° line. In other
coupons, the +45 ° plies exhibited fiber fracture along approximately a -45 °
line. In many coupons, the +45 O plies appeared to essentially be pulled
apart without large regions of fractured fibers.
The amount :f stiffness loss prior to failure varied considerably from
coupon to coupon at each stress level, see Table _, althouFh the amount of
loss prior to failure was naturally higher as the stress level was de-
creased. The matrix crack spacing within any one ply orientation reached an
essentially stable value independent of stress, see Table 9, relatively
early in fatigue life (<40 percent of the fatigue life). See Figure 5 for
an example at 579 MPa (55 ksi) anu A_pendix C, Table C2, for the data at
other stress levels. The crack spa-ing bras the same for the ?_30 plies as
that reached under monotonic tension load, see Table 9, but was lower for
the _45 ° plies.
The matrix crac_ spacing of all plies thus essentially reached a plaZeau
during fatigue cycling, but not durin_ monotonic tension loading to failure.
The plateau spacings observed in fatigue cycling are similar to those
e n
calculated by Reifsnider L59j. Certainly, a specific minimum limit to crack
spacing appears to exist for this laminate at specific stress levels, but
this spacin_ was not reached under all loading conditions.
The normalized d_anamic stiffness loss observed during fatigue loading for
these coupons is plotted in Figures 4 to 6. _"ne loss in static stiffness
was comparable to the d_rnamic, but not always exactly the same. The
tabulated data and additional associated figures are given in Appendix C,
Tables C3 to C22, and Figures Cl to C29. Generally the loss in stiffness
was a smooth decrease, but there were occasional deviations of up to + 2.5
percent, which occurred after load cyclin G was continued, for coupons which
had been removed for x-ray. However, this deviation in stiffness was less
than _1 percent as _ften as it was greater than _1 percent.
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TABLE 8
SUNNARY OF MAXINIM PERCENTAGE
STIFFh_SS LOSS DUE TO
FATIGUE LOADING FOR
(01901+45) s CouPoNs
Coupon
ID
Stress
Level •
MPa
Fatigue
Cycles
(Thousands)
Percent Loss
in Dynamic
Stiffness
Percent Loss
in Honotonic
Stiffness Remarks
II-I 379 198.8 II.I 14
a
11-3 379 166.9 10.8 --
a
11-9 379 290.5 17.3 --
11-18 414 60.0 3.3 3.0
11-21 414 212.0 19.4 11.3
a
11-25 414 64.5 7.8 --
11-45 414 58.8 6.1 5.2
a
11-13 448 29.0 5.6 --
a
11-19 448 8.0 1.6
a
II-54 448 7.8 2.0 --
Failure due to
operator error
Failure
Failure at
298.0K Cycles
Failure due to
operator error
Failure
Failure
Failure at
60.1K Cycles
Failure at
29.4K Cycles
Failure due to
operator error
Failure at 8.3K
Cycles
ee
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TABLE 9
,_[ATRIX CRACK SPACING UNDER
DIFFERENT LOADING CONDI IONS FOR - - -_(0/90/+45) S
Load ink Co_nd iti0 p
Monotonic Tension
Fatigue
379 _Wa
413 _a
448 }_a
Residual Strength
After Fatigue at 379 ._Pa
Monotonic Tension
Range in Average Crack Spacing
mm
90° +45 ° -45 °
0.28-0.31 1.06-2.17 _ a
O. 28-0.32 0.49-0.56 O. 91-1.22
O. 28-0.59 O. 53-0.65 1.06-1.41
O. 30 0.53 1.07
O. 25-0 .30 O.45-O. 61 I.O6-1 .59
O. 25-0.26 O. 47-O. 48 1,34-1.41
a = No matrix cracks observed
NOTE: Crack spacing values given are those measured just prior
to failure or at the end of the loading condition
indicated.
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Note in Figure 4 that approximately a 2 percent stiffness loss occurred
early in fatigue life, followed by an additional 5 tc 9 percent loss over
most of the load cycling, and finally by a rapid stiffness loss of up to an
additional 7 percent as failure was approached. This pattern was similar to
F _
that observed by Jamison and Reifsnider L40j for this same laminate and for
the same reasons. The early life region of stiffness loss was primarily due
to transverse matrix cracking up to the saturation spacing characteristic of
this laminate. Subsequent stiffness loss was due to gradual delamination
initiation and growth along the 90/+45 and +45/-45 ply interfaces. The more
rapid stiffness loss near failure was apparently due to the linkup of
delaminated areas, where delamination in large regions now occurred between
the 0/90, 90/+45, and +45/-45 interfaces. In Figure 5, a similar but less
clear stiffness loss pattern as in Figure 4 is evident for these coupons
cycled at a higher stress level, but in Figure 6 the rapid loss in stiffness
near failure is not seen in these coupons cycled at 448 MPa (65 ksi). The
reason was attributed to the fact that the early life delamination pattern
caused sufficient strain increase in the O ° plies for fracture without the
necessity of large stiffness loss due to a more general delamination state.
The correctness of these descriptiv_ reasons for the results of Figures 4 to
6 is discussed further in Section 4 where these experimental results are
compared to the modeling results of Section 3-
That the observed stiffness loss was primarily due to delamination growth is
evident in Figure 7 which shows that matrix crack saturation occurred before
2.5 percent stiffness loss had developed. This is consistent with the
computer aided modeling results discussed in Section 3 which indicated the
matrix crack saturation should be associated with only a I to 3 percent
change in stiffness.
Delaminations grew on two interfaces, 90/+45 and +45/-45, but the former
interface was dominant in most coupons as shown in Figures 8 to 11 where the
extent of 90/+45 delamination was much greater than that of the +45/-45
delamination. The loss in stiffness was thus much more associated with the
41
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Type I, 90/+45 delaminati_n growth than the Type 2, +45/-45 delamination
growth. However, the edge replication data indicated that early in fatigue
life delamination was more predominant at the +45/-45 interfaces than the
@O/+45 interfaces. As load cycling was continued, the 90/+45 interface
delaminations became dominant. Delamination at the 0/90 interfaces did
occur, but the amount extending from each 90 ° crack was always observed to
be rather short, 0.25 mm (0.01 in.) or less in length.
w
._"nepattern of delamination growth was highly irregular in that the growth
was not symmetrical from end to end, side to side or extension into the
interior of the coupon, see Figures 12 to 15. This was in contrast to the
 13]
highly symmetrical growth pattern obse1_ed in a (0/45/90/-45)2s layup L ,
see Figure 16. The dark thumbnail shaped regions in Figures 12 to 16 are
490/+45 interface delaminations while the more faint, trianglar shaped
regions are +45/-45 interface delaminations. The irregular patterns of de-
lamination growth were interpreted to mean that stiffness change and resi-
dual strength were unlikely to be simple functions of the average delamin-
ated area. That this was indeed true for fatigue cycling is indicated by
Figures 8 to 11 where the same amount of stiffness loss corresponded to a
considerable variation in delaminated area. The scatter in fatigue life was
primarily a reflection of the variations in delamination growth rate.
Figures 12 to 14 clearly show the transverse matrix cracking in addition to
the obvious delamination. The darker lines are the transverse cracks in the
two ply thick -45 ° plies. These -45 ° matrix crack indications were noticed
to be quite dark near the coupon edges. Further, with continued cycling the
+45 ° transverse indications became progressively darker and wider. _"nese
wideninj indications were assumed to be narrow delaminations growing
perpendicular to the transverse cracks at the ply interfaces. Examination
of high magnification, stereoscopic pairs of such radiographs of (0/90/+45) s
• L40]
coupons by Jamison and Reifsnlder revealed tiny matrix cracks perpendi-
cular to the transverse cracks to be the source of the darkening radiograph
indications. So many of these cracks eventually occur that they
47
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mF'Fl
essentially
interface.
analysis[ 40
are like a delamination if tney truly occur at the ply
By performing a simple linear elastic fracture mechanics
, these cracks were attributed to local stress concentration at
the transverse crack tips.
In Figure 17, the maximum strain in a coupon during fatigue loading is
plotted for five representative coupons, as a function of cycles. Because
load was held constant and stiffness decreased, the maximum strain increas-
ed. However, as shown in Figure 17, all coupons failed prior to reaching
the predetermined monotonic failure strain. The reduction in strain to
failure was hypothesized to be due to redistribution of stress into local C°
fiber regions because of the presence of matrix cracking and delamination.
r _
O'Brien [41j suggested the strain to failure under fatigue loading could be
obtained by considering a simple free body diagram and calculating the local
increase in strain d_e. to various possible combinations of matrix cracks and
delamination peculiar _o a particular laminate. The proper trend in expec-
ted strain to failure does result from using such an analysis as discussed
[41_ The results of thein Section 3 and as O'Brien's results indicate- .
analysis for several different laminates is given in Section 4.
The coupons selected for residual strength experimentation "sere load cycled
to either a specific amount of stiffness change or to a specific number 9f
fatigue cycles. Because the stiffness loss obtained at or above 414 MPa (6C
ksi) was relatively small (and thus delamination small) and the expected
fatigue life below 379 MPa _55 ksi) near or greater than IC6 c}*cles, all
coupons were cycled at 379 MPa _55 ksi). The tabulated data for these re-
sidual strength coupons are given in Appendix C, tables C23 to C40. During
load cycling, coupons were inspected for matrix cracking and delamination
growth. The extent of damage after load cycling was compared to that ob-
served during the load interruptions of the residual strength tests. The
strain levels at which ND[ was conducted on the residual strength coupons
are given in Table 10. Six coupons were cycled to a specific cycle number
(150 000) and three to a specific amount of stiffness loss (approximately IC
53
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Figure 17: Increase in strain due to fatigue loadin_
of (0/90/+45) s coupons.
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TABLE i0
STRAIN LEVELS AT WHICH
NDI WAS CONDUCTED ON
- - -_(0/90/+45) S RESIDUAL STRENGTH COUPONS
Coupon
ID
11-8
ii-i0
ii-ii
11-16
11-23
11-57
11-60
Strain Level for NDI Failure
Level 1 Level 2 Level B Strain
0.00825 0.00900 - 0.0095
0.00900 0.00950 0.01000 0.0106
0.00825 0.00900 0.00950 0.0096
0.00850 0.00925 0.00975 0.0098
0.00875 0.00925 0.001000 0.0107
0.00875 0.00950 0.001000 0.0109
0.00900 0.00950 0.001000 0.0109
55
percent). Of the original nine coupons, one was accidentally overloaded and
one failed in fatigue before reaching the planned 150 0OO cycles. Table _0
shows that NDI data were obtained quite near to the failure strain of
several coupons. In Table 11 the failure locations for the residual
strength coupons are listed. The failure locations did roughly correlate
with the maximum delamination regions, but these regions were so large as to
indeed make the correlation very rough. The possible reason for this is
discussed in Section 4. The fracture appearance of these coupons was
similar to that of the fatigue loaded coupons.
During the residual strength loading, the number of matrix cracks appeared
to be essentially unchanged prior to failure as compared to that observed at
the end of fatigue loading. This is shown in Table 9 by the essentia]ly
unchanged values for average matrix crack spacing. _easurements of
delamination extent observed during residual strength, monotoni? tension
loading indicated small increases in area occurred (up to a maximu_ of
percent).
Table 12 shows that the amount of stiffness loss in the residual s_rength
coupons correlated well with the extent of delamination, but that strength,
although decreased on average, did not correlate. Further, the average
strain to failure of the residual strength coupons did not differ from that
of the monotonic tension coupons, _nd the individual coupon strain to
failure did not correlate to the percent of delaminated area. These results
did not initially appear to be entirely consistent with a gradual increase
in strain which occurred during fatigue loading nor with subsequent fai[_,re
at a strain significantly below the monotonic tension strain which is
attributed to increase in local 0 ° fiber strain due to the presence of
delamination. The results are further discussed in Section _ where they are
compared to the modeling results of Section 3-
As an example of the analytical difficulties which are addressed in Section
5 and 4, consider coupon 11-10 of Table 12. At the end of 150 OO0 fatigue
56
Note:
Coupon
ID
11-8
ii-I0
11-11
11-16
11-23
11-57
11-60
TABLE ii
FRACTURE LOCATIONS OF
(0/90/+45) S RESIDUAL
STRENGTH COUPONS
Locations are given relative to the
centerline of the 101.6 mm (4 in.)
gage length; + is towards the upper
grip.
Fracture Location
in.
-10.2 -0.4
+38.1 -,-1.5
-30.5 -1.2
-10.2 -0.4
-38.1 -1.5
+27.9 +I.i
-27,9 -i.i
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o
cycles, stiffness had decreased 19.3 percent. Since load was held constant
!
the strain had increased to approximately 0.0087. According to Figure _,
this coupon was near failure due to fatigue loading. The reduction in
strain to failure was hypothesized to have been due to a regional strain
increase caused by the presence of delamination and matrix crackinG,
situation apparently explainable by the analysis procedure of 0'Brien _
previously mentioned. However, when coupon 11-10 was monotonically loaded
to failure, the stiffness remained the same as that recorded at the end of
fatigue loading, as expected, but the strain to failure was 0.O106. Thus,
strain to failure under fatigue loading occurred at strains of 0.0080 to
0.0090, but if coupons were loaded monotonically to failure with similar
amounts of damage, strain to failure is on the average 0.O103; a val_e
unchanged from that for undamaged coupons.
Some quasi-isotropic layups are known to display as much as a 10 percent
"7,
drop in strain to failure due to changes in loading rate-' :.
Hypothetically, the above described discrepency could be due to a difference
in loading rates, 10 Hz versus 0.O1 Hz, and not to a local strain increase
attributed to delamination. However, the extent of the difference "#as too
large to be fully explained by this hypothesis. Alternatively, or
additionally, an event may occur in coupons subjected to fatigue !oadiu_
just prior to (and eventuates in) failure which does not exist earlier.
This would be a certain combination of O ° fiber fracture, weak 0 ° fibers,
and local strain increase in a small region. If such an event occurs, the
probability of removing a coupon while the event is yet occurring and prior
to failure is extremely low. Thus no net effect on strain to failure would
occur during residual strength loading. If this scenario is correct the
problem remains of determining whether the local strain analysis of
O,Brient41r ] can account for the observed difference. The generality of this
concept of an event unique to fatigue loading will be alluded to throughout
Section 2 and discussed in detail in Section 4 as will the correctness of
the failure criterion selected to explain the observed phenomenon.
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2.3 RESULTS FOR (0/_45)s COUPONS
In Table 13, the monotonic tension data obtained for the (0/+45) s coupom_
are summarized. Coupons 8-6 and 8-19 failed prematurely in the region of
45 ° direction dimples on the coupon surface. These dimples appeared on
several (0/_45)s coupons which were eliminated from further experimentation
in order to reduce the potential of bias in the data. The stress-strain
curve of these coupons displayed a slight deviation from a straight line in
the form of a gentle upward curve (increasing stiffness). Average strain to
failure was essentially the same as that for the (0/90/+_5) s coupons, 0.0106
as compared 0.0103. The stiffnesses recorded at the periodic load interrup-
tions for NDI measurements are given in Table 14. The small variations in
stiffness appeared to be essentially random, but an average decrease of
approximately 1.4 percent did occur.
Transverse matrix cracks were visible by edge replication in both the +45 °
plies although more often in the +45 ° plies. The transverse cracks in both
ply orientations were usually at a 45 ° angle to the loading direction. The
matrix cracks did not appear in the enhanced x-ray photographs presumably
due to two reasons, the tightness of the cracks in the unloaded condition,
and the fact that the transverse cracks in this laminate probab]y did not
extend across the entire coupon width prior to failnre. Matrix crac_in C
appeared above a strain level of 0.0045 and remained essentially unchanged
above 0.0090.
The number of cracks per 25.4 mm (I in.) varied from zero to in-excess-of
thirty depending on the region of the gage length. The same amount of
variation was also found in the same gage length region when comparing the
number of cracks in one 45 ° ply to another. In some regions, matrix cracks
only occurred in the -452 plies. The variation in the number of matrix
cracks observed in the fracture region of different coupons was as great as
that found within the gage length of any one coupon. Therefore, no trend
curves were used in Figure 18, wnich shows the matrix crack data for these
6O
TABLE 13
FAILURE STRESSES AND STRAINS
FOR MONOTONIC TENS ION EXPERIMENTS
OF (0/+45) S COUPONS
Stra i,. _,t
Stress at Fracr,.rc
Average Area Fracture mm/_., i,
Coupon 2 2
I.D. m_n in. MPa ksi 101.6 mm
8-3 32.0 0.0496 554 80.4 0.00976
8-6 32.4 0.0502 492 71.4 a 0.00890 a
8-8 31.8 0.0493 585 84.9 0.01030
8-14 31.0 0.0481 618 89.6 0.01072
8-19 31.8 0.0493 462 67.0 a _ _b
8-25 31.2 0.0484 678 98.4 0.01172
Stiffness
GPa Msi
56.8 8.24
55.3 8.02
56.8 8.24
57.6 8.36
b
57.9 8.40
Average 609 c 88.3 c 0.0106c 56.9 B.25
a = Coupon failed prematurely due to manufacturing anomaly.
b = Data not recorded.
c = Average value, does not include coupons 8-6 or 8-19.
j.
p-
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TABLE 14
STIFFNESS DATA OF (0/+45)_ COUPONS
OBTAINED DURING MONOTONIC _ENS_ON EXPERIMENTS
COUPON ID
STRAIN LEVEL STIFFNESS.
ram/ram in 101.6 mm CPA Msi
8-3
8-8
8-14
8-25
O. 00730 57.1 8.28
O. 00792 56.7 8.22
O. 00851 54.8 7.95
O. 00931 56.5 8.20
0.00961 56.1 8. 14
O. 00977 56.7 8.22 Failed
on loading
O. 00764 58.7 8.52
O. 00808 56.9 8.25
0.00845 57.0 8.27
0.00902 57.8 8.38
O.00930 56.4 8.18
O. 00987 57.4 8.33
0.01030 56.7 8.22 Failed
on loading
O.00475 58.3 8.45
0.007 27 57.2 8.30
O.00747 59.2 8.58
O. 00880 56.5 8.20
O.00905 57.4 8.33
O. 00934 58.0 8.41
O. 00991 57.7 8.37
O. 01023 59.5 8.63
0.01072 57.6 8.35 Failed
on loading
O. 00802 57.8
O. OO845 57.0
0.00851 58.6
0.00954 59.0
O. 00970 57.4
0.01010 56.9
0.01034 58.5
0.01172 58.0
8.39
8.27
8.5O
8.56
8.33
8._
8.49
8.41 Failed
on loading
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(0/+_45)s coupons, because of the large scatter. The data for Figure 18 are
tabulated in Appendix C, Table C41. The irregular matrix crack spacing
observed in these (O/+_45)s coupons during monotonic tension loading is also
indicated in Table 15 which shows the range in spacing observed for various
loadin_ conditions. Clearly, matrix crack saturation did not occur prior to
failure under monotonic tension load.
Edge replicates revealed regions where delaminations of 25 to 50 mm (I to 2
in.) in length occurred at the ÷45/-45 interface. Often, no transverse
cracks in the -45 ° plies were found in these regions. However, no
delamination prior to coupon fracture was observed by enhanced x-ray
radiographs in these monotonically loaded coupons. Therefore, the
delaminations appeared to be primarily an edge phenomenon.
Fracture surfaces of the monotonically loaded coupons were dominated by the
+45 ° plies. The outer O° plies always started to fracture along a *45 °
direction which for half of the fracture surfaces continued across the
coupon width and in the others went part way across and then changed to a
90 ° direction. Thus the strong influence of the underlying ply on the outer
O
0 plies was again noted as for the (0/90/245) coupons and also for t_e
results of other layups previously reported [/'13')2j.
A summary of the fatigue life data for the (O/+_45)s coupons is given in
Table 16. Many (0/+_45) s coupons had surface dimple inperfections, as
previously mentioned. These coupons were eliminated from the experimental
program since their fatigue lives were severely reduced by the presence of
the dimples as shown in Table 17. Therefore, for two coupons, 8-13 and
8-15, load cycling was discontinued before failure since they had large
dynamic stiffness losses, 9 to 10 percent, and additional coupons were
needed for residual strength experimentation.
Fatigue lives exhibited large scatter, as Table 16 shows, therefore a large
amount of data was obtained at one stress level, 483 MPa (70 ksi).
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TABLE 15 - MATRIX CRACK SPACING UNDER
DIFFERENT LOADING CONDITIONS FOR (0/+45)s
COUPONS
Loading Condition
Monotonic Tension
Fatigue at 483 MPa
Residual Strength
After Fatigue at 483 MPa
Monotonic Tension
Range in Average Crack Spacing
mm
+45 °
_45 °
a
2.12- -
O. 74-0.85
affi No matrix cracks observed
NOTE: Crack spacing values given are those measured just prior
to failure or at the end of the loading condition indicated.
p-
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TABLE 16
SUMMARY OF CONSTANT AMPLITUDE FATIGUE EXPERIMENTS
FOR (0/+45) COUPONS
-- S
R = 0.I, f = i0 Hz, Room Temperature, Laboratory Air
Coupon I.D.
Maximum No. of
Stress Level Fatigue
MPa ksi _ C_'cles
8-45 517 75 125 844
8-12 500 72.5 21 310
8-10 483 70 85 660
8-13 483 70 836 200 a
8-15 483 70 971 500 a
8-24 483 70 840
8-27 483 70 1 191 300
8-46 483 70 531 100
8-9 465 67.5 340 000
8-30 448 65 1 000 000 b
a = Coupon did not fail, removed for residual strength testing
b = Coupon did not fail
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TABLE 17
EFFECT OF MATERIAL INPERFECTIONS
ON FATIGUE LIFE OF
(0/÷45) COUPONS
-- S
R = +0.1. f = 10 Hz, Fatigue Stress Level = 483 MPa
Average
Coupon Coupon Are_
Type ID mm
8-_g 32.2
Coupons without 8-13 30.8
or with few 8-15 30.7
apparent 8-27 31.1
imperfections 8-46 31.8
Fatigue
Life in Cycles,
(Thousands)
61.0
836.2 a
971.5 a
1191.3
531.1
Coupons with
apparent
imperfections
8-2 31.8 2.6
8-4 31.5 4.7
8-11 31.6 152.6
8-16 31.6 6.6 b
8-20 32.2 -.-
8-22 32.0 12.9
8-23 31.7 16.9
8-24 31.4 0.84 c
8-32 31.3 129.0
a = Coupons did not fail
b : Coupon failed during monotonic stiffness survey at 474 MPa
c = Coupon reached approximately 98 percent of fatigue load.
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Although edge replicates revealed developing delamination at the + 45 ° in-
terface, these coupons essentially did not show delamination in the x-ray
photographs, except in a few longer life coupons where delamination was
minor, less than one percent of the total gage length area. Such delamina-
tion consisted of longitudinal regions along the coupon edge. In this region
0 ° 0 °were splits and some fiber fracture as show_ in Figure !9. In addition
to the usually developed 0 ° fiber fracture along the edges, such 0 ° fiber
fracture was also occasionally observed on the outer 0 ° plies, away from the
coupon edges.
Fracture locations (Table 18) did not correlate to any worst location matrix
crack spacing regions since the crack spacing was regular, see Table 15, in
contrast to the irregular spacing observed under monotonic loading. The
crack spacing was also considerably shorter after fatigue loading than after
monotonic loading, see Table 15. The final crack spacing in the +45 ° plies
was essentially the same as that spacing theoretically derived by shear la_
F39Q
_nalysis, 0.40 mm for the +45 ° plies and 0.73 mm for the -45 ° plies. L How-
ever, as the observed range in crack spacing shows (see Table 15) not all
coupons or all regions of any one coupon reached the theoretical minimi%um
sparing. The density of the matrix cracks in the -45 ° plies was essentiallj
the same as that in the +45 ° plies when based upon a normalized thieKnes_
basis.
Transverse cracks in both the +45 ° and -45 ° plies varied between being ess-
entially perpendicular to the 00 plies to approximately a 45 ° angle. Matrix
cracking started at the coupon edges, as the enhanced x-ray photographs
showed, and progressed inward as the number of cycles increased, see Figures
20 and 21. Figure 22 shows, as an example, an enlarged picture of coupon
8-15 after 461 OOO cycles; the same one shown as the first picture in Figure
21. The +__45° transverse cracks had not yet fully crossed the coupon width
as shown in Figure 22. This observation was typical of the other coupons of
this lajup. Note in the last photograph in Figure 20 not only the small
edge delamination and 0 ° splitting, but also the O° splitting near the cou-
pon center. Some delamination and fiber breakage occurred at the ends of
this centrally located 0° splitting region.
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TABLE 18
FRAC_jRELOCATIONS OF
(0/_45) COUPONS TESTED UNDER
s
CONSTANT AMPLITUDE LOADING
NOTE: Fracture location is relative to the center line
of the 101.6mm (4 in.) gage, + is towards upper grip
Stress Level Fr_rture Location
Coupon ID MPa ksi _nm_ in.
8-9 465 67.5 -30.5 -1.2
8-10 483 70 + 5.1 +0.2
8-24 483 70 +40.6 +1.6
8-27 483 70 -17.8 -0.7
8-46 483 70 -22._ -0.9
8-12 500 72.5 - 5.1 -0.2
8-45 517 75 -20.3 -0.8
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Figure 22: Enhanced X-ray photograph of coupon 8-15, after 46l 000 cycles,
showlng that the matrix cracks have not transversed the coupon
width. 73
Throughout Figures 20 to 21, the transverse cracks in the -45 ° plies are
more evident than those in the +45 ° plies. This is due to the fact that the
-_5 ° ply is of double thickness and laminate analysis shows this leads to
doubling of the crack width. _atrix cracks in the -45 ° plies appeared, under
high magnification, to traverse across the coupon width much sooner than
those in the +45 ° plies and to have a much less segmented nature. Transverse
crack density continued to increase throughout as much as 50 percent of the
coupon fatigue life as shown by the enhanced z-ray photographs of both Figu-
res 20 and 21. Similar to the (O/gO/÷45) coupons, short microcracks perpen-
-- s
dicular to the +45 ° transverse cracks appeared along the major cracks as
fatigue cycling progressed. These cracks may essentially constitute a _45 °
r4o!
interface de]amination, a point noted also by Jamison and Reifsnider _ _.
The fatigue coupons exhibited stiffness loss only roughly correlated with
stress level and fatigue life as shown in Table 19. The dynamic stiffness
losses were usually somewhat higher than the corresponding monotonic stiff-
ness values. _onotonic stiffness loss cf up *o 2 percent was attributed to
the development of a fully saturated transverse matrix crack pattern. This
is shown by Figure 23 (data given in Table C42) which indicate_ that matrix
crack saturation essentially occurred by the time that a 2 percent loss in
stiffness had occurred. The additional monotonic stiffness loss was attri-
buted to gradual development of small edge delaminations and to the fine
cracking, essentially delamination which slowly developed between the
+45/-45 interface along the -45 ° transverse matrix cracks.
The regularity of stiffness loss is shown in Figures 24 to 28. Addit_ cal
plots of individual coupons are given in Appendix C, Figures C26 to C_7, and
all of the data are tabulated in Tables C43 to C53. These figures show that
stiffness change was generally a decrease, but often increases of up to two
percent occurred prior to any decrease. The gradual nature of the stiffness
loss appeared to be due to the slow increase in transverse matrix cracks and
the previously mentioned development of the fine +45 ° interface cracks. The
hypothesized reasons for the observed stiffness loss are discussed further
in Sections 3 and 4. The reason for the small initial increase in stiffness
is not known.
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TABLE 19
SL."_MAR':"OF M&XIML._I PERCENTACE
STIFFNESS LOSS DUE TO
FATIGUE LOADINC FOR
(O/+_5)s COUPONS
Stress Fatigue Percent Loss Percent Loss
Coupon Level, Cycles in Dynamic of Monotonic
ID MPa (Thousands) Stiffness Stiffness Remark_
8-30 448 1000.0 8.2 6.0
8-9 465 335.0 2.2 2.6 a
b
8-10 483 61.0 0.9 --
8-13 483 836.2 9.6 6.3
8-15 483 971.5 8.9 5.3
b
8-27 483 1107.0 4.6 --
8-46 483 530.1 4.6 6.2
b
8-12 500 20.0 0.0 --
b
8-45 517 125.0 2.9 --
::o f,l_ ] u r_.
Fail,art. _: :, .
cVr]t_
Failurt-:._t
R5.7E c','_ 1_ :
No fail,:r_
Failurv ::t
1191 .'5K _".'c]...:
Failurw at
531.1 }: ,"vc 1 _._
Failure ;it
21.3K cycl t_s
Failure at
125.8K . ".'cles
a = Number is an increase not decrease.
b = monotonic stiffness loss not obtained near failure.
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In Figure 29, the maximum strain in a coupon during fatigue loading is
plotted for four representative coupons. The numbers in parentheses indi-
cate the amount of dynamic stiffness loss which occurred prior to failure.
As for the (0/90/+__45)s coupon, these coupons failed under fatigue loading at
strain levels significantly below the monotonic strain to failure. The rea-
son for failure at such low strain levels is not immediately obvious be-
cause: I) the coupons did not delaminate on a global scale; 2) the number of
matrix cracks saturated before a three percent loss in stiffness occurred;
and 3) the total monotonic stiffness loss was under seven percent.
Fracture can be attributed to local load transfer to the 0 ° fibers because
of the matrix cracks and the small delamination like cracks emanating from
them. The observations of fiber fr_cture in the surface 0 ° plies was _onsi-
dered pertinent. These fibers, .ecall, would fracture not only at the cou-
pon edges, but also between the edges. A region of broken fibers initially
about the wdith of a fiber tow was observed in several coupons just prior to
failure. This region of fiber fracture was observed to extend by small,
irregular jumps partially across the coupon width due to continued load
cycling. Eventually, coupon fracture appeared to occur when sufficient 0 O
fibers were broken such that fracture of a statistically significant group
of fibers could develop. This failure scenario is similar to the fatigue
failure event hypothesized for the (0/90/+45) coupons. As for the mono-
-- S
tonically loaded coupons, fracture of the O O plies generally occurred alon@
a +45 ° direction. Further discussion is held until Sections 5 and 4.
For the residual strength experiments only three coupons were available
because so many had a short fatigue life or were set aside due to the
presence of surface dimples. All three coupons were fatigue cycled at 483
MPa (70 ksi) before being loaded in four steps: strains of 0.0085, 0.0090,
0.0095, and to failure. Table 20 shows the results of the residual streng_
experiments. Detailed data are tabulated in Appendix C, Tables C54 to C56.
The results show the previously noted losses in stiffness similar to those
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observed for (0/90/+_45) s coupons. Also similar to that layup, the strain to
failure was unchanged from the failure strain obtained under monotonic
tension load without prior fatigue daaage. The extent of matrix cracking
did not appear to change during the residual strength experiments, see Table
15, nor was any new delaminstion observed to develop or previously observed
delauaination to extend. T'nerefore, also like the (0/90/÷_45) s laminate,
(0/_+45) s coupons failed under fatigue loading at strains well below the
monotonic tension failure strain level, but this effect of damage was not
reflected in residual strength coupons despite the loss in stiffness which
did occur. Failure locations for these residual strength coupons are given
in Table 21. The fracture location of coupon 8-31 is one of the few which
occurred outside of the gage length.
2.4 E_ULTS FOR (01451021-4510..__) s Cot,rPONS
The monotonic tension data obtained for the (0/45/02/-45/O) s coupons are
summarized in Table 22. The strain to failure of these coupons was slightly
higher than that for the (0/90/+_45)s, and (0/+_45) s layupS,r lwhich is probably
attributable to variation in material batch/lot p tries L67J The compar-
-
able results obtained in another research program for s doubly symmetric
fOrD Of this laminate are also given in Table 22. In Table 23, the stiff-
ness values obtained at the load interruptions for NDI are lis_ed. In
general, the stiffness readings slightly increased with strain as is typical
for this layup which is known to have an increasing stiffness stress-strain
curve [32].
im
The fracture surfaces of the monotonic tension coupons were dominated by the
+45 ° plies in that fracture of the O° plies and the -aS ° plies occurred
along a +45 ° direction. In two coupons, the +45 ° failure direction only
extended pert way across the coupon anu the reaainin_ fracture was at 90 ° to
the O° ply orientation.
w
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TABLE 21
FRACTURE LOCATIONS OF
(0/+--45)s RESIDUAL
STRENGTH COUPONS
Coupon
ID
Fracture Location
mm in.
8-13
8-15
8-31
+50.8 +2.0
+35.6 +1.4
+76.2 3.0
Note: Locations are given relative to the centerllne
of the 101.6mm (4 in.) gage length; + is towards
the upper grip.
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TABLE 23
STIFFNESS DATA OBTAINED DURING
MONOTONIC TENSION EXPERIMENTS
OF (0/45/02/-45/0) s COUPONS
Coupon
ID
IZFIg08
-BI
-B2
-B3
Strain Level
mm/mm in I01.6 mm
0.00402
0.00601
0.00804
0.00854
0.00903
0.00951
0.00978
0.01001
0.01027
O.O1053
0.01078
O.Oll04
0.01127
0.01146
0.00402
0.00804
0.01002
0.01052
0.01068
0.00952
0.01002
0.01028
0.01055
0.01077
O.01101
GPs
100.7
I01 .?
in] .9
102.2
I_2.5
102.7
102.2
1,_?.5
1n2.9
]03.1
103.1
10_.3
10"1..."
!03.4
96.R_
99.g
Ir)I .3
!01 .A
!0! .E
100.4
100.9
100.9
100.9
101 .m
lql ._
Stiffness,
Msi
14.61
14.68
14.78
14.83
14.86
14.89
14.82
14.86
14.92
14.96
14.95
14.99
14.98
15.00 Failec
Loadina
14.04
14.47
14.69
14.73
14.55 Failer
Loading
14.56
14.63
14.64
14.64
!4.70
14.71 Failed
Luading
on
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TABLe 23 (continued)
-B4 O. 00953
O. 01003
0.01028
0.01051
0.01077
0.01105
0.01127
101.1
101.4
101.6
101.8
102.0
102.2
102.5
14.67
14.70
14.74
14.77
14.79
14.82
14.86 Fatled
Load1 r,g
On
-B5 0.00504
0.00754
0.01053
0.01077
0.01103
0.01126
101.5
102.0
103.6
103.9
103.9
14.72
14.79
15.03
15.07
15.07
15.03 Filled on
Loidtng
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This layup is highly dominated by the 0 ° plies and apparently fracture
location is much more sensitive to gripping as shown in the fracture
locations of these coupons given in Table 22. However, as discussed in
Appendix B, the double symmetric form of this layup showed no significant
effect of gripping on the monotonic tension _,ata despite more, apparently,
grip influenced failures than statistically expectable based upon a random
r 3
analysis of fracture in an untapered coupon. L32j Therefore, the strength of
these coupons was probably not significantly affected by the increased
influence of the grlpa.
As anticipated_ enhanced x-ray photographs showed no delamination occurring
during tension loading to failure. In addition, matrix cracks in the +._45
plies were extremely dfficult to observe by enhanced x-ray even though the
radiographs were obtained while coupon B-1 was under a load equal to _
percent of the previous strain level. Table 24 shows that the number of
matrix cracks observed using edge replication was highly irregular, even
more so than in the (0/+_.45) s coupons, which explains the high probability of
not seeing matrix cracks on the enhanced x-ray photographs, since for s_e
coupons cracks were not seen on the edge either. In coupon B2, no matrix
=racks were found even by edge replication and in =oupon B3 only three -45 °
ply matrix cracks were observed over the entire 101.6 mm _4 in.) gage length
and those only just prior to failure. In coupons B4 and BS, numerous -45 °
ply matrix cracks were observed, but all in only one of the two -45 ° plies
and not over the entire gage length. Only one to three +450 ply matrix
cracks per inch were found in coupon B4 and none in B5. Most of the
observed _aatrix cracks were at an angle to the loading direction with many
at approximately a 45 ° angle d.,_ to combined in plane normal and shear
stresses. The observed matrix cracks usually had no short delamination
cracks at their ends between the 0° and 45 ° plies. The enhanced x-ray
evidence was strong that even the few matrix cracks observed by edge
replication did not fully cross the coupon width prior to failure, a fact
confirmed by microscopic cross sections of coupons.
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TARL_ 24
NATRIX CRACK SPACING CBSERVC_D DI:_!,';G HO,IJOTC_IC TENSION LOADING
OF (O/;JSlO21-z,5/Fi) s COUFC_;S
Coupon ID Strain Level
Average Crack Spacing. mm
Ply Level
+45 -45
1ZF1908-B1
-82
-B3
-.B_
-B5
Falled at 0.011_6
Falled at 0.01068
No cracks observed by x-ray at
13 :train levels, O.OOq to
0.01127.
Ha cracks cbserved by edge
replication at a strain levels,
0.00_ to 0.0105.
0.00952 __a __
0.01002 M
0.01028 ....
0.01055 _ b
0.01077 __ b
Failed at 0.01101
e
0.00953 25.q e 0.87 d
0.01003 25.4 0.87
0.01028 8.47 0.85
0.01077 8.47 0.87
0.01105 8.q7 0.82
Failed at 0.01127
0.00504 -- 0.94 d
0.00754 -- 0.87
0.01053 M 0.85
0.01077 -- 0.91
0.01103 -- 0.82
0.01126 -- 0.82
Falled at 0.01143
a = Indlcates that no matrix cracks were observed
b = Only three cracks found, 311 in a spacing of 1.5 mm and only in one -45 ° ply
e = Or,e matrix crack obser_'J in one Inch in only one .45 ply
d = All matrix cracks found in only one -_5 ply
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The fatigue life data for this layup are summarized in Table 25. The large
scatter in fatigue life was also typical of the doubly symmetric form of
r _
this layup [32] and was similar to that of the previously discussed (0/+45)s
layup. Coupons of this layup were load cycled from a specific initial
strain level. Since all coupons had the same area within a few percent,
initial stress was also essentially the same. The stiffness data for these
coupons are listed in Appendix C, Table C57. For most coupons, stiffness
measurements did not change by even one percent. For a few coupons,
a_parent changes of one to three percent occurred, but stiffness readings
actually increased for as many coupons as those in which a decrease occurred
and fluctuations were up and down prior to failure without any discernable
pattern. Usually these fluctuations occurred between readings made before
and after coupon removal for enhanced x-ray photographs.
An attempt was made using coupon B9 to see if the zinc iodide enhancer
affected the stiffness readings, but no effect was found. The reason for
the fluctuations is unknown, but their occurrence is especially curious
since readings increased as often as they decreased and the rather large
fluctuations did not occur for the (0/90/+_45) s and (02/904) s coupons, but
did to a similar extent for the (0/+_45) s coupons. Apparently something-
changes in the (0/+_45) s and (0/45/02/-45/0)s layups during the unloaded time
periods which does not occur to the same extent Jn the other two mul_i_×is
layups.
The random nature of the stiffness measurements and the feet that the
average value esentially remained unchanged led to the conclusion that the
stiffness of these coupons was unaffected by the fatigue cycling. Therefore
no stiffness versus cycle plots are shown. Also no strain versus cycle
plots were made since strain did not change. However, as with the
(0/90/+45) s and (0/+_45) s layupa, all of these coupons clearly failed in
fatigue at strain levels considerably below (20 to 30 percent) the tensile
strain to failure region.
f
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TABLE 25
FATIGUE LIVES OF _ _(O/45/02/-45/0) s COUPONS
COUPON ID STRAIN LEVEL
CYCLES TO
FAILURE
1ZFI908-B28 O. 0090 11 800
-B7 O. 0085 5 674
-BIO 101 380
-Bll a > 650 000
-B13 144 800
-B17 196 110
-B25 746 500
-B27 4 344
-B9 b 0.0080 473 880
-B12 500 255
-BI 4 240 380
-B15. 512 540
_B18 o > 575 000
-B 19_ 225 180
-B20." > 300 000
-B21b > 300 0OO
-B26. 22 690
_B30,b 150 720
_B31D > 675 0OO
-B32 351 040
-B23,b O. 0075 >I OO0 0OO
_B24 D >I 0OO 0OO
-B6 b O. 0070 >I OCO 000
a = Coupon failed due to operator error
b = Coupon used for residual strength experimentation
c = Coupon failed while being cycled for residual strength experiment
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Table 26 lists the failure location of the fatigue loaded coupons. As for
the monotonic coupons, the location of fracture was often outside the
P 7
extensometer gage length as was also noted L32j for the doubly symmetric form
of this laminate. The fracture surfaces of these fatigue loaded coupons
were dominated by the +45 ° plies like the monotonic tension coupons.
Occasionally the inner 0 ° plies were fractured for a short distance along
the -.45° direction, but then returned to the predominant +45 ° direction.
Hence, the fracture locations of Table 26 are essentially the centers of the
+45 ° angle regions. As noted in the table, occasionally two fracture
regions developed and interacted with a final fracture line between them
parallel to the O ° ply direction.
The primary form of damage development in the fatigue coupons was matrix
cracking in the +45 ° plies. Edge delamination did occur, but this did not
always significantly penetrate into the coupon interior as demonstrated
by the enhanced x-ray photographs where delamination was often not visible.
Most of the delamination was linear in shape and accompanied by 0 ° splits as
shown in Figure 30. Delamination primarily occurred on either side of the
+45 ° plies and secondarily, and not on all coupons, on either side of the
inner -45 ° plies. The delamination in Coupon B18 was unusual in being
thumbnail in shape as shown in Figure 31. A qualitative summary of the
observed matrix cracking and delamination is as follows:
0
0
O
0.0070: (up to one million cycles) Edge delamination visible
only on edge replicates; irregular matrix crack spacing; num-
ber of matrix cracks per unit length considerably less than
that observed just prior to failure of monotonic tension
coupons.
0.OO75: (up to one million cycles) Same as 0.0070.
0.0080: Highly irregular matrix crack spacing up to 300 000
cycIes (0 per 25 mm (in.) up to 125 per 25 mm (in.)), but
number per unit length in some plies does exceed that observed
prior to failure of monotonic tension coupons; enhanced x-ray
visible delaminations normally occurred by 300 000 cycles and
sometimes by 150 0OO cycles with no significant stiffness
loss.
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TABLE 26
FRACTURE LOCATION DATA FOR (0/45/02/-45/0) S COUPONS
LOADED IN CONSTANT AMPLITUDE FATIGUE
Coupon
ID
Initial Average
Strain Fracture Location a
Level mm in.
IZF1906-B 9
-B12
-B14
-BI 5
-B19
-B30
-B32
O. 0080 +4.0 +0.2
+76.0 +3.0
+38.0 +I. 5
+84.0 +3.3
+86. O +3- 4
-20. O -O. 8
+15.0 +0.6
+46.0 +1.8
0.0085 +8.0 +0.3
+12.0 +0.5
+76.0 +3.0
+33- 0 +I. 3
-24.0 -1.0
+58.0 +2.3
-28.0 -1.1
-46.0 -1.8
0.0090 0.0 0.0
-B7
-BID
-B13
-B17
-B25
-B27
-B9
a = A double entry indicates a resion
extensive.
of fracture since damage was
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Figure 30: Typical o_lamtnation found along the edges of (0/45/02/-45/0)s
coupon B14, after 225 000 cycles, by using enhanced x-ray
Photography.
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Figure 31:
Unusual thumbnail type delamlnatlon found in - - -.(0145102/-45/0_
coupon BIB.
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0.0085: Similar to observations made for 0.0080 coupons.
0.0090: Little or no delamination confined to edges, and
apparently fe_ matrix cracks prior to failure in a few
thousand cycles.
The average matrix crack spacing versus cycles in shown in Figures 32 t) /_
for coupons fatigue cycled at initial strains of 0.0075, 0.0080 and 0.0085.
Matrix crack spacing did tend to decrease to levels near or below the
minimum distance observed under monotonic tension load, see Table 27, but
still remained highly irregular with no apparent plateau as Table 27 and
Figures 32 to 34 show. The matrix crack data were actually much more
irregular than that shown by the average spacing plots of Figures 32 to 34.
Regions were found with many matrix cracks, more than 70 per 25 mm, in some
plies and none in others, even in the same ply orcintation, and even near
coupon failure. Other re, ions, up to 25 to 50 mm in length, had no matrix
cracks prior to fracture. The +45 plies were generally, but not always,
observed to have considerably more matrix cracks than the -45 ° plies.
Matrix cracks generally were at an angle to the 0 O plies, up to 45 ° . Many
of the transverse matrix cracks were not found to ever traverse completely
across the coupon width as high magnification examination of the x-ray
photographs showed. This was confirmed by taking sections, parallel to the
_o fibers, of two fatigue coupons, 6 mm from the edge and at the center-
line, which showed matrix cracks near the edge, but none at the center.
These observations cn the extent of matrix cracking led to the inference
that a saturation plateau was never reached prior to failure under fatigue
loading . In fact, the matrix crack states reached prior to failure were
apparently far removed from any such saturation plateau state.
Tables 28 and 29 list the results of the residual streagth experiments per-
formed on the (0/45/O2/-45/0) s coupons. Fracture location data are given in
Table 30 which again shows many coupons which fractured outside the extenso-
meter gags leith ragioD. These coupons were loaded to failure in several
98
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TABLE 27
MATRIX CRACK SPACING UNDEI_
DIFFER_T LOADING CONDITION3
FOR (0145102/-45/0) s cou_s
LOADI_ CONDITION
AVERAGE RANGE II_ CRACK SPACING
.45 ° -45 °
RONOTONIC TENSION
.H
FATIGUE
Initial
8.47 to -- a 0.82 to -- a
= 0.01Y75 b 2.21 to 4.62 2.42 to 2.54
= 0.0080 1.18 to 1.02 0.59 to 3.76
= 0.0085 0.92 to -- a 0.77 to -- a
RESIDUAL STRENGTH
= 0.0080
= O.0075
After
Fatigue
Monotonic Tension
0.61 to 4.84
2.21 to 4.62
0.61 to 5.34
0.69 to 2.99
0.59 to 3.76
0.69 to 2.99
NOTE: Crack spacing values given were measured just prior to
failure or at the end of the loadiu_ condition indicated.
a = No matrix cracks observed
b = The two coupons at initial _ of 0.0075 did not fail after 106 cycles.
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TABLE 3O
FRACTURE LOCATION DATA FOR (o1451ooI-451o) couPos_
LOADED IN RESIDUAL STRENGTH AFTER CONSTANT --_NNPLITUDFATIGUE LOADING
Initial Average a
Coupon Strain Fracture Location
ID Level _, in.
B6 0.0070 0.0 0.O
+64 +2•5
B23 0.0075 +71 +2.8
-46 -1.0
B24 O.O 0.0
+51 +2.0
B16 0.0080 -69 -2-7
-89 -3-2
B18
B20
B21
Test Section Exploded
-25 -1.0
+18 +0.7
+64 +2.5
B29 -66 -2.6
-81 -3.2
B31 Test Section Exploded
a = A double entry indicates a region of fracture since damage
was extensive.
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load steps as shown in Table 29. Detailed stiffness and matrix cracking
data obtained during fatigue loadings are given in Appendix C, Tables C57
and C58.
Edge replications were obtained at each load step, but enhanced x-ray photo-
graphs were only obtained if edge delamination occurred. Such delamination
did not occur prior to failure in five of the coupons. Four coupons con-
tained edge delamination after fatigue testing and enhanced x-ray photo-
graphs were obtained at each load step. The damage state at the end of
fatigue loading within the non-delaminated coupons consisted only of trans-
verse matrix cracking with short delaminatione at their ends. The extent of
matrix cracking or delamination did not change during residual strength
loading from that observed just prior to fatigue loading, see Table 29. The
stiffness in these residual strength coupons was also essentially the same
as that of the undamaged monotonic tension coupons.
Strain to failure, and hence strength, was reduced by an average of
approximately nine to ten percent below that of the undamaged coupons.
However, the strain to failure of some coupons was reduced by as much as 20
percent below the previous average monotonic tension value. Although the
strain to failure was reduced in all of the residual strength coupons, the
presence of edge delamination, visible by enhanced x-ray, clearly had the
most direct correlation to strain at failure, as shown in Table 28.
However, the thumbnail like delamination of coupon B18 did not correlate
with a large reduction in strain to failure. For all residual strength
coupons strain to failure was again as for the (0/90/+45) s and (0/+45_
' ' m -- "S
cou_ns, considerably higher, by 10 to 25 percent, than that of the coupons
loaded in fatigue to failure.
Since the presence of fatigue load induced matrix cracking and delamination
did not affect stiffness nor reduce strain to failure under residual
strength loading to levels equivalent to strain levels at fatigue failure,
the cause of the reduction in strain to failure under fatigue loading was of
|
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interest. In essence, something occured under fatigue loading which was not
usually encountered under the residual strength monotonic loading. This was
attributed to local fiber fracture which was observed not only near the
coupon edges, but also on the surface away from the edges, similar to the
(0/+_45) s coupons. Further discussion of this point will be continued in
Section 4 where a comparative summary of the results for all of the layups
is given.
2.5 RESULTS FOR (02/_904) 8 COUPONS
The failure data for the monotonic tension experiments of (02/904) s coupons
are given in Table 31. Fracture of the (02/904) s coupons in monotonic
tension occurred in a highly explosive manner. Usually, no specific site of
fracture could be discerned. However, the outer O° plies fractured along
lines parallel to the 90 ° plies.
The stiffness of these monotonically loaded coupons usually decreased during
each loading, see Table 52, which followed a load interruption to obtain NDI
data. The decrease in stiffness was pronounced enough that three additional
coupons were fractured in monotonic tension at the same strain rates as
before, but without any load interruptions. The results for these three
coupons are also given in Table 31. The reason for the low strain to
failure of these coupons compared to the other layups of this study is
discussed in detail in Section 3, but, in summary, was due to an increase in
stress in the 0° ply adjacent to the end of the 90° ply transverse matrix
cracks. This occurs because a matrix crack Jn the 8 ply thick 90 ° ply
induces a stress concentration over a larger region than that due to a
single ply thickness and because all of the load in the vicinity of the 8t
90° ply is essentially dumped into the O° ply.
The stiffness (secant modulus to failure) of the three coupons loaded
without interrJption was the same as the final stiffness value of the
previous five coupons used to obtain NDI data, although the average strain
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TABLE 32
STIFFNESS DATA OBTAINED DURING MONOTONIC
TENSION EXPERIMENTS OF (02/904)s COUPONS
COUPON
ID
IZFI906
-AI
-A2
-A3
-A4
-AS
Strain Level Stiffness
mm/mm in 101.6 _ GPa Msi
0.00201 51.6 7.48
0.00300 51.7 7.50
0.00401 52.3 7.59
0.00501 52.3 7.59
0.00603 52.3 7.58
0.00705 52.2 7.57
0.00805 50.8 7.36
0.00202 51.2 7.42
0.00303 51.6 7.49
0.00782 49.3 7.15
0.00803 48.7 7.06
0.00855 48.5 7.03
0.00903 48.0 6.96
0.00928 4g.0 6.96
0.00953 48.0 6.96
0.01000 48.2 6.99
0.01027 48.1 6.98
0.00304 49.1 7.12
0.00601 49.7 7.21
0.00703 48.4 7.02
0.00752 46.8 6.79
0.00804 46.5 6.75
0.00880 46.6 6.76
0.00928 46.3 6.72
0.00979 46.2 6.70
0.00992 46.3 6.72
0.00807 47.7 6.92
0.00853 46.5 6.74
0.00874 46.0 6.67
0.00752 51.0 7.40
0.00803 48.5 7.03
0.00827 48.0 6.96
0.00854 48.0 6.96
0.00903 47.8 6.93
0.00951 48.0 6.96
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Failed on loading.
Failed on next loading cycle
at slightly lower value.
Failed on loading.
Failed on loading.
Failed on next loadlog cycle
at slight lower value.
to failure was lower perhaps due to a low sample size and hence statistical
variation. The generally decreasing stiffness of the coupon load interrup-
ted for NDI could now be understood. The three coupons tested without load
interruption exhibited an easily noticeable decrease in stiffness by the
time a strain level of 0.0065 was reached. This decreasing stiffness chang-
ed more rapidly as f_ilure was approached, due to the increasing number of
transverse cracks. The secant stiffness to failure was an average of 6.0
percent less than that up to 0.0050 strain for the last four coupons of
Table 32. The amount of stiffness loss prior to failure was the least for
coupon At. Significantly, coupon AI exhibited the least amount of trans-
verse 90° ply matrix cracks prior to failure.
A plot of the observed matrix crack spacing in the 90 ° plies versus strain
was made and is shown in Figure 35- The previously mentioned 6 percent
change in stiffness of these coupons can be seen to correspond to the strain
levels where an apparent plateau in the number of transverse 90° ply matrix
cracks began to occur. Coupon AI fractured prior to saturation and thus
exhibited little stiffness change. These coupons all had a few 90° ply,
transverse matrix cracks prior to loading, approximately 2 to 3 per 25 mm.
These manufacture induced cracks were presumably due to thermal stresses
whl-h deve!op during panelcool down. The detalled matrix crack spacing data
are tabulated in Appendix C, Table C59.
Damage progression during monotonic tension loading consisted prizar£1y of
90° ply matrix cracks perpendicular to the load direction. Delamination
during monotonic loading was not observed by enhanced x-ray, and on the edge
replicates delamination extendir.g from the ends of 90° plies was usually
short, but obvious and often absent until near coupon failure. At that
point, 0/93 delaminations on the coupon edges nearly, but not completely
linked together. The spacing of the 90 ° ply matrix cracks decreased as load
increased and tended towards an apparent plateau spacing. However, as in
the case of coupon At, fracture sometimes occurred prior to reaching that
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plateau presumably due to the large stress concentration previously
mentioned. A stiffness loss up to 6 percent corresponded to the plateau
level matrix crack spacing.
The plotted results of Figure 35 are somewhat misleading since the data
shown in Figure 35 do not truly represent the complexity shown in Figure 36.
Figure 56 shows three typical, although severs regions of matrix cracking
usually found in the monotonically loaded coupons. Most regions of
transverse cracking were regular in nature, but regions like that shown in
Figure 36 were commonly observed. The 90° matrix crack pattern is clearly
appparent in this figure, but so are vertical matrix cracks and complex
crack patterns at other angles. For the purposes of analysis, the secondary
cracks were assumed to be of less importance than the 90° cracks because
these vertical type cracks did not appear to extend significantly into the
coupon interior.
These comments on other forms of matrix cracking not withstanding, a pattern
of matrix cracks within the 90 ° plies and perpendicular to the load
direction still was the primary form of matrix cracking. Figure 35 showed
that crack spacing, hence number of cracks per unit length, did reach an
apparent plateau in four coupons prior to failure at around 1 mm between
cracks. The results for coupon A4 show that even if only two prior Ioadings
before failure were applied, the crack spacing was about the same. This
indicated a lack of a significant influence of the number of prior loadings
on final crack spacing, an observation supported by the similarity in
stiffness of coupons subjected to and not subjected to load interruption.
Table 33 gives the fatigue life data for the (02/904) s coupons. Like the
(0/45/02/-45/0) s ccupons, these fatigue coupons were loaded to a specific
initial strain level, based on initial monotonic m¢,duhm, and cycled at
constant load to failure. The maximum percent stiffness loss data for these
fatigue loaded coupons are given in Table 34. Stiffness losses of up to 18
percent were recorded. The detailed stiffness loss data are tabulated in
112
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Figure 36: Transverse matrix crack patterns found in Coupon A3 at
0.00975 strain.
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TABLE 33
FAILURE LIVES OF (02/904 ) COUPONS
COb_ON ID STRAIN LEVEL CYCLES TO FAILURE
AI5
A20
A21
A25
0.0050
A6
AI4
A2&
A31
0.0060
A8
A9
A10
A27
0.0065
A16 0.0075
cnUPO_S U_ED fOR KES_DUAL SIRF.I_TH EKPERIMENTS
A12 0.0060
A13
A2O
A26
445 000
>1 000 000 a
vl 000 000 a
>1 000 000 a
• 692 000 b
28 _00
253 600
>1 OOO OOOa
74 200
14 150
36 960
164 910
4 3O
68 O00
30 000
• 690 000
> 35 000
All 0.0065 > 35 000
A17 >1 000 000
A32 > 25 500
a = Coupon intented f_r fatigue fatilue, but used for residual strenmth
after reaching 10- cycles.
b = Accidentally failed in tension
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Appendix C, Table C60. The dynamic stiffness losses appeared to be
generally less than the monotonic. However, as shown in Tabi_ C60 of
Appendix C, dynamic and monotonic moduli were always essentially identical.
Therefore the differerce in percent stiffness losses were attributed to
changes in dynamic stiffness prior to initial recording.
The percent monotonic and dynamic stiffness loss values in Table 34 are bas-
ed upon the initial monotonic stiffness and the initial dynamic stiffness,
taken as early in fatigue life as possible, respoctively. The initial
dynamic stiffness was recorded as soon as possible because stiffness chan_ed
rapidly early in fatigue life due to the rapid saturation of transverse mat-
rix cracking in the 90 ° plies. Accurate monotonic stiffness changes as rep-
resentations of the development of damage were difficult to obtain because,
as previously discussed, the stress-strain curve of this layup is essentia-
lly linear up to approximately C.OOSO strain and noticeably differs by
0.0065 strain. Therefore, the initial monotonic stiffnesses are values
somewhat reduced by significant prior damage.
The fatigue loading induced damage which occurred in these coupons was more
complex than that observed in the other layups of this investigation.
Detailed data are given in Appendix C, Table C_l. Matrix cracking consisted
of not only 90 ° ply cracks which went across all _ plies, see Figure 37, but
also of cracks [or delamination if one prefers) parallel to the 00 plies but
down the mid plane of the 90 ° plies. However, as in the monotonically
loaded coupons, these midplane cracks did not appear to extend very far into
the coupons. In addition there were often regions of a quite complex
pattern which contained matrix cracks (delaminations ?) of various other
an_les such as previously shown in Figure 37. The edge replicates showed
that transverse matrix cracking reached an apparent saturation plateau early
in the fatigue life of the coupon, in 5 000 cycles or less. This is
illustrated An Figure 38 which shows the typical matrix crack pattern, as
found by edge replication, for coupon A6. The only difference between 5 000
and 692 000 cycles was in the length of 0/90 interface delamination and the
amount of opening of the matrix cracks.
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Figure 37: Edge delamtnaEton regions found on (02/904) s
50 000 fatigue cycles.
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Figure 38: Edge replicates of sa_ location of coupon A6 fatigue
cycled at _i = 0.006.
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Enhanced x-ray photographs revealed several interesting features of damage
development. They first confirmed that transverse matrix cracking generally
saturated by about 5 O00 to 10 000 load cycles as show_ in Figure 39- The
enhanced x-ray photographs, such as that of Figure 39, required higher
magnification examination to see this saturation because the width of the
transverse cracks varied significantly. Thus, for example, the region in
the photograph at 5 0OO cycles in Figure 39 which appears to show few matrix
cracks was found, on closer inspection, to he essentially saturated with
very tight cracks. In other regions, the transverse cracks were much wider
and thus appear darker. Additional transverse matrix cracking did occur up
to as much as lOO 0OO cycles.
Another feature was the appearance and growth of longitudinal splits in the
0 ° plies which started a_ay from the coupon edges eventually growing to the
grip region, see Figure 39. Finally, the third damage feature was 0/90
interface delamination which started at the intersections of the 90 °
transverse matrix cracks and the 0 ° longitudinal splits. These grew and
coalesced as the number of cycles increased, see Figures 39 to 41. The edge
stress induced delaminations only extended in the width dArection of the
coupons a distance about equal to the laminate thickness. Thus, the
delaminations which grew from the intersection of the 90 ° matrix cracks and
0 ° splits were the dominant delamination mode.
Jamison and Reifsnider [40] rather plausibly attributed the 0 ° longitudinal
splitting to Poisson mismatch between the O ° and 90 ° plies. They also found
that the 0 ° splits always went completely through the 0 ° plies. This
phenomenon was also observed in this program because when 00 fiber fracture
occurred near the grip region, this often resulted in an entire section of a
o
O degree ply between splits to separate from the coupon. Finally, Jamison
and Reifsnider [40] showed that a rather simple fracture mechanics analysis
of crack tip stresses for the 90 ° cracks implied that the O O splits should
initiate at the matrix crack tips. Further, they [40] postulated that the
stresses induced by the O ° splits and the 90 ° transverse cracks at an
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Figure 3 9:
1 000 5 000 692 000
Enhance_ x-ray photoRraphs of coupon A6 showing 90 ° matrix
o
cracking, 0 splits, and delamination; Initial E = 0.006.
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Figure 40:
300 000 600 000
Enhanced x-ray photographs of coupon A22 showing 90 ° matrix
o
cracking, 0 splits, and delamination; Initial • = 0.005.
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Figure 41:
300 000 682 000 1 000 000
Enhanced x-ray photographs of coupon A31 showing 90° matrix
cracking, 0° splits, and delamination; Initial E = 0.006.
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ng
intersection should induce delamination, which, in fact, appeared to initiate at
those intersections.
The fracture event of these fatigue loaded (02/904) s coupons was extremely vio-
lent, much like those fractured in monotonic tension. The 0 ° fibers fractured
along a 90° line, but generally not clear across tne coupon width because of the
0° longitudinal splits. Multiple fracture regions occurred, some near the grips
because of the 0 ° fiber breaks induced there. Most coupons essentially shatter-
ed without a clearly defined failure zone. Notable, numerous 0 ° fiber fracture
regions were observed prior to coupon failure, often long before overall coupon
fracture.
Figures 42 to 44 show plots of the transverse matrix crack spacing in the 90 °
plies versus load cycles. Since study of the enhanced x-ray photographs showed
that the 90° transverse cracks usually went across the coupon width, Figures 42
to 44 again indicate that matrix crack saturation occurred early in fatigue
life. The saturation levels were similar for each fatigue strain level with
some decrease in crack spacing apparent as the strain level increased. The
range in observed spacing was more restricted than that seen under monotonic
tension load, see Table 55.
p.-
.4m
V
Normalized monotonic stiffness is plotted versus crack spacing in Figures 45 to
47 where the normalized value was the initial recorded monotonic stiffness. The
data used to plot these three figures plus allowance for stiffness change on
initial loading indicate that approximately 5.5 percent of the stiffness loss at
0.0050 strain could be attributed to the development of transverse cracks in the
90° plies. At 0.0060, approximately 6.5 percent of the observed stiffness loss
correlated to matrix cracking while at 0.0065 strain, the amount of stiffness
loss was closer to 7.0 percent. The differences among the strain levels were
attributed to the slightly different matrix crack saturation levels. The 0°
longitudinal matrix cracks did not appear to cause a measurable percent stiff-
f _
hess loss as Jamison and Reifsnider discussed L4Oj. Thus the remaining amount of
stiffness loss was attributed to delamination development either from the
intersection of the 0° splits and the 90 o matrix cracks or along
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TABLE 35
MATRIX CRACK SPACIBG UND_ DIFFERENT LOADING
CONDITIONS FOR . __(02/904) S COUPONS
Note: Crack spacin_ values given are those measured just prior to failure
or at the end of the loading condition indicated
LOADI_ CONDITION
RANGE IN AVERA_
CRACK SPACIIG OF 90 _,
.m
RO_R_TOIICTE_SIOB 0.67 to 6.35
FATIGUE
Initial = O.0050
= 0.0060
= O.0065
RESIDUAL STRENGTH
After Fatigue
Initial = O. 0050
-- 0.0060
--0.0065
Monotonic Tension
1.13 to 1.49
0.91 to 1.3(}
0.98 to 1.15
1.13 to 1.49
1.04 to 1.37
0.98 to 1.13
0.98 to 1.9'_
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the 90° matrix cracks. Normalized monotonic stiffness is plotted versus
cycles in Figures 48 to 50. These figures show the gradual progression of
stiffness loss due to delamination.
In Figure 51, the maximum strain which occurred in representative fatigue
loaded coupons is plotted versus cycles. As in all of the layups of this
investigation, the strain at failure was generally 20 to 30 percent below
the average monotonic tension failure strain of those coupons not subjected
to prior fatigue loading. However, coupon A8 failed at a strain level near
to the lowest strain t, f_ilure recorded for a monotonic tension tests.
l
-din
Coupons used for residual strength experimentation were either those which
had reached 106 cycles in prior fatigue loading or had been load cycled to
particular percentages of monotonic stiffness loss. Thus coupons A21, A22,
A25, a31, and A17 were all cycled to IC 6 cycles; A13, A20, A26, All, and
A17 were intended to have between 5 and 7 percent stiffness loss; and A12
and A32 to have between 10 and 12 percent stiffness loss. A summary of the
residual strength data for this (02/904) s laminate is given in Table 36.
Fore detailed data are given in Table 37-
The damage state within the coupons was not observed to change during the
residual strength experimentation. The average strain to failure decreased
approximately 5.5 percent below the monotonic tension strain to failure of
coupons not subjected to fatigue loading. As for the results of the other
layups, this average strain to failure was significantly above the observed
strain at failure due to fatigue loading. The strain to failure of
individual residual strength coupons did not correlate with the extent of
delamination. Therefore, as in all of the other layupe, the specific
failure events which occur during fatigue were concluded not to be present
in these residual strength coupons. This conclusion was supported by the
failure of two other coupons during a monotonic stiffness survey
periodically conducted on each fatigue coupon.
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II
I Coupon A6 fractured at 0.0093 strain, due to an inadvertent overload, after
an 8.8 percent stiffness loss over 692 OOO cycles. Thus for this coupon
apparently no damage indicative of final fracture was yet present. However,
coupon A9 fractured at a strain of 0.0065 after a 5.9 percent stiffness loss
in 14 150 cycles. Apparently, coupon A9 had been stopped during fatigue
loading with the failure causing damage present; literally the next load
cycle, a monotonic load survey, resulted in a fracture which occurred at a
strain of 5.5 percent below that previously reached in fatigue loading.
Supporting this inference, the monotonic stiffness in coupon A9 on the last
load cycle was five percent below that of the previous cycle while in coupon
A6, stiffness was essentially unchanged between the two cycles. Thus the
final fracture events in Coupon A9 clearly developed quickly, having
significant and large effects.
In the following section, the analysis of the experimental data of this
section will be discussed. Further, mathematical based models used to
represent that data are presented and evaluated.
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SECTION 3
ANALYSIS AND MATHEMATICAL MODELIN3
Rather extensive analysis of the iayups used in this and in other research
programs was undertaken. The purpose of this analysis was to resolve the
laminates, observed damage states, and associate_ mechanical properties into
their essential elements so that they could be studied critically. Based
upon the analysis, a conceptual understanding was hypothesized as to the
nature of what transpired within a laminate when subjected to load. _"ne
derived description was mathematically modeled in order to articulate and
define it in a more detailed manner. Based on these models, expected
stiffness, strengths, tendencies to delaminate or matrix crack were
quantitatively calculated for some cases and compared to expezimental
results. In other cases, qualitative inferences were drawn from the model
as to expected trends, and these were also compared to experimental results.
From these qualitative trends and statements of quantitative precision, a
broad range of significant inferences were drawn, which hopefully help
clarify and bring added consistency to previously available information.
The success, or lack thereof, in developing models properly representative
of" the mechanics and thereby allowing correct inferences to be drawn was, of
course, dependent on the accuracy of the analysis undertaken.
.%
In the initial part of this investigation, the computer software programs,
previously developed by Lockheed Missiles and Space Company at the Palo Alto
Research Laboratory, were improved and expanded both to further aid the task
of modeling and to develop comparability with NASA/Langley computing
requirements. Subsequent to this development, computer aided models were
developed of various idealized damage states, the results of which are
detailed in this section. In addition, thought was given towards developing
141
a failure criteria and, hence, was concerned with load transfer into and
fracture criteria far the 0 ° plies. These analytically based models of the
laminates, plus the experimentally observed damage states, were mathemati-
cally represented with the aid of a VAX 11/780 computer.
The following subsections discuss the various aspects of the analytical and
mathematical modeling effort. The first subsection presents a summary of an
analysis of the data presented in .Section 2 and those obtained previously
F7'I_'21'32'_4! The experimental observations are analyzed for the pur-
poses of selecting those deemed most important for modeling purposes. In
the second subsection, some of _he historical bacMground to the modeling
effort of this study is discussed and a short summary is given of the
selected computational procedures. In the following subsections, a detailed
description of transverse matrix cracking modeling is given along with
associated effects on stiffness and local stress concentrations. In the
next subsection, the nature of a failure criterion for _he 0 0 plies is
explored w_ich is followed by a subsection in which the results of three
_imensional modeli.n_ of delamination are discussed. The last subsection
presents some results of an investigation into strain to failure under
monotonic load. The relationship between these mathematically based results
and the experimental results of Section 2 is discussed in Section 4.
3.! ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
A najor portion of the large amount of available data concerning tension
loading of graphite/epoxy laminates is reviewed in this subsection. A
summary description of the state (damage) changes which occurred in each
laminate due to loading is given first. This is followed by a discussion of
the key experimental observations which were selected for mathematical
modeling. Finally, those observations for which satisfactory models have
been previously developed are discussed as are those which remained and
required further model develoi1ment.
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3- I. I Exrrlsental Summar_
Data obtalned fro_. experimental studies in this program and in others are
available for a wide range of unnotched, tension loaded graphite/epoxy
laminates. The date for some of these laminates are summarized in this
section. The susmary includes both a description of the damage state
development under each loading condition as well as the associated stiffness
changes and strain to failure data.
o Monotonic Loading
- 00 fiber fractures occurred before failure
- Stress-strain data exhibited si_htly lncreasin_ stiffness
- Strain to failure of 0.0098 was 8 percent _esa than
s and (o/,,/_45)s
- Coupons essentially exploded at fracture
o Fatigue Loadin_
- 0 ° fiber fractures before failure
- Fatigue iife scatter greater than two orders of magnitude
- 3train at failure was 10 to 20 percent less than that under
monotonic tension load
o Residual Strength
- BO stiffness change
- Strain to failure same as monotonic tension
(0/90/-*45)_ Layup (See also References 39,42,43,44 and 45 for a 24-ply
- version of this iayup)
o Monotonic Loading
- 90 ° matrix cracks appeared at approximatel_ 0.0060 strain
and saturated at approximately 0.0090; +45- matrix cracks
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appeared at approximately O.OC9_ strain and did not
saturate; no -_5- matrix cracks; cracks at an angle up to
45 ° to the 00 plies.
Deiamination _*__.ween -_'='--.'_ interface, followed by 90/*45
and 3/_._g} interfaces; deiamination visible only near edges,
not visible by enhanced x-ray.
- Stiffness change of ,ass than three percent occurred.
_.:_ra_o strain to fa£ "i_o 3. _''_
Fra?ture of D c plies alcn_ _3o direction, even +45 ° plie3
ofte_ fractured in c_c direction, fracture location within
@age length.
O Fa" ,
.Ig,e Loa_ing
Matrix crack spacing in _}o, +Z5 °, and -45 ° plies saturate_
in less than _0 percent of fatigue _fe; spacing in _O-
plies same as under monotonic _oad ; crack spacing
saturation occurred over first 2 to 3 percent of stiffness
loss; cracks at Jp to _=o angle to O O plies.
/hort crac_s/deiamination developed perpendicular to
_rans.__se _atri_ cracks.
De. _mination started at free edge after transverse crac_
saturation, _/'45 interface d_linant, then +45/-_5 and
J_ _ interfaces; _'.45 dela_ination was always irregular
and +_5/-43 interface de_aminated first.
Highly regular an _. reiative,y continuous stiffness loss of
up to I_. percent occurred.
Fatigue iife scatter a_prcximately one order of magnitude.
,,o fiber fracture observed prior to couponNo obvious ,._
faiiure.
Strain _t failure was always less than 0,0085. 15 to 25
percent b_iow monotonic strain to failure.
0 ° p.ies fractured along +45 ° line, fractures within gage
length.
o Residual Strength
No significant further damage state change, slight
delamination area increase.
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- No further stiffness change.
Average strain to failure 0.0103, same as in monotonic
tension.
Fracture of 0° plies along 90° direction, fracture within
gage length.
_0/45/90/-45)2 s Layup (See References 7, 13 and 32)
o Monotonic Loading
900 matrix cracks appeared _y 0.0060 strain and saturated
by approximately 0.0090; -45 ply _racks appeared at 0.0080
and saturated at about 0.CO95; +45 ply crack also appeared
by.O.OOS_, but did not saturate; cracks at an angle up to
45 U to 0U plies.
Just prior to failure long delaminations apparent on coupon
edge at ends of transverse cracks; no thumbnail
deiamination seen by enhanced x-ray; no delamination found
in cross sections by microscop_.
Stiffness change of 3 to 5 percent occurred above O.0060
strain.
Average strain to failure of 0.O105.
Fracture of O° plies along *45 ° direction, fracture usually
within gage length.
o Fatigue Loading
_atrix crack spacing of off-axis plies saturated early in
fatigue ilia.
Delamination started at free edges after transverse crack
saturation had essentially occurred; order of delamination
interfaces was 90/-45, 90/+45, ÷45/90, -45/90, and 0/÷45
with 90/-45 and 90/÷45 interface delaminations remaining
dominant; delaminations grew symmetrically from both edges.
- Stiffness loss of at least 7 to 15 percent.
Fatigue life scatter approximately one order of magnitude.
No obvious O° fiber fracture observed prior to coupon
fracture.
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Strain to failure was always less than 0.0080, 20 to 40
percent below monotonic strain to failure.
00 plies fractured along a +45 ° line,
within gage length.
fracture usually
o Residual Strength
- No further damage state change.
- No further stiffness change.
Average strain to failure up to six (6) percent below
monotonic tension strain to failure; the higher the load
during fatigue cycling the less strain to failure decrease
exhibited.
- Fracture of 0° plies along +45 ° direction, fracture usually
within gage length.
÷
(0/-45)_ Layup (See also Reference 40)
u
o Nonotonic Tension
Matrix crack spacing highi_ irregular, no actual
v U
saturation, more cracks i_n° +45 _£ies than in -45 plies,-
cracks at angle up to 45 to 0 plit.,s, cracks appeared
above 0.0045 strain level.
No delamination visible by enhanced
delamination at +45/-45 interface.
x-ray, edge
No significant stiffness change, s_ight upward trend in
stress-strain curve.
Average strain to failure was 0.0106.
Fracture of the 0° plies was along a +45 ° direction,
fracture usually within gage length.
o Fatigue Loading
- Matrix crack spacing saturated in both _he +45 ° and -45 °
plies, cracks were wider in the -45 v piies and more
discontinuous in the +45 ° plies; cracks often did not cross
the coupon wid_a until as much as 50 percent of fatigue
life _ad passed; short cracks/delamlnation occurred at the
ends of the matrix cracks at the ply interface.
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Delamination occurred primarily at the +45/-45 interfaces
and secondarily at the 0/+45 interfaces; +45/-45 interface
delamination as shown by enhanced x-ray was confined to a
narrow edge region which also contained a few 0° ply
splits, broken 0 fibers, and even a complete separation
from the interior plies; delamination extension in the
coupon width direction occurred prior to transverse matrix
crack saturation.
Stiffness loss was irregular, but monotonic stiffness
losses of less than 2 percent occurred, apparently due to
matrix cracks alone, and up to 7 percent total.
O° fiber breaks were comonly observed along o the coupon
edges and even between the edges in the outer O plies.
Strain to failure was _ieays 15 to 25 percent below
monotonic strain to failure.
Final fracture displayed 0 ° fibers fractured along a +45 °
direction, fracture usually within gage couTon.
o Residual Strength
- No further damage state chan_e.
- No further stiffness change.
Average strain to failure of 0.0106, unchanged from
previous monotonic tension data.
Fracture of O° plies along +45 ° direction, fracture usually
within gage length.
(o1451oJ-4519)=
o Monotonic Tension
Matrix crack spacing highly irregular, no matrix cracks in
some coupons prior to faii_re, usually more cracks in the
-45 ° plies than in the +45 plies, no l_ttern of _racking
emerged, cracks at an angle of up to 45- to the O- plies,
matrix cracks apparently did not traverse coupon width.
Edge replicates revealed no obvious delamination at ends of
matrix cracks, no delamination found by enhanced x-ray.
No significant change in stiffness, slight upward trend in
stress-straln curve.
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Average strain to failure was 0.O112.
Fracture of the 0° plies and usually the -45 ° plies was
o
primarily at +45 direction, this sometimes turned to the
o
90 direction, fracture location often influenced by grips.
o Fatigue Loading
Matrix crack spacing much less than for monotonic loading,
saturation never occurred, some regions had no matrix
cracks prior to coupon fracture, many crack_ did not cross
coupon width, generally more cracks in +45 plies than in
-45- plies.
Edge delamination generally started at the +_5/Op interface
followed by the 0/+45, 02/-45 , and -45/0 interfaces, the
latter often did not develop; enhanced x-ray revealed
narrow _elamination along the coupon edges, these contained
a few O- fiber splits.
0 ° fiber fractures occurred at the _oupon edges and were
occasionally observed in the outer 0 plies away from the
edges.
Average stiffness did not change, one to two percent random
_uctuation in measurements occurred.
Fatigue life scatter was in excess of two orders of
magnitude.
Strain to failure was 20 to 55 percent below monotonic
strain to failure.
Fracture of all plies was predominantly along a +45 °
direction, fracture location often influenced by grips.
o Residual Strength
- No further damage state change.
- No stiffness change.
Average strain to failure of O.O102 was 9 to 10 percent
below previous monotonic tension data.
Fracture of all plies was predominantly along a +45 °
direction, fracture location was often influenced by grips.
14B
(0/45/02/-45/0)2 s Layup _$ee Reference 32)
o Montonic Tension
Same qualitative response as single s_metric form, strain
to failure lower because of different material batch.
o Fatigue Loading
Same as single symmetric form except for more extensive O°
fiber fracture prior to failure Ia_dO often very extensivedelamination at long lives (>I x cycles).
o Residua_ Strength
- _ame as single symmetric form.
(02/_____ _ Layup (See also References 40 to 46)
o Monotonic Tension
Matrix crack spacing tended towards saturation before
fracture, but coupon fracture sometimes occurred prior to
saturation; matrix cracking on the edges appeared more
complex than in the interior.
Short deiaminations were found by edge replication at the
end of the transverse cracks, no obvious delamination found
by enhanced x-ray although cracks widened as strain
increased.
- Stiffness decreased up to 6 percent.
Average strain to failure was 0.0090, significantly below
that for other iayups.
Coupons essentially exploded at coupon failure, but
fracture of the O° plies did occur along a 90° direction.
o Fatigue Loading
Transverse matrix cracking saturated in many regions early
in fatigue life (5 000 cycles or less) but not in others;
the width of transverse cracks appeared to widen in th_
enhanced x-ray photographs as cycles increased; o
longitudinal splits developed.
0/90 _nterface delam_nation grew from the intersection of
the 0 splits and 90 matrix cracks; edge delamination did
not extend significantly in the coupon width direction.
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0° fiber fracture occurred in large groups both along the
coupon edges and within the interior.
Monotonic stiffness changes of up to 17 percent occurred
prior to failure.
Fatigue life scatter was greater than two orders of
magnitude.
Strain to failure was 20 to 30 percent below the average
strain to failure of monotonically loaded coupons.
At failure, coupons essentially exploded but the 0° plies
again fractured along a 90° direction.
o Residual Strength
- No further damage state change.
- No further stiffness change.
Average strain to failure of 0.0089 was essentially the
same as the monotonic load failure strain; one coupon
failed in the same strain region as that which occurred due
to fatigue load.
at failure with 0° fibersCoupons essentiaii_ exploded
fracturing along 90- direction.
3.1.2 Experimental Observations Requiring Modeling
The summary observations given in Section 3.1.1 for each of the iayups were
combined to give a general picture of the effect of tension load on these
unnotched coupons. The combined summary of those observations requiring an
explanation is as follows:
Monotonic Loading
- Strain at which onset and saturation of matrix cracki_,g
Occur8.
- Saturation spacing of matrix cracks.
- The fact that matrix crack saturation occurs in some
iayups, but not others.
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oSome coupons significantly delaminate and others do not.
Onset of delamination.
Change in stiffness, if it occurs, can occur with and
without large delamination.
Strain to failure, essentially the same for all iayups
containing O ° plies except for unidirectional or 0/90
combinations.
- Extent of scatter.
- Fracture appearance.
Fatigue Loading
Matrix crack saturation occurs in some iayups, but not
others; angle of matrix cracks to 0 ° load direction.
Cause of, or lack of, delamination; nature if it occurs;
cause of its symmetry in some iayups, but not in others;
onset of ctelamination.
Cause of stiffness change: only a few percent of the
change appears to correlate to transverse cracking; does
the rest correspond to delamination?; no stiffness change
in some iayups.
Failure criterion: influence of transverse matrix
cracking, fiber fracture, and other factors; rather sudden
fracture events.
Strain to failure 15 to 35 percent below monotonic strain
to failure.
"Runout" strain at which fatigue life greatly increases.
Extent of scatter in fatigue life.
Fracture appearance.
Shape of S-N curve.
o Residual Strength
- Lack of further damage in all iayups.
- Lack of further stiffness change in all iayups.
#
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Average strain to failure unchanged from monotonic strain
to failure for many iayups, no more than a 5 to 10 percent
change in cthers; this occurs despite often extensive
damage and reduced strain to failure under fatigue loading
of 15 to 30 percent below monotonic straJ- ;o failure.
Scatter.
Fracture appearance.
Of the above experimental _bservations, many are presently understood, at
least in principle. For example, the strain for onset of matrix cracking
and delamination has been shown to be explainable under monotonic load, at
least for a (+25 /90 ) iayup based upon a fracture mechanics strain energy
[11 1[,4_-52_ s This analysis approach would appear to apply toanalysis_ , -.
other iayups and for fatigue ioadings, although the complexity is much
greater. Therefore, this problem was not pursued further in this program.
The tendency to edge delaminate can also be approximated by analysis of free
edge stresses L53-56]. Saturation of transverse matrix crack spacing has
F W
been accurately modeled for cases without delamination usin_ either a shear
[39,5V,5el _4e,59!
lag analysis - or a strain energy analysis _ -. However, in
delaminated regions, at least some iayups exhibit a, increased transverse
r12]
crack spacing _ .
The main modeling problems undertaken in this program were those of
explaining stiffness changes associated with observed damage states and
developing a failure criterion for the 0° fibers given a known damage state.
The stiffness problem required analysis of several different matrix cracking
and delamination conditions and the calculation of the macroscopic stiffness
change associated with each condition. A failure criterion or criteria,
must be suitable for explaining the coupon strain to failure which occurs
under monotonic load, fatigue load, and in residual strength. The two
analysis problems of stiffness change and failure criterion were, therefore,
selected because they appeared to be the primary ones requiring further
development and would lead to significant insight. The remainder of Section
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3 addresses these two problems. The results of the derived models are
compared in Section 4 to the experimental observations summarized in this
subsection.
3.2 COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
Existing practices for analyzing stress states associated with transverse
matrix cracks generally employ a two dimensional laminate analysis and
calculate the stresses and strains in the individual laminate; onset of
multiple cracks is inferred from the calculated stresses or strains. The
approach has not provided a fully satisfactory description of the transverse
cracking progress. In a study by Bader, st. al. L6OjrI cross-ply (0/90) s
graphite/epoxy laminates having different 0o/90 ° thickness ratios were
tested under uniaxlal tension. The first visible appearance of transverse
cracks in the 90° ply was found to occur at distinctly different tensile
stress or tensile strain levels, depending on the thickness of the 90 ° ply.
In Reference 60, an energy consideration advanced earlier by Aveston and
P I
Kelly L61j was applied to relate the onset of transverse cracking to the
available energy release per fully developed crack. Their analysis provided
the correct trend of the threshold-strain dependence on the 90° ply
thickness. The ply thickness dependence of transverse strength was believed
to stem from the ply interactions in the laminate. This supposition has
been well supported by the work of Fiaggs and Kural L62J.
r 3
v
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Ply delamination is another mode of matrix dominated failure that involves
ply structural interactions in the laminate. Causes of delamination have
been attributed generally to the existence of interlaminar stresses usually
rs3,54]
found near th_ free edges of the laminate. L However, delaminations
can initiate internally at the intersection of transverse and longitudinal
cracks, see Reference 40 and Section 2 of this report. Free edge stresses
are highly localized and their sign and magnitude depend on the ply stacking
sequenceL55,56j;r_ hence, some laminates may be more prone to delamination
r 3
than others, depending on how the plies are stacked together. L54j In a
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msnner similar to the transverse cracking phenomenon, onset of free edge ply
delamination is found to depend also on the thickness, or t,e volume of the
ply which is stressel interlaminariy The characteristic of this thickness
effect is that the occurrence of ply deiamination may be suppressed by a
decrease in the ply thickness, or conversely, may be enhanced by an increase
_11,63!
in the ply thickness.-
The applied axial <tensile) stress at the onset of deiamination has been
shown to vary with the thickness or volume of the plies even though the
stacking sequence in ai_ cases is the same. _J_: The differences exhibited
f2_n/ 2 = non5 s °_I-_ and (4_ n n On/-in the test data for both ,-.n / , n I: ._ /-45 /
90n)s' n = I,P,_ } b2:_ - i_minates indicated that th_._ threshold deiamination
stress depends inversely on the square root of the thickness of the 90 °
layer. The thickness effect on the threshold stress for deiamination cannot
be adequately explained by a stress analysis aZone. Since a stress analysis
will determine identical stress magnitudes for each of the two previously
mentioned i_minate series under the same applied axial stress, a criterion
based on the magnitude of stress would necessarily predict the same
threshold stress for failure.
Ro4ini, an_ Eisemann "- used a prohabi_istic argument that a laminate with
thick plies _nntsins statistically nor_ _efects than laminates with thin
plies. Consequently, the thicker ply is likely tc faii at a lower stress
level. This a_roach requires the Kncwiedge of the free edge stress
distribution, whi?h may become singa_r, sn_ the strength distribution of
the material in a unit volume. :n "_:_.,_sregard, Wu :28 has recently
presented a more genera± approach based on the Weibuil statistical strength
theoFj which takes into account the effect of stress gradient near the site
of a stress concentration.
These statistical approaches are certainly pl&uolbie; and they do provide an
explanation for the thickness effect. However, the observed thickness
effect on the threshold stress for ply deiamination _nd transverse cracking
15:
may be explained readily from an energy point of view. In this view, the
actual amount of strain energy trapped in the plies of the laminate and the
manner of release during a crack process play an important role in the crack
initiation and g._owth behavior. Consequently, the thickness of the plies
that contain the crack constitute an important parameter in the cracking
process. Furthermore, strain energy release is con_oiied at least
partially by the structural interaction between plies during loading of the
laminate. Since this interaction takes i:.to account the kinematics cf the
crack, the energy release analysis provides not only a criterion for crack
growth, but also for kinematic effects such as growth instability. This
view point provides a deterministic approach involving the classical
fracture mechanics, rather than the statistical approach adopted in
References 63 and 28.
F64]
In a study by Hybicki, Schmus_r, and Fox _ , the free edge delamination
problem was described by a crack growth analysis based on the energy release
rate concept in classical fracture mechanics. The premise for analysis was
that interlaminar flaws or defects existing near the ply-interface/free-edge
region cause initiation of ply deiamination whenever a certain condition is
reached. The growth of the delamination is stable initially, i.e., the
applied load must be increased in order to extend the crack. 7he quantity
measuring the material resistance against ply delamination is the critical
energy release rate, Gc. During a stable growth process, the stressed plies
are hypcthesized to release strain energy when a new crack surface is
created under the applied load. The rate of the available energy release
per unit crack surface, GF, can be calculated by an elastic stress analysis.
The condition G F = G c is viewed as a driving force which can extend the
crack further° If GF < G the crack will remain stationary until thec
applied load is increased, whereas the crack growth becomes unstable when GF
> G c. This analysis igncres, of course, the possibility of damage growth
under alternating loads.
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The available energ_ release rate, Go, is genera_ij a complicated function
f
of crack location, crack geometry, ply sta_king sequence, ply properties,
r65]
ply thickmess, an_ applied _oad. To calculate _, Pybicki and _anninen _
employe_ the fin'te element zetho4 in cor_j_nction with a crack-closure
procedure. The main assumptions in this method are that edge delamination
involves only matrix Jominated fracture, w_ich is assumed elastic and
brittle, an_ that the crac_ patn 13 parallel to the ply-interface. The
numerical procedure _nvoives the introduction of a virtual crac_ of known
dimension, and computation of the work done to ci se the crack. The concept
is an extension of Irwin's crack-closure integral _66j via a finite-element
representation of the plies. Since the work done in closing the crack i_
computed directly from the finite-element nodal force and nodal displacement
solutions, the procedure bypasses the analysis of the stress fieid. Hence,
the advantage of the energy approach, vis-a-vis a stress approach, is that,
for the same level of accuracy, a lower order precision suffices for the
energy calculation, based on the product of force and _isplacement.
Furthermore, there is no need to use any singular stress element formulation
to obtain a solution for zhe nodax force and the nodal displacement.
in this research study, the strain energy release rate approach _6_:r_ and
finite element procedures used were an extension of those developed by Wang
rll 6 v
and 3rossman _ ' to mode_ the free edge deiamination process as well as
the transverse zrac<ing process in fiber reinforced composite laminates. In
each case, a _ode_ was formulated on the basis of conceptual and physical
considerations. For a given laminate, a non-dimensional, kinematical energy
release rate function was identified which represented the kinematics of the
crack process in a given laminate configuration. !_ne mechanics of crac_
initiation and growth behavior were explained by comparing the calculated
energy release rate, based on th_ function, to the measured material
crack-resistance, commonly known as the R-curve of the material.
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The development and expansion of 9reviously existing computer software to
perform the modeling initially consisted of cgnv%rting the output of a
graphics pro and post _rocesscr cai_ed 3IFTC to the input format
required by a finite element program cai_ed FREEVIC previously developed at
Loc_,eed (see Appendix D for _ detai_ed description). ."_is enabled finite
element mode_s to be generated interactiveiy in the SIFTS processor and
subsequently analyzed using FREEVIS. The oatput of FREEV[£ was _ade
compatible with the _[FTZ postprocessor to provide contour plotting
capability. At the beginning of this research p_ogram, only two dimensiona_
modeling of d_mage states was possible. ."nree dimensional modeling was
carried out with a general purpose finite element ca_i 51_L.
Essentially, the architecture of the GIFTS-FREEVIS interface involves three
components. A Comman_ module, a GIFTS-to-FREEV!S module which reformats the
mesh data from the GIFTS data base tc the FREEVIS card image input file, and
a FREEVIS-to-GIFTS module which reformats the results of a FREEV[S analysis
from the FREEVIS data base to the gIFTS database. The GIFTS-to-F_EEVIS
module is capable of reformatting node and eAement information whi_e the
FRW_VIS-to-GIFTS module is capable of reformatting element stresses and
strains and nodal dispiacemen_s. _e Command module provides interactive
control of the data reformatting, as wei_ as comprehensive data checking of
the GIFTS-to-FREE%qS module, which was modified to take advantage of the
GIFTS generated boundary conditions and material property data. The
creation and modification of finite element models and boundary conditions
was made as interactive as possible to permit a maximum flexibility in
modeling the details of p_y cracking and delamination and to provide data
output in contour plot and three-dimensional plot formats. A detailed
description and example using this highly interactive software system is
given in Appendix D. The software system was used as a tool to analyze
selected models of damage.
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At the start of %his study, severa_ _odeis of dama_,e states within a
laminate were selectei from the viewp_i:;t of establishing bounds on the 00
pi_" stress state. Figure '_.,, sh_ws f_ur xz and two. yz section mode_s of a
quasi-isctr_ic _ninate, selected here as an example for purposes of
discussion. 3_se ,_x ass a_es that the entire _oa_ on the _aminate is
carried by t_;e • _ies ..Js; prior to faiiure, in the absence of
si_,nifieant stress .c.n.r_._l,.. _f._eots near c(_c transverse cracks, this
_odei _an he used as _ iower bound estimate of iam.in_te stre.ngjt_. _or an
_pper bo,nd estimate _'¢,. the average _n :._y. stress state'.. Case '8 _,,_a,,., be
obtaine_| from the ADVLAM _aminate code by settin_ the stiffnesses E 2 and G;2
to zero in the _,J an_ 4_ O plies. Case_ tb), Co,, an_ '_) require FREE;qS
for xz section anakysis. Case (b) uses effective stiffnesses for the 90 °
and _5 ° plies _sed on the observed transverse crack density and an
analysis, of E 2 and G12 as a function of crack density <see Section 3-3-3)-
Case 'c) models only the transverse cracks adjacent to the O O ply and uses
effective s:iffness for the zracke_ 45 c plies. Case (d) models 90 O
transverse cracks an_ any surface deismination at '0/90), (90/45), and
_45/-4_) interfaces, but uses effective stiffness for the 45 O cI'acMed plies.
Case Ca) consi4ers delam.ination only without transverse cracks whi,e Case
_f) considers a region of 00 fiber's on the edge having split away.
Figure 5Ja showa the _ifficulty in zo4e_ing both -_C° and 45 ° ply cracks in a
xz section. Only at one poi:;t .;n the entire xz plane do both cracks line up
to give the crack trace in the xz p_ane 'shown as the dashed section in
Figure 53b). A 4_ O crack cannot be directly introduced into the xz section
because fibers in the Z5 ° ply would be cut, a physicaAiy unrealistic model.
Furthermore., the 90 ° ply crack is constrained from extending into the 45 °
ply by fibers in the latter ply which cross the 90 0 crack plane, except at
the one point in the yz plane where the 90 and 45 ° transverse cracks
intersect. The model in Figure 53b removes the constraint on the 90 ° crack
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and will seriously overestimate the effective length of the transverse crack
and its influence on the 0 ° ply stress state. Th4.s problem for the 45 °
plies was solved by substructuring and "smearing" the effect of the 45 ° ply
n v r [69]into a a e age stiffness value.
If the stress/strain state in the xz plane of the 0 ° ply is obtained,for
example, using the mod is of Figure 52 (and the yz stress distribution when
edge delamination or failure of the 0 ° ply near the edge is modeled), that
stress state can be used to consider failure of the 0 ° ply. For cases (c)
and (d) of Figure 52, the stress state in the O° ply will vary with position
in the ply and certain stress components will approach singular values at
the tip of the 90 ° ply cracks. Essentially, this procedure of analyzing
different damage states for the amount of load tr_n--ferred in s_ae small
region _ _he 0 O plies J_ the same as that previously discusaed by
o,rlen[('] 7''3]
F
[
!
The two dimensional modeling procedure twed in this investigation resuised
in cracks in the 90 ° layers beimg exactly represented as well as their
interaction with the 0 O plies. The effect of cracks in the +__45° layers was
averaged with effective moduli because they cannot be directly represented
using a two dimentional model. This procedure was based upon the previously
mentlonal concept of modeling by suhstructurlng [69J. Experience with
r _
analyzing free-edge stresses by substructurlng techniques [69] has indicated
that the properties of all layers at least one ply away from the layer or
interface of interest can be smeared or averaged into an effective set of
stlffnesses without altering the calculated stress state in the region of
interest. These results indicated that the use of crack altered effective
stlffnesses for the 45 ° layers was not only accurate, but often easier than
direct modeling of transverse cracks in the 45 ° layer. This technique was
thus often used in this study.
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° C _ _ WITH3.3 STIFFNESS CHANGE AoSO.IA_Eu TRANSVERSE CRACKS AND DELANINATION
In the following subsection, the modeling efforts undertaken to determine
stiffness changes expected for various aspects of transverse matrix and
delamination cracking are _iscusseJ.
3.Z.! Effective Laminate Stiffness
In this subsection, the zodeiing problem of determining the effective
stiffness of the %90 and d50 plies _ssoc[ated with multiple transverse
cracks ks discussed as transverse crack density increases. T_e analysis was
not limited to the "saturation" density characteristics of shear lag or
[12]
strain energy release rate analysis. Recent studies L on (+._25/90m) s
laminates have shown crack de,slties in reglo_s of delamination which are
greater than the saturation density. The mechanics of the formation of this
high density of cracks is not sufficiently understood to make quantitative
"predictions. ._lerefore, the density of transverse cracks found by actual
experimental observation was use4 in the analysis of stress redistribution
within the laminate.
A cross section of a (O/90)s, T300/5208 coupon was modeled by finite
elements. The model consisted of 220 elements and 143 nodes. A transverse
crack, without delamination at the ends, was introduced in the 90 ° layer and
finite elements were graded from a size of one quarter times the ply
thickness near the crack to two times the ply thickness far from the crack
at an arbitrary distance, L. A uniform displacement was imposed to simulate
tensile ioadi,&. The position of L was varied to determine the effect of
increased transverse crack density on the tensile modulus of the (0/90)
s
laminate. Ratios of L/t (where t is ply thickness) between i and 31 wer_
investigated for a ply thickness of 0.13 mm (0.005 in.). This correp,mnded
to a transverse crack density of 1.26 to 39-4 per centimeser In the
failure model, a unifo_ dispersion in the coupon width di-,ction at the L
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position was used to determine the in-plane shear modulus of the (0/90) s
laminate as a function of crack density. A Lockheed developed laminate
code _70'71_ called ADVL_ wa_ employed to determine the effective E 2 and G12
m,dull of the 90° layer needed to produce the change in stiffness consistent
with the desired model of transverse cracking determined by the finite
element method.
Using the finite element grid shown in Figure 54 and 55, and the boundary
conditions described above, the effective lamina stiffnesses were determined
as follows:
I.
.
.
The reduced laminate stiffness E and G in the presence of
transverse cracks in the 90° layer of a_/90)_Th laminate were
determined as a function of crack density, se results are
shown in Figures 56 and 57-
. . o
Next, the m,dull Eo and G12 of the cracked 90 layer were
reduced, and the r_sulting (O/90)_ laminate stiffness E x and
G were determined as a functlon of ,eve_ of reduced mbdu_1
.xy 0 ,
zn the 90 _ayer.
From these analyses, the effective m,dull E-- and G. of the22 2 .
cracked 90° iayel were plotted as a function of crack densAty
as shown in Figures 58 and 59-
Comparison between the laminate stiffnesses (obtained by substitution of
effecti modul£ in the "cracked" 90 ° layer) determined froe the ADVLAM
point stress laminate analysis and from the FREEVIS finite element model
analysis showed essentially identical results.
The effective modulus plots of E22 and G12 as a function of crack spacing
are presented in Figures 60 and 61. The spacing is normalized to the
thickness of the cracked ply which in this analysis of a (0/90) s laminate
was twice the thickness of an individual ply. It can be observed from
Figures 60 and 61 that for no_malized crack spacings of 5 or greater (i.e.,
those typically observed in laminates), the effective modulus reduction is
no more thpm 20 - 30 percent from the original value.
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As an example of the effect _f transverse =r_.'king a_on_, =rack spacing data
from Reference I for tensii_ ioaded :.I,.,?, -._ laminates are provided in
'S
Table _Q, snl the effective _?.j and r,I? modu_i for each :racked layer in the
_ami.nate were ,_,e*_r_.ined fro_, Yigures :T, :-_':_ &1. Tze results of the
analysis, us_.n_= the A_V_',Av £_in_t_ code, far the Vounc's modulus of the
_sn!nq'e with ir._ti_ 'un:r_c_eJ con,iition? _ _n_ effpctive moduli are
su,nmarized !n TabLe 7c_. An_iosi_ c_se '_ in Table _; :ne_uded q study of
the _e_ect o*".....reduc n_- ?oisson's r_ti: ^_,. tr:e _raa_eJ _ayer fron 0.3 to
C.J".. "_c 9iCr:ifi_ant effect en the res_it_ w_s fnunJ. "ese _ aiiowe_ for
effe.:ti':e _,'-!;.._.'_r_u-.tisns are only possible for a crack spacing, s/t,
", " _- m,_; whi'h was not observe,_ in theseless than _over ";.<]cracks per __
laminates. ,"_h_s the experinentaily obser"ced crq=K _.ensities can account for
_ i _m ina te.
only a _, reduction in Voung's :OdUAUS _e3-, t_.e 'D ,,-÷:z_--.,__,:2S,_
Similar results were obtained for the 9ther quasi-isotropie layups and for
the _9n,/?-_n) s ianinates. Case 2 in Table 39 shows that the reduction in
axi_i stiffness in a tension loaded ''</ "_ laminate on which the ply
stresses -'I."9she_r _oai_ated is due nearZy entirely to the reduction of J12
and is little inf_uense,_ t,V a reduction in the E22 term.
3.5._ Zffective Transverse Modulus of Cracked 90 ° Plies vs Laminate
Stiffness
Further _athe_atieai analysi_ was eond_,cted to see whether the relative
stiffness of the _onstrainin_ p_ies could play a role in alterin_ zhe master
curves for effective transverse modulus which were presented in Section
_-3-I- The finite element model used for this analysis was the same as that
shown in Figures 5_ and 55. The definition of _rack spacing and cracked ply
thickness is evident from Figure 55. The model enabled analysis of high
densities of cracks with a crack spacing to thickness ratios (s/t) of I tO 3
(200 to 66 cracks per 25 mm). The ply thickness was chosen as 0.15 am
(0.005 in.) and the T500/5208 properties from previous analyses were _sed.
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TABLE 38
DATA FOR EFFECTIVE HODULUS CALCULATIONS
Observed Cracks Per
25.4 m (I in.)
60 (90 ° Ply)
16 (+45 ° Ply)
10 (-45 ° Ply)
Crack Spacing
Per Ply Thickness
s/t
3.33
12.5
20.0
Effective Modulus, Percent
E22 C12
82 90.4
96 97.7
96.5 98.0
E = 163 GPa (22.7 Msi)ll
E22 = 10.2 GPa (1.48 Nsi)
G12 = 6.48 GPa (0.94 Mst)
V =0.3
12
m
m
D
B
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TABLE 39
EFFECT OF TRANSVERSE /_TRIX CRACKING ON LAMINATE MODULUS
Note: Properties from Table 38 used in this
analysis.
Case
Case I (0/45/90/-45)2s
A. Uncrmcked
B. Cracks Per Table 38
C. Cracks and Reduced V
D. 50_ E22 and C12
Case 2 (451-45) s
A. Untracked
B. 50_ C12
C. 50_ E22 Only
D. 50g C12 and E22
Stiffnes_
E
xGPa Msi
63.20 9.166
62.08 9.006
62.05 9.000
58.85 8.535
27.67 3.288
12.09 1.754
22.53 3.268
12.05 1.748
Percent of Orlgtna]
Uncracked Stiffness
100
98
98
93
100
53
99
53
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Figure 62 shows the relation between the (0/90) s laminate modulus and the
spacing of transverse cracks in the 900 layer. Figure 63 shows a plot of
the same laminate modulus as a function of reducing the transverse modulus
of the 90 ° layer. Plots similar to Figures 62 and 63 were generated for
_45/90) s and ( / ) laminates.9Ouncracked' 9Ocracked s
By cross correlation of the pairs of plots, a master curve was prepared for
the effective transverse modulus of the cracked 90° layer as a function of
crack spacing for each of the three laminates considered as shown in Figure
64. Clearly the effective modulus of the cracked layer is a function of the
stiffness of the uncracked constraining layers. Figure 65 shows the
effective laminate modulus as a function of initial laminate modulus.
However, since most of the laminates applied in practice have moduli ranging
from 55 to 100 GPa _8 to 15 Hal), Figure 65 indicates that the results
obtained in Section 3.3.1 for the (0/90) s laminate were indeed appropriate
for purposes of predicting the reduction in laminate stiffness. Figures 66
and 67 provide plots of the effective transverse modulus normalized to the
initial value as a function of crack spacing and crack density. The latter
plot was normalized to the ply thickness so that it could be used for a
variety of other laminate configurations. The original plot of normalized
G12 eff/G12uncracked is presented in Figure 68 in the same format.
3-3-3 Laminate Stiffness Chanse Associated With Transverse Cracks and
Delamination
As described in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, a generalized plane strain model
of a (0/90) laminate was used to assess the effective modulus of the
s
cracked 90° layer under both normal and shear loading. A further study was
conducted to define the effective transverse and shear modulus of the
cracked layers with the additional effect of short delaminations emanating
from the tips of the transverse ply cracks called end delaminations. The
case of transverse cracks alone was called TC and that with end
delaminations HC because the combination of a transver3e crack and end
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Tdelamination exhibits the shape of a letter H when the coupon is held
vertically and viewed on edge.
The presence of delamination at the ends of the transverse matrix cracks
resulted in a dramatic change in the local deformation of the off-axis ply
layer as c_n be seen by comparing Figure 69 to Figure 55. For modeling
purposes, the delamination cracks were assumed to have a length of one ply
thickness on each side of the transverse cracks. The reduction of curvature
on the transverse crack surface is the result of stress relaxation in the
region between the two delamination cracks which effectively unloads the
entire zone of the 90 ° matrix crack that lies vertically between the two
delaminations. Using the procedure described in Section 3.3.2, the
effective moduli of the HC cracked layer were determine_. Figure 70 shows
the effective E22 and G_2 moduli (normalized to uncracked layer values)
versus the non_alized density of transverse cracks (expressed by the
thickness of the cracked layer divided by the crack spacing). A significant
reduction in effective modulus occurs due to the delamination cracks (about
50% of the total reduction).
Tables 40 to 43 give the calculated reduction in laminate stiffness
associated with the experimentally measured density of transverse cracks
found for each laminate due to the indicated loading condition. In the
calculations, the average crack densities (minimum range values plus maximum
range value divided by two) previously shown in Tables 9, 15, 27, and 35
were used. The two v,lu_s projected from the experLmental calculations for
each laminate are those anticipated using the moduli data in Figure 70
associated with transverse cracks only (TC's) and those appropriate for "H"
cracks (HC's).
Clearly Tables 40 to 43 show that the combination of end delamination and
transverse cracks results in significant additional stiffness loss.
Ho_e-zer, the calculations for HC cases assumed that such delaminations
extended across the coupon width and occur at each transverse matrix crack.
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TABLE 40
lAMINATE STIFFNESS REDUCTION DUE TO TRANSVERSE CRACKING
IN (0/90/45/-45) s L_MINATE
LOADING COND[TION
AVERAGE CRACK DENSITY IN PLY
(PLY THICKNESS/SPACING)
(See Table 9)
9O 45 -45
E /E (initial)
XCA_CULATED
FOR
TC's HC's
MONOTONIC TENSION
FATIGUE
379 MPa
413 MPa
448 MPa
RESIDUAL STRENGTH
After Fatigue
at 379 MP_
Monotonic Tension
0.43 0.08 O.00
0.42 0.24 O. 12
0.29 0.22 O. 10
0.42 O. 24 O. 12
O. 46 O. 24 0. IO
O. 50 O. 27 O.09
O. 986 O. 974
O. 977 O. 956
O. 98O O. 964
O. 977 O. 956
O. 977 O. 956
O. 975 0. 953
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TABLE 41
LAMINATE STIFFNESS REDUCTION DUE TO TRANSVERSE CRACKING
IN (O/45/-45) s LAMINATE
LOADING CONDITION
AVERAGE CRACK DENSITY IN PLY
(PLY THICKNESS/SPACING)
(See Table 15)
45 -45
E /E (initial)
zCA_ULATED
FOR
TC's HC's
MONOTONIC TENSION
FATIGUE AT 483 NPa
RESIDUAL STRENGTH
After Fatigue
at 483 NPs
Monotonic Tension
0.17 0.12
0.28 0.32
0.28 O.27
O. 26 O. 25
O. 982 O. 966
O. 964 O. 932
O. 967 O. 938
O. 970 O. 941
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TABLE 42
LAMINATE STIFFNESS REDUCTION DUE TO TRANSVERSE CRACKING
IN (0/45/02/-45/0) s LAMINATE
LOADING CONDITION
AVERAGE CRACK DENSITY IN PLY
(FLY THICKNESS/SPACING)
(See Table 27)
45 -45
E /E (initial)
ACA_CULATED
FOR
TC's HC's
MONOTONIC T_SION 0.01 0.15 0.998 0.995
FATIGUE
Initial _ = .0075 0.04 0.05 0.998 O. 997
Initial c = .0080 0.12 0.06 0.997 0.995
Initial e = .0085 0.14 0.16 0.995 O.991
RESIDUAL STRENGTH
After Fatigue
_= .0080 0.05 0.07 0.998 0.997
= .0075 0.04 0.06 O. 998 O. 997
Monotonic Tension 0.04 0.07 0.998 0.997
a = Calculated values assume that cracks fully transverse coupon width which
did not always occur especially for the monotonic tension experiments.
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TABLE 43
LAMINATE STIFFNESS REDUCTION DUE TO TRANS%_RSE CRACKING
IN (02/904) s LAMINATE
LOADING CONDITION
AVERAGE CRACK DENSITY IN PLY
(PLY THICKNESS/SPACING)
(See Table 35)
9O
E /E (initial)
xCA_CULATED
FOR
TC' s HC' s
MONOTONIC TENSION
FATIGUE
Initial _ = .0050
Initial _ = .0060
Initial c = .0065
RESIDUAL STRENGTH
After Fatigue
Initial E = .0050
Initial • = .0060
Initial _ = .0065
Monotonic Tension
0.90
O. 78
O. 92
0-96
O- 78
O.84
0.96
0.69
O. 938 0. 907
O. 945 O. 913
O. 938 O. 906
O. 935 O. 904
O. 945 O. 913
O 942 O. 910
O. 935 O. 9O4
O. 950 O. 919
mi
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For the monotonic tension experiments of the laminates of this investiga-
tion, the across the coupon width extension of the delaminations did not
occur. In the fatigue experiments, matrix cracks with delamination at their
ends were not found, by cross sectioning the coupons, to generally extend
across the coupon width. However, some delaminations between the +_45 plies
did extend along the matrix cracks for up to I/4 of the coupon width.
Although small cracks transverse to the matrix cracks were observed by
r 3
Jamison and Reifsnider L4Oj, in this program they did not appear to form a
continuous interface network fully equivalent to delamination. Hence,
although delamination extending from the transverse cracks does appear to at
least potentially increase stiffness loss associated with matrix cracking,
in practice such delamination was not observed in this program or in others
[12,41] to occur to any significant extent except along the coupon edges.
Thus the effect of delamlnation emanatir_g from the ends of the transverse
matrix cracks on stiffness loss due to transverse matrix cracking was not,
in general, expected to be large. However, their effect on fracture of the
O° plies is not insignificant as will be discussed in Section 3.4-5.
3-3-4 Effect of Delamination on Laminate Stiffness
The amount of stiffness change associated only with a delamination between
she plies, without transverse matrix cracking, can be reasonably estimated
, rv2]
using the procedure suggested by 0 Brien _ . Essentially, the procedure
calculates the stiffness change associated with the separation of the plies
and the loss of any Poisson contraction type constraint. The undamaged
laminate stiffness, ELA x, is first calculated from laminated plate theory.
The rule of mixtures assumption is made and the stiffness, Et, for the fully
delaminated case is calculated:
_ Eit i
E* - i=1
m
i_i t£
(I)
19o
where
m = Number of sublaminates formed by the delamination
E. = Laminate stiffness of the ith sublaminate
I
t. = Thickness of the ith sublaminate
i
In general, a laminate is not fully delaminated, thus the actual stiffness,
E, is:
A (2)E = (E* - ELA M)_ + ELA M
where A is the total delaminated area and A* is the total interracial area.
Using the above procedure, the maximum percent stiffness losses associated
with 1OO percent delamination in each of the laminates were calculated. The
results are given in Table 44. In general, delaminations at 90/45 or 45/-45
interfaces are associated with large stiffness losses while those at 0/90 or
0/45 are associated with small losses. For the quasi-isotropic laminate,
14.0 to 18.5 percent stiffness loss would be expected to be associateg with
various combinations of full delamination just due to the loss of a Poisson
contraction type constraint. The 90/45 interface delamination results in
the majority of the stiffness change. The 0/90 interface delaminations are
shown in Table 44 only for completeness since significant delamination was
not observed at this interface. The extent of stiffness loss associated
with the 0/90 delamination is quite small. Notice that for the (O/+_45) s
iayup no more than 6.3 percent stiffness loss could be expected and for the
(O/45/02/-45/O) s layup, less than 2.5 percent stiffness loss would be
expected due to the full loss of Poisson contraction type constraint. For
the (02/904) s layup, the loss in stiffness is even less. Although the
effect of delaminatlon alcme on stiefness change is small for these
laminates, when combined with transverse matrix cracks, a significant local
stress concentration occurs, see Section 3.4.5.
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TABLE 44
STIFFNESS CHANCES ASSOCIATED WITH 100 PERCENT
DELAMINATION AND NO TRANSVERSE CRACKS
NOTE: Brackets between plies indicate delamination
Laminate Type GPa
Calculated
Laminate
Stiffness
Msi
Percent
Stiffness
Loss
01901+451-45 53.1 7.70 -
0190] [451-45 45.6 6.62 14.0
0][90l[45/-45 45.4 6.60 14.3
019014511-45 45.0 6.53 15.2
0/90][45][-45 43.4 6.30 18.2
ol [90] [45] [-45 43.3 6.28 18.5
0/45/-45 5B. i B.43 -
0/45l [-45 55.c 7.97 5.5
ol [45][-45 54.3 7.98 6._
0/45/02/-45/0
O] [45/02/-45/0
0/45] [02/-45/0
O] [4-5] [02/-45/0
o] [45l [o21 [-45/0
o] [45] [02! [-45][0
98.6 14.30 -
98.5 14.29 O. I
97.0 14.07 1.6
96.7 14.03 I.9
96.4 13.98 2.2
96.2 13-95 2.4
02/904
02l[904
52.6 i'._3 -
52.4 7.60 O.4
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The loss of stiffness associated with combined intraply delamination and
intraply matrix cracking is also potentially quite large. For example,
although the (02/904) s coupons would be expected to lose only at most 5 to 7
percent of their stiffness due to transverse cracking alone or 0.4 percent
to delamlnation alone, 12.3 percent would be associated with the complete
loss of load carrying capacity within the 90 ° plies. This would occur by a
combination of transverse matrix cracking and delamination which completely
isolated the 90° plies from both the O° plies (due to delamination) and from
the gripped end (due to matrix cracks). Similarly complete isolation of the
+--45plies in the (0/90/45/-45/) s laminate by delamination between the 90/45
interfaces and matrix cracks in the +45 ° plies results in a 30 percent
stiffness loss. For the (0/45/-45) s laminate, isolation of the -45 ° plies
results in 13 percent stiffness loss and complete isolation of one 45 ° ply
0/45/02/-45/0 laminate results in a 3.9 percent loss.in the ( )S
For most laminates, such isolation of plies occurs only in locally confined
small regions. Therefore, total possible stiffness loss due to ply
isolation prior to failure is rarely, if ever, observed except perhaps for
laminates like (02/904) s. Such local regions of ply isolation also result
in large localized increases in strain in adjacent 0° plies. This combined
mode of delamination and transverse cracking is treated in further detail in
Section 3.4.5 as a possible primary O° ply failure criterion.
3.3.5 Effect of 0° Splits and Fiber Fracture on Laminate Stiffness
Two other damage modes may have an effect on laminate stiffness. The first
of these are the splits which occur in the O° plies, such as those observed
near the edges of the (0/+_45) s and (0/45/02/-45/O) s coupons and across the
coupon width in the (02/904) s coupons. The second is that due to the
fracture of 00 fibers which was observed in both the (O/+45) s and
(0/45/04/-45/0) and especially in the (02/904) s coupons. Jamison and
Reifsn_der [40_ calculated the expected longitudinal stiffness loss
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associated with 0 ° ply splits to be at most 0.5 percent if a total loss of
transverse stiffness in the 0 ° plies is assumed and less than 0.25 percent
with a 50 percent transverse stiffness loss assumption. Clearly, therefore,
the longitudinal stiffness change associated with the 0 ° splits is small.
As for the effect of fiber fracture on longitudinal stiffness change,
Jamison and Reifsnider L40j successfully argued, following the work of
r 7
Russel [73'74j that for even a one percent stiffness loss, many more fiber
breaks (>100 times more) would be required than were actually observed in
any laminate prior to fracture. Thus, fiber frecLure was also concluded to
be associated with little stiffness change.
There is one exception to the above conclusions. If delamination occurs
between an outer 0 0 ply and the adjacent off-axis ply and if longitudinal
splits occur in the 00 plies (such as occurs in (02/904) s coupons), then
loss of load carrying capacity of the entire large sections of 00 fibers
will occur if they fracture near a gripped end. Significant stiffness loss
would be expected to be associated with these fractured 0 ° bundles. Such
isolated, fractured bundles of 00 fibers were, in fact, often observed in
(02/904) s coupons.
3.3.6 Summary, Damage State and Stiffness Loss
In the previous five subsections, seven different damage modes were
discussed as possibly being associated with changes in coupon stiffness.
These were:
I. Transverse matrix cracking without delamination.
2. Interaction of relative stiffness of constraining plies and
transverse matrAx cracks without delamination.
3- Transverse matrix cracks with end delamination.
4. Delaminatio)_ between plies without transverse matrix cracking.
5- Ply isolation due to combined delamination and transverse
matrix cracking.
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6. O° ply splitting.
7. O° fiber fracture.
Each of these damage states was associated with some change in coupon
stiffness. Table 45 lists each of the damage modes (using the above
reference numbers) and the associated expected maximum amount of stiffness
change based upon the analyses undertaken in this program or those conducted
by other investigators which are referenced in _ole 45. Clearly the major
change in stiffness are anticipated to be associated with transverse matrix
cracks, delamination and ply isolation. Potentially, delamination emanating
from the ends of each transverse crack could result in large additional
stiffness loss, but such delamination was aever observed to any significant
extent. All of the remaining damage modes combined are _nticipated to be
associated with much less than a total of 2 psrcent stiffness change. The
one exception is that large stiffness loss could be associated with fracture
of 00 fiber bundles which occurs in the (02/904) s laminate. These analyti-
cally derived results are compared in Section 4 to the experimental results
for each of the laminates.
The amount of stiffness loss associated with ply isolation can be
substantial. Such stiffness loss is due to a combination of delamination
and transverse cracking such that, either locally, or globally, one or more
off-axis plies is completely isolated from the _ther plies. In such a
state, no load will be carried by that region of the off-axis ply.
Therefore, the load which would have been carried by the ply is carried by
the remaining plies resulting in a strain increase, under constant load
control, and an associated stiffness decrease. Stress concentration
associated with this mode of stiffness loss is discussed in detail in
Section 3-4-5. Further discussion is delayed until that subsection because
this type of damage mode was hypothesized to be a primary cause of O ° fiber
fracture.
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TABLE45
DAMAGEMODESANDASSOCIATED
STIFFNESSCHANGES
NOTE: All stiffness changes are decreases
Damage Mode
Estimate of Maximum Amount
Of Stiffness Change, Percent
2
3
4
6
7
2 - 3 in quasi-isotropic laminates; <0.1 to 3 in lam-
O
inates without 90 plies; up to 8 in (02/904) s
laminate
Less than I
<0.1 and up to 10 4epending on laminate type
Maximum possible effect: Less than 0-5 and up to
18.5 for the layups of this study; highly layup and
delaminated area dependent
Potentially large; from a minimum of 3-9 in the
(0/45/0^/-45/0)z laminate to 35 in the (0/90/45/-45)s
laminate; normally occurs only locally and thus the
associated stiffness los_ is generally much lower
Much less than 0.5 L
Much less than I.C
(except if O°flber fracture of a bundle occurs as in
a (02/904) s laminate).
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3.4 DEVELOPMENT OF 0 ° PLY FAILURE CRITERIA
The second major modeling problem was that of developing failure criteria
for the 0° plies. Essentially, the strain in these plies must increase
sufficiently for global fiber fracture to occur. Several possible means
which may account for sufficient strain increase were considered. These
r26-28]
were: I) deterministic strength theories _ ; 2) statistical fiber
bundle weakness theory L29,30,75-77j', 3) linear elastic fracture mechanics;
4) increased 0 ° ply stresses due to transverse matrix cracks, and 5) regions
of induced strain concentration becau3e of ply isolation due to combined
transverse cracks and delamination. __ach of these possibilities is explored
in this section.
3.4.1 Deterministic Strength Theories
Several deterministic strength theories have been proposed for composite
. [78]
materia,s . These include the Tsai-Wu "26", Hoffman "27", maximum stress,
r 1 r 1
F _
maxim,m, strain criteria and other such theories L78j. All such theories are
fundamentally similar, although they vary, of course, in the basic
assumption that is made. Recent investigators have discussed the
difficulties and severe inaccuracies that can occur in certain cases when
[7 1
using the theories even for undamaged laminates _ 9j. For coupons already
containing matrix cracking and delamination, such as those tested for
residual strength, the deterministic theories are highly inadequate as a 00
ply failure criteria and thus were not really considered further. The only
T I
exception was an examination of the approach of WuL80].
WuLSOjrl has introduced the concept of applving a deterministic strength
criterion at a characteristic distance, r c from the crack tip singularity.
This distance ks related to the critical stress intensity factor, K and
c'
the tensile strength, X, of a uniformly loaded sample through the equation:
(3)
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More recently Wu _ J has accounted for statistical variation in tensile
strength by assuming a Weibuil strength distribution where the probability
of survival is given by:
c
Here v is the 3ample volume, v is the limiting characteristic volume on the
c
order of the smaaiest fiaw size, N O is the normalization strength parameter,
and m is the Weibuii scatter parameter.
Introducing these concepts into the analysis of strength in the presence of
stress gradients near crack singularities, Wu postulated a limLting stress
gradient above which no stress gradient effect on strength can be measured.
On this basis, the limiting characteristic distance from the crack tip at
which the strength criterion may be applied was new found to be dependent on
the scatter of the tensile strength data by the equation:
r --cI-'('2(I-I/2)m+I) 2/mC_'_2_m+ "j
f--
There are three major dlfficuities with this deterministic theory applied in
a small local region near a transverse matrix crack tip. First, the
magnitude of stress in the ply adjacent to the crack tip is relatively small
and extends only over a small region, I to 2 fiber diameters. This fact is
discussed fully in Section 3.4.4.1 and 3.4.a.2_ Second, the magnitude of
the stress increase in the adjacent ply is dependent on the relative
stiffness of the cracked and uncracked plies, see Section 3.4.4°3- This
results in quite small stres_ concentrations in many iayJps such as in u
quasi-isotropic iayup with a crack in a 900 ply next to an uncracked O O ply.
Third, statistical volummetric arguments can be used to show[75r to 77] (see
Section 3.7) that the strength of the O O fibers in such a small volume
adjacent to the crack tip, as envisioned in this local deterministic model,
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is 20 - 30 percent higher than the average tensile strength value for 0
unidirectional coupons. Although the stress in the 0 ° fibers is locally
increased due to transverse cracking in an adjacent ply, the amount of
increase is considerably less than 20 to 30 percent, as discussed in detail
in Section 3.4.4. Therefore these three difficulties were used to infer
that a deterministic strength criterion modified by statistical
considerations for fracture of the 0 ° plies did not appear to be reasonable
since fracture of the 00 plies would not be anticipated.
3.4.2 Statistical Fiber Bundle Theor Y
A second cr_terlonconaidered for 0 ° ply failure was statistical fiber bundle
theory [ 2 9, 30, 75-77 ]
• The (02/904) s laminates tested in fatigue tend to form
0 ° ply longitudinal splits which run the length of the specimen from the top
to the bottom grip. A cursory examination of the theory of bundle strength
was undertaken to determine whether a loss of tensile strength in (02/904) s
laminates could be attributed a combination o_ 0/90 interface delamination
and to the numerous longitudinal splits which occurred in the 00 plies. In
this configuration the 00 layer is essentially broken up into a structure of
par_iiei "n" bundle members which act as smaller 00 tensile specimens. The
observed number n was found to range from 1-12 in the various (02/904) s
coupons.
in the analysis of the strength of bundles, if the weakest bundle breaks,
the load that it carried must be transferred to the remaining unfaiied
members. If we assume that the re,aining members share this added load
equally, then the bundle will support a higher load L if nL/(n-1) is less
than the strength of the second _eakest member, nL(n-1+1) is less than the
strength of the ith weakest member, ..... or if nL is less than the
strength of the strongest member, see Reference 77 for details of this
analysis.
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The analysis of bundle strength requires a cumulative plot of member
f _
strength versus frequency of occurence. Discussion with ¥ang L31j of his
analysis using bundle theory strongly indicated that, in general, the number
of bundles would have to be large (>100) i.e., statistically significant in
a multidirectional laminate for a significant reduction in strength to
occur. The number of bundles required for an effect would thus be much
larger than the number actually physically observed in this study.
An exception would, however, occur in the case of small n if the assumption
is made that the probability is high that the second weakest member would
break simultaneously with the first, then the third, simultaneously with the
second, and so on until all bundles are broken. The problem of bundle
strAngth prediction nov becomes one of deternining the probability that the
individual strengths of n sampies, chosen at random from a given population,
will exceed s given value. In a normally distributed population one can use
the variance of the population to determine this probability. If the mean
and variance of the member strengths were identical to the statistics for
larger coupoue, this analysis could be carried out to shoe that the strength
of the fatigue loaded coupon would be expected to be leas than that of a
monotonically loaded coupon with uneplit 0 ° plies. However, sufficient test
data are not available to define the mean and variance to the accuracy
needed to prove this hypothesis. Even if the hypothesis is correct, there
is little reason to assume that the split members have the same distribution
of strength as the 0 O tensile coupons.
If the strength of the 0 ° coupons follows a Weibull strength distribution,
the smaller values of the individual members will actually produce a higher
mean strength and a lower variance (higher scatter parameter) by the argu-
ments employed by Phoenix and Harlo: 29'30'75-77]. If, for example, the
scatter parameter of 18.4, determined by Whitney and Knight [81 ] for T_)O/-
5208 O° tensile specimens, can be applied to both the split and unsplit O°
layers in our tests, the strength of one member in the split layer is esti-
mated to be equal to the strength of the unsplit layer times the volume
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!ratio of the unsplit layer to split member raised to the (I/18.4) power.
For n = 10 this results in a member mean strength which is 13 percent higher
than the unsplit layer strength. Thus while it is possible for a special
case of small n to use bundle strength theory to anticipate a reduction of
strength in the fatigue loaded (02/904) s coupons, Welbull strength theory
indicates that this reduction will be partially (or more likely fully)
countered by the increase in the mean strength and reduced scatter of the
member strength.
A great deal of experimentation on O° specimens of volume comparable to that
of the split members in the laminate would be necessary before the correct-
ness of these suppositions could be rigorously confirmed. However, this
examination of bundle theory led to the conclusion that for small n, no
significant reduction in strength should occur because of the presence of
the bundles. Therefore, the theory did not appear to be adequate for pro-
viding a criterion for 0 ply fracture in the (02/904) s coupons. The theory
was not considered for the other laminates since 0 ° splits were uncommon.
3.4.3 Application of Linear Elastic Fracture Nechanics
A third criterion for O ° ply failure can be obtained from linear elastic
fracture mechanics. Figure 71 shows the application of such a criterion to
the analysis of a transversely cracked 90° ply in a (0/90) s laminate. From
experimentally determined measurements of longitudinal and transverse Youngs
moduli and Mode I fracture energy, one can calculate the critical size flaw
which would grow unstably if the applied stress were equal to the average
ultimate strength in both directions. These flaw sizes are obtained from
the Griffith-Irwin equation[66]:
ZGc/(oruts)2
c
(6)
In this example G has been reduced 50% from the experimentally measuredC
value to give an example where the critical flaw size is equal in both
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directions. The G value in the transversely cracked (0/90) s laminate in
Figure 70 under an applied tensile strain equal to the ultimate strain of a
longitudinal coupon was examined by finite element strain energy release
rate analysis. As noted in the Figure, G is only 20% of the value needed to
propagate the crack through the O° ply. This example demonstrates _hat a
flaw which may be critical in the unidirectional composite is probably not
critical in a multi-directionaiiy reinforced laminate. The result is also a
strong indication that a crack in the 90° ply would not release sufficient
energy bV propagating into the 0° ply in the quasi-isotropic laminate of
this program for fracture to occur.
This simple fracture mechanics analysis for flaw criticality showed that un-
stable extension of a 90° ply transverse matrix crack into the adjacent 0°
ply is not predicted. A similar conclusion is reached for a crack in a 45 _
ply. In fact, such transverse matrix cracks have not been observed to un-
stably extend into adjacent 0° plies. Therefore, the analytical prediction
based upon linear elastic fracture mechanics has been experimentally
confirmed. The conclusion is inferred that such fracture mechanics analysis
shows that a criterion for failure in the O° plies cannot be based upon a
supposedly unstable extension of adjacent transverse matrix crack. Hence, a
failure criterion for the 0° plies must clearly be based on some other
principle.
3.4-4 Ply Stresses Due to Transverse Matrix Cracks
Despite the general conclusion of the previous subsection, transverse matrix
cracks do induce higher stresses in neighboring plies in the vicinity of the
crack tips. These stresses may lead to local fiber fracture in the neigh-
boring plies along the transverse crack angle. Such incipient fracture has
f _
been previously observed L7,I3,32j and well documented t40]. Therefore, the
magnitude of these stresses was estimated. In the modeling procedures, the
worst possible case was considered by assuming crack tips without short end
delaminstlons which would reduce the stress concentration. The reason for
the develol_ment of the short end delaminations, in essence, a turning of the
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Ncrack tip, has been discussed by Nair and Reifsnider _82=[]. The transverse
cracks were assumed, for simplicity, to be perpendicular to the 0 ° ply
orientation when in fact they are known to exist at angles up to 45 ° as
mentioned in Section 2. The angles of the transverse cracks are a
manifestation of the presence of combined shear and normal ply stresses.
3-4.4.1 Stresses in (0/90/_45) s and (0/_45) s Laminates
Using the modeling procedures discussed in Appendix D, a contour plot of the
stress in the loading direction, _yy, of the (0/90/45/-45) S laminate
containing a 90° crack was obtained. In modeling of the (0/90/+_45)s
laminate, the Gl2 and E22 moduli of the 45 ° layers were reduced to values
equivalent to a crack spacing of 8 times the ply thickness, t (approximately
25 cracks per 25 mm). A crack in the 90 ° layer at the left hand boundary of
the model was introduced and a uniform displacement in the loading
direction along a y = 8t line was applied, see Figure 72.
As expected, Figure 72 shows that a stress gradient exists at the tip of the
90° crack in both the 0° and 45 ° layers. However, the stress concentration
found at the crack tip element, whose centroid is only 2 - 3 fiber diameters
from the crack tip, is only 10% above the average stress in the 0 ° layer far
from the crack. Using a fracture mechanics analysis for an isotropic
mediam, a stress 1.7 times (see Section 3.4.4-3), the nominal value would be
anticipated at this distance. The difference was found not to be due to
errors introduced by the coarseness of the grid near the singular point as
further modeling with more refined grids showed. The lack of stress
concentration caused by the 90° crack in the O ° layer is in fact not
surprising when one considers that the 0 ° layer carries a longitudinal
stress approximately 20 times larger than that in the 90 ° layer before
fracture occurs.
For the case where the cracked ply is much thicker, the effect of the crack
on the stresses in the adjacent plies can be much larger. Crossman at. al.
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[52] has shown for (02/90n) s layups that when n becomes greater than 2 (ply
thicknesses greater than 4), the 90 ° piy transverse cracks can induce a
stress on the adjacent 0 ° plies over a considerably larger volume than for
the case of a single p_y thickness. Thus, this effect was expected to be
observed for the (02/904) s iayup of this investigation.
3.4.4.2 45 ° Ply Stresses in the Vicinity of a 90 ° Ply
Consider no, the stress state in the 45 o plies in the vicinity of a 90 o ply
transverse crack for the _0/90/_45) s laminate. Figures 73 - 83 summarize
the stress state in two 45 ° plies of the quasi-isotropic laminate loaded
parallel to the y or longitudinal, 0 ° direction, axis under a tensile strain
of 0.000026. Ply angles were defined with respect to the Y axis since that
was the principal loading direction. Figure 73 shows the finite element
grid in the region of interest with deformations magnified to show the
position of a 90 ° ply transverse crack. Figures 77 - 78 plot stress
components as a function of z for three windows along the y axis. The
square, circle, and triangular symbols in certain elements in _iguce 73
indicate which element stresses are plotted. The region A-B-C-D identifled
in Figure 73 is examined in the contour plots presented in Figures 77 - S3.
As was noted previously for the 0 ° ply, the stress concentration in the 45 °
ply adjacent to the 90 ° ply crack is not large. The normal stress oy, in
the element directly in front of the crack is only 15_ higher than the
average value in the 450 plies. The in-plane shear stress, 7xy , peaks at
only _0% above the average value. Even these minor stress concentrations
are localized in a zone less than one quarter of a ply thickness in radius
from the tip of the crack as can be seen in Figures 74 and 75. The z
components of stress are "_und to be much smaller than the in-plane stress
components and should not contribute significantly to enhancing the failure
of 45 ° plies in the vicinity of a 90 ° ply crack.
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3.4.4.3 Stress Gradients Near a Pl_ Transverse Crack -- Effect of Ply
Stiffness
This subsection describes the stress analysis in the vicinity of a single
ply crack within a (90) 8 or (0) 8 laminate in order to assess the influence
of neighboring ply stlffnesses on ;he stress gradient near the crack.
Figure 84 shows the finite element grid in the vicinity of the ply crack
transverse to an applied tensile load in the y direction. Ply angles were
thus specified with respect to the y axis. Gradients in the calculated
Cry normal stress near the cracked single ply of a (0) 8 and (90) 8 laminate
are shown in Figures 85 and 86. Element stresses are plotted at the
centroids of the elements, as noted in Figure 84, and presented as a
function of z at several slices In the y direction in Figures 85 and 86.
The stress gradients should be compared to those found near the cracked 90 °
ply in a (0/90/45/-45) s laminate presented in Figure 87 (a_e Appendix D for
a complete analysis of this case).
Comparison of Figures 85, 86, and 87 shows that not only is the peak stress
concentration in_uenced by the relative stiffness of the cracked and
uncracked plies, but the distance of significant stress _vershoot above the
nominal stress within the ply adjacent to the crack is also influenced. The
observed peak stress concentration in Figures 85 and 86 is approximately I.7
and 1.3, respectively, compared to 1.1 in the quasi-fsotropic laminate of
Figure 87. Note in Figures 85, 86, and especially in Figure 87 that the
depth to which the stress concentration penetrates into the adjacent ply is
at most I/4 to I/2 of the ply thickness. Therefore, this stress concen-
tration at the tip of the crack is only affecting a relatively small local
volume.
A calculation was made of the stress concentration expected in an isotropic
material at the positions of the two element centroids closest to the crack
tip. In order to estimate the stress concentrations at the positions of
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3-4-4.3 Stress Gradients Near a Ply Transverse Crack -- Effect of Pl_
Stiffness
This subsection describes the stress analysis in the vicinity of a single
ply crack within a (90) 8 or (0) 8 laminate in order to assess the influence
of neighboring ply sttffnesses on the stress gradient near the crack°
Figure 84 shows the finite element grid in the vicinity of the ply crack
transverse to an applied tensile load in the y direction. Ply angles were
thus specified with respect to the y axis. Gradients in the calculated
Cry normal stress near the cracked single ply of a (0) 8 and (90) 8 laminate
are shown in Figures 85 and 86. Element stresses are plotted at the
centroido of the elements, as noted in Figure 84, and presented as a
function of z at several slices in the y direction in Figures 85 and 86.
The stress gradients should be compared to those found near the cracked 90 °
ply in a (0/90/45/-45) s laminate presented in Figure 87 (see Appendix D for
a complete analysis of this case).
Comparison of Figures 85, 86, and 87 shows that not only is the peak stress
concentration influenced by the relative stiffness of the cracked and
uncracked plies, but the distance of significant stress overshoot above the
nominal stress within the ply adjacent to the crack is also influenced. The
observed peak stress concentration in Figures 85 and 86 is approximately 1.7
and 1.3, respectively, compared to 1.1 in the quasi-isotropic laminate of
Figure B7. Note in Figures 85, 86, and especially in Figure 87 that the
depth to which the stress concentration penetrates into the adjacent ply is
at most I/4 to I/2 of the ply thickness. Therefore, this stress concen-
tration at the tip of the crack is only affectin_ a relatively small local
volume.
A calculation was made of the stress concentration expected in an isotropic
material at the l_sitions of the two element centroids closest to the crack
tip. In order to estimate the stress concentrations at the positions of
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90othe triangular element centroids closest to a crack tip in an isotropic
medium, of Figure 84, consider the diagram in Figure _9. Tn that figure,
t = 26"57° = tan-1(I/2) (7)
and,
Recaii[ 83 ] that:
52 .430 _4 '2'= 63 = tan /
i .3 .r I r2 (I/3) '°in 96
(ry =_cos(_12)[ I+Sin(_b/2 )si n f_d,,'i"
Ye cos(6/2)[ 1 +$in(,b/2) sin !36/_ __
and that for an infinite body,
w -_#= 1.77.
'11
For a finite width specimen with width w and an imbedded cracg of 2a and
.here 2a/w " 0.5,
Y = 2.05 (see Reference _3) _13)
Therefore, for position I near the 90° zrack,
__Z . o.73Y :_4)
which impilee a value of 1.29 for an infinite width body and 1.49 for a
finite width body. For position 2 near the 900 crack,
-_ - o._sY C_5)
which results in a etreme concentration value of 1.50 for an infinite width
body and 1.74 for a finite width body.
The calculated e_reee ooncentre_ion values of 1.3 to 1,7 agreed reasonably
well wAlh _he flnlZe element relults for the homogeneous (0) 8 and (90) s
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laminates, but not for the heterogeneous (0190/÷45) s laminate which has
large variations in individual ply stiffnesses. This result indicated that
the relative stiffness of the cracked and untracked plies must be accounted
for when properly calculating stress concentration due to the presence of
matrix cracks.
5.4.4.4 Summary of Stress Concentration Due to Transverse Matrix Cracks
."_e analysis was undertaken to evaluate the influence of transverse :rac_
tips on stress concentration and hence, fiber fracture in adjacent plies.
This analysis was undertaken because fiber breaks have been discerned in the[ !
vicinity of transverse crack tips -%Oj and because the fracture direction in
aun outer ply is usually along the direction of the adjacent inner ply, see
Section 2 and References 7, 15 and 32. ,"_ae analysis was conducted assumin 6
no short delamination at the ends of the transverse cracks. This a_,owed a
maximum effect to be calculated.
Several interesting results were obtained. First, the stress gradient at
transverse crack was fcun_ to extend only a few fiber di&geters into an
adjacent ply. This led to the supposition that if fiber breakage o:curs in
an adjacent ply, the region and number of fiber fractures should be s_a_
and near the transverse crack tip. Second, by fracture mechanics analysis
the strain energy release rate is not sufficient t_ predict the propagation
of transverse cracks into adjacent _c_ plies. Third, the relative stiffness
of the cracked and uncracged plies must be taken into account. Fourth, a
crack in a single thickness .900 ply causes a small stress concentration, of
I0 percent or less, in either an adjacent 0 O of 45 ° ply. Thus fiber
fracture in quasi-isotropic iayups would be anticipated to be rare except
near coupon fracture. If a laminate has a thick 90 ° layer, such as the
(O2/904) s iayup, a larger volume of the 00 layer is affected by the
transverse cracking leading to possible fiber fracture. Fifth, because the
longitudinal stiffness of the 45 O ply is h,gher than in a 90 ° ply, a trans-
verse crack in that ply could lead to greater load transfer into the adja-
cent 00 ply ieadin K to possibly greater C O fiber fracture in adjacent plies
than a crack in a _o piy.
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tThese conclusions must be tempered with the fact that delaminations often
exist at the end of transverse cracks, especially when coupons are subjecte8
to fatigue loading+ The presence of the _elaminations at the ends of the
transverse cracks reduces the local stre_ concentration. However, the
analysis did lead to the anticipation that different iayups should have
significantly different amounts of fiber fract_ s prior to coupon failure.
Essentially, on the basis of this analysis, the quasi-isotropic laminate
would be anticipated to exhibit little fiber fracture prior to failure, the
_0/_5) s iayups to have more, and the (0/45/02/-45/0) s iayups and especially
the (02/904) s iayup to have considerably more fiber fracture. As will be
discussed in more detail in Section 4 and as indicated by the results in
F40]
Section 2 and the study of Jamlson and Reifanider L , this conclusion was
well supported experimentally.
Another possible cause of local fiber fracture would be due to free edge
F401
stresses. In fact Jamison and Reifsnider _ J showed that such fiber
fracture can indeed occur in regions near transverse cracks. However, they
also confirmed the work of Reifsnlder, Schulte and I)uke[84] that this effect
is rapidly deminished within just a few fiber diameters from the free edge.
F40] r 1
In addition, Jamison and Reifsnider L sh_wed that Shulte's L94" proposal
that in-piane cracks within the 00 plies may lead to fracture is not, in
fact, a major contributor to fiber fracture, a final point is that the
stresses induced by the transverse cracks in the 0 O ply are not hig_ enough,
when acting alone, to result in the 00 ply failure unless the global strain
is high. Thus an additional failure criterion is required for many iaFups,
especially quasi-isotropic. This is discussed in the following subsection.
[29, 50, 75-77 _
When fiber fracture does occur, Harlow and Phoenix - J have shown
that only the fracture of a few fibers in a statistically significant
localized region is necessary to precipitate the final 00 ply fracture
event. Essentially this statistical concept is baaed upon the fact that
applied load eventually induces fiber fracture in many regions thro_hout
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the 0 ° plies of an unnotched coupon. There exists, therefore, a statistical
distribution of these fiber fractures plus that of the distribution of
statistically weak fibers and thus the next likely to fail. The statistical
distributions of broken and weak fibers are normally such that _eneral 0 °
ply failure is not likely to occur. This remains true even when transverse
matrix cracks are present in the adjacent plies because the stress induced
by them is small. However, an additional group of a few fiber fractures can
occur in a localized region such that now a large enough network of broken
fibers and weak fibers are adjacent that 0 ° ply failure takes place. This
additional group c _:ber fractures is said to take place in a statistically
significant region.
3.4-5 Effect of Local Strain Concentrations
O.BrienL41j[1 proposed a method for assessing the strain concentration within
a region of O ° plies which occurs due to transverse cracking and _ocal
separation of the cracked plies from neighbor_n_ plies by delamination, as
noted previously _ . Figure 89 illustrates the approach as used to
concentration in, for example, a (0/90) s i&minate at adescribe the strain
plane cut, A-A', across a damage region as compared to a cut made in an
uncracked and undelaminated region, B-B'. In the analysis of the model
shown in Figure 99, the local damage was assumed to be constant across the
width. The strain concentration causes the stresses in the uncracked plies
to be higher than those in the undamaged regions, but does not taken into
account any highly localized stress concentration due to the tip of the
transverse crack. This assumption is consistent with earlier analysis (see
Section 3.4.4) which showed that the crack tip stress field was highly
localized in a zone only one or two fiber diameters from the interface and
failure analysis of this small region would have to proceed from a discrete
model of individual fibers. Further, a statistical analysis of the strength
in these locally small regions is examined in Section 3.6. The local
strength of these small regions was found to be greater than the stress
introduced by the transverse crack at distances gre_ter than one fiber
diameter.
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O'Brien L41j[] applied the modeling technique to a (+45/-45/O/90) s laminate.
Figure 90 shows the thecretic_:iy possible types of delaminations and the
regions selected for modeling. Notice in Figure 90, the two types of
delamination previously discussed. The "thumbnail" type of delamiration at
the 0/90 interface is of large area. This type of delamination may or may
not cause significant stiffness loss depending on the interface. In this
particular laminate, the 0/90 interface delamination is not associated with
any strain concentration. Also shown in Figure 90 are a few ÷45/-45
interface delaminations which cause little stiffness loss because of their
relative rarity, but are associated with large strain concentrations. In
Figure 91, a rather straight forward, free b_dy type modeling analysis is
shown for the different selected delamination regions. The results of the
analysis are given in Figure 92 which shows that the local strain does, at
least analytically, increase as the severity of damage increased for this
iayup. Therefore, this proposal that at least one major contributor to O°
ply failure is due to the local strain concentration because of combined
matrix cracking and delamination was further explored.
To allow fol a correlation to be made of experimentally measured and
analytically modeled static and fatigue failure strains of the laminates
evaluated in this study, a series of laminate stiffness analyses were
conducted. The results were used to obtain the necessary stiffness and
uncracked ply thicknesses needed to calculate the strain concentration
factors for a specifi_ laminate damage state. These laminate analyses were
chosen by first categorizing the iccation of delamination in each laminate
in order of appearance, In Figure 93, delamination locations and order of
appearance are indicated for several laminates. Although the delamination
at the +45/-45 interface in the (0/90/+45) S laminate occurred first, the
90/+45 delamination quickly became dominant, as discussed in Section 2.2.
For certain combinations of various possible delaminations and transverse
matrix cracks of Figure 93, local regions of strain concentration within the
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0° plies can occur. For example, consider Figure 94 Case A for the (0/90/-
+45) iayup. The state of matrix cracking alone is associated with only a
-- s
few percent stiffness loss, and only a small strain increase, due to the
matrix cracks, see Section 3.3.1. There will also be a small local strain
concentration in the plies adjacent to the transverse matrix cracks because
of the induced stresses at the crack tips. In Case B of Figure _4, further
stiffness loss will be associated with the development of delamination, but
no large local strain concentration occurs. In fact, the local strain may
be decreased because of crack tip blunting due to the presence of the delam-
inatlons. In Case C, however, the presence of matrix cracks with delamina-
tions on either side resultes in local stress concentrations, Section AA';
and even an entire region being unable to carry load, specifically the cross
hatched +--450 plies in Section BB'. The load in these plies is locally trans-
f_red into the 0° and 90 ° plies resulting in large local 0° ply strain in-
creases as simple free body modeling of the cuts, similar to that shown in
Figures 89 to 9;, easily Semonstrates. Figure 95 summarizes the influence
of the two different types of strain concentration, that due to matrix
cracking alone and that due to combined matrix cracking and delamination.
As previously mentioned in Section 3.3.5, if such combinations of transverse
cracking and delamination occurred end-to-end and side-to-side within a cou-
pon, the off-axis plies would be totally isolated from the externally
applied load. Stiffness loss would occur, very large in some layups, and
the stress in the O° plies would increase. For example, in the 8 ply quasi-
isotropic iayup, a 43 percent stiffness loss, and hence 43 percent strain
increase in the O° plies, would be associated with complete loss of load
carrying capacity in the +-450 plies due to their isolation. If such ply
isolation occurs locally, due to the presence of a local, small region of
combined delaminations and matrix cracks, such as at Sections AA' and BB' in
Figure 94, significant strain increases in the 0° plies would occur locally
and would be associated with some measurable global stiffness decrease.
This local region of strain increase is of great interest as a proposed O°
ply faii_re criterion if strains can be locally increased enough to result
in local O ° fiber fracture.
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The case of local load transfer to the outer 0 ° plies which occurs for the
(0/90/+45) s quasi-isotropic laminate of this study is similar to the perhaps
more subtle case of Figure _0 for the (+45/0/90) s laminate. In that case,
transverse cracks in the outer +45 ° plies which develop a short 4e_amination
along the transverse crack in the +45/-45 interface lead _irectiy to a large
strain increase because the load carrying capability of the outer +45 p_ies
is immediately locally removed. A similar situation occurs in the
(0/90/+_.45) s ieyup when delamination develops at both +45/-45 interfaces and
there are transverse cracks in the 900 plies, see Section AA' of Figure 94.
The key point is that any combination of deiamination and transverse matrix
cracking that locally isolates one or more plies must be associated with
local stress/strain increases in adjacent plies and in global stiffness
lOss. This ply isolation is potentially of large importance for under-
standing the mechanical response of these laminated composites. For deiam-
imation emanating from the transverse matrix cracks across the coupon width,
associated global stiffness loss was shown in Section 3.5.4 co be small
because such delamination does not generally occur. However, as show _ in
this section, local stress concentration is potentially quite large.
The strain concentrations which could occur in the O ° plies, due to ply
isolation associated with combined delamination and transverse matrix
cracking, were determined for each of the laminates of this study. _ table
of laminate moduli was constructed using ADVLAM analysis code, the results
of which are shown in Table 46. Two cases were run for each laminate. The
first analysis put the ply group into a symmetric iayup and the modulus
associated with this analysis is labeled E . The second analysis
x,sy_
considered just the group of plies indicated in column one under uniaxial
strain as in the first case, but also allowed for a non-zero curvature about
the y axis such that Ky = O. This extra degree of freedom corresponded to
the warping up of delamination regions at the free edge and represented a
lower bound on the constraint of neighboring plies in inhibiting warping.
The actual warping of this delamination region will vary as a function of
position and lie between the two extremes that are given in Table 46.
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Figure 96 shows the geometry of the stacking sequence in the analysis and
the convention used in defining the sign of the _ curvature.
Y
Except for the (0/90/45/-45) grouping, the inclusion of K warpAn_ had an
y
insignificant effect on the tensile modulus of the laminate. Given the
assumption of damage extending evenly across the width of the launinate, the
as_etry of the group and its influence on the tensiAe modulus couiJ
effectively be ignore_ in further analyses. However, for many dsu_age states
such _rping becomes significant and thus cannot be ignored. LB'''_65
Table 47 presents the strain concentration factors for different types of
ply isolation in each of the laminates studied in this investigation,
assuming no warping. The associated strain concentrations, or inversely,
stiffness decrease ratios, occur locally and have glnbal effects which
depend on the extent of ply isolation. Some of the ply isolation states in
Table 47 were not observed in the laminate stacking sequences studied, but
are included here for completeness. Note that infol-mation on the strain
concentration factors of rO/90/45/-45)s: and '45/-45/0/90)s,, laminates is
found in the same set of analyses because of the independence of the tensile
modulus calculations from stacking sequences, in the table a box drawn
around a ply or a group of plies indi_ates the local loss of these plies due
to a combination of transverse cracking and deiamination, such as in Figure
89, 90, or 94c, where locally a group of plies are isolated.
The results of the strain :oncentration factor analysis given in Table 47:
were used to infer that ply isolation was another primary criterion for 0 c
ply failure. The results showed that as matrix cracking and delaminatio:"
developed, strain in the 0 0 piAes would increase in local regions adjacent
to the matrix cracking and deiamination. Thus the hypothesis was made that
when the local strain exceeded the strain capacity of the fibers, local O:
ply fracture would occur and the reduced number of load carrying fibers
would lead to coupon fracture.
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TABLE 47
STRAIN CONCENTRATION FACTORS OBTAINED BY
REMOVAL OF PLY GROUPINGS IN BOXES
Lazuj?
01901451-45
o/9o_45/-45
of 9o/45/-45
o/9of q/-45
o/9_.o/45/-45
o/96/45/-45
Remaining Stiffness
GPa (Msi) E * Thickness
53.1 (7.7) * 4
74.12 (10.75) * 2
137.9 (20.0) * 1
55.8 (8.09) * 3
58.1 (8.43) * 3
76.05 (11.03) * 2
Strain Conc.
I .00
1.43
1.54
1.27
1.22
1.40
01451-45
0/45/-45
oI_51-45
58.1 (8.43) * 3
76.05 (11.03) * 2
137.9 (20.0) * 1
1.130
1.15
I .26
0/0/90/90/90/90
o/o/ o/9o/ b7 0
.
52.5 (7.63) * 6
137.9 (20.0) * 2
0/45/010/-45/0
014__510/0/-4510
o/'f521o/oi-45_._/o
98.6 (14.3) * 6
107.6 (15.6) * 4+ 137.9
(20.0) * 1
137.9 (20.0) * 4
1.00
1.04
1.07
01451901-451-45190145/0
0145f901-451-45/90/45/0
53.1 (7.7) * 8
75.8 (11.0) * 2 + 46.8
(6.79) * 5
1.00
I.I0
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3-4-6 Summa.ry of 0 ° Pi_ Failure Criteria
The study of possible C O ply failure criteria led to the conclusion that the
problem is primarily one of determining the reasons for fiber fracture in
the 0 ° plies. In this study, the conclusion was that this should primarily
occur due to two reasons. First, local stress concentrations due to the
presence of the transverse matrix cracks. This should generally be a small
effect and be limited to a small region near the crack tip. Second, strain
concentration over a local region due to load transfer to the 0° plies
because of a combination of matrix crackin_ and delaminatlon.
In the region of the hypothesized local strain concentration, a
statistically based Increase In the stre_th of the 0 ° fibers can occur.
This is due to the smaller volume of fibers compared to the volume in a 0 °
unidirectlonal coupon as discussed in detail in Section 7.6. However, this
increase in strength is quite small because the volt,me ratios are similar.
This is in contrast to the large statistically based increase in strength
which occurs at a transverse crack tip mentioned in Section 3.4.1. In that
case, the volume of material is quite small and thus is accompanied by a
large increase in strength as demonstrated in Section 5-6. Thus, local
strain concentration due to combined delamination and matrix cracking was
inferred to be a reasonable failure criteria as opposed to a deterministic
FSO
failure criteria" ] at the tip of a transverse matrix crack. This is
especially true since the delamination at the end of a crack tip greatly
reduces the effect of the stress singularity.
The two 0 ° fiber fracture criteria, when combined, led to several conclu-
slons which are discussed in detail in Section 4. They constitute two of
o
the the primary hypothesized reasons that failure by 0 ply fiber fracture
occurs. They must be combined with the fact that even in 0° unidirectional
laminates, fiber fracture and coupon failure occur under fatigue load, see
Section 2.1. This begins to happen at any strain level above approximately
r q
0.0070 L38j and occurs significantly above 0.0080 strain, see Figure 97. Any
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damage state which increases the strain in a local 0 ° ply region above a
strain of 0.0070 to 0.0080 can be expected to result eventually in 0 ° fiber
fracture during fatigue loading. In essence, this is a third 0° ply failure
criterion.
The limited fatigue data of Figure 97 are those obtained in this investiga-
r i
tion. The study by Averbach and Hahn L38j clearly showed that the scatter
band for 0 ° unidirectional data extends both vertically and horizontally.
Thus no actual stress-strain curve was exhibited, only a large region, from
0.0070 - 0.0080 to approximately 0.0110 strain and from 0 to at least 107
c/cles, within which failure under fatigue load cycling can be expected.
These fatigue failures apparently occur for similar reasons to those men-
tioned in Section 5.4.4. Fractures of the weakest coupons occur upon ini-
tial load to a strain level above the lower bound of the fiber strength
distribution. Subsequent load cycling fractures the next weakest fibers
until a distribution of broken fibers exists throughout the coupon. Even-
tually fibers fracture which form a stasticaily significant group, one that
when combined with other fiber fractures and the distribution in strength of
[29,30,75-77]
the unbroken fibers results in coupon fracture,
For a multidirectional laminate, the significant fracture of O° fibers
begins if the global strain is above 0.0070 - 0.0080. If a large local
strain concentration occurs under fatigue loading dur to combined delamina-
tion an_ matrix (see Section 3-4-5) such that 0° ply strain is above 0.0070
- 0.0080, fiber fracture begins to occur and coupon fracture must eventuate.
Similarly, if initial global strains are in the 0.0070 - 0.0080 range, the
small local stress increase in the 0 ° plies due to transverse matrix crack-
£ng can also lead to fiber fracture. The amount of fiber fracture in any one
small region of the 0 ° ply does not apparently have to be large for failure
to occ.r. As mentioned for the 0° unidirectional laminate, Harlow and
f I
Phoenix L29'30,75"77j have shown that only 4 to 6 fiber fractures in a small
statically significant local region are required. Thus the hypothesized
reasons for 0° ply failure do not imply that regions of large numbers of
broken fibers would generally be found. This fact implies that the final
fracture events must be quite sudden.
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3.5 EXAMINATION OF THE EFFECT OF FIBER VOLUME ON FAILURE OF 00 PLIES
3.5.1 Strain-to-Failure Differences Between Unidirectional and Multi-
directional Laminates
The strain to failure of the unidirectional (0)4 coupons was originally
inferred to be similar to that of the (0/90+_45) s laminates made from the
same batch of material. This was tentatively concluded because of the
that the lower st_'ain to failure of the (0) 4 iayup might be due toconcern
some unknown prior damage. The correctness of this supposition was,
however, somewhat in doubt because there was some evidence that the strain
to failure of unidirectional laminates is, in fact, somewhat lower than that
for laminates contalnlag off axis plies. Thus perhaps the observed large
variation in strain to failure values was due to expected scatter more than
to damaged coupons. Table 48 summarizes the strain-to-failure of tensile
tested unidirectional composites and laminates of T3OO/5208 in this current
program and in an earlier study conducted for the Air ForceL6Jrl. Examination
of the strain-to-failure of unidirectional composites and laminates given in
Table 48 shows that the laminate failure strains can be on the order of 7 -
10% higher than the unidirectional values. The reason for this possibility
was further explored.
None of the laminate constructions of Table 48 exhibit large delamination
development or growth under static tensile loading. Therefore, the damage
state prior to fiber failure in the 0° plies for the quasi-isotropic and
(0/+45) s laminates consists only of transverse ply cracks with small de-
laminations at the matrix crack ends along the coupon edges. The locations
and sizes of the delaninations were such that they could not cause signifi-
cant stiffness change or local strain concentration, see Section 3.4.3,
P
except _ near failure. Based on the results of the stress analysis
presented in Section 3.3.6, the strain concentration in the 0 ° ply caused by
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the adjacent 900 transverse cracks and edge delamination in the
(0/90/45/-45)s laminate was probably sufficient to cause a slight decrease
in strain to failure of the 0° ply. The decrease would be slight because the
development of delamination and ply isolation are confined to the coupon
ecge and occur just prior to failure. Further, the 90 o ply matrix cracks
only cause a small stress increase in a quite restricted volume. Si_iiarly
cracks in the adjacent +45 ° ply should be sufficient to somewhat decrease
the O ° ply strain to failure in the (0/45/90/-45)2s laminate. For the
(0/+_45) s laminate, strain to failure should be much less affected by local
strain concentrations because ply isolation essentially does not occur.
There should also be virtually no effect in the (0/45/02/-45/O) S laminate.
Mowever, the effect of local strain concentration is quite large for the
laminate [52] as previously discussed, see Section 3.4.4.1. Some(o2/9o4)s
of the higher strain to failure values of the (0/45/02/-45/0) s probably
reflect variations in material batches.
The local strain concentrations along the coupon edges appears to explain
mOSt of the variation in strain to failure among the various multiple axis
laminates. However, the differences between the unidirectional and
multi-directional laminate strain to failures remained to be explained.
Therefore, the question was explored as to whether residual thermal stresses
could affect unidirectional fiber strength or whether the difference w_s a
manifestation of volume dependency based on the Weibull strength
distribution.
Tables 49 to 51 provide information on the ply stresses in the !0/45/-45)
s
and (0/90/45/-45) laminates under unit mechanical tensile strain and under
S
a unit change in temperature. The ADVLAM laminate analysis program was used
to g_nerate these data. From Reference 87, the effective stress free
temperature of (04/904 ) T3OO/5208 laminates was determined to be _71°C
(340°F) for a test temperature of 24°C (75°F), with the appropliate
temperature change, AT, of -147°C (-265°F). Using the data in Table 47 for
the O O ply, the residual thermal stress, _x' in the O° ply was -39.8 MPa
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TABLE &9
T300/5208 LAMINA PLY PROPERTIES USED IN ADVIAM ANALYSIS
El E2 GI 2
MPa MPa MPa
(Msi) (Msi) .,(,Msi)
_6.34 _0.2 6.48
(23.7) (1.48) (3.94)
l,i
ALPHA I
i0-6/° C
(10-°/°F)
ALPHA 2
10-6/o C
(lO-°/°F)
.3
.3
28.8
(16.0)
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TABLE 5O
MECHANICAL STRESSEs IN (0/90/45/_45)s LAMINATE UNDER AN
APPLIED TENSILE STRAIN OF E = IOi. (-6)
8
-45
0.400
O.400
_)si
23.7
1.354
5-806
5-806
-O.OOOo69 _ -O.OO1
-0-463 i -6.720
l
O. 232
i 3. 361
#
O. 232 i 3-361
Pa _:105 .o'_
,pa. _°5 _x_
0.O
O.0
0.O
0.O
0.269 Z. q(,-_
-0.269 -3.90,' ,
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TABLE 5l
THERMAL STRESSES IN T3OO/5208 LAMINATES
Laminate
(01901451-45) s
(o1451-45)a
Ply
La_er i
0
90
45
-45
0
45
-45
 pa/°C  Pal°C psi/°F
O.271 21.8
O.271 -21.8
O.O 0.0
O.O O.O
0.0779 -6.28
i
0.0590 3-141
0.0390 [ 3. 141
-O.271
O.271
O.O
O.O
-0.24
0.118
0.118
°'xy
MPa/°C
-21.8 0.0
21.8 0.0
0.0 0.271
0.0 -0.271
-1 9.09 0.0
9-544 O.338
9.544 -0.338
.... ! ......
psi/°F
0.0
0.0
21.8
-21.8
O.O
27.2
-27.2
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laminate and 11.5 MPa ti.66 Ksi) in t_e(-5.78 ksl) in the (0/90/45/-45) s ,
(0/45/-45) s laminate. The mechanical strain, _x' needed co overcome the
thermal stress was determined by dividing the thermal stress by tne _,,
stiffness. This calculation gave 24; microstraln for the quasl-isotropic
laminate and -70 microstrain for the (0/45/-45) s laminate. This sma_
strain was clearly of little significance and was even of the wrong sign far
the (0/45/-45) s laminate. Therefore, residual thermal stresses _id not
appear to cause the apparent reduction in u idirectionai _train t_ f_iiure.
The in_uence of fiber volume was evaluated. In Table 52, taken froz
Reference 81, the Weibull strength distribution parameters are given for
(0) 8 and (0)16 tensile specimens of T3OG/52OS. The distributions are
plotted in Figure 98. Note that the (0) 8 coupons were stronger than the
(O)16 coupons, but had larger scatter. A pooled scatter parameter value ?f
18.4 was determined for these samples, which were 229 mm t,9 in.) long and
12.7 mm (.5 in.) wide. The simple form of the relationship between the
characteristic strength, S, of two tensile specimens of different volumes
r 1
was described L81] by the equation:
S I /V2_I/a
where V I is the volume of specimen I, S I is the characteristic streng_
parameter, and "a" is the scatter parameter of the Weibull distribution.
The global volume dependence of strength for a material obeying the WeibuLi
strength distribution of Figure 98 was examined to determine whether this
effect can account for the strain-to-failure differential of Table 48. For
a scatter parameter value of 18.4, the previously mentioned volune equation
was used to project the strength of a single 0° ply to be 1.087 times the
strength of an (0) 4 laminate and 1.163 times that of a (0)16 laminate of toe
same length and width. This projected increase in strength appears to
correlate well with the observed results given in Table 48. The correlation
is almost exact for the (0/+_45) s layup (8.7 percent versus 8.2 percent).
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TABLE 52
i_IBULL STRENGTH PAR2LHETER5 FOR UNIDIRECTIONAL T3nO/5208 TENSILE TESTS
FROM REFERENCE 87
Laminate (n) 8 (0) 16
No. 1'est_
S(characteristic) HPa (ks1)
a
a(scatter param.)
Mean strength HPa (ks1)
25 20
1786 (259) 1662 (241)
17.7 18.5
1737 (252) 1620 ¢235)
a = Pooled scatter param. = 18.4
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fFor the two quasi-isotropic iayups, the amount of increase over their
respective (0)4 and (0)I 6 laminates is somewhat less than the expected
values: 5.1 percent versus a calculated 8.7 percent for the (0/90/+__45) s
iayup and 10.5 percent versus a calculated 16.3 percent for the
(0/45/90/-45) s iayup. These differences are believed to be due to the
previously mentioned local stress concentrations resulti,,g from ply
isolation.
The calculation of projected strain to failure, recall, assumes that the
strain to failure of the O ° plies in the multi-directional ply laminates is
unaffected by any local strain concentration associated with delamination
and transverse matrix cracking. If such local strain concentration exists,
the strain to failure of the multi-directional ply laminate will be less
than that anticipated based on the unidirectional strain to failure. For
the _0/45) s laminate, little strain concentration occurs within the coupon
along the edge and thus the projected strain to failure value of 0.0106
correlates closely to the actual value of O.0106. For the (0/45/90/-45) s
Laminate, small local strain concentrations can occur and thus the
experimentally obtained value of 0.0103 i_ somewhat lower than the projected
value of O.0_06. Much larger strain concentrations occur along the edges of
(0/45/90/-45)2s coupons which appears to explain the experimentally
determined strain to failure of O.O105 compared to a projected value of
0.0110. The close agreement between projected and actual strains to failure
for these iayups, allowing for _ocal strain concentrations, appears to
support a conclusion that the strain to failure of 0 ° unidirectional
composites is lower than those containing off axis piles due to a
statistical fiber volume effect. A systematic study of laminate strength as
a function of O O ply volume is clearly required to verify this concept.
This discussion on volume dependence of the O ° ply strength is not only
pertinent to comparing the straln-to-faiiure of O O unidirectional and
multidirectlonal laminates. Recall the O O ply failure criterion 3 of
Section 5.4.6 was stated to be that fatigue failure must eventuate f global
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or local strain is avobe 0.9070 - 0.0080. Thls strain level minimum was
based on (0) 4 fatigue data_ In the multid]rectional laminates, the single
L)0 ply characteristic strength is increased about 8.5 percent compared to
the (0) 4 iayup because of the volume strength relationship of Equation 16.
This relatively small increase in characteristic strain-to-failure is one
reason for choosing 0.0080 strain as a limiting value. The other reason is
that the scatter in fiber breakage increases as the characteristic strength
increases. Thus, the effect of volume on the strain level appropriate for
criterion 3 was not considered to be significant.
3.5.2 Effect of Fiber Volume and the Influence of Local Stress
Concentration
In Section 3.4.1 a deterministic failure criterion [80] for the 00 plies
which considered the stress gradient at the tip of a transverse crack was
shown to be inadequate. This conclusion was reached because although a
small stress concentration exists at the tip of a transverse matrix crack,
two factors reduce the effect of even the small increase in stress. First,
at any place where delamination exists at the crack tip, the local stress
concentration is greatly reduced. Second, the stress concentration only
influences a small volume of the 00 ply adjacent to the crack tip. The
average strength of 0 ° fibers in such a small volume is increased for the
same statistical reasons discussed in Section 3.5.1.
The increase in characteristic strength can be calculated by using Equation
16. However, a more accurate procedure is probably preferable. The
cumulative distribution function for the strength of a unidirectional coupon
containing n fibers in cross section and having a gage length of m times the
critical length is given by [75 - 77]:
Hm,n(X) = 1-[1-]c(X)] mn (17)
where *c,_ tx) is the characteristic distribution function which depends on the
fiber strength distribution function and the local load redistribution rule
chosen when one or several adjacent fibers fail in a coplanar manner.
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Phoenix has developed a graphical procedure for estimating the dependence of
[ l
strength on sample volume _75j
As mentioned in Section 3._.I, the characteristic strength for the small
volume of 00 fibers influenced by stress concentration at the tip of a
transverse crack is 20 to 30 percent higher than that for _9) 4 coupons.
This increase is considerable higher than the increase in stress
concentration especially when significantly reduced by the presence of
delamination. Thus the effect of a transverse matrix crack on failure of
the O ° plies, criterion _ of Section 3.4.6, is generally quite small unless
the initial global straln is large. This increase in characteristic
strength does not, however, negate the influence of" criterion 2 of Section
5.4.6, stress concentration due to ply isolation. The reasons are: I) The
stress concentration can be much higher for some ia_/ps; 2) the stress
concentration acts over the entire thickness of the O ° ply since all of the
load of the adjacent plies is applied; and 3) the volume of affected O O
plies eventually becomes quite large.
3.6 THREE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF DELAMINATION
Three dimens[ona_ finite element modeii,_ was conducted of several types of
and t÷45/O/90)s_ laminates. The analysis wasdelamination in (O/_o_3/÷45) s
undertaken to further examine the stress field in the 00 ply as influenced
by delamination and to study the influence of the tensile gripped end tabs
on the strain energy release rate of the 4elamination region. The strain
energy release rate during delamination growth was determined for each
selected model and the alteration of stresses in the O O load carrying ply in
the presence of these delaminations was examined. A LMSC developed, general
purpose, finite element code called DIAL was used for the analysis. Each
]amine was modeled with a single layer of 20 node brick elements which could
be linked or unlinked at lamina interfaces to simulate a delamination crack.
The material properties used in the anslysis were as follows:
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E11 = 163.4 CPA (23.7 Msi)
E22 = E33 = 102 gPa (1.48 Msi)
= 6.48 Gp- (o.94 Msi)
G12 = G13
C23 = 3.79 CPa (0.55 Msi)
= = 0.30
12 t_13
_23 = O. 54
The coupon model was taken as being 2.54 mm (I in.) wiJe with a 50.9 mm (2.0
in.) "gage length" along the z axis loading direction. The load was applied
by requiring all nodes on the top boundary of the model to displace by an
amount resulting in a strain of unity for the given gage length. The origin
of axes was located in the lower right hand corner of the model such that z
was the tensile loading direction, x was in the plane of the coupon in the
width direction, and y was the through thickness direction as shown in
Figure 99. The scalloped free edge delamination was modeled by striking an
arc from a position external to the coupon on the z'=O axis. _"_is position
served as a reference point for the definition of crack opening mode
contribution in the strain energy release rate calculations. In the
free-edge delamination models, an attempt was made to ascertain the influ-
ence of the proximity of the delamination to the grips by applying z dis-
placements to all nodes located at z = 12.7 mm (0.5 in.), see the line AA'
in _igure 99, while maintaining the nominal strain on the 25.4 m_m _I in.)
gage length at unity. This analysis is referred to as the short gage length
results in the tables which follow.
The analysis of strain energy release rate was accomplished by determining
the work done to close up the delamination crack by the amount crosshatched
in the figures which will be described, see Figure 99 for an example. The
work done at each node located on the delamination crack front is tabulated
individtmlly in several accompanying tables. The strain energy release rate
of a segment of the crack front area is also presented in the tables. This
segment _is defined by the midpoints of the lines connecting a given node on
the crack front to the two closest neighboring nodes on the front. The
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choice of crack front shape was made arbitrarily As a result, the
calculated G's at a given location on the crack front are not uniform. They
give primarily a qualitative view of the relative contributions of the three
crack opening modes under the assumed crack geometry. For each of t_e
three-dimensional models which were examined, the effect of the del_nination
tlongitudinai stress) in the O ° ply of tn_on the distribution of :r stress
z
laminate is presented. The ,_ stresses were calculated at the centroid of
the O ° layer elements and are plotted in the succeeding figures.
One should utilize the quantitative information in these studies with a
strong measure of caution. The elements employed in the modeling were
extremely thin compared to their inplane dimensions. This poor aspect ratio
certainly made the accuracy of the out of plane deformation response
questionable. However, the degree of element refinement necessary in the
inplane direction to be compatible with the ply thickness dimension wouiJ
make such an analysis prohibitively time-consuming. The analysis conducted
without such a complication required approximately four '4) hours o _
computer processing time for each model. The time and effort needeJ to
develop these models, link or unlink nodes along the delamination front, and
check for errors in the boundary conditions and link conditions was a,',t
trivial. The authors considered opinion is that such detailed modelin_ and
analysis <annot be conducted routinely during the design _f composite
components. This type of study must of necessity be reserved for special
cases (e.g. failure analyses) for which a semi-quantitative insight must he
obtained in order to account for the failure process and to recommen_
solutions to the problem.
3.6.1 Midplane Free-Edge Delamination of (45/-45/0/90) s Laminates
Figure 99 shows the plan view of the model and specifies the node pair
numbers at which the crack closure analysis was conducted. Figure 100 shows
an oblique view of the 900 layer elements in the unloaded and loaded
configuration. The Mode I dominance of the delamination crack opening is
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evident in the figure. Table 53 contains the noda_ work done to close the
delamlnation crack front over the cross hatched area of Figure 99 and Table
54 lists the local strain energy release rate in each of the crack segments.
There are few surprises in the analysis. _"_e strain energy release rate is
Mode I dominated and peaks at nodes 266 and 280 located at the midpoint anJ
%nd of the delamination crack. _en the grip is in closer proximity to the
delamination, the strain energy release rate is on the order of 5_ percen_
less; accounting for the experimentally observed scallop shape as the deian-
ination enters the specimen grip region.
o
In Figure 101, the distribution of longitudinal stresses in the 0 ply is
plotted for several positions along the gage length. The longitudinal
stress is seen to peak at 10 percent above the nominal value at the z = O
cross-section and a + the tip of the delamination. Notice that the increase
in _o_ ply stress is quite gradual, without displaying a sharp peak in stress
in the vicinity of _he delamination crack tip.
3.6.2 90/45 Interface Free-Edge Delamination in a (0/90/45/-45) s Laminate
Figure 102 shows that the plan view 9f this mode_ is identical to the
previous midplane deiamination case. The nodes at which the work an_
analysis are calculated are given in the figure, in Figure I0_, the £e-
formed shapes of the 90 ° and 45 ° layers are plotted. Local interpenetration
of the layers is evident in the figure. The distortions indicated that the
opening modes are combinations of a_i three modes. Tables 55 and 56 present
the nodal crack closure work and segmental G's. The majority of these ter_s
are negative. By the sign convention employed in this study this is indica-
tive of interpenetration of the delamination surface under tensile loads.
Under uniaxial co,apression the crack would open and the sign of the work
to'Is would be positive.
The crack opening G's are dominated by Mode II shear terms and secondarily
by Mode !II crack opening instead of Mode I as in the previous model.
Interestingly the influence of g1"ip proximity is not large in this model
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TABLE 53
CRACK CLOSURE WORK (J)
FOR
MIDPLANE DELAM!NATION OF - - - -_C45/-45/O/90) s LAMINATE
NODE
COMPONENT
Long Gage
280
278
275
271
266
Short Gage
280
278
275
271
266
Length
Length
0.0
0.0
O. O0O43
O.00037
0.0
0.0
O.OO33
O. 00064
0.00044
0.0
26.4
8.25
5.07
4.54
6.78
14.2
IB.6
_. 75
I.82
2._5
0.0
0.00145
O. O354
0.00016
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0051
0.00011
0.0
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TABLE 54
STRAIN ENERGv RELEASE RATE (J/mm 2)
_IDPLANE 2ELAM'"'_','N d'_ "_r'__r /n,a _ "-_-,-_
SEGMENT CENTEREn
0., :_ODE
G
I rr ZII
Long Gage Length
280
2"S
275
2:'
246
Short S_6e LenFth
_a7
14.?
2.1a
1.25
1.08
f.!E
"_. QO
:. )a
0.0
O. 0
'). £X)O106
O. 000089
0.£
3.3
. OOC _6
¢.6
0.9
O. 0003 _:
O. O00O#_
0."
P. C
£•002
2_3
.Jlb
|,.25|_ i1,_
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TABLE 55
CRACK CLOSURE WORK (J)
FOR
DELAMINATION OF (019,01451-45) s LAMINATE
NODE
Long Gage Length
230
228
225
221
216
Short Gage Length
230
228
225
221
216
COMPONENT
Y
-0.328 -0.0269 -0.537
-0.390 -0.00273 -0.025
-0.346 -0.00311 -0.013
-0-394 -0-OO587 -0.OO232
-0.248 -0.00418 -0.0
-0.504 -O.012_ 0.00943
-0.217 -O.000068 -0.0167
-0.286 0.00316 0.00282
-0.376 -O. OO1537 0.00124
-0.249 -0.000593 0.0
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dTABLE 56
STRAIN ENERGY RELEASE RATE (J/ram2)
FOR
MIDPLANE DELAMINATION OF _(0/90/45/-45), LAMINATE
SEGMENT CENTERED
ON NODE
G
I II III
u_ _ ue_th
230
228
225
221
216
Short Gage Length
23O
228
225
221
216
-0.00151 -0. 184 -0.0189
-0.000718 -0. 103 -0.00664
-0.00146 -0.0851 0.00322
-0.00139 -0-0933 0.000550
-0.00198 -0. 116 0.0
-0. 000692 -0. 282 O. 00557
-0.000018 -0.0574 -0.00443
O. 000771 -0. 0704 -0. 00723
-0.000127 -0.0891 0.000294
-0.000275 -0.116 0.0
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compared to the previous mldplane delamlnatlon model of Section 3.5.1. The
highest G's are found at node 230 on the free-edge of the coupon. In Figure
104 the distribution of longitudinal stress in the O° ply is plotted. The
tenslle stress is greatest on the z = 0 axis above the delamination and
peaks at a value 13 percent above the nominal stress in this ply. Again the
increase in stress is gradual.
3.6.3 45/-45 Interface Free-Edge Delamination in (0/90/45/-45)
s
Figure 105 shows the model, the nodes used in the G analysis, and the
location and shape of the delamination. The crack front is parsilel to the
z (longitudinal) axis of the coupon. The location of nodes for the short
gage length case ls along the line AA' of element boundaries skewed to the
delamination edge as shown in the figure, making this analysis rather
artificial. The results for the short gage length case indicate a very
large influence of the grip on the ability of thi_ type of delamination
crack to grow. Large gage length results indicate Mode I crack opening.
The short gage length data indicate interpenetration of the two crack fronts
under the tensile loading conditions. Tables 57 and 58 contain the nodal
work and G analysis results. Both Mode I and II are significant in the
growth of this delamination. The level of energy release rate for this
delamination is greater than that obtained for the 90/45 interface of this
laminate, but both are significantly less than the level determined for the
midplane delamination of the (45/-45/O/gO)s laminate.
Figure 106 shows that the influence of this delamination on the 0° layer was
greater than that for the other cases studied. A peak 22 percent increase
over the nominal longitudinal stress level ms found to occur near the
free-edge of the coupon on the z = O axis. Notice, again, the lack of any
peak singularity stress.
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MIDPLANE
TABLE 57
CRACK CLOSLmE WORK (J)
FOR
DELAMINATION OF (0/90/45/-45)s LAMINATE
NODE
COMPONENT
Y
Long Gage
295
29O
285
280
275
Short Gage
295
290
285
280
275
Length
Length
O. 0221 O. 00958 O. 103
- 3.03 0.608 0.828
1.57 1.54 -1.51
1.53 3.19 -1.07
0.340 1.25 0.0
-0. 055 -0.0185 -0. 0852
-2.43 -0.784 -2.01
-3- 03 -2.77 -3- 12
-1.77 -3.90 -2.52
-0.32 -I•56 O. 0
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TABLE 58
STRAIN ENERGY RELEASE RATE (J/ram2)
FOR
MIDPLANE DELAMINATION OF (0/90/45/-45) s LAMINATE
SEGMENT CENTERED
ON NODE
G
I II III
I.,on_ Gase Length
295
29O
285
28O
275
Short Gage Length
295
29O
285
28O
275
O. 00420
0.0137
O. 346
0.734
0.581
-0.00841
-0.178
-0.624
-0.878
-0.705
O. OO998
O. 683
O. 354
0.554
0.155
-0.0247
-0.547
-0.683
-0.40O
-0.144
o.oo455
0.187
-0.341
-0.242
0.0
-0.0382
-0.453
-0. 703
-0.568
0.0
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3.6.4 Interaction of 45/-45 Delamination with Transverse Cracks
The last model to be investigated is shown in Figure 107. Two transverse
cracks in the 45 and -45 ° layers intersect at the midpoint of the coupon
model on the z = O axis. The gage length for this model was only 37. I mm
(1.5 in.) and the :oupon width was 25.4 mm (I in.). The nominal strain
applied to this model was 1.33 for all of the data preset, ted in this
section.
A delamlnation was introduced between the 45 and -45 layer with the
dimensions shown in the figure. The distortions due to loading on the -45
layer are displayed in Figure 108. The displaced shapes of the 45 and -45
layers in plan view are shom_ in Figures 109 and 110. Note that the
presence of delamination between the 45 layers allows the transverse crack
in the -45 layer to open up becvause that layer is effectively decoupled
from the 45 layer in the region of delamlnation. The node numbers used to
calculate delamination growth G's are given in Figure 111. The nodal work
and sectional G values are listed in Tables 59 and 60.
Mode I G values are very small for this delamination configuration. Both
Mode III and II terms are important during growth of this delamination. The
values in Table 60 indicate that the greatest energy release rate occurs in
Mode II on the delamination surface perpendicular to the loading direction
and is particularly high at the intersection of the delamination crack front
with the transverse crack in the -45 ° layer.
r
Iv
Figure 112 illustrates the positions of several cuts taken across the model
to display the spatial variation of longitudinal (z) stress in the O ° layer.
The stresses are referenced to the x coordinate of the centroid of the
element in which they were calculated. In Figure 113, the O ° longitudinal
strsss is plotted for the (0/90/45/-45) s model in the presence of both
transverse cracks and delamination. The stress concentration is greatest
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oMIDPLANE
TABLE 59
CRACK CLOSURE WORK (J)
FOR
DELAMINATION OF (0/90/45/-45) s LAMINATE
NODE
Internal Delamination
666
669
672
675
8O6
799
792
785
778
771
716
711
707
x
COMPONENT
Y
4.03 O. 00203
0.629 0.003915
O. 188 O. 00203
0.0104 0.00328
0.00564 0.00192
0.0843 0.00271
0.0374 -0.0174
0.0724 -0.0353
0.0269 -0.0258
0.0532 -0.00734
0.209 -0.00757
0.410 -0.0855
1.43 -0.0952
0.0
O. 160
O. 233
O. 263
O. 139
0.212
0.459
1.71
2.24
3.04
1.12
O. 793
0.0
|
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TABLE 60
STRAIN ENERGY RELEASE RATE (J/ram2)
FOR
MIDPLANE DELAMINATION OF - - - -.(0/90/45/-45_ s LAMINATE
SEGMENT CENTERED
ON NODE
G
I II III
Internal
666
669
672
675
806
799
792
785
778
771
716
711
707
Delamination
0.00126 2.50 0.0
0.00490 0.780 O. 198
O. 00252 O. 233 O. 289
0.00806 0.026 0.653
O.00238 O. 173 O.00701
O.00333 O.262 O. 104
O. 0215 O. 569 O. 0464
0.0438 2.12 0.0898
0.031 9 2.78 0-0333
0.0182 O. 132 7.54
O.00939 O. 259 I•39
0.106 0-509 0.983
O. 236 3.66 O.0
I
• o
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ilediately above the delamlnatton crack front and is as high as 21 percent
greater than the nominal value far from the delamination, along cut 1 the
longitudinal stress i8 nigh in the 0° layer over the entire width of the
laminate.
Figure 114 shows the same serles of stress cuts in a nodel containing the
transverse cracks in the 45 and -45 layers, but vithout a delamination
betveen the two plies. In this case the stress concentration in the 0 °
layer is only about 4 percent at peak value. Thus the presence of a
delamination i8 crucial in causing large stress concentrations in the 0 °
layer.
3.6._ Sunmar 7 of Three Dinensional Delaaination Anal_sis
A tabular comparison of eoue of the results of the three dimensional
delamination analysis study is given in Table 61. The summary shows that
rather large localized increases can occur in the 0 ° ply stresses due to the
presence of delanination. However, for all of the models, no large stress
concentration vas calculated in the 00 ply due to the stress singularity
dnich exists at the delamination crack tip. The small effect of transverse
cracks alone on the stress in the 0 ° ply i8 again noted here. The amount of
0 ° ply stress concentration due to delamination alone or matrix cracking
alone is thus less than that for ply isolation by combined delamination and
transverse cracking. For example, comparison of Tables 61 and 47 shows that
0 ° ply stresses increased 13 percent due to a 90/45 interface delaminatton
according to the three dimensional analysis of Section 3.5.2 and 22 percent
for isolation of the 90 ° ply according to the analysis of Section 3.4.5.
Sinllarly the 45/-45 delamination resulted in a 22 percent OO ply stress
increase, see Section 3.4.5, vhile total isolation of the 45 ° ply produced
a 27 percent increase. Therefore, while the complex three dimensional
analysis confirmed the expected increase in 0 ° ply stresses due to
delaminatton alone, the much simpler free body type modeling of Section
3.4.5 provides close agreement to the 3-D analysis. In face since most
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coupons delamlnate on multiple interfaces and have transverse matrix cracks,
ply isolations occur prior to fatigue failure. Thus the free body modeling
approach provides both a practical and more realistic technique.
For coupons fatigue loaded at high initial loads, local 0 ° ply stress
increases due to delamination may be sufficient to lead to 0° fiber fracture
and coupon failure before ply isolation occurs. However, these coupons have
quite short fatigue lives. This fact combined with the more realistic free
body type analysis for most other coupons inplies that the detailed and
costly three dimensional analysis is not useful for definin_ the fltigue
stress-life curve. Even for failure analysis purposes, the much simpler and
more conservative free body type analysis of ply isolation may prove more
useful for estimating 0 ° ply stresses.
The results of this three dimensional analysis also demonstrated that for
most practical cases, the anticipation of delamination growth and direction
is dependent on GI, GII , and GII I. Each case has a different dominant
combination of these modes and is quite complex. Thus, simple laboratory
understanding of one mode or another does not necessarily apply to a more
complex case. Further, analysis results of practical cases, depend greatly
upon the crack shape model selected. That shape, in turn, changes with each
growth increment. Thus anticipation of crack growth and direction and
subsequent incremental remodeling becomes quite tedious for most complex
cases and essentially impractical for design purposes.
Another significant conclusion of the three dimensional analysis study was
the deduction that although 0° ply stresses increased due to the presence of
delamination, no strong stress concentration were discerned in that ply.
The 0° ply stress increases were gradual, rather smooth type reactions.
Thus the laminate cracks should be viewed more as resulting in local stress
redistributions and not sharp stress concentrations. This implies that frac-
ture mechanics type analysis may prove to be useful for describing onset of
transverse cracking or edge delamination and even growth in certain
288
directions, but may not be useful for more complex, and generally more
realistic cases. This clear, but tentataive conclusion casts doubt upon the
general usefulness of developing detailed, experimentally based crack growth
curves related to different G values.
This is not to imply that fracture mechanics is not of analytical value. In
fact fracture mechanics J_ of extreme value in calculating G and the effect
of thickness, laminate concentration, or matrix and fiber properties on G.
However, the three dimensional analysis resu3ts of this subsection were used
to infer that fracture mechanics does not determine the failure event, but
determines the effect of geometric scale and "material" properties on the
onset of critical events ultimately necessary for failure to eventuate.
However, the failure event itself appears to be a property reflective of the
structure nature of the laminate. Thus, applicable failure criterion may be
primarily of the relatively simple free body type of stress concentration
analysis described in Section 3.4.5-
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SECTION 4
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The expected response of the coupons based upon the analysis and
mathematical modeling described in Section 3 was compared to the
experimental results presented in Section 2. That comparison is discussed
in this section. The results for each of the three types of experiments are
discussed separately followed by a summary subsection. This section
attempts to bring together not only many of the results of this study, but
also those of other investigations.
4.1 MONOTONIC LOADING
o ONSET STRAIN AND ACCUMULATION OF MATRIX CRACKING
This analysis problem was not examined in this program, but appears to be
properly evaluated using a strain energy release type of mathematical
F I
approach [11j. The onset of matrix cracking occurs when a critical straiT,
energy release rate is reached, while matrix crack accumulation develops,
because of increasing applied strain, as a consequence of the static
distribution of transverse strength L46j. Some layups reach a plateau in
r I
crack density within certain plies prior to failure while others do not.
The reason for this difference has to do with the variations which occur in
strain energy release rate for different layups. The expected result for a
specific layup can be calculated, using a strain energy release rate
analysis, but the technique generally requires extensive effort for any one
particular layup. A significant point, however, is that matrix crack
saturation should not occur in all layups prior to fracture and not even in
all plies. This result was well confirmed for the laminates evaluated in
this study.
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vECEDI_NG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
O ONSET AND EXTENT OF DELAMINATION
Some layups significantly delaminate under monotonic tension prior to
failure while others do not. Even in the latter case, however, delamination
primarily occurs along the free edge of the coupons. The reason fo"
delamination has been attributed to POisson mismatch between adjacent plies
r55 5bJ
and large free edge stresses L _ . Such flelamination can be successfully
F11]
anticipated using strain energy release rate analysls L a_d by analyzing
the free edge stress state. On that basis, for instance, the (0/90/+--45)
8
and (O/45/qO/-45)2s quasi-isotropic laminate- would not be expected to
significantly delaminate under m6notonic load while other quasi-isotropic
r _
laminates should and do delaminate [54'41j. Likewise, such delamination was
not expected under monotonic tensile load for the other three layups studied
in this investigation.
O CHANGE IN STIFFNESS
The analysis described in Section 3.3 led to the conclusion that the main
contributors to stiffness change would be transvgrse matrix cracking,
de!amination, and their combination where they lead to a local loss of load
r _
carrying capacity in the off axis plies. O'Brien [39'41'72j has shown that
the extent of delamination correlates well with stiffness loss and with a
rulo of mixtures type approach for those laminates which do delaminate. For
the four laminates of this program, no such delamination took place. Thus
damage was confined to transverse matrix cracking and the conclusion was
made (see Section 3.3.1) that at most, a 2 to 3 percent change in stiffness
should take place prior to fracture. Further, that stiffness change should
not occur prior to onset of significant matrix crac}ing and the amount of
stiffness loss should be a direct function of the number of transverse
cracks.
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Table 62 shows that the onset of measurable stiffness change did not occur
until after the onset of matrix cracking. The extent of stiffness decrease
also correlated well with that expected analytically, see Table 63.
Expected stiffness loss for matriz cracks alone was 1.4 percent for the
number of transverse cracks observed in the (0/90/+__45)s laminate. The
experimentally obtained average value of 1.5 +O.15 percent was essentially
identical to the theoretical value. A similar correlation was found for the
(0/+_45) s laminate. The analytically based conclusion was that no signifi-
cant stiffness change should be observed for the (0/45/02/-45/0)s i yup
which was exactly the experimental result. This lack of stiffness change
occured because so few cracks developed and their effect is extremely small.
The expected stiffness loss is listed as much less than 0.2 percent since
that value would result if the observed transverse cracks fully crossed the
coupon width. This did not generally occur. Finally, the stiffness change
in the (02/904) s layup was also understandable analytically. A saturated
matrix crack state should result in approximately a 6.2 percent stiffness
loss. For the four coupons which essentially reached transverse crack
saturation the average value was found to be 6.2 +O.15 percent which was
excellent agreement. The accuracy of the analytically anticipated changes
in stiffness due to matrix cracking during monotonic tension loading was
clearly well verified by experiment.
V
For those laminates which tend to delaminate, observed stiffness losses
compare well to those calculated usi_,g O'Brien's [72_ rule of mixtures
analysis discussed in Section 3-3.4. Potentially, delamination at the end
of transverse matrix cracks plus the cracks themselves is associated with
significant stiffness loss. In vractice, such delamination is usually
confined to the coupon edges, or if extensive in the width direction to at
most a few transverse matrix cracks as shown in this program and in
References 7, 13, 12, and 39. Thus global stiffness loss associated with
delamination running along the transverse matrix crack tips is generally
small. The other possible causes of stiffness loss discussed in Section
293
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TABLE 62
CORRELATION BETWEEN EXPECTED
AND ACTUAL STRAINS FOR
ONSET OF STIFFNESS CHANGE
UNDER MO._OTONIC LOAD
Laminate
Approximate
Strain At
Onset of
Significant
Matrix Cracking
Average
Strain At
Onset Of
Measerable
Stlffness
Change
(0/90/+45)
-- S
(0/45/90/-45)2s
0.0060
0.0050
0.0070
0.0056 [7,32]
(0/+45)
-- S
(o/+45/o_/-_5/o)
O.007O
0.0090
0.o075
No measurable
chanl_e
(02/904) s 0.0050
0.0030
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TABLE63
CORRELATIONBETWEENACTUALANDEXPECTEDSTIF[NESS
LOSSFORCOUPONSLOADEDIN MONOTONICTENSION
Laminate
(o19o1+_45)s
(o/145)s
(°/45/°2/-45/°)s
f f
_,32/904) s
Extent of
Matrix Cracking
Near Failure
Near saturation in
90° and 45 ° plie@,
No cracks in -45 °
plies
Number of cracks far
less than saturation
Number of cracks far
less than saturation
Near saturation
Expected
Stiffness Loss,
Percent
1.4
1.8
<<0.2
6.2
Average Actual
Stiffness Loss,
Percent
1.5
1.7
No measurable
change
6.0
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3-3 were found to be too insignificant to be easily measurable. Therefore,
changes in stiffness associated with monotonic tension load induced damage
develolmnent do appear to be qualitatively understood and quantitatively
described u_ing the techniques discussed in Section 3.3.
0 STRAI_ TO FAILURE
Based on the results of Section 5.5 _nd except for the (02/904) s layup, none
of the damage states observed in all of the other multiple axis layups
should lead to any local 00 ply strain increases of more than a few percent.
Thus all of the layups should exhibit similar strains to failure if the 0°
fiber strengths are similar. This result was experimentally confirmed and
r _
shown in Table 57 of Section 3.6. O'Brlen L72j has shown the same effect for
layups which do delaminate, but where again the damage state does not lead
tO large premature 0 O ply fracture due to local strain concentrations. That
the strain to failure of layups made from the same material batch Js essen-
tially the same is shown in Figure 115, a modification of O'Brien's figure.
The only exceptions are the 00 unidirectional layup and the (02/904) s ]ayup.
The slignt differences among the strain to failure values of Figure _5 =an
be explained by two reasons. First, different batches of materials do have
different 00 fiber strengths[6'7, 32] Thus, for example, the strain tc
failure of the (0/45/02/-45)2s [7'13] layup was slightly higher than that of
the other layups probably because the coupons were made from different
material batches. Second, local strain concentrations due to ply isolation
which occur in some layups, primarily quasi-isotropic, along the coupon
edges and near ultimate load can somewhat reduce strain to failure. Thus,
this was probably the reason that the strain to failure of the (0/_5_ s
coupons was slightly higher than that of the (O/90/+_.45)s coupon.
The decreased strain to failure in the (02/904) s layup was due to: I) a
much larger stress concentration associated with transverse matrix cracks in
an 8 layer thick ply compared to a I layer thick ply; 2) a larger volume of
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the 00 ply being affected by the stress concentration; and 5) the dumping of
the load carried by 8 900 layers into the 00 plies [52], an extreme case of
local strain concentration attributed to the hi_ local stresses at the
matrix crack tips because of the thick 9G° ply[85_ The difference between
the decreased strain to failure of the unidirectional laminates and that of
the _ultidirectional laminates appears to be understandable based upon a
Weibull type statistical effect due to volume differences in the O° plies as
discussed in Section _.5.1.
0 FRACTURE APPEARANCE
In all coupons, the fracture of the 0° plies tended to be along the angle
direction of the underlying ply. This was attributed to the matrix crack
tip induced stressos which are generally small, but provide a preferred
fracture path as the 00 failure strain is approached.
O EXTENT OF SCATTER
The extent of scatter was attributed to four factors. These are:
;. The large variability in fiber strengths.
2. The requirement of only a few O° fiber fractures
statistical significant region for ply fracture.
e
.
in a
The inherent size of microstructure relative to the geometry
size.
The effect Of local strain concentration Sue to the presence
of matrix cracking and delamlnatlon.
Not only is fiber strength highly variable, but the average strength also
varies significantly from batch to batch. The inherent effect of
microstructure was discussed in detail in Section I. Essentially, this
effect is due to the fact that defects must be very large to dominate over
the variability due to microstructure.
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F29'30'75-77] have shown that only a few fiber breaks needHarlow and Phoenix L J
tO Occur in a statistically significant region for fracture of the entire 00
ply to occur. The breakage of the minimum necessary number of fibers, how-
ever, is dependent on the local matrix crack and delamination state and the
local strength dist-ibution of the individual fibers. Both of these factors
are statistical distributions, and in the case of fiber strength, are highly
variable. Coupon fracture strength reflects the influence of these two
variables and the associated scatter. Unidirectional laminates should,
therefore, have high variability in strength reflecting fiber distribution,
and thus large coefficients of variation (COV) and low scatter parameters.
Multidirectional laminates should have much less scatter which decreases as
the effect of the less random local strain concentration, associated with
damage, dominates over theF ]variability in fiber strength. For a (0)16
laminate, Ryder and Walker L7j obtained a COV of 11.2 percent on strain and a
scatter parameter of 17 O. This compares favorably to Whitney, sL817r• _ _ value
of 18.4 (see Section 3.6). A (0/45/02/-45/0)28 laminate should have reduced
scatter compared to a C 0 unidirectional laminate because of the presence of
[7]
matrix cracks in the +45 O plies. For this iayup, Ryder and Walker L
obtained a COV of 4.84 percent and scatter parameter of 23.2. The scatter
in strength of a quasi-isotropic laminate should again be reduced further
compared to the _0/45/02/-45/0)2 s laminate because the less random nature of
the local strain concentration along the coupon edges becomes more dominant.
Thus the COY for a (0/45/90/-45)2 s laminate was found to be 3.80 percent and
the scatter parameter 33.9 for the same batch of material used to produce
F l
the (0/45/0/-45/0)2 s coupons L7] If local strain concentration does reduce
scatter in coupon strength, notched coupons should have less scatter than
unnotched coupons. In support cf this supposition, Ryder and Walker [32]
found a COV of 5.0 percent and scatter parameter of 24.7 for unnotched
(0/45/90/-45)2s coupons made from a different material batch and a COV of
3.9 percent and a scatter parameter of 29.2 for notched coupons from the
same material batch. Similarly Langenbeck [88j
, obtalned a COV of 5.5
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percent for unnotched (4510/-45/9010)
coupons.
coupons and 4.4 percent for notched
S
This simplified analysis of scatter indicated that at least a qualitative
anticipatLon of scatter in tensile strength properties can be obtained. The
scatter in 0° unidirectional lamina propertles provides an upper bound on
expected scatter. Calculation of the extent of potential local strain
concentration due to transverse matrix cracking and edge delamination
provides an estimate of expected reduction in extent of scatter.
4.2 FATIGUE LOADING
o MATRIX CRACKING ONSET AND ACCUMULATION
Essentially this topic was covered under monotonic loading. Detailed strain
energy release rate analysis is required for each laminate in order to
r
obtain a high degree of quantitative accuracy. The work of 0'Brien L34'4_'
72] has shown that the critical G level for the onset of matrix cracking is
different, and lower, under fatigue loading than under monotonic loading.
This phenomenon is interpreted to mean that actual experimental data for G
is required under each loading type to accurately anticipate matrix cracking
onset. Quasi-isotropic layups tend to reach high densities of matrix
cracking rather quickly while in other layups many cycles are required to
reach high densities of cracks or they are not reached at all, such as in
the (0/45/O2/-45/0) s layup. Such differences reflect the fact that
laminates which tend to delaminate easily, such as quasi-isotropic, also
tend to reach matrix crack density plateaus much earlier.
O DELAMINATION
Again, this analytical problem was essentially covered under monotonic
loading. However, precise details for complex layups may require extensive
modeling and may not actually be practical because details depend on subtle
3OO
mwqj_m,.'m_ 71
strain energy release rate differences involving mixed mode fracture (see
Section 3.6) and depend on fatigue versus monotonic loading conditions.
Such differences may require extensive experimental verification. Trends
for interface delamination order appear to be reasonably well under-
F I
stood LI1,I2j. The fact that quasi-isOtropic layups tend to delsminate more
easily than 0/+45 layups, is attributed tO the much larger Poisson
contraction mismatch which occurs within the quasi-isotropic laminates.
O STI?FNESS CHANGE
d
P
mm
w
D
|
The fact that two quite different types of delamination can occur must be
kept in mind, see Section 3-4.5. The first of these generally displays a
"thumbnail" type delaminstion and is often characteristic of large Poisson
mismatch such as at a 90/45 interface. This type of delamination usually
develops over a large area and may or may not be associated with large
stiffness loss. The second type occurs between such interfaces as +45/-45
at the end of a transverse matrix crack and extends along the matrix crack
in the coupon width direction. Such a delamination can be associated with
large stiffness change, but generally is not because the extent of such
delamination is generally small. However the effect of this second type of
delamination on local stress concentration can be large.
The probable reasons for stiffness change associated with various possible
damage states were summarized in Section 3.5.6. Transverse matrix cracking
alone was not anticipated to be a_sociated with large percent stiffness
loss. The accuracy of the analysis procedures was confirmed for the
monotonically loaded coupons as discussed in Section 4.1, see Table 63, and
also for the fatigue loaded coupons as shown in Table 64. In the latter
table, the anticipated monotonic stiffness losses based upon the observe4
matrix crack density are shown. The observed stiffness losses are the
averages of those measured when a matrix crack density plateau occurred. A
range in values is given because matrix crack saturation densities were
slightly different at each fatigue stress level with higher densities
occurring at higher fatigue stress or strain levels.
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T,kBLE64
COMPARISONBETWEENEXPECTEDANDACTUALMONOTONICSTIFFNESSLOSS
DUETOMATRIXCRACKINGINDUCEDBY FATIGUECYCLING
Laminate
Expected Monotonic
Stiffness
Loss For
Observed
Crack Density,
Percent
ObservedMonotonic
Stiffness
Loss,
Percent
(o19oI+_45)
S
(01+_45)s
(0/45/02/45/O) s
(02/904) 8
2.0 to 2.3
3.6
0.2 to 0.5
5.5 to 7.9
2.0 to 2.5
<4.O
<0.5
5.5 to 7.5
=_5
.A
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The onset of delamination was anticipated to lead to further significant
stiffness loss, as shown in Section 3.3, both because of the relaxation of
stresses near the transverse crack tip, see Section 3.3.3, and the loss of
constraint between the plies. This should be, as was observed, a gradual
effect for all layups because onset and growth of delamination was a gradual
process. Stiffness loss due to the loss of Poisson constraint alone led to
the conclusion, S_ction 3.3.5, that the order of maximum to minimum
stiffness loss in the layups should be (0/90/_45)s, (0/_45)s ,
(0/45/02/-45/O)s, and (02/904) s. This was indeed the observed order of
stiffness loss except for the (02/904)s layup, the reasons for which will be
explained in more detail later.
For the (0/90/+_45) s quasi-isotropic layup, the maximum possible stiffness
loss is approximately 16.5 percent for the 90/45 interface fully de!amin-
ated, and 22.2 percent due to combined full delamination at both the 90/45
and 45/-45 interfaces and to transverse matrix cracking. Approximately 2.5
percent is due to transverse cracking alone (Section 3-3.3) and the rest to
delamination. The maximum stiffness values are somewhat over estimated
because the effects of delamination alone and matrlx cracking alone are not
additive. The development of extensive delamination on either side of s ply
containing multiple matrix cracks results in a stiffness loss whose value is
decreased by the isolation of the matrix cracks themselves, but increased
because the load carried by the isolated ply is transferred to the uncracked
adjacent plies. The potential amount of the increase is much greater than
the decrease.
In Table 65, observed stiffness loss is compared to that analytically
anticipated based upon a summation of that due to transverse matrix cracking
alone (approximately 2.5 percent) and delamination alone (Section 3.3.4).
The correlation is quite good, but with an increasing error as the
percentage stiffness loss increased. This difference was not due to O° ply
splitting or fiber fracture since very little of either phenomenon was
observed and their combined effect is much less than one percent, see
3O3
TABLE65
COMPARISONBETWEENMEASURED
ANDANTICIPATEDSTIFFNESSLOSS
FORFATIGUELOADED-__(0/90/+45)s COUPONS
Loadi_ Type
Coupon
ID
Anticipated
Stiffness Loss,
Percent
Measured
Stiffness Loss,
Percent
Dominant
Delamination
Interface
Fatigue
Residual
Strength
11-13
11-45
11-3
11-9
11-16
11-23
11-8
11-57
11-60
11-11
11-10
2.9
3.6
6.8
8.3
4.1
4.7
5-9
6.8
7-9
9.5
15.0
2.9
4.2
7-6
10.4
5.1
6-3
6-3
9-7
I0.5
12.0
19-3
451=45
9O/45
9O145
9O145
45/-45
45/-45
9O/45
9O/45
9O/45
9rJ/45
9o/45
3CRY.
Section 3.3.6. The difference is primarily to be due to the effect of local
ply isolation, see Section 3.4.5. This occurs due to the d_eiopment of
delamination along both sides of a transverse matrix crack either in the
width direction parallel to the transverse crack or in a "thumbnail" fashion
which is more common. As discussed previously, the first type of deiamina-
tion was not observed to be particularly common in the laminates of this
study. Hence their effect is small. Ply isolation produces a significant
effect on stiffness only as that delam_nation become extensive.
In the (0/90/+_45) s layup, isolation of the 450 ply due to 90/45 and 45/-45
interface delaminations easily leads to several percent stiffness loss as d-
elamination increases in area. Thus the difference between observed and
anticipated stiffness loss when based only on a simple sum of that due to
matrix cracking alone and delamination alone should increase as de!amination
extent increases. Table 65 shows this to be the case. For low amounts of
stiffness loss, anticipated and observed values are quite close while at
higher amounts, differences reach 4.3 percent. Thus, the stiffness changes
observed during fatigue loading appear to be well understood for this layup.
Monotonic stiffness losses in (0/÷45) coupons were limited to 6._ percent
and were attributed partJaily to matrix cracking, partially to narrow
regions of delam[nation, and also to transfer of significant load to the 0 °
plies because of isolation of angle ply regions due to combined transverse
cracking and delamination. Observed deiamination alone would add only about
0.5 percent to the 3.6 percent stiffness loss due to transverse cracking
(see Table 41), thus the combined damage state potentially results in up to
4.] percent stiffness loss. Complete isolation of the +450 plies can result
in a 15 percent stiffness loss, according to Table 47 of Section 3.5, while
local isolation of 10 percent of the plies along the coupon edge, as obser-
ved, results in at least 1.5 percent loss. Local isolation of both the +450
plies will add an additional 0.5 to I percent stiffness loss. Fiber frac-
ture is associated with much less than even a one percent change.
3O5
For the (0/45/02/-45/0) s coupons, no significant stiffness loss was
measured. Minor observed fluctuations appeared to be random in nature.
These results are consistent with the observation that matrix cracking at
coupon fracture was far from saturation and did not fully traverse the
coupon width. This matrix cracking would be associated with much less than
even the 0.2 to 0.5 percent stiffness loss analytically calculated assuming
the transverse crack density was fully saturated and all cracks crossed the
coupon width. Further, at most 5 to 10 percent delamination and less than 5
percent associated isolation of the +450 plies were ever observed. According
to Tables 44 and 47, this should also result in much less than a O.2 percent
stiffness loss. Fiber fracture in the 0° plies is again associated with
much less than a 0.5 percent stiffness loss. Therefore, no observable
stiffness loss was analytically expected for this layup and the observed
damage states.
In Section 4.1, anticipated stiffness loss in the (02/904) s tension loaded
coupons due to transverse matrix cracking alone was shown to correlate well
with measured stiffness loss. A similar correlation between matrix crack
density and stiffness loss was found for fatigue loaded coupons. However, in
these experiments delamination at the 0/90 interfaces occurred as did O°
fiber fracture and O ° ply splitting. As indicated in Section 3.3.5, O °
fiber fracture and 0 ° ply splitting result in less than one percent
stiffness loss. In addition, delamination e!one can result in only 0.4
percent stiffness loss. Therefore, the measured stiffness losses of up to
17.1 percent in these fatigue loaded (02/904) s coupons were attributed not
only to matrix cracking, but also tO either combined matrix cracking with
short delaminations at their ends or to complete ply isolation, or both.
For the (02/904) s coupons, matrix cracks with short delaminations at their
ends could conceivably be associated with up to a 10 percent stiffness loss
if the delaminations extend across the coupon width. HOwever, such
extensions beyond a narrow region at the coupon edge were not observed.
Instead, delaminations grew from the intersections of the O° ply splits with
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the 900 ply transverse cracks within the interior of the coupons. Such
combinations _f de!amination and 90° ply matrix cracks result in local, but
not complete isolation of the 90 o plies. If this isolation extends across
the coupon, up to 14 percent stiffness loss can occur, see Table 47 in Sec-
tion 3.4.5. Therefore, the amount of anticipated stiffness loss in these
(02/904) s coupons was obtained by calculating the expected loss associated
with: l) The measured average matrix crack spacing; and 2) the estimated
percent of de!aminated area multiplied times the percent of stiffness loss
due to ply isolation. The second calculation is not entirely correct
b_cause full isolation of the 90° plies is not entirely achieved over the
entire _elaminated area. However, isolation _s complete enough to provide a
reasonable estimate.
A comparison between anticipated stiffness loss and measured values for the
(02/904) s coupons is given in Table 66 for several representative coupons.
The correlation appears to be quite good verifying the analytical approach
for estimating stiffness loss. _e small differences between calculated and
measured values appear to be due to possible errors in estimating delamina-
tion extent and to the lack of complete 900 ply isolation over the entire
delaminated region. Further, the extent of stiffness loss associated with
the matrix cracking and with 90 ° ply isolation is not completely additive,
as mentioned previously. Still the correlation does show that the stiffness
loss associated with these two phenomena do explain most if not all of the
measured values.
o FAILURE CRITERIA
The proposed criteria primarily responsible for inducing 0 ° fiber fracture
are :
2.
Local stress concentrations at transverse matrix crack tips,
Local transfer of load from the angle plie_ to adjacent 0°
plies due to isolation of th_ angle plies by combined
delamination and transverse matrix cracking,
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TABLE 66
COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND
ANTICIPATED STIFFNESS LOSS FOR FATIGUE LOADED
(02/904) s COUPONS
Coupon
ID
_ti_.._ ted
Delaminated Area,
Percent
Total
Stiffness Loss Anticipated Measured
Due to Matrix Stiffness Stiffness
Cracking, Loss, Loss,
Percent Percent Percent
Ai5 O 6.0 6.0 5.7
A6 40 5.5 I1.1 8.8
A22 30 5.O 9- 2 8.9
A25 10 6.9 8.3 9.1
A21 10 5.6 7.0 9.2
A9 10 6.7 9.1 9.3
A31 60 5.8 14.2 12.2
A24 70 6-5 16.3 17.1
3O8
%3. High enough local strain in the 0 ° plies to result in 0 ° fiber
f_acture similar to that which occurs under fatigue load in a
0 v unidirectional laminate at high strains, >0.0080.
These three criteria appear to explain all of the observed experimental
results. The application of these criteria to each of the iayups used in
this study is discussed in this subsection. Criterion I should not have a
major effect unless strains are eiready high. Further, the anaZyses of
Section 3.4 indicated that the effect of the local transverse cra¢_ tip
stress concentration should extend only a few fiber diameters into the
adjacent ply unless the cracked ply is very thick which has been confirmed
3
by Jami_on and Reifsnider L40_. Criterion _ will apply at or above strain
levels of about 0.0070 - 0.0080 strain for these T300 fibers (Section
5.4.6). For global strain levels below approximately 0.0080 strain,
^o
Criterion 2, ply isolation, is the primary reason for failure of the ,J
plies.
Little fiber fracture should be observed prior to fracture in the
(0/90/145) s quasi-isotropic layup, as confirmed experimentally, see
e_pecJally Reference 40. Such high strains are induced in the 00 plies by
local isolation of the angle plies that a large amount of O O fiber fracture
must immediately occur at most fatigue load levels as _oon as ply isolation
occurs. Thus, essentially instant coupon fracture takes place. Such strain
concentrations range from 1.22 to 1.54 times the nominal strain value (see
Table 47). Thus, unless initial strains are quite low in these coupons,
development of ply isolation due to combined de!amination and matrix
cracking requires the application of criterion 2 and criterion I is of
little importance. Similarly, criterion 3 does not dominate unless initial
strains are high. Therefore, at the initial strain levels used in the
program, little 00 fiber fracture was expected for this layup. The work of
F ]
Jamison and Reifsnider [40j confirmed this conclusion.
For the (0/+__45)s layup, the effect on local 0 ° ply strain due to criterion 2
is much less (up to 1.15 due to isolation of the -450 ply, see Table ._7),
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than for the quasi-isotropic layup. This fact allows much higher strains to
be applied under fatigue loading for these coupons without early failure.
However, because delamination and associated angle ply isolation are not
extensive in this laon_p, the other two criteria become much mor_ important.
In fact, for many initial load levels, the more random nature of criterion 3
dominates, and thus the extent of fiber fracture prior to coupon fracture
should be much greater than in a quasi-lsotropic layup. This was observed
to be true qualitatively in this study and quantitatively by Jamison and
Reifsnider L4Oj. Without significant ply isolation, l_itial strains must be
high, above 0.0080, in these coupons to get failure in less than 106 cycles.
However, above this strain level the 0O plies themselves have a much shorter
life. Hence, any further local strain increases due to ply isolation begin
to fracture 00 fibers, since they are now in the same strain range in which
O° fracture OcCurs in a unidirectional laminate subjected to monotonic load.
For this reason, the fatigue life of these coupons at 0.0090 strain or above
is very short.
The reasons for failure of the (0/45102/-45/0) s coupons are exactly the same
as for the (0/+_45) s coupons except that, as indicated by Table 47, the
effect of isolation of the +45 plies is even less. The local strain concen-
tration in the 00 plies due to isolation of the 450 plies is only 1.04 to
1.07. Thus, once again failure criteria I and 3 primarily apply resulting
in eventual coupon failure. The extent of fiber fracture possible before
coupon failure should be even greater than for the C0,/+45)s_ layup, which
has also been verified experimentally [7'32].
Finally, for the (02/904) s layup all three proposed criteria again appear to
adequately explain the observed results. However, in this layup criterion I
becomes more important because of the much higher stress concentration asso-
ciated with an 8-1ayer thick transverse matrix crack compared to a single
layer thick crack (see SectiOn 3.5)- In addition, 0 ° fiber bundles, caused
by combined 0/90 interface delamination and 00 ply splitting, fracture near
the grips because of high stress concentration, as experimentally described
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in Section 2.5. This condition leads to a modified form of criterion 2
since large strain inc1"eases in the 00 plies result due to the complete loss
of the load carrying capacity of these 00 fiber bundles. Finally, local
isolation of the 900 ply because of 0/90 interface delamination leads to a
14 percent increases in local strain.
For all !ayup_, the rather sudden coupon fracture, without any general
obvious warning, appears also to be understandable by combining the three
[29,30,75-77]
failure criteria with _ne work of Harlow and Phoenix _ -. They
showed that only a few fiber fractures, or fractures adjacent to statisti-
cally weak fibers, in a small statistically significant region are necessary
[40 l
to cause general 0 ° ply fracture. Jcmison and Reifsnlder _ confirmed this
in the (0/90/+_45) s and the (0/+_45) s laminates by carefully counting single.
double, triple, etc., 0 ° fiber breakage groups. The observed incidence of
groups of two broken fibers found prior to coupon fracture was much less
than single broken fibers while groups of three were even less than groups
of two. Groups of four or more _ere rarely if ever observed prior to coupon
fracture.
Because of the three failure criteria, random fracture of the weakest
fibers take place during fatigue loading. This cannot result in observable
stiffness change, see Section _._.6. Coupon fracture cannot occur until a
statistically significant region of broken fibers and unbroken weak fibers
developes such that a large reFion of fibers fracture together. When the
correct, small number of 0 °f]ber fractures eventually occurs in a s]gnifi-
cant!y significant small region, 00 ply fracture occurs and the experiment-
ally observed sudden coupon failure eventuates.
w"
Jm*
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o STRAIN TO FAILURE
Based on the proposed failure criterion for the 00 plies, coupon fatigue
life was inferred to be very short if local strains Of 0.0080 Or higher
occur. Therefore, global failure strain In fatigue must always be at least
"_11
15 percent below the monotonic failure strain just due to criterion 3.
Failure strain in fatigue can even be as much as 30 to 40 percent lower if
criterion 2 is substantially involved. This is the case with the
(O/90/+_45) s, (O/*_45) s and (02/904) s layups. Thus, the 15 to 35 percent
difference between strain to failure under fatigue loading and that under
monotonic loading is easily understandable.
0 FATIGUE LIFE "RUNOUT"
Previous investigations_7,32#[] have indicated that there may be a strain
level below which fatigue failure of unnotched graphite/epoxy laminates will
not occur under constant amplitude load. The failure criteria proposed
above imply that such limits do exist. By criterion 3, local strains in the
0 ° plies above 0.0075 to 0.0080 should lead to eventual fatigue failure
within 106 to 107 cycles. Therefore, if criteria I and 2 conditions exist
and local induced strains are above 0.0080, then fatigue failure must
eventually occur. However, if local strain does not increase to at least
0.0075 to 0.0080, fatigue life would probably be longer than the expected
life of the structure. This occurs because the fatigue life of the 0° plies
themselves becomes extremely long below a strain level of about 0.0075 -
 38]
0.0080 L . The strain level of 0.0080 was somewhat arbitraily selected ,_s
a cutoff strain for long life (>> 107 cycles) in the 0 ° plies.
Based upon this analysis, the three 0° ply failure criteria and the results
of Table 47, maximum permissible strain levels for long fatigue life (>>107
cycles) were calculated for each mu3tiang!e ply !,minate. The "runout"
strain was ca!-u!ated by dividing the long life strain of 0.0080 for the 0 °
plies by the maxii_um possible strain concentration due to ply iso!atxon for
each laminate. This is equivalent to transferring all load to the 0° plies.
Results are shown in Table 67 along with estimated strain levels based on
experiment. The strain level for the (02/904) s layup was more difficult to
estimate because of the 0 ° ply bundles, caused by 0/90 interface
delamination and 0 ° ply splitting, being removed from load
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TABLF 67
COMPARISON BETWEEN ANALYTICALLY DERIVED AND EXPERIMENTALLY BASED
ESTIMATES OF FATIGUE LIFE "RUNOUT" STRAINS
Laminate
(olom/±45;_
(0/45/90/-45)2s
(o/+_45)s
(01451021-45/0) s
(02/904) s
Analytically
Estimated
Fatigue
Life "Runout"
Strain level
O.OO52
0.0052
O.OO63
O.OO75
<0.0060
Experimentally
Ba-od Farl_ue
Life "Runout"
_traln _vel
<0.0060
_0.0044 _
<0.0070
<0.0080
~0.0050
Ii
f
ii
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carrying paths by fracture at the grips. Therefore, a "runout" strain was
calculated by taking account of the effect of the 1.14 strain concentration
due to ply isolation combined with the reduction due to the 00 fiber "fati-
gue life threshold" plus the effect of the transverse 90 ° cracks. This re-
sulted in a slightly uncOnservative estimate because the effect of C° fiber
bundle fracture was ignored. For the other layups, the hypothesis of a
strain below which tension-tenslon, constant amplitude fatigue life is
excessively long appears to be well supported. For the (0/45/90/-45)2.
layup, the "runout" strain may be somewhat unconserlative. For this layup,
coupons were cycled to 107 cyc!es [7] and this data indicated that a 0° ply
"runout" strain of 0.0075 may be a better choice than the selected value of
0.0080.
The global "runout" strain hypothesized is a lower bound for the fatigue
stress-life curve. Below this strain level, matrix cracking and delamlna-
tion can initiate and grow. However, sufficient strain concentration cannot
occur below the fatigue life "runout" strain to raise the local strain level
above 0.0080. Therefore, fracture of the coupon does not eventuate. The
strain level above which damage will initiate, but not grow sufficiently to
cause coupon fracture, must be calculated using strain energy rate analysis
and experimental data for the critical G. This approach allows calculation
of such effects as ply thickness. Thus the lower bound on the fatigue life
curve is calculated by free body type, strain concentration analysis (see
Section 3.4.5), and the lower bound for onset of matrix damage and
de!amination by strain energy release rate analysis (see Section 3.1 and
Reference 41).
o EXTENT OF SCATTER
As discussed in the introduction, laminated, graphite/epoxy composites must
inherently exhibit relatively large scatter in fatigue life. This is due to
the four reasons listed in Section 4.1. If the layup geometry is such that
fracture Of the 0° fibers is dominated by failure criterion 2, ply
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isOlatio_, then scatter in fatigue life is primarily dominated by the
microstructure and not the fiber properties. However, if 0 ° ply failure
criterion 3 dominates, as for the (0/÷45) a Or (0/45/02/-45/0)s layups,
fatigue life is primarily influenced by the scatter in fiber strength, and
the randomness of multiple O0 fiber fractures. Since individual 00 fiber
strength is highly variable and a statistically significant group of a few
adjacent fiber fractures are required for failure, associated fatigue life
scatter must he large relative to that dominated by the laminate micro-
structure. Therefore, quasi-isotropic layups generally have a scatter in
fatigue life of about one order of magnitude because failure is dominated by
criterion 2. In contrast the (0/÷_45)S , (0/45/02/-45/0)s , and (C2/904) s lay-
ups all exhibit a fatigue life scatter much in excess of two orders of mag-
nitude because their failure lives are controlled primarily by criterion 3.
o FRACTURE APPEARANCE
Coupons which failed under fatigue load tended to exhibit 0° ply fracture
along the angle of the adjacent ply. Again, as for the monotonically loaded
coupons, this appears to occur because the 0° fiber fracture follows along
the high strain concentration field induced by the transverse matrix cracks
and by local off-axis ply isolation.
o SHAPE OF STRESS (STRAIN) -- LIFE CURVE
f
Based upon the above discussion of both the effect of monotonic and fatigue
loading, the shape of the stress-life curve for tension-tension loads can
apparently be estimated without great difficulty. The strength at zero
cycles can be calculated baaed upon the strain to failure under monotonic
load, which is generally a constant value easily calculated using ¥eibull
statistics from 0° unidirectional data. Stiffness is calculated using the
rule of mixtures modified, if necessary, by the correction for delamination
suggested by O'Brien [72] (see Section 3.3.4). The strain at fatigue life
"runout" is calculated by determining the maximum possible local strain
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concentration due to ply isolation, by a simple rule of mixtures, and divid-
ing this into the maximum strain level below which fatigue life in the 0°
unidirectional layup is greater than 107 cycles. The fatigue stress-life
curve is constructed by first determining the scatter at 10 ° cycles, i.e.,
under monotonic tension load. Scatter in the monotonic tension properties is
determined by free body type strain concentration analysis for discerning
whether 00 fiber failure criterion 2 or 3 applies, and adjusting the scatter
factor as discussed in Section 4.1. A line drawn between the lower 2_ scat-
ter band at 100 cycles to the strain (or stress) at a "runout", arbitrarily
selected at 106 cycles, provides a lower bound to the fatigue stress-life
curve. An upper bound is obtained by connecting a line from the upper 2_
scatter band at 10 0 cycles to a point at "runout" equidistent from the
lower bound line on the strain axis. Scatter in fatigue life is
automatically given by the two described bounds. As previously mentioned,
the lower bound for matrix damage initiation (which does not lead to coupon
fracture) can be determined by strain energy release rate analysis.
Estimating the stress (strain) - life curve for laminates containing _o
plies and subjected to tensile load thus appears to be possible based upon:
I) lamina data, for use in the free body type of analysis for calculating
strain concentration; 2) fatigue data for the 0 ° plies, or other reasonable
estimate of the maximum strain for "infinite" life in the O ° plies; 5) a
rule of mixtures analysis for determination of dominance of criterion 2 or
based on the free body type analysis; and 4) calculation of the lower bound
of the fatigue life curve by dividing the strain for "infinite" fatigue life
of the 0° plies by the strain concentration factor.
4.3 RESIDUAL STRENGTH LOADING
0 DAMAGE STATE AND STIFFNESS CHANGE
Neither the damage state nor associated stiffness changed during residual
strength loading beyond that observed at the end of fatigue loading. This
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result makesanalytical sense since a single load cycle cannot cause much
change once matrix crack saturation has occurred, which happens early in
fatigue life for most la_Jps or never occurs in a few laminates like the
(O/45/O2/-45/O) s !ayup. Further, additional de!amination growth must be
fairly extensive to be reflected in significant stiffness change.
!
I
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o STRAIN TO FAILURE
The average strain to failure of the (0/90/+_45) s coupons subjected to
residual strength loading was found to be the same as the monotonic loading
despite the presence of often extensive delamination. The reason for this
can again be based on criterion 2 of Section 4.2. The effect of a local
strain concentration in the O ° plies, due to +45 ° ply isolation by
de!amination and matrix cracking, is so high (1.43) that coupon failure
occurs rapidly. However, if fatigue loading is interrupted prior to failure
and the coupon is loaded monotonically to failure, the probability of having
that same severe strain concentration condition is so low that the avezage
strain to failure remains unchanged. Thus coupon failure during fatigue
loading can be explained for the same reason that residual strain to failure
cannot be found to change.
The average residual strength of the (O/90/+45) coupons was, however,
w S
somewhat lower than the original strength due to fatigue load induced
stiffness decrease. Although stiffness decrease does correlate well with
delaminated area only average residual strength correlates with stiffness
change. This is because strain to failure is a highly stochastic processa
and residual strength strain to failure is not significantly influenced by
the damage state.
Up to s 6 percent decrease in strain to failure durlng residual strength
coupons [32]. In this
experimentation has been observed in (0/45/90/-45)2 s
layup, a common O ° ply strain concentration is that due to local isolation
of the 90° ply which results in a ten percent increase in local strain, see
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Table 47. This is in contrast te the '3/<m_/+45 _, [ayup where isolation of
-- s
o
the most !]KeGy plies, -4_ , resu? ts in a 4 7 percent increase in local
strain concentration. Frus if the i_itia! maxi_,_ strain under fatigue
loading Js low enough, local aC _ fly isolation can occur without coupon
failure in the r"_t,_,/c<)__/-:i_. 7aminate. Therefore, if a coupon contaJnin_
local -/_o ply isolation is loaded in _onoton]c tension prior to fatigue
failure, sa,_.e r_Juction in strain t: failure would be observed. However,
tnie effect shcu!J lessen as the initial fatifue strain is increased because
of the pr_cortlonate]y _reater effe't of strain concentration. This was
indeed observed by _y:i_r ani Walker ..... where t_ residu_ l strain to
failure for t_is laminate differed by less than _ oercent from the oni_inal
monotlni; strain to failure for c._u_ons at hJF'r fatigue !_ad, but by { to -'
percent for coupons at a lower fatigue "lad.
, ._x . obs ..... the same !ac_ af residu_ strenptn strain to failure
change fo-. a ,.,,.r.;_,;/(-_+'___.13yu_. ":coded at a relatively_ low fatigue strain
-- s
level. _his. case is similar t_ that for the '_,,"_', '+_:'_ !ayup of *_s_,,
-- S
stud)'. However, in the _+45 ;_s:_i)J i avup at hitcher_ strain 7levels, t,_e
-- s
dominant ÷I = ' "_,'-_ interface de!a_inati_.ns can significantly extend a!an_- t_e
+45 transverse matrix cracks, Such de!amjnations can a!so be of ]ar_ie area.
This does not _'er.era]]-" occur in the '.3:"6 ]a.-.]nate where the -..._.
interface de!e-,,ination is dominant, in t_e (+4;j/3,"'31 ia=,nate, the 1.5 _
-- S
strain nonces+ration is !cw _.ouch _n,] the exten* _ ._r /_._ interface
de!am]nation ,_;sl]y !_r¢e enou¢h th£t unJer resiJua" strenctn ioadin@ a
reduced strain to _.i_ure._ may be exhibited. _:"_rien- o'tserved that two
r_q/ _=/c/o{-,] laminate had a reduced strai._ inhigh strain coupons of a .- ........
s
residual strength !oadin_ and that both coupons indeed did _.9ve _ _oe_aminati on
a!on@ the ÷&53 matrix cracl<s.
For the fO/+4_,. _, !ayuD, initial strains have to be fairly high to induce
-- s
fatigue failures because the !ayup tends not to de!aminate. However, when
de]amination occurs and when the -4 _°., plies are thereby locally isolated,
associated local strain concentrations in the 0 ° plies are 1.15 to 1.26.
Theseare high enough to quickly raise local strains to 0.0090 to 0.0100, a
range associated with a very short fatigue life for the 0° plies. Hence,
once again, if a fatigue loaded coupon is subjected to a residual strength
experiment, the probability of observing a strain to failure below the
average original monotonic value is low. This is because the probability is
remote of interrupting the fatigue load during the time when a significant
local strain concentration has occurred and before the fast failure event
of, perhaps, a few cycles. Therefore, the average strain to failure in this
laminate was unchanged from the or_gina! value. However, as for the
(C/90/+_5) coupons, average residual strength was reduced a few percent
D s
since stiffness decreased during the prior fatigue loading.
The results of the residual strength experiments for the (0/45/02/-d5/O) s
layup are again traceable to the damage state and failure criteria 2 and 3
of Section 4.2. Like the (0/_45) s laminate, this layup does not tend to
significantly de!aminate. If de!amination does develop the combination of
delamination and matrix cracking results in 450 ply isolation associated
with a local stra]n concentration of at most 1.07, see Table 47. This low
strain concentration is generally not sufficient to result in 0 ° ply
fracture unless initial cyclic strains are quite high, say above 0.0085.
Therefore, continued fatigue cycling at strains between C.O070 - 0.0085
leads to more and more 0 ° fiber fracture and eventual coupon failure when a
statistically significant local concentration of fiber fracture develoFs
(see Section 3.5.2). In contrast to the previous two !ayups, if cycling of
a coupon is interrupted, there is a high probability that large amomnts of
induced O ° fiber breakage _il! be present. The additional increase in strain
that occurs during a residual strength test will most likely induce a
statistically significant combination of fiber breakage rather soon after
the maximum fatigue strain is exceeded. This will result in a s!igh¢ly
lower average strain to failure than the original monotonic tension coupons.
A 9 percent decrease was found experimentally, see Section 2.4. This
failure scenario not only explains why most coupons should have some reduced
strain to failure, but also that the amount of decrease should not generally
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relate directly to the extent of matri_ cracking or de!amination. Such
damage has only a relatively small effect on fiber breakage in this !ayup
and thus snou!d be only roughly correlated with strain to failure. This was
also experimentally obser;ed in Section _.4, where the strains to failure of
all residual strength coupons were decreased below the average monot3nJc
tension value. The largest decrease did ro_gh!y correlate with de!amination
extent, but some de!aminated coupons ha_ a relatively high strain to failure
and some unde!aminated ones. a relatively low value.
! _,p,
Finally, for the O_/ _Z) COUDOns a rather fazi!iar description _ l_a_p_.es to
the obse:wed average strain t) failure in residual strength. The effect of
local strain concentration and fracture of 3 ° fiber hund!es results in
strain to failure under residual strength loading being essentially the same
as that under monotonic loading, 0.0089 versus O.CO_. Initial fatigue
strains must be fairly low to obtain a reasonably long fatigue life because
of O 0 fiber bundle isolation and fracture. The development of local eom_p!ete
p-_y iso!ation essentially eliminates the large stress concentration due to
the _o ply transverse matrix cracks. The effect of this is that interrupt-
ing a coupon prior to fatigue fai!ure for a residual strength test ei the--
results in a strain to failure determined by high stress concentration in-
duced by the presence of complete ply iso__ation or by that induced by the
transverse cracks if no delamination exists. These two effects have
essentially the same magnitude, but are not !oca]!y additive since only one
or the other has an effect. Therefore, the average resJ_ua! strength strain
to failure is close to that of the orjgJna! monotonic tension coupons which
contain only transverse matrix cracks. The fracture of C 0 fiber bundles
could potentially further reduce the residual strength strain t9 failure,
but clearly this is not a large effect because the residual strength strain
to failure is so close to the monotonic tension value. This effect is small
because the bundle widths are small (2.5 mm or less) and few of them
fracture prior to loading for residual strength. If many bundles fracture,
coupons would fail under fatigue loading.
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O FRACTURE APPEARANCE
As for the monotonic and fat±gue coupons, the 0 ° plies of the residual
s+,ength coupons tended to fracture parallel to the adjacent ply. The
reason was the same as that previously discussed in SectAon 4.1.
4.4 SUMMARY OF ANALYTICAL/EXPERI_NTAL RESULT COMPARISON
A summarizing set of tables and figures was prepared which compare the
experimentally obtained results for each laminate and those expectable based
upon the analytical results. The material properties shown in Table 68 were
used to calculate the analytical results. These lamina data appeared to be
reasonably good values, but will of course, lead to slight errors in the
!aminate results because of batch-to-batch property variations.
Table 69 shows the comparison summary of average values for the monotonic
tension experiments. De!amination tendency was anticipated based on the
magnitude and sign of the free edge stresses for these !ayups. This table
is a sumary of the comparisons discussed in detail in Section 4.1.
S_iffness was calculated using the ADVLA_ laminate sna!ysis code. The
stiffness loss was calculated usin_ the observed matrix crack spacin_ and
the effective stiffness analysis of Section 5.5-I. Little additional loss
would be expected even at fu!! saturation of each ply unless !ar_e end
de!aminations occurred at the crack tips. This was neither a _enera!!y
[7,15,40]
anticipated _ _ nor experimentally observed phenomenon. Strain to
failure was based upon Weibu!! statistics and the 0 ° unidirectional strain
to failure properties, see Section 3.6. For the (02/904) s laminate, the
additional effect of a large strain concentration at the transverse crack
tips due to the 8 layer thick 90 ° ply was qualitatively estimated based upon
the study by Crossman et. a!.[52]. StrenEth was calculated by the
multiplication of stiffness, reduced by the loss associated with full matrix
crack saturation, and the expected strain to failure.
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TABLE 6_
LAMINA ?ROPERTIES USED IN
SUMMARY COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
E11 = 163.4 GPa (23.7 Msi)
E22- 10.2 GPa (1.48 Msi)
G12 - G15 - 6.48 CPa (0.94 Msi)
G23 = 3.79 GPa (0.55 Msl)
= = 0.30
'12 13
= 0.54
_23
(D) 4 strain to failure = 0.0098
r
strain to failure = 0.0095 _
(0)16
00 strength Weibull exponent, _, = 18. 4[_]
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The remaining three anticipated properties were obtained somewhat more
qua!itative!y. The dominant fracture anE!e of the entire coupon is essen-
tially that which occurs in the 0 ° plies and thus is determined by the local
stress concentration and the angle ol t_e adjacent ply. An estimate of
scatter can be anticipated based upon the ,eibu!! type statistical variation
in strength. The limiting scatter case occurs for the 0o unidirectiona_
laminates. Any laminate containing off axis plies reduces the inherent
scatter Of the 0 ° plies because cf development of local strain concentration
due to ply isolation. Thus, the _reater the amount of possible strain
concentation due to ply isolation, the less the scatter in strength. Zuch
ply isolation occurs under monotonic load only very near failure in these
!ayups and thus does not sJgnificant!y affect the strain to failure, as
discussed in Section 4.1. In fact, for the non quasi-isotropic layups, very
little ply isolation was observed to develop under monotonic tension
• !ayups no ply isolation w_s
_oadin@. For the (0/45/02/-45/0) s and (02/9D4) s
observed.
Scatter in the '02/904"' )s laminate monotonic tensio_ properties is greatly
affected by the 90 ° ply transverse matrix cracks. The high stress
concentration due to these transverse cracks not only reduces the average
strain to failure, but also can result in coupon fracture !on@ before the
matrix crack density becomes !ar_e. This occurred in coupons AI and A2_.
This effect of the transverse cracks leads to scatter in the rO^/oO.
• Z' _ 4;S
monotonic tension data being even larger than that for the _O),
unidirectional coupons.
Based upon the above discussion, the Weibu!! scatter parameter for the
(02/904) s !ayup was qualitatively estimated to be slightly less (higher
scatter) than the 00 unidirectional value of I_.C. The scatter in the
(0/45/02/-45/0) s and (0/45/-45) s !ayups was considered to be qualitatively
less than that for the (02/904) s !ayup and thus arbitrarily, but reasonably,
put at 25. The parameter for the quasi-isotropic !ayups was placed at 35
because their scatter should be sJgnificant!y less than that of the o_her
324
layups since local strain concentrations of up to 1.54 can develop. The
coefficient of variation values are based upon the Weibul! scatter
parameters and were included to allow fatigue curves to be drawn as
discussed later. A!l of these values were obtained based on the assumption
that some coupons did not have manufacturing induoed defects not present in
others. Such a situation should lead to significantly increased scatter, as
experimentally confi_ed [6'7] .
The excellent correlation is apparent in Table 69 between the analytically
anticipated results and the experimental results. The scatter in strength
for the (0/45/-45) t _minate is higher than anticipated, but this is
be!ie_,ed to be due to the m_nufacturing defect problem with these coupons as
discussed in Section 2.3. The experimentally determined strain to failure,
hence strength, for the (01451021-4510) s laminate is approximately five
percent higher than that anticipated, but this is believed to be
attributable to batch-to-batch variations in material properties. The
anticipated Weibu!! scatter parameters appeared to be reasonable qua!itative
estimates for coupons without significant anomalies.
In Table 70, analytically anticipated and experimentally deter_,ined fatigue
properties are compared. The analysis techniques were detailed in Section 3
and their applicability discussed in Section 4.2; Table 70 is simply a
summary. The extent of stiffness loss for the (0/45/90/-45)2s !ayup was not
recorded for most coupons, hence the accuracy of the analysis could not be
checked. The extent of scatter was estimated qualitatively based upon the
nature of the parameters which control scatter as discussed in Section 4.2.
Based upon Tables 69 and 70, fatigue stress-life curves were estimated for
each of the five laminates and compared to the experimental results. The
fatigue life at 10° cycles was estimated using the analytically derived data
of Table 69. A "runout" strain, converted to stress, was obtained from
Table 70. This runout strain was placed at 106 cycles on a logarithmic
scale. This was done for two reasons. _irst, any shorter fatigue life is
325
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Jnot traditionally considered as a "runout", long fatigue life. Second,
selecting any longer life does not significantly affect the curve boundaries
and 106 does provide a convenient, c_nservative fatigue life estimate. Thus
a lower boundary for the fatigue stress-life curve was drawn as a straight
line between the lower scatter boundary estimate at 100 cycles and the
fatigue "runout" stress at 106 cycles. Am upper bound was selected as a
constant vertical width above the lower bound with the width being equal to
the static scatter band. This rather simplistic approach gives a straight
line fatigue stress-life curve. The more traditional S shape would be more
rea!istlc because the scatter in fatigue life for coupons loaded near the
static ultimate strength is still quite large. However, the simplified
approach did not prove to be particularly unrealistic. Prediction of a
lower bound for damage development with eventual coupon fracture requires a
strain energy release rate analysis as previously discussed.
In Figures 116 to 120, the analytically derived fatigue stress-life curves
are compared to the actual fatigue data. In the ca!culation of the fatigue
curves, no allowance was made for the effect of stress range. This is known
to affect the fatigue curve and thus cannot be ignored _ . For the fatigue
load reJ_eriments conducted at R = +0. I in this program, the effect is
sma!! L6jbut the curves would generally be raised somewhat making them even
_ !ayup, Figure 116, thecloser to the actual data. For the (0/cx)/+45) s .
analytical curve is somewhat conservative compared to the actual data,
although a more realistic and traditional S shaped curve combined with
accounting for the R = +O.1 stress ratio would almost completely correct
this conservatism. In Figure 117, the analytically based curve and the
experimental data agree extremely well partially due to the fact tr.ese data
were obtained at R = 0.0 and not +0.1 as for the other layupa. The "runout"
r _
strain has been observed L7j to be slightly lower than that theoretically
anticipated in Table 70, but that may possibly again be due to
batch-to-batch variations. In addition, the assumption of a long life at
0.0080 strain for O° unidirectional coupons is somewhat unconservative. The
(O/*_45) s data in Figure 118 again shows a good fit to the ana!ysis curve as
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do the (O/45/O2/-45/O) s data in Figure 119. If the effect of R ratio were
accounted for, they would be in even closer agreement. For the (02/904) s
data, Figure 120, the analytical curve is not conservative although the data
still fit wel!. The error in conservatism was expected because the effect
of the O ° fiber bundle breakage was not taken into account. Note, however,
that Figure 120 indicates that th]s effect is small because the analytical
and experimental results are in close agreement.
A summary comparison of analytical and experimental results for the residual
strength experiments is given in Table 71. The lack of any analytically
anticipated further significant changes in damage state and stiffness change
was based upon the previously mentioned fact that one additional cycle for
these layups cannot have a large effect since the majority of the possible
changes have already occurred. The reasons for the observed average strain
to failures were discussed in Section 4.3. For the (0/_/45/-45) s laminate,
no change in strain to failure compared to the monotonic tension value was
expected and none was observed. A similar result occurred for the
(0/45/-45) s and the (02/904) s laminates. The maximum analytically antici-
pated percent change in the strain to failure of the (0/45/90/-45) laminate
s
was I: percent as compared to an observed value of 9 percent. For the
(O/dS/O2/-_5/O)s laminate, the initial fatigue load strains were high enough
to lead to significant 00 fiber fracture and thus a potentially reduced
strain to failure in residual strength. The analytical estimete of an II
percent decrease in strain to 0.O010 was based upon a qualitative
evaluation. Residual strength was estimated by multiplying the range of
analytically expected stiffness values, those decreased by matrix cracMing
and de!amination, and the anticipated strain to failure. The comparisons
again appear to be reasonable.
4.5 SUMMARY
The results of the analytical part of this investigation appeared to compare
extremely well to the experimental results. Two important conclusions were
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based upon the comparison. First, a relatively simple procedure exists for
estimating monotonic strength, fatigue life, and residual strength proper-
ties of mu!ti-an_!e ply laminates based only on lamina properties. Second,
given a Known damage state, stiffness and strength can be accurately ca_zu-
!ated. However, remainin_ fatigue :ire for a particular coupon is a nicn!y
stochastic Jariat]e an_ cannot be reliably estimated Knowin_ the damage
state. The procedure for estJmatin_ strength, fatigue life and residual
strength consists of t_e f_!!owin_ steps:
o
o
Ca2culation _f strain t9 failure based upon 9° unidirection_"
strain to fai_.ure a!on_ with a calculation of the effect _f
vol _e ;
Calculation of stiffness by sir.p!e laminate analysis u_in_
lamina properties;
Calculation of reduced stiffness by accounting f_r effect of
saturated matrix cracking (and de!amination, if necessary);
a. Calculation of strength by multiplying reduced stiffness by
estimated strain to failure;
_o
5- Estimation of scatter based upon statistical scatter of
unidirectional laminate monotonic tension failure data and
qualitative adjustment for effect of ply isolation;
_o
e
10.
Calculation of a lower bound strain for the fatigue curve by
determinin_ the largest strain concentration due t_ ply
isolation and dividin_ this into the lower bound fatigue
strain for a : unidirectiona! laminate;
Construction of an S-N curve as per the procedure described
in Section _._;
Estimate of strain to failure under residual strenFth loading
by calculating possible types of ply isolation;
Estimate of range of pgssib!e stiffness values during
residual strength experimentation by allowing for transverse
matrix cracking, de!amination, and ply isolation.
Calculation of range of residual strength by multiplying
estimated strain to failure by estimated range in stiffness.
335
This procedure is siaple aad straight forward and requires no coaplex
analysis. The general validity of the procedure requires further
verification by calcu!ating anticipated results for new !ayups followed by
experimental verification or refutation.
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SECTION 5
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS
In this section, a summary is given of each of the major conclusions drawn
from this study, followed by a discussion of some of the implications, and
finally by a list of recommendations for future research.
5- : CONCLUSIONS
The principal conclusions reached during this investigation are listed below
in the order in which they were discussed in the first four sections. The
number in parenthesis after each conclusion refers to the section in which
the relevant idea is primarily discussed.
o
o
o
If a damage state is known, stiffness and strength can be
relatively simply calculated (4).
Residual strength is not directly related to fatigue life
(4).
Exclusive of external impact, changes in laminate stiffness
are associated with seven possible damage conditions. These
are :
I.
2.
j-
4.
5-
6.
7.
Transverse matrix cracking.
Interaction of relative stiffness of adjacent
constraining plies and transverse cracks.
Transverse matrix cracks with end delaminations
Interply delamination.
Isolation of an off axis ply from the loading.
Ply splitting.
Fiber fracture.
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Change in stiffness is primarily associated with: I)
transverse matrix cracking; 2) interply delamination; and 3)
local ply isolation due to combined matrix cracking and
delamination (3.3, 3.4, 4.1, 4.2).
Relative stiffness of constraining plies, 0° ply splitting
and fiber fracture combined have only a small effect on
stiffness change (3.3.2).
Small delaminations at the end of transverse matrix cracks
are potentially associated with significant stiffness change,
but since they do not generally extend into the coupon
interior they do not usually have a large effect (3.3.3)-
Of the ma_y theories discussed as possible criteria for
inducing 0 _ fiber and ply fracture_, three were found to be
comparable with experimental results (3.4)- These are:
I. Local stream concentrations at transverse cracR tips;
@ Local stress concentration due to isolation Of adjacent
plies because of delamination and transverse matrix
crackin_ calculated by free body type analysis;
o 0 ° ply stress above threshold of 0 ° unidirectional
fatigue failure.
Other possible theories of 0° ply fracture did not appear to
be reasonable (3.4). _ese were:
;. Deterministic strength theories,
2. Statistical fiber bundle theory,
3- Linear elastic fracture mechanics,
4a
5.
Free edge stresses,
In-plane cracks within the 0 ° plies.
Complex, costly, and time consuming 3-D finite element
analysis of damage states does not necessarily lead to great
improvements in accuracy of estimated stress concentrations
(3.5). Relatively simple t_ dimensional free body type
models of damage state, which can be used to bound a problem,
appear to be of more value than complex three dimensional
models which actually may only be providing conservative
estimates of stress concentration.
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Stress concentrations do occur due to the presence of damage,
but generally sharp stress concentrations do not occur in the
primary load carrying 0 0 ply. Hence, fracture toughness
concepts do not lead to useful failure criteria for laminates
(3.4, 7.6).
o
o
Damage growth (both direction and rate) generally depends on
complex relations among G., G.., and G .... In addition1 II • A_£
assumed models must be constantly a_tered to accomodate
growth. This renders the use of such complex 3-D models
questionable (3.5).
The strain to failure of a 0 ° ply is dependent upon volume
and thus the strain to failure under monotonic load of a 0°
unidirectional laminate can be related to those laminates
containin_ off axis plies by a Weibull type statistical
analysis of volume ratios (3.6).
o S_tiatical scatter in properties is primarily believed to be
due to: 1) the intrinsic sis. of the microatructure relative
Co the _eemetric d_lons; 2) the variability in fib_
ltre_th_ 3) the requirelent of only a few adjacent
statistically 8_nificant fiber fractures te triter _eneral
failure of a 0 ply; 4) local strain concentration due to
coubined delamtnation and matrix cracking.
A relatively simpie procedure exists for anZicipating
mo_tonic, fatigue, and residual strength load|ng properties
of unnotched a laminated graphlte/epoxy coupon8 (containing at
least some O- plies) based only upon lamina properties (4).
The relation between damage state and fatigue life of a
particular coupon is highly stochastic. Thus the fatigue
life of individual coupons is quite difficult to predict.
Instead, anticipation of the population life is a more
reasonable undertaking (4).
5.2 IMPLICATIONS
Based upon the results of the experiments and the analysis, the success of
the analytical and experimental comparison, and upon the conclusions of
Section 5.1, several implications were drawn. These implications are con-
cluslons in a sense, but not as well demonstrated as those in Section 5._o
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L.
o
The analytical study resulted in an explanation of disparate
experimental results from many different investigations. For
many, if not most layups, residual strength does not decrease
except just before fatigue failure. The "su_d_nQdeath = rep-
resentation of residual strength degradation _"_J is correct
for these layups. For some quasi-isotropic layups, residual
strength does decrease, although not in a smooth fashion.
Thus repr_nlt_ns which assume residual strength
degradation L ' ' 'J are partially correct.
The simplified procedure for estimating monotonic, fatigue,
and residual strength properties provides a basis for
comparing one laminate to another in a design type format.
The empirically based awareness that thick plies lead to
potential difficulties can be a_alytically understood and
amttellmted ba_md on ttm results of this study combined with
timt of other investigations (lee, for example, Reference
This Investisatlon has shoun that relatively simple analysis
procedures exist for estimating strength, constdnt amplitude
fatigue, and residual strength properties under tension load
of unnotched laminated graphite/epoxy composites. The
implication is that nOt only do such techniques exist for the
unnotched case, but also for the notched case.
Further understanding and anticipation of the fatigue
properties of notched coupons could be studied as an
extension of the tension loaded case. For example, consider
a quasi-isotropic laminate. First, the notc_rength can
be estimated by well known simple approaches L'vvJ- Second,
the lower bound of the fatigue curve can be estimated using
the reasonable assumption that fatigue loading leads to local
ply isolation at the notch. Hence, any global applied strain
less than approximately 0.0080 divided by the maximum stress
concentration (1.54 for quasi-iaotropic laminates_ leads to
excessively long =infinite = fatigue life. Allowance must, of
course, be made for the effect of the reduced section size of
the notch. As a first approximation, this might be estimated
by dividing the ratio of the areas into the lower bound
strain estimate giving a further reduction. Naturally a more
rigorous analysis Is required to support such a simple
supposition, but the fit to experimental data is quite
reasonable as shown in Figure 121.
The difference between the calculated lower bound fatigue
life "runout = strain and that due to a circular notch is
.o
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orelatively small. Further, any higher globally applied
strains lead to high local strains due to ply isolation.
This leads to large scatter in fatigue life since local
strains in the 0° are then above 0.0080. At this strain
level the scatter in the fatigue life is now determined by
the 0 ° plies. In addition, before significant delamination
develops notch acuity may greatly reduce the life of a few
"weak" coupons. Therefore, the fatigue stress-life curve
should be narrowly bounded and have large scatter. This type
of data is shown in Figure 121.
Perhaps, even for the case of spectrum fatigue Loading,
relatively simple procedures exist for estimating response.
In Reference 13, indications are given that rather simple
rules may apply.
5-5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Based upon the conclusions of this investigation and the implications,
several recommendations for future research are offered.
o
o
Confirm the reliability of the analytically based predictive
procedure for anticipatin_ strength for laminates which tend
to delaminate under monotonic load.
Develop anticipated results for other laminates, manufacture
the laminates and obtain experimental confirmation of the
analytical results.
Develop analysis techniques which anticipate the effect of R
ratio.
Confirm and further develop the procedure proposed in Section
5.2 for anticipating the effect of notches on fatigue life.
Investigate the hypothesis of using Weibull type statistical
analysis, based on volume, to anticipate the strain to
failure of 0° plies.
Develop analytical models for compression dominated fatigue;
investigate the possibility of bounding the fatigue curves by
a buckling analysis which primarily considers the geometric
constraint conditions.
Investigate the feasibility of analyzing complex damage
states, such as those induced by impact, by simple models of
damage, such as partially through-the-thickness holes for
non-penetratin_ impact damage.
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APPENDIX A
MATE'_IALANDCOUPONMANUFACTURE
All of the coupons used in this program were obtained from panels
manufactured of T300/5206_graphite/epoxy materials. Couponsof the {3)
4'
(0/90/+_45)s, and (0/*__45)s layups were supplied by NASA while those of the
(0/45/02/-45/0) s and (02/904) s l_yups were manufactured by Lockheed. All
coupons were of nominal dimensions 254 mm (10 in.) long by 38.1 mm (1.5 in.)
wide. _"ne NASA supplied coupons were manufactured by MacDonald-_ouglas
Aircraft Company, Long Beach, on December 10, 1979 from Narmco batch No.
1445, rolls 2 and 10. The Lockheed manufactured panels were cured on
September 27, 1982 from Nammco hatch 1890, Roll No. 21. C-scans of the
Lockheed panels showed no void indications. Widths of coupons within a
coupon varied by at most +0.4 percent and thicknesses by at most + 1.0
percent. Approximate fiber volumn fractions of the different layups were as
follows:
Layup Percent Volume
Fracture
(o)4 58
(0190/+_45)s 61
(o/_+45)s 6o
(0/45/02/-45/0)s 59
(02/904)s 60
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EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES
B.I ........;_gA_.._PROCEDURES
_ot_ the monotonic tension and constant amplitude fatigue experiments were
conducted at room temperature, in laooratory air in two closed-loop, 22 kip
_TC test systems. The strain measuring devices were a M_S 25.4 mm (I in.)
gage length extensometers with attached 76.2 m_ (3 in.) extenders giving an
effective _age length of I01.6 mm (4 in.). The extensometer knife edge
points rested on al_minum pads of approximately 3 x 3 mm (I/8 by I/8 in.)
dimensions which were bonded with epoxy glue to the coupons. The
extensometer knife edge points were held in place with specially designed
aluminum clips which went around the specimen. The experimental set-up is
shown in Figure BI. Load and deflection were digitally read by computer and
load or stress versus strain displayed on a CRT from which video copies were
made. Coupon width was measured in three places within the gage length and
thickness in six places. These values were averaged to obtain coupon area.
Coupons were loaded using MTS type hydraulic grips. Bonde_ tabs were used
on the (0) 4 coupons because of potential damage to these delicate coupons.
For all other coupons, unbonded 1.5 mm (0.060 in.) thick plexiglass tabs
were employed. These tabs, suggested by the program manager O'Brien, were
found to work exceedingly well, however, difficulties can be encountered if
and (0/+45)s- couponshydraulic grips are not used. Failure of (0/90/+._45)s•
were within the gage length while even for the (0/45/02/-45/0)s layup,
failures were often within the gage length and usually away from the end
tab. The (02/_%)_[ DJ coupons more often than not simply shattered. A recent
research report analytical supported the concept that unbonded tabs
would probably give the lowest stress concentration at the end tab.
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Figure BI: Experimental set-up for monotonic and fatigue
experimentation.
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The tabs used in this program were square ended, not taRered and were griped
to the end of the tab. The untappered tab design was selected because an
F6,7 lanalysis of previously obtained data _ J showed no significant effect of a
square ended tab on strength. The analysis of this data was as follows:
16 ply T3e0/5208 layup (0/45/[_/-452/90/45/0) s
c 55 straight tabbed coupons.
30.25 mm (5.5 in.) gage length, 267 mm IIC. _ in. ) long; 25.4
mm (I in.) wide
any failure in the center I08 mm (3-5 in.) was considered as
"independent" of the tab/grip ends, all other failure
locations were considered as possibl2 being influenced by the
tab/grip.
o coupons gripped by hydraulic grips to the end of the tab
(critical importance)
o Results
If no end effect, number of coupons expected to fail in
center length was 35; number of coupons failed in center
length was 35.
Average strength of 35 center failed coupons was 568 MPa
(82.4 ksi); average strength of 20 end failed coupons was
566 MPa (82.1 ksi); a 0.36 percent diffe-ence
24-Ply T300/520S layup (0/45/02/-45/0)2 s
o 25 straight tabbed coupons
o Geometry and other conditions same as previous data
o Results
- 8 center failed coupons
- 17 end failed coupons (the reverse of the un-
affected ratio).
- Average strength of 8 center failed coupons was
1113 MPa (161.4 ksi); average strength of 17 end
B-3
failed coupons was 1109 MPa (160.8 ksi); a 0.37
percent difference.
A study by Kural and Flaggs _9OJ[] indicated a possible advantage of tapered
over straight tabs for coupons tested in mechanical hand-tightened grips.
However, the advantage is less than 24 difference in failure load, and even
then all loading conditions must be essentially perfect.
F_4 _
In an unpublished study by Sendec_yj _" _, la5 ° specimens having a tapered
tab on one side and a square ended tab on the other were tested in tension.
The square-ended tabs had an undercut produced by a teflon insert and were
gripped to the end of the tabs. The tapered tabs had a 30 degree taper per
D3039[ 92 lASTM _. Data were evaluated based on location and direction of
failure. Results were somewhat inconclusive due to the szall sample size
(approximately 10 coupons). However, there appeared to be no difference
between square-ended and tapered tabs with the square-ended perhaps fairing
slightly better. The observation was maae that the gripping to the end of
the tab was an important fact which is supported by the finite element
Fgo] 93]
analysis of Kural and Flaggs _ . Pagano _- (AFWAL) did a study on tapered
and square-ended tabs of fatigue test coupons and found that if the tapered
region was not supported an edge delamination would occur near the taper.
Coupons used for monotonic tension to failure experiments were loaded in
several steps. At preselected strain levels, the load was reduced
approximately 20 percent, edge replicates were obtained, the coupon was
unloaded and removed, finally, enhanced x-rays were obtained. This
procedure was repeated to failure. For one monotonic coupon of each of the
(0/45/02/-45/0) s and (02/904) s layups, the enhanced x-ray photographs were
obtained at the reduced load without coupon removal or full unloading. Load
interruption strain levels were varied for each coupon of the same layup so
that damage data over a wide range of strain levels could be obtained thus
avoiding the possibility of not recording pertinent damage conditions.
B-4
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All fatigue cycling experiments were conducted at constant amplitude at a
load range of R = _.I. Coupons were brought to maximum load, upon initial
loading, in approximately I@C cycles in order to preve_,t premature dynamic
load induced f_ilure which is often _ problem, especially with unidirection-
al layups. Coupons were cycled under corstant load, not strein, to insure
that failures occurred and to allow the initial strain level to increase if
any stiffness decrease eventuated. This permitted an evaluation of whether
the strain at fatigue failure would increase to the monotonic tension
failure strain. Before fatiFue cycling, the monotonic (static) stiffness
and an edfe replicate were obtained for each coupon. The dynamic stiffness
was obtaln_ _ soon after starting the load cycling, usually at 1000 cycles
since little dynamic stiffness change was shown %o occur beforehand.
However, for the (02/_4]'s coupons, dynamic stiffness was obtained as soon
as possible after cycling was started because stiffness could rapidly change
in these coupons. Dynamic stiffness was aefined as 6he slope of a line down
the center of a hysteric slope as shown in Figure 92. This slope was
automatically obtained using the computer system.
Dynamiz stiffness was recorded periodically during load cycling After an
appropriate _nount of stiffness loss had occurred or cycles were applied,
d_amic stiffness w_s obtained and cycli_ stopped. _ static stiffness was
obtaine:} by loading up to approximately _0 percent of the fatigue load. The
load was held at the _C percent value while edge replications were obtained.
Subsequently the coupon was unloaded, removed, and an enhanced x-ray
photo_rap_ obtained. The coupon was reinserted in the test machine and
cycled to another stopping point where the procedure was repeated. Coupons
were cycled to failure, to 10 6 cycles, or to a preset amount of stiffness
loss or cycles and used for residual strength experimentation. The number
of cycles between NDI intervals was varied in such a manner as to insure
that damage initiation and development throughout the fatigue life could be
well documented by comparing data obtained from several coupons cycled at
the same stress level.
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Coupons intended for resiJual strength experimentation were cycled in
fatigue in the same manner _s other coupons. At the end of fatigue cycling,
static and iynamic stiffness were obtained as were edge replicates and
enhanced x-ray photographs. These coupons were subsequently loaded to
failure with several loa_ interruptions tr obtain NDI data similar to the
monotonic tension experiments of undamaged cJupons.
Coupon stiffness, both static and d_lamit, was measured, as previously
mentioned; over a !O1.6 mm (4 in.) gage length using instr_amentation which
consisted of an MTS type low mass, clip gage attached to the coupon. The
repeatable accuracy of removing and reattaching the clip gage on composite
coupons ,as found to be extremely good as will be discusse4 in detail later.
This system of strain measurement for obtaining stiffness was selected
instead of strain gages for two reasons. First, strain gages can give
strain measurement only over a short length of the coupon gage length. Use
of the clip gage reduces the possible bias introduced by local strain
perturbations by giving an average value representative of overall damage
progression• Second, the best strain gages commercially available for use in
fatigue loading, for instance those from Micro-Measurements, have _ fatigue
life of approximately lO5 cycles at a strain range of 3 to 5430 /_£ •
r !
However, tne measurement error is as much as 10 percent L94_ This strain
range of C - 5_OO _ is approximately that required to give lives between
105 and IC6 cycles for the quasi-isotropic laminate used in this program.
Snorter lives for the quasi-isotropic la_ap and all lives less than IOb
cycles for the other layups require _ much higher strain range (>0 to 6000
or 7000 _£). Presently available strain gages are inadequate for such
conditions. Thus, strain gages were not used for obtaining static and
dynamic stiffness over the entire cycle life range of interest in this
program.
_-7
wAn analysis and experimental verification was performe4 of expected errors
in the stress, strain, and stiffness measurements obtained during the
program. This study included two aspects. The first was deter_ination of
expected absolute accuracy in the measurements as limited by the measuring
apparatus itself and by the calibration rrocedure and equipment. The second
aspect involved determining the repeatable measurement accuracy due to
removal and reapplication of the strain measuring device or due to
variations in successive dynamic modulus measurements.
During an experiment the stress and strain values were obtained as voltage
outputs of _he appropriate transducers. These values were sampled and con-
verted to digital readings at a scan rate of 150C per second for dynamic
tests and at !5 per second for static. Thus, for example, on each cycle, at
10 Hz frequency, 150 readings were obtained for forrJing a single hysterisis
loop and 1500 points for 10 successive cycles. These sampled voltage values
were converted to units of stress and strain and plotted by the computer.
Stiffness was calculated by:
E ÷ Er_ = _V ÷ Er_} _ + Er_-_
E is stiffness, Er _ is the error for the indicated value, and where V and
SF are the load cell output voltages and correspon,_ing scale factor
relating voltage to stress. 2imiiarly, V an_ SF are the extensometer
(9iip gauge) output voltages and corresponding scale factor which relates
voltage to strain. The worst possible error in absolute stress measurement
was found to be ÷ _._ and in strain + _.oT. These values were due to
calibration, computer, and instrunentation limitations. An analysis of
worst case possible error in stiffness gave a result of +5.50%
The repeatable accuracy was defines as the worst possible error in stiffness
reading due to removal and reattachment of the clip gauge or due to
successive readings under dynamic conditions during one attachment. This
error was experimentally determined by measuring the stiffness of a 16-ply
quasi-isotropic coupon of T300/5208 material with a geometry of 25.4 mm
,T)
,... In
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MICROCOPY RESOLUTION TEST CHART
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
STANDARD REFERENCE MATEr)IAL I010a
(ANSI and ISO TEST CHART No 2}
(I in.) width and 152.4 mm (6 in.) length between the grips. A 6.35 mm
(I/4-in.) gauge length strain gauge was bonded to the center of the coupon
for comparison purposes. Five successive measurements of stiffness were
obtained while removing and reattsching the clip gauge between each
ruessurement.
Stiffness measurements taken during static loadings of the coupon to 248 MPa
(36 ksi) at a strain rate 0.01 rain are shown in Table BI. Stress was held
to this value in order to remain well below the "knee" in the stress-strain
curve _which occurs at approximately 345 ,_Pa,t50 ksi)) and thus allows
repeatable measurements. Representative stress-strain curves are _owu in
Figures B3 and B4. The average strain gauge and 25.4 mm (I-in.) clip gauge
readings agreed with each other within 0.3%. While for the 101.6 mm (4-in.)
gauge length using the same clip gage (used in this program), the
_ifference was about 2_ as expected when measuring stiffness over such
different lengths. The repeatable accuracy of the 101.6 mm (4 in.) clip
guage was + 0-10%, the same as the strain gauge, see Table B1.
Dynamic repeatable accuracy measurements are shown in Table B2 and represen-
tative curves _re given in Figures B5 and B6. Table B2 shows that
repeatable accuracy under dynamic conditions was at worst + 0. I_ for the
101.6 mm (4 in.) clip gauge. Phis was true under both removal and
reattactunent conditions and for any five cycles selected from a group of ten
with the cli_ gauged not removed. In addition, comparison of Tables BI and
B2 shows that the static and dynamic moduli as measured by the 101.6 mm _4
in.) clip gauge agreed within 0.25%. Also both Tables BI and B2 show that
the 101.6 mm (4 in.) clip gauge was as accurate as the strain gauge as far
as repeatability is concerned.
B-3 NDI PROCEDURF_
The methods moat commonly used for the inspection of composites are
ultra-sonic C-scan, x-ray, Moire, brittle lacquer, acoustic imaging,
" _ _-
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Table BI
Stiffness '_as_lents fcr
Repeatable Accuracy
Static Survey
I_.-P1:' _:as:-Isotropie Coupon, " t-5( _zi,
0.C*I in./Cs._mtn. Values are ps_ x IS-
Index
I
, 5
i.
Averafe
Strain Gauge
!
"v w_I 7. - 0_S
_._55 - 0.c,£_
7._.r_ + 3.'21
7.B_ °" r ^-_"
J -
7._63 + C.I?:
7.832 - 0.081
7.836 - O.Oaf.
7.838 - 0.01%
7.8a2 ÷ ,3.04_
!
- 9.cB_
Measurement Type
I-in. Clip Gauge
7.897 + 0.15_
-,,. _,. -, -,,
- _ . , .-'.a#
7.902 _ C.2P_
- ._
_-in. Tiip 3auge
8.0aI - 0.101
8.0U5 - 0.051
8.057 + 0. I05
_.,q58 + 0.101
!
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Table B2
Stiffness Measurements For
Repeatable Accuracy
Dynamic Survey
16-Ply Quasi-Isotroplc Coupon, 3.6 to 36 ks1, 10 Hz
Index
1
2
3
Ii
5
Average
HeasureTment Type
Strain Gau_e
7-883 + 0.03%
7.88_ * O.O_Z
7-858 - 0-30S
7.875 - O. C8S
7.907 * 0.331&
7.881 + 0.301&
- 0-335
4-in. Clip Gauge .....
8.071 - O.01Z
8.064 - O. 075
8.070 0.005
8.080 ÷ O. 12g
8.O66 - 0._'.
8.070 ÷ 0.12_
-0.07_
Measurement of Five Cycles
Ta_e. From Group of Ten Without Cqip _uge J_moval
Average
Strain 3_6__
7.885 ÷ 0.03_
7.878 - 0.06%
7.884 - O.O15
7.890 ÷ 0.09%
7.8B0 - 0.04%
7.883 - 0.O9%
- O.O6%
a-i_. Clip Gauge
g.O65 _ 0.12_
8-058 ÷ 0.02%
8.O6_ ÷ 0.10%
8.047 - 0.115
8.046 - 0.12Z
8.056 + O. 12g
I
i
i
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photoelastic casting, penetrant, thermography, acoustic emission, and laser
holography. In addition, some methods are being used to measure specific
parameters, such as ultrasonics to measure moisture level, eddy current to
monitor fiber volume, and radiography and tnern.al neutron mass absorption to
determine resin content. A review of the literature *6_ showed that of the
variety of ND! methods available, few provided detai_ed information on the
type of damage present. Based on that survey, the edge-replication
technique was selected to determine ply damage location. The enhanced x-rBy
technique was selected to give a quick and simple observation of
de]amination extent. The two methods are complimentary in that edge
replication does not reveal interior delamination and x-ray does not easily
show the ply loction of delamination. The combination of the two procedures
helped insure that all pertinent information was preserved for analysis.
Ultrasonic C-scan was eliminated because of the inability to determine the
ply level of damage. Acoustic imaging was not selected because no system
was available at the program inception with the required attributes, a
pulse-echo, ultrasonic system such as Holoscan has severe geometric
restrictions when used on small coupons and available systems lacks
definitiveness for determining ply level damage. Moire, brittle lacquer,
and laser holography also fail to detect the level of ply damage. This same
problem eKists for thermography. Simple penetrent inspection was eliminated
because of the lack of definitiveness of damage detection and lack of
knowledge as to the potential daumage to the graphite/epoxy composite
material.
The pastic-cast edge replication technique used for this program is a
F95]
modification of the original method of Stalnaker and Stinchcomb. L A
strip of acetate tape, 5 mil thick, is softened by acetone and placed on the
edge of a specimen being held under load. A fresh acetate strip is placed
over the first tape and pressed firmly to ensure good contact at the tape
with the specimen edge and to remove aira bubbles from be+ween the two
tapes. After drying for fifteen minutes, the replica is removed from the
B-16
specimen edge and placed between two glass slides to maintain flatness.
Photographs of selected portions of a replica can be made by using the
replica as a negative in a microfiche reader. Prints up to 24X
magnification are made and permanent negatives made from them.
At each inspection interval, both edges of the coupon were examined using
the edge replication technique. Such a technique clearly shows inter and
intralamina cracking. This technique allowed the location of cracks within
layer_ to be easily discerned which was especially important for interply
delamination type cracking. The edge replicates extended over the entire
gage length region of the (0/90/÷_45) s and (0/+__45)s coupons. The extent of
matrix crackin_ was determined for the center 25.4 mm (l in.) region on both
left and right replicates, and for the upper 25.4 mm (i in.) region of the
left replicate and similarly for the lower region of the right replicate,
both just inside the end of the _e leith boundary. The number of matrix
cracks for each ply type in each of the four regions were averaged together.
Other regions were looked at to discern if the selected regions were truely
representative, which was found to be the case. For the (0/45/02/-45/0) s
and (02/904) s coupons, onl_ the two left and right center 25.4 mm (I in.)
regions were used for crack counting. This was done because other regions
displayed essentially the same information thus a decision was made to
reduce the amount of labor effort in data tabulation. To discern the ply
location of a delamination, the entire region of an edge replicate would be
reviewed.
Enhanced x-ray of damaged coupons was conducted using a Norelco MG 150
constant potential radiographic x-ray system with a 150 Kv Beryllium window
tube used in conjunction with the radio-opaque penetrant Zinc iolide. Zinc
iodide was selected because of nontoxicity and apparent non damage to the
coupons. The enhancer was applied to the specimen e_ges, allowed to
penetrate, and the surface residue removed. A microfocus x-ray tube with a
0.7 mm focal spot was used to produce the x-ray on Kodak Type R film. This
low grain, high contrast negative was selected in order that large
B-17
magnification of the negatives was possible thus allowing more accurate
inspection of matrix and delamination. Exposures were made at 25 kvp, 5 ma
for 150 see. at a focal distance of 183 cm (72 in.). X-ray negatives were
usually, but not always, made et the same time as edge replicates were
obtained.
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APPENDIX C
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
This Appendix contains tables of hhe detailed data used in a summary manner
in Section 2. Various additional plots are also given of some of the data
for complef, eness purposes.
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TABLECI
SUmmARYOFMATRIXCRACKDATA
FOR(,3/90/_45)s MONOTON£CTENSION COUPONS
Coupons 11-2, 11-6, 11-15, ]1- ,.'' '1-29
Note: No-45 ° Ply Matrix C,'_ks Were Observed
Strain
!?tql/,n,lt
Average Crack Spacing in mm
+90 ° Plies +45 ° Plies
0.00394 ÷ . a ÷ =
0.00641 5.08 ÷ =
0.30648 12.7 ÷ .
0.00737 0.98 ÷ ®
0.00782 0.66 ÷ .
0.00881 0.83 ÷ -
0.00909 0.32 6.77
0.00912 0.48 ÷ "
0.00925 0.39 ÷ -
3.00923 0.34 3.40
0,0O93? 0.36 2.75
0.00953 0.29 2.12
0.00958 0.32 4.23
0.00968 o.q8 7.26
0.00973 0.37 2.90
0.o0983 0.2_ 1.75
0.00983 0.30 1.69
0.00984 0.31 1.34
0.01003 0.29 1.06
0.01009 0.39 2.17
0.01025 0.28 1.19
a = The s_mbols_t:1_icate that matrix cracks were not observed in
the regions e_a,_ined.
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TABLE C6
!I-I, FATIJUE TE3TING, STIFFNESS DATA
f = 10 Hz. Fatigue Stress Level = 379 RPa
NDI
Level
Number of
Fatigue Monotonic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa Stiffness
2
3
I 0 53.3 100.0
0.75
6.50
15.00
25.00
35.00
55.00
75.00
95.00
105.00
106.00
111.00
118.00
122.00
132.00
142.00
162.00
170.25
171.00
183.15
183.75
184.25
188.75
198.75
198.75
51.9 97.5
50.2 94.2
48.4 90.8
45.7 86.0
FAILURE
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TABLE C8
COUPON 11-3. FATIGUE TESTING, STIFFNESS DATA
R = .0.1, F : 10 Hz, Fatisue Stress Level : 379 MPa
NOI
Level
Number of
Fatigue Honotonic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GFa Stiffness GPa S_iffness
2
3
0.00 53.0 100.0 --
2.00 54.1 100.0
50.00 53.9 99.7
90.00 53.1 98.2
100,00 52.8 97.5
110.00 52.0 96.1
114.00 51.0 96.3 51.9 95.9
115.00 51.3 94.8
119.00 51.0 94.2
1211.00 50.7 93.7
1311.00 50.2 92.8
119.00 49.9 92.2
140.50 118.9 92.11 49.8 92.0
143.10 49.3 91.1
150.50 48.6 89.8
160.50 48.2 89.2
166.90 FAILURE
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TABLE C10
11-9, FATIGUE TESTING, STIFFNESS DATA
f : 10 Hz, fatigue Stress Level : 379 MPa
NDI
Level
Number of
Fatigue Monotonic Percent of Dynamic Per ,,nt of
Cycles Stiffness. Initial Stiffness :n_tial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa St;ffness
2
0.00 53.5 100.0 ....
2.00 54.5 I:0.3
10.00 54.3 :_. 7
40.00 54.1 ;:_. _
58.00 53.8 ?_._
78.00 53.5 9_.2
100.00 53.1 97._
110.00 52.9 9v .
120.00 52.7 96.7
13o.oo 52.4 96.3
1_10.00 52.3 _6.
150.00 52.1 95 .?
157.00 50.8 95.C 51.9 95.3
158.00
162.00
172.00
182.00
192.00
193.03
197.00
202.00
2O7. O0
212.00
217.00
222.00
223.01
224.O9
224.29
229.00
234.09
235.89
240.89
245.00
250.00
251.00
_8.9 91.q
47.0 87.8
_8.0 89.6
C-14
51.0
50.8
50.5
50.0
q9.5
49.q
q9.2
q9.0
48.8
q8.8
q8.7
q8.7
q8.4
q8.5
50.1
50.0
_9.8
49.6
_9.5
_9.3
a9.1
49.0
93.6
93.3
92.7
9C .9
,_ _o .
• j
_2.0
91.8
91.5
9! .0
90.8
90.5
_o.2
90.0
TABLE CIO (Continued)
COUPON 11-9. FATIGUE TESTING, STIFFNESS DATA
R = +O.I, f = 10 Hz, fatigue Stress Level = 379 MPa
NDI
Level
Number of
Fatigue Monotonic Percen_ of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Inltial Stiffness initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa Stiffness
5
6
252.00 48.1 88.2
261.00 q7.6 87.4
271.00 45.3 84.7 46.8 85.9
271.10 46.4 85.2
281.00 45.7 83.9
291.00 45.0 _2.7
299.!5 FAILURE
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TABLE C12
COUPON 11-18, FATIGUE TESTING, STIFFNESS DATA
R = +0.1, f = 10 Hz, Fatigue Stress Level = _1_ HPa
NDI
Level
Number of
Fatigue Honotonic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa Stiffness
0.00 53.q 100.0 --
1.00 54.3
12.00 54.1
20.00 53.6
30.00 53.1
_0.00 53.2
50.00 53.1
60.00 51.8 97.0 52.5
60.00 FAILURE. OPERATOR ERROR
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TABLE 014
COUPON 11-21. FATIGUE TESTING. 371FFrJE$S DATA
R : +0.1, f : 10 Hz, Fatisue Stress Level : qlq HPa
ND!
Level
Number of
Fatigue Honotonlc Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness. Inittal $tlffnes3 Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa Stiffness
0.00 53.2 100.0 u __
1.50 54.6 100.0
6.00 5_.4 99.7
10.80 55.1 101.0
15.00 511.9 100.6
20.00 54.9 100.7
30.00 54.6 100.0
40.00 54.0 99.0
50.00 53.6 98.2
55.00 52. q 96.0
70.00 51.6 97.0 51.7 94.7
90.00 52.0 97.8 --- --
100.00 50.6 95.1 -- w
120.00 50.3 94.6 -- --
130.00 48.0 b 87.9
1_0.00 n7.6 87.2
150.00 47._ 86.8
160.00 49.2 92.4 46.3 8_1.9
170.00 45.9 8_.1
180.00 48.4 90.9 _5.5 83.3
190.00 _5.2 82.8
200.00 _5.6 83.5
212.00 47.2 88.7 44.0 80.6
212.00 w _ FAILURE
a = No NDI taken
b = R ratio at 130 000 and subsequent cycles was approxLmately +G.15 instead of
÷0.1
m_
0-19
F_, _ " • _' •
TABLE C15
COUPON 11-25. FATICUE TESTING. STIFFNESS DATA
R = +0.I, f = I0 Hz, Fatigue Stress Level : 41q MPa
NDI
Level
Number of
Fatigue Monotonic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness OPa Stiffness
2
3
0 52.7 100.0 -- --
10.00 54.6 100.0
20.00 54.3 99.5
30.00 53.6 98.2
33.50 52.0 98.7 53.6 98.2
38.00 52.3 95.8
43.50 51.9 95.1
48.50 51.6 94.5
50.50 50.8 96.5 51.5 94.2
51.00
51.50
52.00
52.50
54.50
57.50
61.50
64.50
65.20
51.8
51.7
51.8
51.6
51.3
51.1
50.8
50.5
FAILURE
94.8
94.6
94.9
94.5
92.9
93.6
93.1
92.5
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TABLE C17
11-_5. FATIGUE TESTING, STIFFNESS
f = 10 Hz. Fatigue Stress Level =
DATA
41_ MPa
NDI
Levee
Number of
Fatigue Honotonic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stzffness, Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa Stiffness
0 53.2 100.0 ....
1.00 5,.6 100.0
2.00 5".7 100.1
10.00 5".5 99.8
20.00 5".3 99."
30.00 . 53.7 98."
40.00 51.6 97.1 53.1 97.3
41.00
45.00
47.00
47.50
48.50
50.00
54.00
58.00
58.20
59.00
60.10
51.00 95.8
FAILURE
52.4
52.5
52.2
52.2
52.2
52.0
51.6
51.3
51.0
51.3
95.9
96.1
95.7
95.6
95.6
95.3
94.5
93.9
93.3
93.9
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TABLE C 19
COUPON 11-13, FATIGUE TESTIt;G, $TZFFtlESS DATA
R : +0.1, f : 10 Hz, FatLgue Stress Level : 448 NPa
NDI
Level
2
3
Number or
Fatigue Nonotonic Percent or Dynamic
Cycles stLrrness, Inltlal Stittness
(Thousands) GPa Stltrness GPa
Percent of
Inlttal
Stiffness
0 53.5 100.0 -_
1.00
2.00 54.7 100.0
54.8 100.1
3.00 55.0 100.6
_.00
6.00 54.7 100
54.q 99.5
8.00 54.4 99.5
10.00 54.3 99.312.00
5_.2 99.0
14.00 53.9 98.6
16.00 53.8 98.3
18.00 52.7 98.4 53.6 98.1
19.00 53.2 97.2
23.00 52.6 96.2
2_.00 52.00 97.1 52.5 96.0
25.00 52.4 95.9
27.50 52.0 95.1
29.00 51.6 94.4
29 • 40 FAZLUR£
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TABLE C21
COUPON 11-19. FATIGUE TESTING, STIFFNESS DATA
R : _0.1, C : 10 HZ. FatLgue Stress Level = 448 HPa
NDI
Number of
Fatigue Honotontc Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness. Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa Stiffness
0 54.1 100.0 w
1.00 55.0
4.00 54.6
S.O0 54.6
7.00 5_.4
8.00 54.2
8.00 FAZLURE OPERATOR ERROR
tO0
99.2
99.1
98.8
98.4
as= Iio BDT taken
C-26
OR',_'_ L _::_._./ :_
TABLE C22
COUPON 11-54, FATIGUE TESTING, STIFFNESS DATA
R -- .0.1, f = 10 HZ, Fatigue Stress Level = _8 MPa
NDI
Level
Number of
Fatigue Monotonic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa Stiffness
0 52.9 100.00 N
1.60 5q.2 100.0
5.30 53.6 98.9
7.80 53.1 98.1
8 .30 51.7 97.8 FAILURE
a = Mo NDI taken
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Strain
mm/mm
TABLE 041
SUMMARY OF MATRIX CRACK DATA
FOR (0/+45)s MONOTONIC TENSION COUPONS
Coupons 8-3, 8-8, 8-14, 8-25
Average Crack Spacing in mm
+45 ° Plies -45 ° Plies
0.00q75 25.40 ÷ - a
0.00727 20.32 ÷ "
0.00730 10.16 1.69
0.00750 2.90 +
0.00764 4.23 1.69
0.90792 6.77 16.93
0.00803 16.93 25.q
0.00808 1,81 12.70
0.00845 0.99 12.70
0.008_5 6.77 5.64
0.00850 6.35 2.67
0._)_)851. 1.99 10,16
).00880 ° 2.90 + -
0,00880 1,92 +
0.00890L 2.12 + -
0.00902 ° 1.90 8.47
0.00902 1.25 10.16
0.00918 1.06 6.35
0.00931 _.35 9.47
0.00934L 1.95 + -
0.00954 v 4.23 3.63
0.00954 25.4 2.42
0.00956 1.49 10.16
0.00970 16.9 2.54
0.00987 0.74 _.64
0.00991 1.69 + -
0.01010 16.93 2.42
0.01034 20.32 2.12
a = The symbols+ - indicate that matrix cracks were not observed In
the regions examined.
b = The two Jifferent values obtained at the same strain levels
were found in different regions of the edge repllcations.
C-46
TABLE C42
SUMHARY OF PERCENT STIFFNESS LOSS COMPARED
TO MATRIX CRACK SPACING FOR (0/+.5) FATIGUE CGUPONS
-- S
Percent Percent Fatigue
of Initial of Initial Average Crack Stress Fatigue
Dynamic Monotonic Spacing, mm Coupon Level, Cycles,
Stiffness Stiffness +q5 -"5 ID MPa Thousands
-- 100.0 1-17 2-15 at 0.0085 Strain s
98.3 lO3.0 o.91 1..1 8-9 _65 335
98.0 96.3 0.60 0.85 8-_6 .83 470
97.9 99.G 0.73 0.91 8-13 483 185
97.9 99." 0.56 0.8_ 8-15 _83 .61
97.4 99.8 0.58 1.02 8-27 483 400
96.1 98.6 0._5 0.82 8-15 483 56_
95.9 99.6 0.58 u.g5 8-13 483 295
95.4 93.8 0._6 0.75 8.-q6 483 530
95.2 96.6 0.55 0.85 8-13 483 600
9_.9 96.8 0._ 0.88 8...15 483 872
9".8 97.9 0.45 0.85 8-27 .83 560
9_.5 96.0 0..9 0.85 8-13 483 705
91.1 94.7 0.43 0.7. 8-15 483 972
90.3 - 0.47 1.15 8-31 "83 125
a = estlmatea average crack spacings which occur during initial monotonic loading
of the fatigue coupons.
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TABLE C44
COUPON 8-]0. FATIGIJE TESTING. STIFFNESS DATA
R = +0.1, f = I0 Hz, Fatigue Stress Level = ,_8 HPa
NDI
Level
Number of
FatLsue Monotonic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa Stiffness
3.22 b 59.0 100.0 62._ 100.0
7.50 59.1 100.0 62.q 100.0
9.00 62.6 100.3
15.00 62.9 100.8
25.00 62.8 100.6
35.00 62.5 100.1
75.00 62.3 99.8
95.00 62.1 99.5
115.00 61.7 98.9
125.00 61.5 98.6
1_5.00 61.3 98.2
150.00 58.2 98.7 -- w
160.00 58.3 98.8 61.2 98.0
230.00 60.6 97.2
280.00 60.1 96.3
320.00 59.8 95.8
_00.00 59._ 95.2
_58.00 55.2 93.6 -- --
5,5.00 58.9 9".3
760.00 58._ 93.5
880.00 57.6 92.3
9,8.00 57.3 91.8
952.00 55.5 9_.0 _
1000.00 57.3 91.8
a : No NDI taken
b = ZnltLal monotonic stiffness survey inadvertently not obta£ned at zero cycles
C-50
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TABLE C45
8-g FATIGtIE TE.;TI'I_,STIFFNESS DATA
f = 10Hz, Fatigue Stress Level = _65 MPa
NDI
Level
Number of
Fatisue Monotonic Percent cf Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa Stiffness
2
0.0 55.6 !00.0 ....
1.00 59.8 100.0
2.00 59.6 g9.6
25.00 59.7 99.8
195.00 59.1 98.8
310.00 58.7 98.1
335.00 57.1 102.6 58.5 97.8
337.50
337.50
58.5
FAILURE
97.8
mwm
C-51
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TABLE C46
COUPON 8o10. FATIGUE TESTING. STIFFUESS DATA
a = ÷0.1, f = 10 Hz. Fatigue Stress Level : _83 HPa
NDI
L.eveX
Number of
Fattgue Honotonlc Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GP• Stiffness GF• Stiffness
0.00 56.7 100.0 --- ---
1.00 60.0 100.0
21.00 60.2 100.3
_1.00 60.1 100.1
61.00 59.5 99.1
85.66 FAZUJRE
• -, Iio I_Z taken
C-52
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TABLE C47
COUPON 8-13. FATIGUE FESTING. STIFFNESS DATA
R = +0. I, f : I0 Hz. fatigue Stress Level = 483 MPa
NDI
Level
Number of
Fatigue Monotonic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa Stiffness
2
3
0.00 59.0 100.0 -- --
1.00 61.8 100.0
8.00 61.5 99.5
1_.00 61.6 99.7
_0.00 61.3 99.2
60,00 61.5 99.5
100.00 61 .q 99.3
120.00 61.4 99.3
140.00 61.2 99.0
185.00 58.4 99.1 60.6 98.0
186.00 60.4 97.6
190.00 60.3 97.5
193.00 60.2 97.4
200.O0 60.3 97.5
205.00 60.1 97.2
210.00 60.1 97.3
215.00 60.1 97.2
225.00 60.0 97.1
235.00 59.9 96.9
2_5.00 60.0 97.0
255.00 59.8 96.7
265.00 59.7 96.6
275.00 59.5 96.2
280.00 59.4 96.1
295.00 58.7 99.6 59.5 96.2
300.00 59.5 96.3
305.00 59.5 96.3
315.o0 59.5 96.3
320.00 59.6 96._
340.00 59.4 96.1
36O.0O 59.4 96.1
380.00 59.0 95.5
Lsoo.oo 59.0 95._
420.00 58,8 95.2
_o.oo 58.8 95.1
C-53
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TABLE4_ (Continued)
COUPON 8-13. FATIGUE TESTING, STIFFNESS DATA
: +0.1, f : 10 Hz, fatigue Stress Level : q83 MPa
NDI
Level
Number of
Fatigue Monoto._ic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiff,less, Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa Stiffness
3
5
u6O.O0 58.7 94.9
480.00 58.6 9_.8
500.00 58.6 94.8
540.00 58.6 94.8
560.00 58.4 94.4
560.30 59.2 a 95.7
600.00 57.0 96.7 58.9 95.2
610.00 59._
620.00 59.4
633.33 59.0
650.00 58.9
700.00 56.6 96.1 58._
705.00 56.0 95.1 --
706.00 56.7 96.2 57.1
715.00 57.0
7_5.00 56.7
775.00 56.6
815.00 56.2
836.00 55.6 94.4 56.2
836.20 55.2 93.7 55.9
COUPON REMOVED FOR RESIDUAL STRENGTH DETERMINATION
96.1
96.0
95.4
95.2
94.5
i
92.4
92.3
91.8
91.5
90.9
90.9
90.4
a = Extensometer recalibrated
C-54
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TABLE C48
8-15, FAT._U. TESTING, STIFFNESS DATA
f : I0 Hz, Fatigue Stress Level : 483 MPa
- , t
NDI
Level
5
Number of
Fatigue Monotonic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa Stiffness
0.0 58.7 100.00 ....
1.00 61._ 100.0
50.00 61.6 100.3
go.00 61.6 100.3
210.00 61._ 100.1
250.00 61.0 99.3
270.00 60.9 99.2
290.00 61.2 99.7
320,00 60,7 98.9
336,00 60.6 98,8
3_6.00 60.7 98.8
461.O0 58.3 99.3 60.2 98.0
_62.00
511.00
5Ul.O0
564.00
571.00
584.00
61_t.O0
644.00
674.00
734.00
75_.00
755.00
774.00
794.00
829.00
854.00
871.50
871.50
872.50
886.50
911.50
951.50
971.50
COUPON
57.8 98.6
57.8 98.5
56.8 96.8
56.6 96.5
55.6
REMOVED FOR
9_.7
RESIDUAL STRENGTH
:-55
59.5
59.4
59.1
58.?
60.4
60.3
60.1
60.O
59.6
59.7
59.1
59.2
58.9
58.7
58 .ll
58.4
58.2
e_
57.1
56.6
56.4
56.2
56.0
DETERMINATION
96.9
96.8
96.3
96.1
98.3
98.2
97.9
9?.8
97.I
97.3
96.3
96.5
96.0
95.6
95.1
95.1
9 _1.9
N
93.0
92.2
91.8
91.4
91.2
_T
m_
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TABLE C49
COUPON 8-24, FATIGUE TESTIRG, STIFFNESS DATA
R = ÷0.1, £ = 10 Hz, Fati6ue Stress Level = 483 MPa
Number of
Fatigue Monotonic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
NDI Cycles Stiffness, Initial Stiffness Initial
Level (Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPs Stiffness
I 0.00 57.2 100.0
0.8_ a ....
• = Coupon failure, did not reach maximum-minimum of fati&ue cycXe.
C-56
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TABLE C50
COUPON 8-27, FATIGUE TESTING, STIFFNESS DATA
R = +0.1, f = 10 Hz, Fatigue Stress Level = 483 MPa
NDI
Level
Number of
Fatigue Monotonic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Init_2! Stiffness Initial
(Thous_4_ G_a Stiffness GPa Stiffness
2
3
0.0 58.7 I00.0
1.00
10.00
30.00
125.00
175.00
200.00
250.O0
275.00
300.00
325.00
350.00
375.00
400.00 58.6 99.8
405.00
420.00
440.00
490.00
540.00
560.00
560.04
560.84
620.04
649.74
778.14
950.04
1021.04
1067.04
1109.04
1160.04
1191.38
57.4 97.9
C-57
_Q
61.3
61.9
61.6
61.3
61.1
61.0
61.0
60.7
60.8
61.0
60.8
60.6
59.7
59.3
59.1
59.0
58.6
58.4
58.2
59.3
58.8
59.0
59.0
59.0
58.6
58.5
58.5
58.5
FAILURE
N
100.0
101.0
100.4
100.0
99.6
99.4
99.5
99.0
99.2
99.4
99.2
98.8
97.4
96.7
96.4
96.2
95.5
95.2
94.9
96.7
95.9
96.2
96.3
96.3
95.6
95.4
95.4
95.4
--..FeejleBee._,,--,_
COUPON
R = +0.1,
TABLE C51
8-_6, FATIGUE TESTING, STIFFNESS DATA
f = 10 Hz, Fatigue Stress Level = 483 MPa
NDI
Level
Number of
Fatigue Monotonic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa Stiffness
2
0.0 60.0 100.0 ....
1.00 60.7 100.0
10.00 61.3 100.9
20.00 61.5 !01.2
30.00 61.4 101.1
40.00 61.6 101.4
60.00 61.7 101.6
70.00 61.8 101.7
100.00 61.7 101.6
110.00 61.5 101.2
120.00 61.5 101.3
140.00 61.7 101.7
160.00 61.8 101.8
180.00 61.8 101.8
200.00 61.8 101.8
220.00 61.8 101.8
2q0.00 61.8 101.7
260.00 61.5 101.2
280.00 61.6 101.4
300.00 61.4 101.1
360.00 61.2 100.7
410.00 60.0 98.7
460.00 59.6 98.2
470.00 57.8 96.3 59.5 98.0
480.00
515.00
530.00
531.10
56.2 93.8
59.0
58.6
57.9
FAILURE
97.2
96.4
95.4
C-58
TABLE C52
COUPON 8-12 FATIGUE TESTING, STIFFNESS DATA
R = +0.1, f = 10 Hz, Fatigue Stress Level = 500 MPa
NDI
Level
Number of
Fatigue Monotonic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Initial Stiffness Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness GPa Stiffness
a 0.00 58.0 100.0 --
1.00 60.2
2.00 60.5
5.00 60.2
10.00 60.2
15.00 6O.O
20.00 60.2
21.31 FAILURE
100.0
100.5
100.0
100.0
99.8
100.1
a = No NDI taken
@
4,
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TABLE C53
COUPOtl 8-_5, FATIGUE TEJTID;G, $FIFFtIEgS DATA
R = ÷0.10 f = 10 Hz, Fatigue Stress Level = 517 MPa
NDI
Level
Number of
Fatigue Monotonic Percent of Dynamic Percent of
Cycles Stiffness, Initial Stzffness Initial
(Thousands) GPa Stiffness OPa Stiffness
a 0.00 58.4 100.0 ....
1.00 61.7 100.0
2.10 62.2 100.7
3.50 61.6 99.9
9.50 61.7 99.9
13.80 61.5 99.6
20.00 61.3 99.3
36.00 61.0 98.9
80.00 60.9 98.6
100.00 57.7 98.8 60.4 97.9
125.00 59.9 97.1
125.84 FAILURE
a = No NDI taken
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NOTE:
TABLE _
STIFFNESS _E_b'R_EN_ OBTAINED DURING FATIGUE I_DADING
OF (o/451o2/-45/0)_ couPo_s
Edge replications taken at every interval unless otherw_.se indicated
Coupon
.,x
'ZF" w3',e-£6
-23
-B24 "
•V,Odul us,
Jt_t_ c L_m ami c
p psiinl tlai sl; r- 6
?tra:._: Level Cycles GP_ x J g?a x _
.0073
O. OO75
0.0075
C :,-.: "4._"_ - -
_'_ OOC - ' -zEe
5"0 'L,./., - - "OC. "; ' 4.6" e
;,r. _, "_...._ "4 62 e
;_- _ "Z._ °e
_0 7.;5 - 'OC. _' .
_2r Or'r, _CC.7 "4-6 !e
"_73 _C, ,-c ., "4 60e
I DO0 000 _4. " "2.20 ,,_r'_,.,.-- 44.6_
Remove,] for resi_uai strength, expe_ent_tion, no
vls_b le del_m_ natlons
0 "'_ z _4.63
00_ - - '00.3 "4.55e
75 000 ' DO. B "4.62 "S'<,,. 5 "4,. 57 e
"50 003 "O", . " "4.66 ""_'_'_.e "4.£2
225 OOO _'5"._ '4.66 '"_.J .S "4.65 e
300 OOC _,C'.o _4.65 !O'.G "4.65
_ "4.7! 'OC. "_ '-_. #_3e
_7 ._c, '"" 4
450 OOO '0!.2 "4.67 _:D_.D 14..65
:o, OOC _ ;" 2 "_,.6£ 'OC. c_ "4.63 e
600 00,3 ,01.4 !4.'Y0 'G_.! "4.66
Fw- JOb "'a2.' "4. _- ' * 2 '...' _.._>_-
"':;. '" " "'_ : Z.V6 " . "4. 7.5
":,'30 COC "0" .,_ " 4..74 " _I ." '_.c4
'. 30,. OOC ','._. _4.-". ,' '. .... . . 4._i_.
Removed for residual strength experimentation, no
visible delam inati ons
I 000 - - !C'.2 _4.6_ e
75 OOO - - !01.6 _4.73 e
I:0 000 100.0 14.51 !0 _ O _4.65
235 OOO - - '01.2 !4.6"7
300 000 _00.6 _4.59 !01.0 _4.65
375 000 100.4 14.56 101.2 14.67 e
450 000 100.5 14.58 151.4 !4.70
525 000 !00.6 14.59 _00.9 !4.63
C-64
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TABLE C57 (Continued)
STIFFNESS M_ASURE)IENTS OBTAINED DURING FATIGUE LOADING
OF (o1451o21-4510)_ COUPON_
Edge replications taken at every interval unless otherwise indicated
Coupon
ID
Mo dul us,
3t_tic Dynamic
Initial Poi6 psi_Strain Level Cycles GPa x SPa x 10-6
t
-B24 d (Cont)
-B9 O. 0080
-B12 d 0.0080
600 000 !00. 7 _4.60 101.2 14.67
675 000 !00.8 14.62 10:.2 !4.67 e
750 000 !00.5 !4.58 1.31.2 !4.67
825 000 101.1 14.66 191.1 14.66 e
900 000 _00.9 !4.63 !01.3 !4.69
975 000 101.4 14.71 101.1 14.66 e
I 000 000 100.9 14.64 101.2 14.67
Removed for residual strength experiments, no
visib le delIinations
0 99.6 'r4.45 - -
I 000 - - 100.3 '4.55
75 COO 100.6 14.59 I'30.4 _4.56
150 000 99.8 14.47 100.5 14.55
-_o visible delamlnatlon, continued cyclln_ after
cOupon removal for two weeks
150 000 101.8 14.76 !00.2 '4.53
Coupon submitted Zn! 2 enhancer and x-ray, reason
for modulus reduction unclear
150 000 102.7 _4.89 96.2 _3.95
300 000 99.7 14.46 94.3 43.68
Removed for x-ray, visible delamln_tion
300 000 98.7 14.31 79.6 !4.44
450 000 98.3 14.26 99.2 14.38
Removed for x-ray, visible delamination
300 000 98.7 !4.31 99.6 14.44
450 000 98.3 14.26 99- 2 !4.38
Removed for x-ray, visible delamination
450 000 99.5 14.43 99.6 14.45
473 800 Failure
0 97.6 14.15 - -
1 000 - - 100.3 14.55 e
150 000 99.0 14.37 100.7 14.60
225 000 99.3 14.40 100.9 !4.64
300 000 98.7 14.32 100.5 't 4.58
300 253 Fai led
C-65
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TABLE C57 (Continued)
STIFFNESS NEASU_EMENT_ O_TAINED LURING FATIGUE LOADI.J
OF (0/45/'c_i/-45/0 !_ COUPONS
Edge replications taken at every interval unless otherwise indicated
Coupon
ID
FeluLas,
Static Zyn_mic
Initial _sis _sl.
Strain Level Cycles ]Pa x ' - _:'_ x "-t
-B14
--_5
_B_6 d
-B18
0.0080
O. 0080
O. 0080
0.0080
75 Oo,.,_r 99.4 '4.:* }.4.% "4.¢U
150 (X]Oa 9%. #_ '-._ 3- '-._ ''...=".
Removed f@r x-ray, visible _ei_min._tisns
!50 0:30- I'31.2 _4. _'' I/ .7 ":.4'
225 000 ?01.7 '4.7_ '5 3. _ '4.43
Remove3 f_r x-ray, visible de/aml ....
225 01_2" 97.7 !4.! _ 9b. 5 _4.2::
240 _ee Failure
, 9..5 , _' ' :.5'_
75 000 96._ ' 3- 9' ..... " _4- _'"
150 000 a 99.6 1 4.44 ' 3(5.7 "_-. 60
No visibl_ delamination, continued cL:cLing
150 000- _00.9 '' ;" " ..... 75
225 000 102.7 14.S) "S" _ '4.7_
300 O00a .,_., ,,. _ ...... .. _:
Removed f_r x-ray, visible dela_,inatons
300 6,30 I '70.5 ",1. £._ ' :i:. _
, _4 _ Fa i _ _re
_' !01 6 _' 74
1 OOC "" = _4. _re
150 00'_ IOG. 2 14.5_ '5' ._ _4._2'
Removed for x-ray, visible d,_L'_mlnatt.sns
* 50 000 99.5 14.41" !:)r,. I 1_'.52
225 OC<) 99.'D 1 4. _,6 99. e 1 4.48
300 000 98.1 _4.23 99. _ _4-_<
Removed for x-ray and residual strength experiment,
wislble delaminations
0 97.1 14.08 - -
! 000 98.4 14.27 !C<).7 14.60
75 000 96.9 14-03 e9- 8 14.47
C-66
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TABLE C57 (Continued)
STIFFNESS MEASUR_EN?$ OBTAINED DURING FATIGUE LOADING
OF (0145/021-45/0)_ COUPONS
Edge replications taken at every interval unless otherwise indicated
Coupon
ID
Modulus,
Static Dynamic
Initial PO 6
Strain Level Cycles CPa x I0 - GPa x
-B18 (Cont. )
-B19 d 0.0080
-B20 d O. 0080
150 000 a 97.4 14.13 100.0
Removed fRr x-ray, no visible delaminations
150 0(30" 100.3 14.55 101.7
225 000 100.5 14.57 101.6
300 000 a 100.4 14.56 101.4
Removed f_r x-ray, visible delaminations
300 000- 102.0 14.80 102.0
575 000 102.1 14.81 702.0
Removed for _-rmy, visible delsm_tlone
475 000 99.5 14.43 100.6
Reuoved for x-ray, visible delsminations
475 000 98.9 !4.34 100.2
525 000 99-3 14.40 100.2
Removed for x-ray, visible delamlnations
525 000 701.6 14.74 97.6 14.75
575 000 101.1 14.67 96.2 13.95
Remove_ for x-ray and residual strength experiment,
visible delamination
14.51
14.75
14.73
14.70
14.79
14.80
14.56
14.54
',4.54
0 103.6 15.02 - -
I 000 - - 102.6 14.88 e
150 000 104.2 15.12 102.7 14.89
Removed fRr x-ray, visible delamlnatlons
150 000- 100.2 14.53 100.7 14.60
225 000 - - 100.5 14.58
225 180 Failure
0 100.1 14.52 - -
1 000 - - 100.2 14.54 e
150 000 100.9 14.63 101.4 !4.71
225 000 101.5 14.72 101.7 !4.75
300 000 101.7 14.75 101.6 14.73
Removed for residual strength experiment, no visible
delaminations
C-67
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TABLE C57 (Continued)
STIFFNESS REAStrREM_TS OBTAINED DURING FATIGUE LOADING
OF (0/45/0^/-45/0) COUPONS
Z
Edge replications taken at every interval un±ess otherwise indicated
Cou_n
ID
Modulus,
Static Dynamic
Initial psi- p_
Strain Level Cycles GPa x I0-t CF_ x _3-_
-B21d
-]326 d
-B29 d
-BSOd
d
-B31
O.OO8O
0.0080
O.0080
O.0O8O
O.0080
0 100.6 14.59 -
; 000 - - _,01.4 ' 4. "70
150 000 100.3 14.55 !01.3 14.6_
225 000 100.4 14.56 lOI.4 "4. /_,
300 000 100.7 14.60 101.4 !4. 70
Removed for residual strength experiment
0 99.3 14.40 - -
1 O00 - - t00.6 14.5_
22 &90 Failure
0 100.8 14.62 - -
I 000 - - '_02.5 _4. _-'
75 000 101.2 14.68 tG2.5 " ':. _
150 (XX) 101.1 14.66 102.3 'T4.84
300 000 101.1 14.56 102. G 14.7':
Removed for residual strength experimentation, no,
visible _lamina_ions
300 oo0" 103.7 t5.o4 !o_.1 I 4.9-.
350 000 - - _03. I '4._,,
Removed for x-ray and residual strength experi:_v:_"
0 98.7 14.32 - -
1 000 - - 100.7 _:,'. •
150 000 99.2 14.3c_ '0C.3 "_._L
Small amount of delamination
150 720 Failure
0 I00.0 14.51 - -
r_1 000 - - 100.7 _z. "_e
, . 4 ,yTe75 000 _00.5 14.57 101 2 4.
150 000 100.5 t4.58 t0t.2 14.6_
225 000 100.7 14.60 101.2 14.65 e
300 000 100.7 14.60 t01.4 _4.7'
r ,.-, e
375 000 100.5 14.58 101.2 _4._
450 000 100.5 14.57 101.1 14.66 e
525 000 100.9 14.63 101.3 _4.69
C-68
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TABLE C57 (Continued)
STIFFNESS MEASU_F_TS OBTAI_ED VU_INC FATIGUE LOADINC
OF (O/45/O2/-45/O)_ COUPONS
Edge replications taken at every interval unless otherwise indlcated
Coupon
ID
Modulus,
Static Dynamic
Initial PSi6 psi.
Strain Level Cycles GPa x 10 GPa x 10-_
B31d (Cont.)
-B32 O.0080
-B7 O. 0085
-BIO 0.OO85
-B 11 O. 0086
600 000 100.9 14.63 101.4 14.70
675 000 100.1 14.52 101.0 14.65
Removed for x-ray and residual strength experiment,
no visible delaminations
0 98.5 14.29 - -
I 000 99.2 14.39 101.1 14.67
75 000 98.7 14.31 101.3 14.69
150 000 a 99.2 14.39 I01.4 14.70
_ed _r x-ray, no visible delsm_tlons
t50 000- 102.2 14.82 102.6 14.88
225 000 103.1 14.96 102.1 14.81
300 00(9 102.2 14.82 102.0 14.80
Removed for x-ray, visible delsminatlons
300 000 102.7 14.90 102.5
331 040 Failure
14.87
0 101.7 14.75 -
I 000 101.2 14.68 _01.0
5 674 Failure
14.65
0 99-9 14.49 -
1 000 101.0 14.65 101.8
50 000 102.4 14.85 102.2
100 000 100.1 t4.52 102.1
101 380 Failure
14.77 e
14.83 e
14.81
0 101.2 14.68 -
1 000 100.9 14.64 !02.0
51 000 101.1 14.66 '_02.4
100 000 100.7 14.60 !02.4
149 800 - - 101.9
150 000 100.7 14.61 -
Removed for x-ray, no delaminations visible
150 000 100.1 14.52 100.8
200 000 100.4 14.56 102.0
250 000 a 100.5 t4.57 102.0
1 4.79
14.85
14.79
14.78 e
1 4.76
14.79
14.79
C-69
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TABLR C57 (Continued)
STZ_N_S ME_m_m_TS O_AII_ Dm_I_ FATIOU_ LOAD_O
OF (0/45/02/-45/0)_ COUPONS
Edge replieatiomm taken at every interval unless otherwise indicate]
Moduluu,
Static D3nl_nic
Initial p_i ps!
Strain Level Cycles GPa x 10 -_ CP_ x IJ-'"
-Bll
-B15
-tit "l
-B25 c
(Cont. )
0.0085
0.0085
0.0087
Removed 1[or x-ray,
250 000- 102.7
326 000 102.5
376 000 10_. 5
426 000 101.7
476 000 101.8
526 000 101.9
565 000 101.9
Removed for x-ray,
565 000 _00.2
6OO 000 100.0
Removed for x-ray,
60O 000 99.8
650 000 I00.5
Removed for x-ray,
visible dc_laml nat ions
14.90 102.7 14._:_
14.84 102.5 ?4.:_J
14.72 102.0 14. "-C
14.75 102.1 14.o_
14.76 101.7 14. /5
14.78 102.2 14.£2 _
14.78 101.9 14. ,'o
visible delam_aatlons
14.53 100.9 !4.65
:4.51 100.8 14.62
visible del._:[,;nations
14.47 _00.7 I 4. tiL
14.54_ t00.9 14._;
visible delaminations
Cotq_n failed during smbsequent static curvey due
to operator overload error
0 98.7 14.31 - -
1 000 98.7 t4.31 101.5 14.t_
50 000 97.8 74.!9 10!.2 14.(_:
100 000 99.0 14.36 !01.0 74. ,'_
144 300 Failure
0 104.2 15.1! - -
! 000 103.6 15.02 lJ;. _ !.
50 000 I03.0 14.94 !b5.6 t_ .....
1 O0 000 103.6 15.02 I 93.4 ' b. '....
150 000 a 103.5 14.98 _;3- 5 ' ;. "
Removed f_r x-ray, visible delam_nations
150 000- 106.2 15.40 103.9 15._ "'
196 110 Failure
0 96.5 14.0 - -
1 000 - - 9#.7 14.4t
20 000 96.7 14.02 99.8 14.47
80 000 97.8 14.!8 99.7 14.46
C-70
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TABLE C57 (Continued)
STIFFNESS MEASUREMENTS OBTAINED DURING FATIGUE LOADING
OF (0!4510J-45/0) COUPONS
Edge replications taken at _very in_erva! unless otherwise indicated
Coupon
ID
Modulus,
Static Dynamic
Initial psi c psi_
Strain Level Cycles _Pa x IL; _P_ x I_
-BI 7
-B25 c
-B27
0.0085
O. 0087
O. 0086
0 104.2 15.11 - -
I 000 103.6 15.02 Iu3.9 1>.t'
50 000 103.0 14.94 103.6 15.:.P
100 000 103.6 15.02 '"'_.,-,,,.4 15.'J_
150 000 a 103.3 14.98 103.3 ' ".;"
Removed f_r x-rmy, visible delaminations
t.50 000 106.2 15.40 103.9 15.37
196 110 Failure
0 96.5 14.0 - -
1 000 - - 99.7 14.4g
20 000 96.7 14.02 99.8 14..47
80 000 97.8 14.18 99.7 14.46
160 000 97.1 14.09 99.1 14.'#7
-zr_
200 000 96.7 14.03 98.9 14._ e
250 000 96.7 I_.02 9_. 4 14.2-_
3 _. GO0 96.4 _3.98 _8._=. 14. _9
413 000 95.7 13._8 95.0 14.22 e
500 COO _ o 3-9 ._ I _I _ _ I_.!I e
550 000 95. I 13.79 97.2 14. !0
600 000 95.0 13.78 a7. I 14. _c
640 000 95., 13.80 97.7 !4.17 e
685 000 94.9 13.77 96.8 14.04 e
710 000 94.6 13.72 96.3 13.97 e
735 CO0 94.4 13.70 96. I 13.94
746 500 Failure
0 99.5 14.43 - -
I 000 99.8 14.48 101.6 14.73
4 344 Failure
|
!
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TABLE C5 _Continued)
STIFFNESS MEASUREMENTS OBTAINED DURING FATIGUE LOADING
OF (0/45/0_/-45/0) COUPONS
Edge replications taken at every interval unless otherwise indicated
Coupon
ID
Modulus,
Static Dynamic
Initial psi 6 psi.
Strain Level Cycles GPa x 10- GPa x 10 -6
-B28 0.0091 0 100.0 14.5 - -
I 000 - - 102.7
11 800 Failure
14.9
a ffi Data obtained before x-ray
b = Data obtained after x-ray, reason for stiffness change is being investigated
c = Approximately 40 percent of the readings are listed in order to show trends.
d = Coupon intended for residual strength experimentation
e = Edge replication not obtained
~ .
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TABLE C58
SL_I_RY OF MATRIX CRACK AND DELAMINATION
DATA FOR (0/A5/02/-45/0) COUPONS
S
B-23
B-24
INITIAL
CONDITIG?:_
e-0.G070
e. 695a
c=0.0075
o'.7.._a
LOADING A%'E_CE C_ICK
CONDITIONS SPACING IN mm
+45 -45
Fatigue None
1,000 b I6.9 4.23
Residual
Strength
_0.0085 c 2.60 2.36
Fatlure-Lccatio_ from C_'nte_line 0.0 _nd 6.4
°f-lO23MPa; cf = 0.009_; Ef = 104.0 C_a
Staelc 9.24 2.99 _nte
Fatis_*
150.0 b 5.08 2 . 60
300.0 4.84 2.60
450.0 4.84 2.6O
600.0 4.62 2.42
750.0 4.62 2.42
900.0 4.62 2.42
lO00.O 4.62 2.42
ReSidual
Strength
_=0.009_ 4.42 2.21
¢=0.0100 4.06 2.26
Failure-Locatlon from Center +7. % and -4.6
°f--I075 MPa; ef = O.0107; _-f = 100.5 GFa
d
Static _ 5.64
Fatigue
150.0 b 50.8 5.64
300.0 12.7 5.08
450.0 10.2 4.42
6OO.O 4.83 3.76
750.0 4.83 3.76
9O0.O 3.38 3.5O
IOOO.0 2.21 2._4
Residual
St:ength
¢=0.0090 c 2.31 2.42
DEL;_MINATIO_
STATE
.tJone
0-73
COUPON ID
B-24
(continued)
B-9
B-12
B-14
B-15
INITIAL
CONDITIONS
c=0.0080
=797 a
e=O.OO80
_=782 a
c=0.0080
_=798 a
_=0.0080
o=780 a
Table C-58
LOADING
CONDITIONS
_=0. 0100
c=0. 0105
c=0.011O
Failure
_f-1099
Static
Fa cigue
75.0 b
150.0
300.0
450.0
473.8
Static
Fatigue
150.0 b
225.0
300.0
300.253
Static
Fat igue
1b
75
150
225
240.38
Static
Fat igue
1 b
75
150
225
3O0
312.54
- Continued
AVE_\GE CRACK
SPACING IN_r
+45 -45
2.31 2.36
2.31 2.36
2.31 2.36
DELAMINATION
STATE
- Location from Centerline +2.5 cm
f=O. =._a; c 01085; cf 101.3 CPa
d d
2.03 33.9
1.88 33.9
1.34 3.76 None
1,29 3.76 Some
Failure, Location 0.4 cm
d
5.98 None
102 5.08
102 4.23
102 3.39
Failure, location +7.6 cm
d d
d
-- 25 .A
d
18.1
25.4 18.1
Illegible e I!legible e
Failure,
Some
Lar_r3ge
location +3.8 cm
d d
d
3.18
1.29
1.21
1.18
Failure,
d
d
d
1.41
I. 30
Some
Increased
tf
location +8.4 cm
C-74
.-..,---_ dhi'_ _2. .d_'--or-o_t:_- -
(,L_.....
OF PL'..;;__..'
COUPON ID
B-16
B-18
B-19
d
INITIAL
CONDITION
_=0.0080
";=789 a
¢=0. O08O
 .773
c=O. 0080
 =828a
Table C58 - Continued
LOADING AVERAGE CRACK
CONDITIONS SPACING IN nm_
+45 -45
Static 25.4 2.75
Fatigue
150 b 1.43 1.75
225 0.92 i. I0
300 0.61 0.69
Residual
Strengtl
_=0.O090 c 0.61 0.69
DELAMINATION
STATE
Some
Increased
Increased
Severe Edge
Failure - Location from Centerline - 7.9 cm
_f =941 MPa; _f = 0.0095; _f = 99.1GPa
2.75 2.12Static
Fatigue
i b
75
150
225
3OO
375
475
525
575
Residual
Strength
c=0.0085 c
c=0.0090
_=0.0095
2.75 2.12
2.30 2.11 Some
2.30 1.92 go Change
1.20 1.78 Increased
1.20 1.78 h_r os_!
1.20 1.56 No Change
1.20 1.56 Increased
1.20 1.56 Increased
i. 15 I. 49 No Change
1.52 1.49
1.52 1.49
1.52 1.49
Failure - Location - 2.5 =m
cf= 1086 MPa; _f = 0.O107; cf = I01.3 GPa
Static 9.23 1.67 None
Fatigue
15C b 5.08 1.54
225.18 Failure, location +8.6 cm
No Change
No Change
No change
C-75
Table CSb - Contlnued
COUPON
B-20
B-21
B-29
ID
INITIAL
CONDITIONS
-=O.O08O
-=800 a
:=o.ooso
.r=805 a
e=O.O080
v=808 a
I OAL _'" "•. _{.
CU.,,}I : IUNS
AV E._%¢;E CRACK
,.dr • f . .SPAL.N(, [N ram,.,
+45 -45
3.5_ .... a3
'.¢2 2 . ":'?
2.6 " -._9
2.67 2".9 °
Location Iest Section
cf =1076 HPa ; ,. f
Static
Fatigue
150.0 b
225.0
300• O
Residual
SE relic:Lit
._=0. Oqg0 c
=O.Oi(;t)
_=0.0105
l:,ai lure-Location
_f=1091 ._Wa; af =
Static 102
Fatigue
b
75
150
300
350
Residual
Strength
= ------.n.01071: E. =I
d
h.&2
7.25 2.&2
5.08 2.16
_.84 2.12
DELAMINATION
STATE
None
Exploded
100.5 GPa
None
5.34 2.12
5.3a 1.99
). 3a 2.03
from Centerline +1.8 and +6.4
0.0108; _,. = 101.3 GPa
7.82
10.2 6.35
4.62 5.08
2.07 3.28
2.07 2.99
Some
No Change
Cm
!
C-76
..___. _ .,wdmP4-P _:'_-" -_'4_-'f -
_m
COUPON
B-30
B-31
B-32
B-7
ID
INITIAL
CONT)ITION S
_=0.0080
_=794 a
_=0.0080
-=796 a
c=0.0080
J=790 a
cffi0.0085
_=855 a
Table C58
LOADING
CONDITIONS
e=0.0085 c
- Continued
AVERAGE CP_CK DELAMINATION
SPACING IN mm STATE
+45 -45
2.07 2.99
Failure -
_f =888 MPa;
Static
Fatigue
150 b
150.72
Static
Fat i gue
150.0 b
300.0
525.0
600.0
675.0
Restdual
St rength
c-O. 0085 c
e--0.OO95
Failure-Location
Location from Centerline -7.4 cm
ef = 0.00886; _f=lO0.2 GPa
4.06 2.90 None
1.72 2.03 Some
Failure, location -2.0 cm
d
2.54
7.26 2.16 gone
2.60 1.72 Some
1.88 1.24 Increased
1.41 1.09 Increased
1.25 O. 93 Hea_j
1.25 0.93 Heavy
Illegibl_lllegibl_ Heavy
from Centerline +8.4 and -6.4
_f =1057 MPa; ef
Static
Fat igue
ib
75
150
225
3OO
331.04
Static
Fatigue
1 b
5.674
= 0.0103, _f
14.5 1.89
11.3 1.78
2.99 1.24
2.99 1.13
1.69 0.93
1.64 0.59
Failure-Location +3.0 cm
d d
d
102
Failure-Location + 0.8 cm
102.6 CPa
So_
Some
Some
Increased
Increased
Some
C-77
cm
_6 d_d _ _dm .dF_'_" -J_J_-
COUPON
B-IO
B-f1
B-13
B-17
ID
INITIAL
CONJIT IONS
c=0.0085
"J=851a
__=0. 0085
•=866 a
=0. 0085
_=841 a
e=0.OO85
a=882 a
table C58 - Continued
LOADINC
CONDITIONS
Static
Fat iguu
1b
50
1o 0
I01.38
Static
Fatigue
b
1
51
IO0
150
200
250
326
376
426
476
565
6OO
650
Failure
Static
Fatigue
1b
30
IOO
144.8
Static
Fatigue
1b
5O
AVERAGE CRACK
SPACINC IN
+45 -45
d d
DELAMINATION
STATE
d
9.24
II. :3 6.77
7.82 4.23
Failure-Location
d d
Some
No Change
No X-Ray
Available
+1.3 cm
(Oper.
d
14.5
3.18 12.7
3.18 6.35 Some
3.18 4.48 Some
3.18 4.48 Increased
3 • 18 4.48 "
3.18 3.91 "
1.32 3.91
1.22 3.91 "
I. 22 3.91 Heavy Edge
1.21 3.91 "
1.21 3.85 "
1.21 3.85 "
error)
d d
c: it
d
6.35
d
2.07
Failure-Location -1.3 cm
____d
Some
d
33.9 _ Some
8.38 6.35 Increased
C-78
_L
INITIAL
COUPON ID CONDITIONS
B-17
(continued)
B-25 cffi0.0085
_ffi839 a
B-2 7 c-O. 0085
_=851 a
B-28 of 0.0090
o=9o7a
Table C58 - Continued
LOADING
CONDITIONS
i00
150
196.1
Static
Fatigue
1b
5
10
2O
40
292
475.8
600
AVERAGE CRACK DEIAMINATI0#I
SPACING IN mm STATE
+45 -45
2.54 7.81 Increased
2.54 1.06 No Change
Failure, Location +3.3 and -2.5 cm
16.9 6.35
16.9 6.35
i0.2 5.35
I0.2 4.62
7.25 4.62
5.64 4.62
4.83 4.62
2.%6 2.54
1.35 0.98
1.27 1.27
O. 92 O. 77
735
746.5
Static
Fatigue
i b
4. 344
Static
Fatigue
11.8 b Failure,
n
Illegible e
N
(Ill.gf, ble dram to d_Lm_m_t_) e
Failure, location +5.8o.
d
No X-Ray
3.18
Failure, location -3.7 cm
3.90 4.62
No Data
location+0.0 cm
FOOTNOTES:
a = Maximum Fatigue Stress in MPa
b = Cycles in Thousands
c = Strain Level Reached in Monotonic Tension Loading
d = A- indicates no matrix cracks observed
e = Edge Replicate illegible due to severe edge deiamination
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TADLE C59
"_C ' "" p "T'EL'_'',DIMATRIX CRACK SPACINZ Ct_R_n=. _RI_,J "'/)TONIC ._, .-_. LOADING
OF (02/904) s CCL:F:2:;S
Coupon ID Strain Level
Average Crack Spacing
in 90° Ply. r;rl
IZF 1906-A Ia
-42
0.0O15O
0.00255
0.0o37o
0.0o351
0.0_
0.00451
0.00a78
0.0O501
0.00527
0.005?5
0.00705
Failed at 0.008O5
0._152
0.002C2
0.00L_52
0.00303
0._D756
0.007_2
0.0C803
0.00826
0.00855
0.00877
0.0090?
0.0092_
0.00953
0.00979
0.0;000
0.01027
Fa|led at 0.00988
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7
10.2
8._7
8._7
T.26
6.35
8.q7
8.47
6.35
6.35
2.12
1.95h
1.34 _
1.3_
I. 27e
I.27 d
1.21
1.10
1.10
1.o6
1.06
I.06
Continued on next page
C-80 !
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OF F'O..,.-_O,-_ -_,'ry
TA3LZ C59 - Continued
MATRIX CRACK SPA=I_;G OBSERVED DUhING MCNOTONIC TE_:S!ON LOADING
OF (02,'90_) s COUPONS
f
V
i
e. m
Coupon ID Strain Level
Average Cra^k Spacing
in 90c Ply, mm
-13 0.00304 6.35d
0.00501 _.23
0.00703 2.12
0.00726 1.06
0.00752 0.79
0.00778 0.77
0.0080, O.TT
0.00828 0.72
0.0O880 0.70
0.00928 0.70
0.0O979 0.67
Failed at 0.00992
0.o08o7 1.81_"
0.00853 1.69 _
Failed at 0.0087_
-15 0.00752 1._9
0.00776 1.27
0.00803 1.21
0.00827 1.21
0.0085_ 1.15
0.00879 1.10
0.00933 1.10
0.00951 1.10
Failed at 0.00918
a = All cracks detected using enhanced x-ray.
b = Three short cracks running parallel to 0° ply through center of 90° plies
e = A few edditional vertical cracks observed
d = Some crack3 are at a q5° direction, often in right angle pairs
• = Two vertical cracks, 2-3 mm long, in center of 90° _lies
f = Small amount of delam]natioa between 0° and 90° plies
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TABLE C60
STIFFNESS MEASb"REMENTS TAKEN DURING
FATIGUE LOADING OF (02/o04) s COUFONS
Coupon
ID
Initial
Strain
Level
Cycles, Static
Thousands GPa
_odulus
Pynamic
Msi GPa Msi
A15
A21
A22
O. 0O5O
0.0050
O. 0050
0 50.5
0.13
1.0 48.4
Removed for x-ray
30.0
145.o 47.6
Removed for x-ray
180.0 46.1
445.0 45,8
445. I
0 52.5
I.0 51.1
20.0 50.2
40.0 49.6
60.0 49.6
80.0 49.6
100.0 49.4
Removed for x-ray
200.0 48.3
Removed for x-ray
291.0 49.0
500.0 49.1
Removed for x-ray
1000.0 47.6
Removed for x-ray and
7-32 - -
- 49.0 7.10
7.02 4%.7 7.06
- 48.0 6.97
6._o0 47.6 6.90
6.69 45,9 6.66
6.64 45.7 6.63
Fai lure
7.61 52.4 7.60
7.41 50.9 7.38
7.28 49,9 7.24
7.20 49.4 7- 17
7.20 49.4 7.17
7.19 49.3 7.15
7.17 49.! 7.14
7.00 48.5 7.04
7.11 49.0 7.11
7.12 48.8 7.08
6.91 47.8 6.94
residual strength experimentation
0 52.8 7.66 51.6 7.49
25.0 50.3 7.29 50.0 7.25
100.0 49.9 7.24 49.6 7.20
Removed for x-ray
300.0 48.5 7-03 48.6 7.05
Removed for x-ray
C-82
TABLEC60- Continued
STIFFNESS NEASUR_ENTS TAKEN DURING
FATIGUE LOADING OF ___(02/904)s COUPONS
Coupon
ID
Initial
Strain
Level
Modulus
Cycles, Static Dynamic
Thousands GPa Msi GPa Msi
am,
!
"9
real
A22-Cont.
A25
A6
A12
O. OO5O
0.0060
0.0060
600.0 48.9 7.09 48.5 7.04
1000.0 48.1 6.98 48.1 6.98
Removed for x-ray and residual strength experimentation
0 52.7 7.65 - -
0.19 52.7 7-65 52.5 7.61
1.0 51.4 7.45 51.5 7.47
25.0 50.9 7.38 50.6 7.34
100.0 50.9 7.38 50.6 7.34
Heuoved for x-ray
140.0 49.0 7.11 49.2 7.14
Removed for x-ray
2.90.0 49.1 7.12 49.2 7.13
590.0 47.8 6.94 49.0 7.11
682.0 48.0 6.97 48.7 7.07
Removed for x-ray
682.0 47.1 6.83 48.6 7.05
1000.0 48.5 7-03 48.7 7.07
Removed for x-ray and residual strength experimenSation
0 52.6 7.65 51.0 7.40
1.0 51.1 7.41 49.7 7.21
Removed for x-ray
5.0 48.8 7.08 48.8 7.08
Removed for x-ray
210.0 48.1 6.98 48.0 6.96
373.0 48.0 6.96 48.0 6.96
450.0 48.0 6.97 48.0 6,97
650.0 47.8 6-95 47.8 6.94
692.0 48.0 6.96 47.8 6.94
Failed in static tension
0 53.6 7.78 - -
0.10 - _ 51.6 7.49
68.0 46.0 6.67 46.0 6,67
Removed for x-ray and residual strength experimentation
C-83
W
TABLE C6O -- Continued
STIFFNESS MEASURERENTS TAKEN DURING
FATIGUE LOADING OF _ _(02/904) s COUPONS
Coupon
ID
Initial
Strain
Level
Modulus
Cycles, S_a_ic Dynamic
Thousands GPa Msi GPa Msi
A_3
A14
A20
A24
A26
O. 0060
0.0060
O. 0060
0.0060
O. OO6O
0 53.8 7- _I - -
0.10 - _ 53.6 ?.V9
I.0 - - 51.6 7.48
30-0 50.0 7-26 50. I 7-27
Removed for x-ray and residual strength experimentation
0 51.6 7.48 51.7 7.50
1.0 48.7 7.06 48.6 7.05
I0.0 - - 44.7 6.48
20.0 - _ _3.6 6._5
28.4 Fail ure
0 48.4 7.02 - -
0.10 - _ 48.2 6.99
6.0 - - 46.8 6.79
150.0 46.5 6.75 46.5 6.7_
353- 0 46.3 6.71 46 .2 6 .70
450.0 46.3 6.71 A6 .2 6 .70
690.0 46. I 6 .69 46. ! 6 .69
Removed for x-ray and residual strength experimentation
0 53.8 7.80 - -
0.30 - _ 50.7 7.3£
I.0 51.9 7.53 50.5 7.32
5.0 - _ 49.1 7.12
18.0 49.1 7.12 47.8 6.9_
Removed for x-ray
88.0 45.0 6.53 44.6 6.47
Removed for x-ray
150.0 44.7 6.49 44.4 6.44
238.0 44.6 6.47 44.3 6.42
253- 6 Failure
0 51.0 7.39 - -
O. 10 - - 50.7 7.36
19.0 - - 49.1 7.12
C-84
TABLE C60 - Continued
STIFFNESS MEASUR_4ENTS TAKEN DURING
FATIGUE LOADING OF _(02/904) s COUPONS
Coupon
ID
A26-Cont.
A31
A8
A9
Initial
Strain
Level
O. 0060
O. OO65
0.0065
Cycles, Static
Thousands GPa
Modulus
Dynamic
Msi GPa Msi
27-0
3O.0
35.0 48.4
Removed for x-ray and
_ 48.4 7.02
_ 48.3 7.01
7.02 48.2 6.99
residual strength experimentation
0 49.5
0.10
1 .O 48.1
46.0
100.0
118.0 46.3
Removed for x-ray
158.0
218.0
300.0 46.3
Removed for x-ray
450.0 45.8
600.0
682.0 44.8
Removed for x-ray
682.0 44.7
832.0 43.8
1000.0 43.6
Removed for x-ray and
7.18 - -
_ 48.9 7.09
6.97 48._ 7.0_
- 47.4 6.88
- 47.3 6.86
6.72 46 • 5 6.74
- 46.5 6.75
- 46.3 6.71
6.71 46. I 6.68
6.65 45 . 8 6.64
__ 45.0 6.52
6.50 94.7 6.49
6.33 44.7 6.48
6.36 43.8 6.36
6.48 43.6 6.33
residual strength ezperimentation
0 51.8 7.51 - -
1.0 50.1 7.26 49.9 7.24
50.0 45.9 6.61 45.4 6.59
74- 2 Failure
0 51.6 7.48
0.15 - -
1.0 49.9 7.24
Removed for x-ray
14.15 48.5 7.04
Removed for x-ray
14.15 46.0 6.67
Failed during static survey
B
49.3 7.15
48.7 7.07
48.6 7.05
C-85
TABLE C60 - Continued
STIFFNESS MEASI_4ENTS TAFEN DUR,iNC
FATIGUE "_ T_,_ ;'_ 'q_ _ COUPONS
_AD, au OF _2' _4's
Coupon
ID
initial
Strain
Level
Cycles, Static
Thousands CPa
Modulus
_iTnamic
Msi ]9a Msi
AIO
All
A17
A27
C. 0065
0.0065
0.0065
O. 0065
I.O 50. l
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
25.0
30.0
35-0
36- 96 Failure
O 48.5
0.20
20. C
35.0 45.2
Removed for x-ray and
7.26 50.0 -.25
4_ 8 .... -"
_ 48.2 6.99
_ 47.8 6._
- 47.7 6.92
- 46.6 6.76
- 47.5 6.89
- 47.5 6.89
7- 04 - -
- 47.6 6.91
- 46.1 6.69
6.56 45.2 6.5E
residual strength experimentation
3 52.4 7.6C
0.10 - -
20.0 - -
40.0 - -
100.0 - -
140.0 - -
1£0.0 - -
_0.0 49.6 ,a
460.0 49.6 7.1 o
I000.0 49.5 "7.19
Removed for x-,-ay and residual
0 47.2 6.B4
0.15 - -
1.0 46,1 6.68
Removed for x-ray
23.0 45.1 6.54
Removed for x-ray
23.0 44.8 6.50
51
5O
50
49
49 8
49 7
4Q 6
49.5
49.5
strength
5 V, 47
2 "7.25
l "7.2<
8 7.23
7.22
7.21
7.19
7.19
7.1_
experimentation
46.6
46.3
45.1
45.0
6.76
6.72
6.52
6.53
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TABLEC60 - Cont.
STIFFNESSMEASUR_ENTSAKENDURING
FATIGUELOADINGOF _ _(02/904)s COUPONS
Initial
Coupon Strain
ID Level
Modulus
Cycles, Static Dynamic
Thousands GPa Msi GPa Msi
A27 - Cont
A52 O.0O65
43.0 - _ 44.5 6.43
63.0 - _ 44.3 6.43
110.0 43.8 6-35 43.6 6.32
Removed for x-ray
II0.0 43.5 6.31 43.4 6.30
160.0 - _ 43.5 6.31
t64 • 9 Fallume
0 52.7 7.65 - -
O. 10 - _ 51 .1 7-4:
20.0 - _ 49.4 7.16
24.0 - _ 48.6 7.05
25-5 47.9 6.95 47.8 6.94
.Removed for x-ray and residual strength experimentation
a = Except where noted, the initial dynamic modulus was obtained within the
first 100 fatigue cycles.
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MICROCOPY RESOLUTION TEST CHART
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIAL 1010a
(ANSI and ISO TEST CHART No 2)
7ABLE ¢ 61
ST_MARY OF MATRIX ?RACKING AND DELAMINATICN
DATA FOR '02/904) S COUPC:;C
COUPON
V T T,N,TIA_
S,RAIN
......_ AVE._.Jm
._ _-,,- "'" o "c PL:?_S VERT'U_L
EDGE c
_=._,..,A. _CN
SYAVE
DAMAGE d
._.AT_ BY
X-RAY
A-15
A21
A-22
O. 0050
0.0090
0.oo90
Unloaded
Static
Fatigue
145.0
44%C
_. 47 O :_one
2.21 0 _one
t.t5 3
Fai _.uxe
Unloaded 6.35 2
Static 2.12 7
a
Fatigue
1.0 I .41 7
20.0 1.34 7
60.0 I. 34 7
BO. 0 I.34 7
_gC.O 1.7.4 "r
200.0 I•34 Lon6
500.0 1.30 Lone
1000.0 I.27 Long
Residual
Strength
= 0. 0075 I. 27 Long
= O.0080 I.27 Long
_; = O. 0085 1. _ Long
= &,_I._Pa; _f =u.O09[_ Ef = _g.(} GPa
-f
UI[1loade_ 5.64 4
a
Fa t igue
25.0
75.0
100.0
300.0
I 000.0
Residual
Short
_one
Short
Xe4 _um
Medium
Medium
Medium
None
1 •59 11 Short
!. 59 11 9_o rt
1.59 11 Short
1.49 11 Long
1.49 Long bo_g
4,C
5,3
5,4
5, 1';
5,10
5,10
5,10
9,3
9,10
9,30
i ::_
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TABLE C61 - Continued
SUR_ARY OF RATRIX CRACKING AND DELARINATION
DATA FOR __(02/904)S COUPONS
COUPON INITIAL
ID STRAIN
AVERAGE
CRACK AVERAGE b
SPACING IN NU_,BER OF EDGE c DAMAGE d
LOADING IN 90 ° PLIES VERTICAL DELANINATION STATE BY
CONDITION (mm) CRACKS STATE X-RAY
a-25 O. oor'x)
A-6 O. 0060
A-12 0.0060
Stren4cth
E . O. 0075 1.49 Low Lo_
£ = 0.0080 1.49 Lo_ Long
* O. 0085 I. 49 Lo,_ I_
- _,6m; "r" o.oo94; zt - _.7
o=.z_ea z_z, _,,xx,bz,
Static Dmta Umwa$1able
a
FatiKq_
100. 0 1.13 4 .._Isort
140.0 1.1_ 4 l'L-_i,z,z
682.0 1.1_ 4 Lmzg
I 000.0
_idum/
St re_th
= 0.0075 I. 10 4 Lo_
= 0.0080 1.10 4 tong
_: = 0.0085 1.04 4 Long
_. = 486 ._Pa; _f = 0.0097; Ef ffi 50._GPa
Unloaded 8.47 0 None
Fat i_ue a
1. C 1.81 4 Short
5.0 1.34 4 Long
692.0 I. 30 4 Loz,,.g
69 2.0 Fail ure
Unloaded 8.46 0 Bone
Static 1.95 2 lone
a
FatiRue
68.0 I. 15 3 Lol_
St,-em_th
c , 0.0075 1.13 3 Lomg
9,30
9,30
9,30
!
:S,O
1,3
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
_S,O
7,2
7,40
11,40
11,40
C-89
®
TABLE C61 - Continued
SURMAR¥ OF RATRIX CRACKING AND DELAMINATION
DATA FOR _ _(02/904) s COUPONS
COUPON
ID
INITIAL
STRAIN
AVERAGE
CRACK AVERAGE b
SPACING IN NUNBER OF
LOADING IN 90 _ PLIES VERTICAL
CONDITION (am) CRACKS
EDGE c
DEll!NATION
STATE
d
DAMAGE
STATE BY
X-RAY
" O. O0625 1.10
_f " 407 RPa; Cf - 0.0088;
A-13 O.0060 Unloaded 8.46
Static 2.21
F• ti6_t
_o.o 1.04
Residual
Stre_th
¢- 0.0075
¢- 0.0080
o'r - _5 xPa; cf
A-14 O. 0060 Unloaded 10. 2
Static 1.69
Fati_e a
A-20
A-24
O. 0060
0.0060
3 Lor_
Ef - 46.3 GPa
0 None
I None
11:,40
1 Medium 8,15
1.02 1 Medium
0.98 2 Redium
- 0.00792; Ef - 48.5 GPn
0 None
2 None
2 Short1.0 1.21
28.4 Failure
%
5-_ 3 None
I._ 6 _
1.30 7.5 Lo._
1.24 7.5 Long
1.24 7.5 Long
= 0.00961; Ef = 47.0 GPa
7.26 0 No ne
1.81 4 Bone
1 •18 4 Short
1.06 5 Short
Unloade_
Fatigue
690.0
Residual
St rength
c - 0.0075
c= 0.00825
c = 0.00875
o'£ - 452 NPa;
Unloaded
Static
a
Fatigue
1.0
18.0
6,20
6,20
6,20
6, 20
IS.>'
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TABLE C61 - Continued
SUMRARY OF MATRIX CRACKING AND DEIAMINATION
DATA FOR _.(021904_S COUPONS
COUPON
!D
IN£TIAL
STRAIN
AVERA GE
CRACK AVERAGE b
SPACING IN .NUMBER OF
LOADING IN 90 ° PLIES VERTICAL
mr •CON_I _,ON (.m) CRACKS
EDGE c
DELAMINATION
STATE
d
DAMAGE
STATE BY
X-RAY
A-26
A-29
A-31
O. 0060
O. (_)60
O.OO6O
88.0 I.O6 5
25 X_•_ Fail ure
Unloade_ 6.35 0
Fatigue
35.0 1.37 2
Residual
St rength
= O. 0075 1.37 2
_. : 0.0082_ 1.31' 2
_ = 0.0087t 1.34 2
_f = 454 NPa; Ef = 0.00931; Ef = 48.9 GPa
5. O8 2
2.31 4
Unloaded
Static
Fatigue a
I.0 I.27 5
90.0 I.21 6
Failed due to equipment malfunction.
Un Ioade d 5.64 0
Static I .81 4
Fatigue a
I.0 I.21 5
118.0 0.96 5
300.0 O. 91 6
500.0 O. 91 5
682.0 - -
I 000.0 0.93 5
Residual
Stre_th
= O. 00775 0.92 5
af = 317 NPs; _f " 0.00734; Ef - 43.9 GPm
Long
None
Lon4
Long
Long
Long
No ne
None
None
_hort
None
Short
Short
Delaminations
are llnking up
Large
Long
Long
IO, 70
6,10
6,10
6,10
6,10
4,25
9,4
13, 60
13, 60
13,60
1 3,60
13,60
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TABLEC61- Continued
SUMMARY OF RATRIX CRACKING AND DEL_RINATION
DATA FOR ___(02/904)S COUPONS
COUPON
ID
INITIAL
STRAIN
AVERAGE
CRACK AVERAGE b
SPACING IN N_qBER OF EDGE c
LOADING IN 90 ° PLIES VERTICAL DELAMINATION
CONDITION (me) CRACKS STATE
DAXA GE
STATE BY
X-RAY
A-8 0.0065 Unloaded 8.51 2 None
Static 1.95 2 None
Fati&-ae a
1.0 1.15 10 Short
50.0 0.98 11 Lonser
74.2 Failure
A-9
A-IO
A-1 1
A-17
0.0065
0.0065
0.0065
0.0065
Unloaded 8.47 2 Bone
Static 1.69 4 Short
Fatigue a
1.0 1.10 4 Short
14.2 1.04 14 Long
14.2 Failure
Unloaded 12.7 1 lone
Static 1.64 7
Fatigue a
1.0 1.15 8 Short
36.96 Failure
Unloaded 8.47 0 None
Static 2.12 4 mone
a
Fatigue
35.0 1.04 4 Lon_
Residual
Strength
_f = 361 RPa; cf = 0.0079 Ef = 45.4 CPa
Unloaded 6.35 2 lone
Static 1.37 4 Medium
Fatigue
I ooo.o a I. 13 4 Lo.g
Residual
3S,4
2,5
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TABLEC_l - Continued
SUNNARY OF MATRIX CRACKING AND DEIANINATION
DATA FOR __(02/904)S COUPOHS
COUPON INITIAL
ID STRAIN
AVERAGE
CRAC K AVERA OE b
SPACING IN NUMBER OF
LOADING IN 90° PLIES VERTICAL
CONDITION (mm) CRACKS
EDGE c DAMAGE d
DELARINATION STATE BY
STATE X-RA Y
A-27 O. 0065
A-32 O. 0065
St ren_th
ffiO. 00775 1.O8 5
- 0.00825 1.08 5
- 0.00875 1.O4 5
Gf 5il NPa; cf 0.0102 ,
Unloaded 6.35 0
Static 1.49 2
a
Fatigue
1.0 1.08 3
23.0 1.06 3
110.0 1.06 3
164.91 Failure
Ef - 49.1
Lon_ 2, 5
Long 2, 5
Lo._ 2, 5
GPm
No_
Short
Short 1,0
Hedium 3,3
Low 10,40
Unloaded 5.08 2 None
Static 1.64 4 None
Fatigue a
25.5 0.98 5 Short
Residual
Strength
= 0.0075 0.98 5 Medium
= 0.0080 0.96 5 Medium
_f = 374 RPa; _f ffi0.00805; Ef ffi47.0 GPa
6,20
6,20
6,20
a = Cycles in thousands
b = Vertical cracks lie between o, connect the 90 ° matrix cracks. A number indi-
cates average number of transverse crack pairs connected; Long, indicates
essentially all pairs on edge are connected.
c = Estimated amount of delamination found by e]ge replication; Short. means matrix
cracks have short delamlnated ends; Medium, that cracks have ends connectln_;
Long, that 0/90 interface is fully delamlnated.
d ffiFirst entry refers to the number of 0° longitudinal splits, an S means the
splits are short and not full iength; the second entry is a visual estimate of
the amount of delamlnatlon in percent.
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APPENDIX D
COMPUTER AIDED MODELING PROCEDLq_ES
D.I MATHEVATICAL/CO.W_UTER MODELINC APPROACH
Two Lockheed computer codes developed as aids for the analysis of composite
laminate stresses and strains we:e employed in this research. LPARL*ADVLAM
is a laminate code for determining inp]ane ply stresses. The material may
be linear elastic, nonlinear elastic, or linear viscoelastic. During a
time-incremental analysis, through thickness gradients of temperature and
moisture are calculated. Thermal and hygroscopic ply expansions and
temperature and moisture alteredr_viscoelastlc properties _re incrementally
updated during the analysis [70"71j. The second code is LAP_L_FREEVIS, a
generalized plane-strain, finite element program. This code employs
constant strain and three noded triangular elements to solve the elastic or
linear viscoelastic stress field of a structure which can be modeled under
generalized plane strain conditions (1.e., E = constant in all elements).
Out of plane shear strains are permitted and one may prescribe nodal
displacements, nodal forces, or average surface tractions as boundary
conditions. This code has been used to model: I) free edge laminate
[ 561_ [67 !
staresses due to mechanical, thermal, _ - and hydroscopic -96- loads; 2)
r _
the effezt of moisture absorption on the redistribution of stresses in a
r l
single lap viscoelastic adhesive bonded joint_97j; and 3) the
micromechanica! stresses generated in the fibe; and matrix under prescribed
F98_
combinations of average normal and shear tractions. _
[
&.
The use of simple triangular elements in FREEVIS requires a linear division
of the structure to be modeled rather than elements based on displacement
fields fitted with higher order polynomials or hybrid stress elements.
These simple elements are employed because of the ease with which the stress
D-I
J6 d_8"_ ....,dPdTw _ -_- _h _l - "_ ---- -
%
field in the model can be interpreted. Triangular elements also have the
advantLge that they <_n b_ e_ployed wlth Eybizki an_ Kanninen's virtual
crack closure procedure -65_ to analyze tnt' *- -
. s.,ai,, ener_ rate, ,_, associated
with transverse matrix cr%ck_ or de!%ninations. _rthermore, 3 can be
subdivided into energy associated with Mode i, :_ Dr [[i crack opening
r11,!?"
modes. "tner hi_h_r-order finite elp_ents cannot be used to
successfully partition the cr_ck opening energy release rate.
For the purpose of _ "ana.yzzn, stresses hn_ stiffnesse_ of dry T_00,/5208
laminates, stati- anl fatigue to,ted at room temper_t ,re, the codes
described abgve were previously show_ to be m_re than powerful enough.
F
__,_,_, _ .... q laminates _]Studies on hyarother_al d_nage meehani_nisms in _='_^'I'_ - and
recent _ork by Kriz et al;" have _emonstrated that viscoelastic effects
can be ignore_ in dry laminates tested _t room temperature. Furthermore, at
tessile strains below I percent even the shear modul_m g12 can be considered
linear to an error of lea3 than I_ percent. Therefore, a linear elastic
stress _nalFsis was conducted which included elastic thermal residual
stresses due to cooling from the stress free temperature. Studies of
(9a/90_) non-symmetric T,_0/5208 laminates havve sho_n that the stress freeF_
temper_tu._ is approximately 170°C
Figure DI shows _ schematic of the free-edge danage which has been observed
i
by Re, fruitier et _I; _ in _n AS/35_I f0/'°_/+45 _ l_minate subject to a
tensile + _' ---s_r_ss history. The damage sho'_i in Figure DI is what *h_ investi-
gators terme_ the characteristic d%mage state ,_ o which was hypothesized
to be load history independent and thus to form under either static or
fatigue loa_ing. The CDU in this laminate consists of transverse cracks in
the 90 and +45 ° plies. The density of cracks in a laminate usually reaches
a saturation level which has been reasonably well predicted by a shear lag
analysis and a finite difference solution procedure L58j. Similar
predictions of crack spacing based on an energy approach have been done
F59,607
using the FREEVIS finite element code. _ Using the finite element
procedure to calculate the crack density in individual layers of an arbit-
I)-?
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Figure DI: Characteristic damage
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(57)
_tate progression.
m-
rary laminate stacking sequence has an advantage over the use of finite
difference procedures in the ease with which boundary conditions can be
chan_ed if the stacking sequence is altered. The difficulties inherent in
the finite difference approach are evident from the discussion in Reference
58.
By way of a comment, develol_nent of a characteristic damage state with a
saturated crack density is not always noted in other laminate
configurations. For example, the density of transverse cracks in a
-('25/902)s laminate were found at Lockheed to increase monotonically with
tensile load (Figure D2) until failure. Even if such a state does occur,
the significance is not clear. See Section _ and 4 for further discussion
of this point.
Figure Dlb shows the free edge dam_e state observed _,_t prior to fatigue
failure of the (0/90/÷45)s- laminate. In addition to transverse cracks,
delamination between ÷__45 layers and longitudinal splitting of the 90 ° ply is
common. Taking X as the direction of tensile loading and Z as the thro_h
thickness direction, one can model this damage as cracks in a finite element
model of a typical X-Z plane section at the specimen surface. This model
will determine laminate stiffness and layer stresses associated with the
surface damage. However, this information is not sufficient to model the
stiffness degradation of the laminate as a whole or even to realistically
predict the failure stresses in the zero degree ply during redistribution of
£s6]
stresses caused by the local damage accumulation.
The reason for this is explained by recent work by Bader et alL61j[l and
r q
Wang, L49j mentioned previously, which showed that one critical stress for
transverse fracture in composites is volume dependent. Experimental and
r q
analytical studies by Wang and Crossman LI1,I2j have shown that the onset of
temperature cracking and ply delamination can be predicted by modeling crack
growth with the I_EEVIS code and calculating the strain energy release rate
associated with each crack growth process. Figure D3 shows a comparison
'i -L,
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Figure D2: Transverse(Basedon DIBcrackX-Radiographsdensity VS'ofappliedFourincrementallyl°ad" (+-25/902)s"
TensJ. le Loaded Specimens).
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between the pre6icted and observed onset strains for transverse cracking of
90° plies and for delamination in a series of T3OO/934 (+_25/90n) s, n = I, 2,
3 laminates.
In the present study the following output information was stored on disk
files upon completion of the stress analysis:
Laminate Stiffness
Element Stresses, Strain Energy and Strain Energy Density
Nodal Forces
Nodal Displacements
Nodal coordinates and element centroids.
r
To provide graphical display of information generated by FREEVI_S and to
provide speed and flexibility in modeling, the GIFTS Interactive Graphics
Software System (developed by the University of Arizona) was used as a pre
and post processor to the FR_E.VIS analyzer. GIFTS software is available for
CDC and DEC computers and requires a Tektronics CRT terminal like the _0_0.
Models and computation of stresses were run on the LMSC, Palo Alto, Applied
Mechanics !aboratory's VAX 11/780 DEC computer which has 2 billion bytes of
virtual memory storage. Analysis and computation was done in an interactive
mode using GIFTS to define the finite element model, running the stress
analysis, storing data files and disk, and then using GIFTS plotting
capability to graphically display results. A few commands to the GIFTS
processor were used to create a finite element model from scratch and to
define element corrections, material properties and boundary conditions.
The resulting node and element positions were quickly displayed for checking
prior to analysis. Figure D4 shows GIFTS display of output in terms of
contour plots or principal stress" sectors. Lockheed developed graphics
program were used to display a given stress or energy density as a function
of position.
D-7
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D.2 REVIEW AND EXAMPLE OF COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
The following discussion provides a review of the computational steps taken
laminateto carry out modeling of stress distribution in a _t/90/_5/-45) s
selected as an example, loaded in uniaxial tension along the 00 fiber axis
.(which is the Y azis in the model)
I. Construction of the Finite Element Model
(a) Make a sketch of the model in terms of mulzip!e element grids.
(b) Choose the locations cf points in x, y, z coorJinates.
(c) Draw the model and label the key point (KPOINT) and lines
connecting the points (SLINE).
(d) Generate the GIFTS model with the BUL_ processor. Note the
OLB (On-Line-Batch) file generation is preferred over the
fully interactive _clel generation when modifications in the
finite element grid are planned to model accumulation of
damage during laminate loading. The OLB file can be easily
modified in a text-editing mode.
Figure D5 shows the coarse grid network whose coordinates must be
inputed point-by-point. Figures D6 - D8 show the fine grid
generated by GIFTS based on the original coarse network, the nodal
numbers, and the element numbers using the GIFTS display processor
EDIt4.
2. Transfer from GIFTS to FREEVIS (G2F) Forematting
The GIFTS processor is run to put the GIFTS files containing the
model geometry into a format compatible with the FREEVIS finite
element analyzer. Figures D9a - D9f show the interactive command
structure of GIFTS which prompts the user for the required
boundary conditions, elastic constants, layer orientations and
output requirements.
In the modeling of the (0/90/45/-45). laminate the G12 and E22
moduli of the 45 u layers were reduce_ to values equivalent to a
crack spacing of 8t (t is the ply thickness). A crack in the 90 °
layer at the left hand boundary of the model was introduced and a
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nl.
uniform y displacement along a y = 8t line was applied.
3. FREEVIS Analysis
The finite element analysis can be run in interactive or batch
mode and an output file containing information chosen by the user
in GIFTS is saved.
4. FREEVIS to GIFTS File Forematting
Following the analysis, the output file can be examined by the VAX
plot processors or a second file in G_FTS format can be created to
examine the results using the GIFTS graphical displays. Figure
DIO shows the conrnands needed to complete the FREEVIS-to-GIFTS
(F2G) formatting. One must choose only one stress component to be
displayed in contour format, and multiple calls to F2G can be made
to develop contours for all six stress components.
5- Post-Processin_ Graphics
(a) a call to the GIFTS RESULT processor can display the stress
contours and/or the magnified deflections of the model.
Figure DI' in fact shows that the original boundary conditions
used to simulate a 90° crack allowed the crack to extend into
the neighboring 0 ° and 45 ° plies by mistake. This error was
seen immediately in the graphical display and corrected.
(b) The displacements can also be displayed by a call to the EPLOT
processor on the VAX system, Figure D12, and plotted on the
Versatek printer/plotter as shown in Figure D13. The correct
crack displacements are evident in Figure D13.
(c) The stress components can be plotted as a function of y or z
coordinates by a call to the SPLOT processor and by specifying
a window in y or z coordinates in the interactive plotting
queries shown in Figure D14. The yy stress as a function of z
is plotted in Figure D15. The windows in y coordinates used
for this plot are indicated at the bottom of Figure D16.
D3 FREE-EDGE STRESSES IN THE (0/90/451-45) s LAMINATE
The free edge stresses in a (0/90/+_45) s laminate were ca]culated. Figures
I3-20
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D17 through D_8 show the GIFTS generated finite element grid used t_
calculate the free-edge stresses in the quasi-isotropic laminate un_e_- tw:
different loadings: first, under a uniform tensile strain applied tn t_e x
direction; and second, under a uniform temperature change of 4._o_ ,,o:
with traction free bboundary conditions, in Figures 31 ? to 270, th_
through-the-thickness stress components Jzz, gyz, and '_xz are plztted vs. z
and y along slices through the model indicated in Figure D_@. %re thc_a'_
and mechanical stresses could be superposed for any arbitrary combination of
thermal change,_R, and applied tensile strain, arx.
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Z, Uniform Tensile Strain. D-34
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Figure D23: &vz Free Edge Stress for (0/901__45)s Laminate as a Function of Y,
Unlform Tensile Strain, _x D-38
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Figure D24: (rxz Free Ed_,,e Stress for (0/90t+_5) s Laminate as ,2 Fu:lct[,,,- ,,f ",
Uniform Tensile Strain, c x
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Figure D25:
_. Free Edge Stress for (0/90/+45)_ Laminate as a Function of "',
Uniform temperature Chan_, D_40_C (_0OF)
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o-z Free Edge Stress for (0/90/+45) s Laminate as
Uniform Temperature Chan£e, o _°r (10°F)
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Figure D27: Free EdRe Stress for (0190/+45)© Laminate as a Function of 7
Z _
Uniform Temperature Change, 0.5°C (10°F).
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Figure D30: Orxz Free Edge Stress for (0/90/+45)s Laminate
Uniform Temperature Change, 0.5°C (I0 °F)-
• D-45
as a Function of Y.

